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ABSTRACT
Certain aspects ot livestock prod'Jction and social organization
in a group of East African nomadic pastoralists, the Ngisonyoka Turkana
in Nortbwest Kenya, are studied.

The main topics are the position of

small stock (goats and sheep) in the population and production characteristics of the multi-species (goats, sheep, camels, cattle, and donkeys) herds, livestock ownership and management with a focus on women
and small stock, and the activities and morpbology of tbe Turkana household as an integrated livestock enterprise.
Four nomadic Ngisonyoka households were followed throughout fifteen months in 1980-81, and formed the baSis for intensive quantitative
and qualitative data collection.

Field research took place during a

period of drought followed by heavy rains, and enemy-raiding activity,
which allowed documentation of the effects of very stressful conditions
on household herds and food production.
Data on herd dynamics demonstrate an adaptive value to herdowners of maintaining large, multi-species herds in variable and hazardfilled pastoral environments.

Many animals of all species died, but the

species were affected differently:

e.g., small stock. succumbed most

readily to, but recovered most quiCkly from, the drought.
Similarly, analysis of

the production of food from the herds

(milk, blood, meat, and, indirectly, purchased ma1zemeal) shows that no
species con be singled out as most critical; rather, they all contribute
in essential ways.

For example, small-stock milk is not as quantitaxiii

xiv
tively important overall as camel milk; nevertheless small stock are
.important milk producers, especially at certain times of the year.
The Turkana awi is identifi.ed as a household on the basis of its
activities, and the morphology and activities of the four study awis are
discussed in detail.

Emphasis is on the interrelationships between mor-

phology and activities and the nomadic pastoral adaptation.
Analysis of women's roJes in the livestock production system
focuses on relationships between human sex roles in management and
labor and livestock species differences.

Contrary to the apparent situa-

tion in some pastoral groups, Turkana women are not more involved with
small StoCk than with large stock husbandry.

Small stOCK and large

stock are equally the concern of pastoral Turkana of all sexes and ages.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation is an anthropological study of certain aspects
of livestock production and social organization in a group of East African nomadic pastoralists, the Turkana of Northwest Kenya.
I examine two main issues:

Specifically,

first, the position of one category of live-

stock--small stock, that is, goats and sheep--in the population and production characteristics of multi-species

h~rds

ot Turkana nomadic pas-

tOLal households; and second, livestock ownership and management--the
rights to use livestock and their products in various ways and tne division of labor tasks by sex and age--with a focus on women and small
stock.

Additional features of subsistence and social organization are

included in an examination of the activities and morphology of Turkana
households.

The purpose of the study is to contribute to description and

understanding of the ecology and adaptation of traditional pastoral peoples living under variable and generally difficult environmental conditions.

The South Turkana Ecosystem Project
This study is a part of a larger,

interdisci~linary

investigation,

the South Turkana Ecosystem Project, which "has as its major objective
the analysis of the role of human populations in a dry savanna ecosystem" (Little et al., 1984).

Within an ecosystems analysis framework, the

two main questions addressed by the South Turkana Ecosystem Project are:

1

2

what is the influence of the humans and their livestock on the energy
and nutrient dynamics in an arid and strro.ngly pulsed ecosystem, and what
are the patterns of adaptation of the human populations enabling them to
survive and persist in this ecosystem (Little et al.,
1982).

1984~

Ellis et ale

The research by soil, plant, and animal ecologists and ecological

anthropologists comprises three principal components, viz., 1. savanna
ecosystem analysis,

2.

human

behavior and sociocultural anthropology

analysis, and 3. human health, biology, and adaptability analysis.

Vari-

ous subprojects of these components include studies of livestock-plantnutrient interactions, livestock management and ecosystem utilization by
the Turkana, livestock production and herd dynamics, human social organization

and

resource

exploitations,

(Little et ale, 1984).
among

components

and

and

health

and

adaptation

Conceptual and actual examination of linkages
subprojects

is

encouraged

by

the

researchers'

"belie,f that the structure, dynamics, maintenance and evolution of human
populations is controlled by the action of sociocultural, ecological, and
human biological factors,
(Little et al., 1984).

[which]

are highly complex and interactive"

Additionally, although not an aspect of my pre-

sent study, Simulation models--consisting of subsystem models integrated
1
into an ecosystem-level model --will play an important role in link1ng

all components of the project, as well as assisting in interpretation of
data, testing of hypotheses, and extrapolation of results and making of

1The subsystem models include or are planned to include an
abiotic model, a primary producer model, a ruminant consumer model, a
nitrogen/decomposition model, and a human energy and nitrogen balance
model.

3
predic~ions

about unmeasured effects of tile ecosystem

(L~\:tle

et al.,

1984).
The

present

study is

a

descriptive exploration and analysis,

relying on detailed quantitative and non-quantitative observational data
collected f rom a

few

households, of

some of

the many relationships

among humans, livestock, and the physical and biotic environment in the
South Turkana ecosystem.

Hy primary concern is to address some speci-

fic, middle-range anthropological issues pertaining to the role of small
Before presenting these

stock and women in the Turkana adaptation.

issues I will discuss the place of my t.]ork in ecological anthropology
and anthropological studies of Eas t Af rican pas toral peoples.

Ecological Anthropological Concepts
In respect to anthropology in

generalL~

the rubrics of ecological antnropology and

this study falls

sociocul~ural

under

anthropology.

The focus is on subsistence processes and activities, which are one ot
tne major means by liIhich a human population adapts to its environment.
Human biological processes--physiological and genetic means of adapting
to the environment--are not considered here, nor are effects of human
activities on the environment, although a comprehensive analysis of the
ecology of a human group includes reciprocal interrelationships among
sociocultural and

individual behavioral, biological, and environmental

variables.
My perspective in ecological anthropology has been influenced by
various concepts sometimes associated with distinct approaches

within

the field (e.g., Anderson's [1973) "subclasses of interactional or eco-

4

logical thought", Orlove's [1980] "stages" or "analytical frameworks").

I

do not accept any particular programmatic statement nor do I work with
sop!list1c8ted

ecological

models of human behavior.

or

other

(e.g.,

decision-making)

theories

or

I employ what may be termed a "natural his-

tory approach"; that is, paraphrasing Neville Dyson-Hudson (1980: 177), I
identify features in the behavior of

human populations (in this case,

East Af rican pastoral populations) of likely adaptive importance ("strategic importance", in Dyson-Hudson' swords), and describe and

try

to

in

my

explain them as such.
Adaptation
Within

such

a

framework,

the

most

important

concept

attempt to understand human behavior and sociocultural systems is adaptation.

Adaptation, that is "adjustment to environmental conditions" as

well as "something that is adapted" (to use Webster's Third New International Dictionary definition), occurs at several levels, generally identified as genetic (evolutionary), anatomical and physiological, and behavioral (including individual and sociocultural behavior) (cf. Stini 1975).
As stated above, I am concerned with the behavioral level in this study.
Various measures or indices of adaptation have been proposed or used,
such as ditferential reproductive success (the standard biological evolutionary measure, based on Darwinian selection theory), energy production
or energetic efficiency (according to Leslie White fS [1949] and Marvin
Harris's [1971] conceptualizations of cultural evolution and adaptation),
relative population size (cf. Hardesty 1977: 127), and the health and
disease of the members of a population (e.g., McElroy and Townsend 1979:
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13).

There have been identification of and disagreement

~ver

unitS of

adaptation--e.g., whether populations or individuals adapt (cf. Alland
and McCay 1973, Orlove 1980)--as well as the extent to which biolOgical
and cultural processes of adaptation are homologous or analogous (cf.
Bennett 1976, Richerson 1977).

Among other charges levelled at cultural

anthropological adaptive interpretations of behavior has been that they
are simply "neOfunctional" or "Panglossian" anthropology (N. Dyson-Hudson
1980:

172,

R.

Dyson-Hudson

1983b;

cf. Vayda and

McCay's

[1975)

and

Orlove's [1980] reviews), the "neofunctional" argument presumably being
that the behavior in question is adaptive because it exists.

One need

not enter into these debates or wait for them to be resolved to pursue
research with the assumption that much of human behavior reflects "adaptive' strategies for
1983).

survival in a given environment" (R. Dyson-Hudson

Such research does not initially entail measures of adaptation or

assumptions about units of adaptation, and as N. Dyson-Hudson emphasized,
does not mean that the researcher believes that "populations always know
what

they are doing, always do the right thing, and will necessarily

survive" (1980: 172).
cept

in

research

Adaptation can serve as a g.1.iding theoretical con-

that

relies

on ecolOgically

"thick description"

to

relate subsistence processes and behaviors to each other, to the environment, and to the fundamental human need to survive in that environment.

My selection of factors to investigate in this study was guided,

in part, by the assumption that they can be understood as furthering the
people's adaptation to or ability to cope with problems posed by the
environment.

6

Ecosystem
Ecosystem is a second concept that hes influenced my thinking about
human biology and behavior in relation to environment (and that is an
important concept in the South Turkana Ecosystem Project).

The utility

of the ecosystem concept in anthropology was the subject of a recent
symposium and resultant collectior.. of papers

(Moran~

ed., 1984).

As

summarized by Moran in his preface, "the critiques have noted the tendency of ecosystem-based studies to over-'emphasize energy f low; to rely
on functionalist assumptions; to neglect historical and/or evolutionary
factors; and to overlook the role of individuals as the locus of natural
selection and decision-making."

Some of the problems with the ecosystem

concept resulted f rom "the tendency of some authors to reify the ecosystem" and attribute teleological qualities to it (Moran 1984).

Like many

or most anthropologists today, however, I do not view the ecosystem "as
an organic entity [with] properties such as self-regulation, maximization
of energy through-flow, and having strategies for survival" (Moran 1984).
I do not use the ecosystem as a unit of analYSiS, but rather as the conceptual framework for adaptation of humans to the environment.

I see

the ecosystem as the interrelationships between human biology, behavior,
and sociocultural organization, other animals and plants, and abiotic
components of the environment (cf. Alland and McCay 1973: 183, McElroy
and Townsend 1979: 14).

As such, the ecosystem concept is useful "pri-

marily as an heuristic device, encouraging us to think in terms of the
systemic interrelationships among cultural and natural factors" (JOChim
1984).

With the ecosystem concept I

recognize the total context of

which my study is a part, without explicitly mentioning or analyzing all
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the variables in the ecosystem.

The latter is impossible in any case,

because ecosystem "is a helpful concept that reminds us that all syster:J.s
are tar more complex than our deductive or inductive models can ever
conceive" (Moran 1984).

Use of the ecosystem concept as I have indicated

does not entail assumptions of

e!~osystem

equilibrium.

In fact, it seems

to me that a premise that "ecosyst<3ms are dynamic, and [that]

living

things are continually in processes of change and response to change"
(HcElroy and Townsend 1979: 73)--i.e., adapting--Ieads a researcher to
look for

unstable as

well

as

stable ecosyste!llic interrelationships.

Focus on individual actions, adaptive strategies, and hazards or problems
in the environment is often part of this point of view.
Individual Actions, Adaptive Strategies, HClzards
In this way, my approach is agreeable to an emphasis on "the
behavior

of

individuals in which

their conscious

awareness,

explicit:

motivation, and deliberate choices--eve:n if not the Whole story [in inferring a

population strategy of

adaptation]--have

to

be

taken :l.nto

account" (N. Dyson-Hudson 1980: 172; and cf. orlove's [1980] discussion).
Although my study is not based on a decision-malting model, nevertheless
I explicitly note the actions and results of actions of individuals (in
my study, primarily herdowners and other individuals who make decisions
about livestock) as I describe and analyze aspects of the Turkana pastoral adaptation.
of

Along with recognition of the individual as the locus

decision-making, I find heuristically useful the notion of adaptive

strategy, which is "a series or sequence of adaptive responses" to environmental conditions (N. Dyson-Hudson 1980: 172).

I see adaptive strat-
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egies

as being pursued by individuals, tile aggregation of which consti-

tutes the wider setting or population adaptation.

Consistent with a

focus on individuals and adaptive strategies, I have been Inf luenced by
the literature in ecological anthropology, given impetus by Vayda and
McCay (1975), calling tor a "focus on how individuals respond to hazards
and problems and on the ways in which the nature of their responses (including any patterns of aggregation and disaggregation that these may
produce) are related to characteristics of the hazards and problems they
face" (Vayda and McCay 1975: 300).

This approach has bee;:, most recently

reviewed and taken a step further by Lees and Bates in ''Environmental
Events and the Ecology of Cumulative Change" (Lees and Bates 1984), in
wllicn they "suggest that a useful alternative to efforts to evaluate a
generalized problem or hazard is to look instead at the impact of particular events", such as particular droughts or particular frosts.

As it

happened, my fieldwork coincided with a fairly severe drought, allowing
me to observe a particular problematic event as well as assessing more
generally tne Turkana pastoral adaptation to a problematic environment.
My description and analysis of the effects of drought on Turkana herds
and pastoral strategies is in line with the "hazards approach" advocated
by Vayda and McCay and others.
anthropology of
trends

In summary, my approach to issues in the

pastoral peoples is consistent with several coherent

in ecological anthropological

thought,

emphasizing adaptation,

ecosystemic interrelationships, individual behavior, adaptive strategies,
and hazards in the environment.

I add that if this dissertation is found

long on description and short on generalization and tceory, my philosopny
is that "ethnography of the ecological variety is so determinedly earth-
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borne, stiCKY with facts and cloggeQ with ambiguities of detail

tha~

new

<:tnd compelling formulations cannot Leasily} surface" (Netting 1982: 291).
In my opinion, t.h!s is one of the many positive influences of that important leader of the ecological movement in anthropology, Julian Steward,
whose work also directly affected my thinKing.
Anthropological Studies of East African Pastora1ists
Excellent reviews of anthropological studies of pastoral peoples
are available (e.g., Dyson-Hudson 1972, Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson
1980), to which the reader is referred for in-depth survey.

At the start

of Chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation I discuss briefly the historical
context of

ecological approaches to the anthropology of East African

pastoralism.

At the riSK of repetition, in the following few paragraphs

here I will set the stage for the prese.nt study.
conveni~nt

For this purpose it is

to maKe use of Netting's "three major trends" or "approaches"

in cultural anthropology since 1900--the ideological, the social structural, and the ecological (Netting 1977: 4).

Ideological Approach
In accorciance with the trends of the time, the most influential
early study of East African pastoralism! that of M. J. Herskovits (1926),
focused on phenomena such as the "Shared ideology" or "cluster of psychological elements" associated with cattle in the "East African Cattle
Area" (HersKoVits 1926:

241~

Netting 1977: 41).

"The distinctive traits

of the East African Cattle Area mainly concerned the nonut1litarian purposes to which the animals were put and the peculiar attitudes their
owners

held

toward

them"

(Netting

1977:

41).

The

legacy

of

ttlis
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approach, probably more influential outside antbropo10gica1 circles than
within (cf. Dahl and Hjort 1976: 16, 17), was that. traditional pastoralism was

seen to

be an economically irrational and even maladaptive

(because it resulted in excessive numbers of livestock grazing the range)
use of livestock.

In anthropological terms, Herskovits was simply more

concerned with the "cattle complex" as an expression of dominant cultural values than as an ecological adaptation.

Not noted in subsequent

criticisms of Herskovits's work, but re1eve.nt to the present study, is
t:he fact that Herskovits focused primarily on cattle to the neglect of
other livestock such as goats and sheep_

Tbis was no doubt because ot

the seemingly overwr.elming emotional and symbolic (as opposed to ecologic and economic) importance of cattle to the pastoralists, alt:hough
cultural biases of

the

r~searchers

and reports from which Herskovits

gleaned bis information may have bean a factor--catt1e generally being a
m0re dominant symbol in Euro-American culture than goats (particularly)
and sheep.

Perhaps also involved was sexual bias on tbe parts of the

observers and the pastora1ists, who both came from male-dominated societies in which cattle tend to be associated with males (at least in certain contexts, epitomized by the American West).

Herskovits's legacy

emphasizing cultural values, though not his neglect of small stock, was
an important straw man for later emphasis on the ecologically adaptive
aspects of subsistence pastoralism.
Social Structural Approach
Roughly

following

the ideological

approacb in time were tbe

structural-functional studies of East African pastoral1sts, initiated by
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Evans-Pritchard with the political institutions of The Nuer (1940), and
further exemplified by such t>1Orks as Gulliver's comparaUve study of
regulation and ownership of herds in Jie and Turkana society (The Family
Herds 1955), Spencer's The Samburu:

A Study of Gerontocracy in a No-

madic Tribe (1965), and Dyson-Hudson's Karimojong Politics (1966).

Al-

though not concerned with subsistence per se, but rather with aspects of
social structure and function within society, theSe anthropologists were
sensitive to relationships between sociocultural processes and the environment (ct. Anderson's [1973: 186, 191] citing of Evans-Pritchard 1940
and Gulliver 1955; nevertheless,

there is a functional disconnection

between Evans-Pritchard's analysis of Nuer ecology and Nuer political institutions [cf. Evans-Pritchard 1940: 148]).

Their works were not so

much reacted against, as expanded upon, in subsequent ecological anthropological research.

As with the ideological approach" however, cattle

were the focal livestock in the British social anthropologists' studies.
Ecological Approach
Not to slight important interests in symbolic and other SOCiOcultural centered aspects of pastoralism (e.g., Elam 1973, Almagor 1978),
a third and a current major approach to the understanding of pastoral
peoples is the ecological.

Netting's analysis of the ecological perspec-

tive in general will serve as a summary statement here:

"Functionalism

was extended beyond the social sphere, structural arrangements were
seen to havE:! adaptive value in organization for defense and production,
cultural attitudes showed selective advantages in promoting subsistence
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success" (Netting 1977: 6).1

There are various research interests within

the ecological camp, but for those interested in the details of subsistence systems, among the most influential writings are those of Dahl and
Hjort (1976) and the Dyson-Hudsons (e.g., among others, Dyson-Hudson and
Dyson-Hudson 1969).
large

herds

is

Danl and Hjort's preUlioa is that "the keeping of

closely

linked

to

the

need to protec t the house-

hold against the effects of drought or epidemics as well as to tood
requirements during a particular dry period" (Dahl and Hjort 1976: 17).
According to the Dyson-Hudsons,
Interesting and important as all these [symbolic and
elements are, they are cultural elaborations of one
fact:
cattle are the major source of subsistence
[people]. First, last and always the role of cattle
people's] life is to transform the energy stored
grasses, herbs and shrubs of the t:r1bal area into
easily available t:o the people (Dyson-Hudson and
Hudson 1969: 4).

social]
central
for the
in [the
in the
a form
Dyson-

These premises are the context of the present study.
Neglect of Small St:ock
Continuing the pattern of earlier anthroplogy, however, cattle
have remained the focal livestock of ecological anthropological expositions on pastoralism.

Despite the tact that small stock sometimes are a

sign1ficant portion of ·East African pastora!ists' livestock (see Table
1.1), there is a disproportionately small amount of information on small
stock herds and production and the role of small stock in the sociocultural aspect:s ot the subSistence and economic systems.

For example, in

1Ny remarks about different researchers' interests should not be
construed to mean that studies such as Elam's and Almagor's ignore ecology, but ecological r~lationships are not their major concern.

Table 1.1.

Livestock and Human Populations and Population Ratios of Pastoral Districts of Kenya.
Source:

Dyson-Hudson 1980: 179 (Table 1) and 180 (Table 2).
Livestock

Po~(1000s)

District

Human Pop. (lOOOs)

Goats

Sheep

Cattle

Camels

Small Stock
per Person

Large Stock
per Person

Turkana

159.3

1537

1281

163

169

17.7

2.1

Marsabit

37.5

350

159

196

146

13.6

9.1

1siolo

54.6

365

155

150

200

9.5

6.4

Wajir

112.8

.-----7 4-----

155

76

0.7

2.1

Garissa

50.6

-----74-----

361

9

1.5

7.3

Mandera

75.5

----143-----

80

90

2.0

2.3

Samburu

56.6

185

133

448

12

5.6

8.1

Tana River

42.7

73

15

139

2.1

3.3

Kajiado

68.4

105

62

350

2.4

5.1

110.1

106

422

425

4.8

3.9

Narok

.....
w
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a discussion of tbe "Structure of East Af rican Herds and tbe Future ot
East African Herders," the Dyson-Hudsons looked at surveys of

cattle

herds f rom seven pastoral groups (sixteen herds in all), noting that "tbe
data relate only to cattle; but let us be grateful for what we have, and
defer appraisal of livestock survey methods and a review of the equally
important dynamics of camel berds,
nerds

sheep and goat flocks and donkey

to another occasion" (Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson 1982: 217).

Dahl and Hjort (1976) relied on data from the literature to analyze demographic and production characteristics of pastoralists' herds.

Forty-

eight pages were devoted to cattle herd growth and 41 to cattle illilk,
meat, and blood production; ,24 pages to small stock herd growth and 22
to small stock produc tion.

Essentially all the information on cattle

came trom African pastoral systems whereas a fair amount of the intormation on small stock came from Middle Eastern and other Asian pastoral
systems.

In the chapter on ''Long Term Effects of Disaster to Pastoral

Herds" (the context of which is African berds), small stock were dismissed at the beginning with che statement that they "are ot secondary
importance in the present analysis" (Dahl and Hjort 1976: 114), which is
footnoted with a reference co a Kenya Ministry ot Finance and Planning
aerial

livestock

survey

study.

Relying

on

aerial

livestock

survey

studies to make such a remark indieaces a complete lack of data available on the actual,

on-the-ground,

in-the-subsistence-system role

of

small stock in Af riean pastoral herds, not to mention linkages between
the livestock system and sociocultural system.

Thus, despite pronounce-

ments in the literature ot the importance of small stock in East African
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mixed-species

pastoral

systems

and statements calling for increased

attention to small stock (I add here that Dahl and Hjort do note the
importance ot

small stock in other contexts), empirical data on and

understanding of the subject are small.

It was to redress this scarcity,

as well as to contribute more generally to the

anth~opology

of pastoral

adaptations, that I undertook my study, which is the main subject of this
dissertation.
Focus on Small Stock
A focus on small stock is not to imply that small stocl< are
more important or crucial than other livestocl<, but I do propose that
small stocl< are one of the essential underpinnings of the characteristically mixed small- and large-stock African pastoral systems.
small stock has theoretical and practical advantages.

A focus on

As i t views the

pastoral adaptation from a perspective not taken heretof ore by anthropologists of African pastoralism, it may illuminate variables, processes,
and interrelationships previously missed or inadequately documented.
example, the concentration in the literature on the economic

a~d

For

socio-

cultural roles in particular of cattle has underplayed other elements in
the pastoral adaptation and human survi.val during and following environmental low-points.

It may also have led to an under-emphasis on the

role of WOmen in some pastoral groups, which I will discuss in detail
shortly.

Children are another category of persons often associated with

small stock (and with women).

Despite the advances made from the

a1c "cattle complex" perspective of Herskov'its's time,

clas~

the neglect in
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quantitatively documenting tbe roles played by small stoCk in pastoral
adaptations bas led to an imbalance and incomplete understanding of
tbese subsistence and sociocultural systems.
A practical importance of a concentration on small stOCK is tbat
more balanced and complete understanding of pastoral systems may contribute to better success of tbe socioeconomic policies and programs
tbat are an essential aspect of modern government.

Small stock and the

related labor, rights, and duties of women and children are elements of
pastoral

groups

previously

neglected

in

both

research

and

policy.

Research resulting in better data and knowledge about their contributions to pastoral housebold economies will, it is to be boped, stimulate
awareness about their condition on tbe part of policy-makers.
In summary, I contend that small stock play a crucial but understudied role in East African pastoralism.

I do not propose tbat small

stock ax:e more crucial than otber livestOCk, but the real importance of
small stock has not received the attention it deserves.

Centering my

study on the role of small stock in relation to other livestock provides
a fresh perspective from which to examine the pastoral adaptation, as
well as highlights the small stocks' contribution to the e:d.stence of
men, women, and children in their harsh lands.
contributes

Thus, this dissertation

to basic ethnological and enthnographic knowledge and to

practical concerns of socio-economic development of pastoral peoples.
Small Stock:

Specific Issues

A review of the literature prior to fieldwork (Wienpahl 1978)
revealed current issues concerning the cultural ecology of small stock
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in pastoral adaptations in general and also in Turkana pastoralism in
particular.

I

oriented

my

fieldwork

around investigation of

these

issues, focusing on the role of small stock in relation to arid environmental conditions and in relation to women.
Stoc~

Small

in Conditions of Aridity

Small stock play a critical role in the context of limitations
to traditional livestock production caused by aridity.

Small stock sub-

sist and are productive in harsh dry environments where cattle and even
c~mels

(Nicolaisen 1963) do not thrive.

The proportion of small stOCK in

African pastoral herds tends to increase as the environment becomes mote
arid

(N.

Dyson-Hudsoii,

personal

communication;

cf.

Lit tIe and Morren

1976: 59).
In Turkanaland, one of the most arid regions of Kenya, goats
and sheep are perhaps the least dispensable [of the livestock] and of greatest use in everyday life. They are the
chief source of normal meat supplies, all the year round
milk and blood, ••• and trade goods ••• Goats flourish everywhere
in Turkanaland, though predominating in the poor parts where
other stock find difficulty in thriving ••• Thus the goat
enables the Turkana to take advantage of almost all their
country with a supply of milk (Gulliver 1951: 16, 22;
emphasis added).
Similar observations have been made among the northern Tuareg in West
Africa (Nicolaisen 1963: 36, 40-41, 130, 149, 404).
Frequently, an aspect of this abilit.y of small stock t.o thrive
where other livestock cannot i s . contrast

between small and large

stock with respect to actual physical proximity to the homesteads Where
most of the people live.

During certain seasons (e.g., in the case of

the Samburu, Karimojong, Jie, and some Tuareg) or even for most of the
year (e.g., 1n the Kababish, Somali, and some Tuareg groups), the small
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stock may be the only livestock in the vicinity of the major homesteads.
(Wienpahl 1978 contains specific references; the enthographic information
comes from Spencer 1965 and 1973 tor the Samburu, Dyson-Hudson 1966 for
the Karimojong, Nicolaisen 1963 for the Tuareg, Asad 1970 for the
hish,and Lewis 1961 for the Somali.)

Kaba-

One of the primary reasons for this

is that only small stock (especially goats) can eke out a living by
browsing on the scrub vegetation close around the homesteads; the cattle
are taken away to grassy areas (e.g., among the Karimojong), while the
camels range in far-reaching oI'bits removed from the homesteads (e.g.,
among the Kababish and Somali).

Although Gulliver noted the desire of

the Turkana herdowner to keep at least one milking camel in each homestead, nevertheless "because of their economic usefulness nearly every
t amily has a f lock of sheep and goats,

typically enough to maintain a

separate homestead in the plains in the dry season" (Gulliver 1951: 83;
emphasiS added).
The preceding indicates that because of their adaptation to arid
environments, i"esulting in their ability to thrive where other livestOCK
cannot, small stock (especially goats) are not just a subsidiary but are
an essential factor in arid-land pastoral adaptations.

Small stock are

often found to be the only livestock in close proximity to the majority
of the human population.

Small stock are part of the livestock produc-

tion system not only because they are rapidly reproducing and convenient
units of low emotional value (economic advantages over large stock) to
slaughter or sell, but because without them many African pastoralists,
including the Turkana, would have difficulty even subsisting in their
marginal lands.
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This observation has implications for our understanding of human
adaptation to. marginal environments and survival of environmental crises
in arid environments.
ment

programs

It should also be recognized by livestock develop-

that ignore the

role of

small stock in the pastoral

system.
In connection with the thrivability of small stock in marginal
environments and their year-round close association with the majority of
che human popoulation should be emphasized their role in the nuCr1tion
of

the

stress.

people,

possibly

especially

the

children,

during

dry-season

Referring to tropical Africa in general, Dahl and Hjort stated

that "while the main purpose of normal cattle and camels is to produce
milk f or consumption, small stock is kept primarily f or meat" (Dahl and
Hjort 1976: 200).

Whether this is true or not for the Turkana or any

other pastoral group (discussed below), it does seem that small stock
are slaughtered more frequently and/or that small-stock meat is
most frequently eaten in most pastoral groups.

the

As quoted above, accord-

ing to Gulliver small stock "are the chief source of normal meat supplies."

Reasons for this have been summarized by Dahl and Hjort (1976:

200):
The slaughter of small stock does not have the same value
load as the slaughter of camels or cattle. It does not involve the same potential destruction of productivity. Sheep
and goats have a very rapid rate of reproduction and the gap
after an animal is killed will soon be filled. Small stock
are easy to slaughter ••• The meat resulting from slaughter is
not more bulky than that it can be consumed by the family
itself within a couple of days or stored without lengthy
preparations.
The real importance of small-stock meat may derive not from how
much is consumed, but from when it is consumed.

.Researchers have of ten
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noted that animals are slaughtepad more frequently during the dry than
,
the wet season and that small stock are slaughtered before large stock
in times of acute stress.

If most of the small-stock meat is consumed

within the household, small-stock meat becomes a most important household food source during dry-season stress periods.
In addition to the accepted role of small atock as suppliers of
meat~

their role as suppliers of milk, especially during the dry season,

must be investigated.

This role is partly a function of seasonal and

nutritional complementarity of different livestock species in dry-land
pastoral systems (discussed by Dahl and Hjort 1976: 234-237).

According

to Gulliver, Turkana small stock "are [the chief?) ••• source of ••• al1 the
year round milk" in the dry-season Turkana homesteads (Gulliver 1951:
22).

A flock of small stock "prOVides a minimum of milk for the chi1-

dren" (Gulliver and Gulliver 1953: 60).
Goat and sheep milk is carefully collected, particularly in
the dry season ••• Turkana children, in spite of the harsher
country, appear to be better nourished than the Jie who live
in a more favorable pastureland. This may be because milk
from some animal is always procurable, Which is not always
so in Jieland ••• (Gulliver and Gulliver 1953: 60; emphasis
added).
Although camel milk may also be important in the dry-season Turkana
homesteads (Gulliver 1951: 23), it may be the milk of small stock 1n
particular that is "always procurable" to the children and some women-"Often thirsty women and children drink straight from the udJer [of a
goat or sheep1" (Gulliver 1951: 22).
goat's udder because of

Children have easy access to a

the small size of

reached and not difficult to control.

the animal--it is

easily

Additionally, unlike cattle and

camels, goats can be milked without difficulty even in the absence of
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their young; tPis has been noted by at least one researcher (Nicolaisen
1963), while other researchers have commented only on the inadequate
let-down of

milk

by native African

cattle in

the absence

of

their

calves, neglecting to note the contrast in respect to goats (e.g., Deng
1972

[commenting

Whether
monal

~his

on

the

Dinka],

Evans-Pritchard

1940,

and

others).

is due to differences between the species in the neurohor-

ref lex process of

milk ejection (which I

have discussed in my

review of the literature on small stock [Wienpahl 1978]) OJ: for some
other reason, the important result is quicker and easier access to milk
by opportunistic and hungry children.
Thus the nutritional significance of small stock f or the human
population derives both from their role as suppliers of meat and, pOSSibly equally important, from their role as suppliers of easily procurable
milk (for children,

especially) during the dry

season.

These

roles

derive f rom the small stocks' adaptability to arid conditions and other
aspects of
size).

their biocultural ecology

(e.g.,

rapid reproduction,

small

The implications of this significance cannot be ignored by live-

stock development and other socioeconomic programs.

Small Stock and Women
Small stock are an important factor in the role of women in
food production and distribution and household economy.

A focus

on

women's roles and status is one of the specific issues that emerged from
anthropological studies of nomadic pastoralists during the 1970s; women
had previously been an ignored feature of pastoral society (Dyson-Hudson
and Dyson-Hudson 1980), except indirectly in discussions of

briU~

wealth.
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Throughout pastoral Africa small stOCK production is often directly connected with the role of women in the livestocK production system (tne
research neglect of the one may have contributed to the neglect of the
other and vice versa).
greater

rights

It seems that women generally exercise and enjoy

over small stOCK than large stOCK;

groups small stOCK are an important

econom1~

in some pastoral

resource for women, who

are primarily responsible for raising them and distributing their products.

Among the Bororo Fulani in Niger, for example, the women of ten

have explicit control over small stock.:

"Normally, small flOCKS of

sheep and goats belong to women rather than to men"; a woman's cattle
are completely under the control of her husband; and she "enjoys much
greater economic independence in regard to the small livestocK which she
acquires out of her personal savings.
with it" (Dupire

1960:

76,

80,

86).

She can in fact do what she liKes
Conant

has

suggested an even

stronger role of women in respect to small stOCK in an East Af rican
group:
Among POk.ot, as well as some of their neighbors [the TurKana
of the present study are immediate neighbors of the POKot],
women are the main managers of goats, which can outnumber
cattle by as many as 10 to 1. Since goats are the day-today "predators" of Acacia [thorny trees detrimental to
grassy cover], their management by women may be crucial for
the survival of the men-managed cattle.
Thus we are
encouraged to reconsider not only the importance of goats in
East African mixed herds but also the role of women as environmental managers in East African herding societies" (Conant
1984).
Gulliver did not mention any de jure control by TurKana women
over small StOCK, but there may be at least some de facto control by
women in respect to small stOCK that does not exist in respect to large
stOCK.

Turk.ana women "own" both large and small stock, but may not
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slaughter either as they wish--"conventionally a wife should not kill
but with sheep

a!~d

goats she often will," according to Gulliver.

"IA

wife kills a goat Whilst her husband sleeps', said one informant, contemptuously" (Gulliver 1951: 93; emphasis added).

To the extent that

this is true, Turkana women may wield some power over pastoral management

and food

occur.

production and

distribution

that

would otherwise

not

And, of course, in light of Conant's statement, Gulliver's obser-

vations must be thoroughly reinvestigated.
Understanding the role of women in pastoral and other rural economies

is

important

to

the

burgeoning

anthropological

interest

in

women's roles and activities, to interests in human management ot ecosystems

(according

to Conant),

anu, again, to socioeconomic programs,

which heretofore have tended to ignore the effects of development on
both women and small stock.

Choice of Study Area
I

undertook my study among Turkana nomadic pastoralists of the

Ngisonyoka section in South Turkana due to the fortunate oppotunity to
participate in the interdisciplinary South Turkana Ecosystem Project.
Turkana was chosen as the study region because it is at the xeric end of
the East African savannah moisture gradient and thus represents, both
ecologica!l~

and culturally, an extreme position on this c.ontinuum and

an interface with Sahel1an ecosystems (Ellis et ale 1979).
suited

to

the

objectives

of

I t is thus

the South Turkana Ecosystem Project

to

understand an arid and and drought-pulsed ecosystem, and will provide
research results relevant to understanding (and theretore perhaps 3void-
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ing) events like the Sahelian disaster of the 1970s.

Within

~he

Turkana

region,
The Ngisonyoka were chosen as the study group because theSe
people are ~trongly committed to pastoralism.
They have
large herds oi camels, cattle, goats, sheep, and donkeys,
and traditionally are not involved in dry farming on the
alluvial plains along the Kerio and Turkwel Rivers, as are
the Ngikebotok and Ngibelai· sections of South Turkana.
Another consideration in selecting the NgisonYQk.a as the
study group was that the South Turkana Expedition sponsored
by the Royal Geographical Society in 1968 through 1971
worked in southeastern Ngisonyoka territory.
Thus we have
information on some Ngisonyoka herdowners extending back
over a twelve year period (Dyson-Hudson and HcCabe 1982:
10).
For my purposes there were specific advantages to working with
Turkana pastoral1sts.

First, they possess many small stock (cf. Table

1.1); there would be no problem finding the small stock.
tageous for a beginning study.

(This i3 advan-

To pursue the small stock question one

would want, of course, to compare the Turkana system with systems where
small stock are less abundant.)

Next, the Turkana also possess cattle

and camels as productive livestock (as well as donkeys primarily for
transport), making it possible to observe several sets of relationships
between livestock species in a pa8t:oral adaptation.

Finally, since the

Turkana inhabit a very harsh and dry environment in the spectrum of East
African pastoral enVironments, and have minimal direct reliance on agriculture, it might be easier to document the "essentiality" of the small
stock during crisis conditions.
Some disadvantages of working with Turkana pastoralists include
their extreme degree of nomadism (short but frequent and rather irregular movements), small size and high degree of independence and hence
dispersal of the nomadic production units, difficulties of transportation
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in the area, and low levels of literacy. making impossible large sample
sizes and multiple native enumerators to keep treck of the units.

On a

different note, camels may supplant some of tne roles of small stOCK
inherent in pastoral systems with only cattle and small stock,

which

would decrease the generalizability of findings to other areas of subSaharan Africa.

It woule,

however,

increase

the

relevance for

some

areas, such as the Sahel, which have come to the forefront of Western
aid consciousness in the past decade.
In hindsight, I

can say that the year and a half during which

fieldwork Was carried out offered an excellent opportunity to observe
the interplay of many factors, including small stock, in human adaptation to environmental crises, as the Turkana had to cope with classic
pastoral disasters of drought (followed by excessive rains), livestocK
disease, and enemy raids.

Although difficult to quantify and

p~rnaps

not

generalizable in its details to all sub-Saharan pastoral systems, the
role of small stOCK in the South Turkana pastoral existence was extensively revealed.

Conclusion ,
This completes a review of the issues pertaining to small stock
and of wider anthropological concerns, which are the subject and substance of this dissertation.

I will proceed as follows:

In Chapter 2 I

will describe the ecological and ethnographic context of this study.

In

Chapter 3 I will begin by summarizing the movements of the study households and their herds during the fieldwork period.

Treatment of this

subject will be brief because it is the focus of other members of the
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South Turkana Ecosystem Project, particularly R. Dyson-Hudson and J. T.
McCab~.

Most of Chapter 3 is devoted to an examination of the composi-

tion and dynamics of the household herds, and documents the effects of
severe environmental events and the strengths and weaknesses of
various livestock species in respect to these events.

the

In Chapter 4 I

consider the contribution of the different li¥estock species to the human
food supply directly in the form of milk, blood, and meat, and indirectly
in the form of maizemeal purchased by selling animals.
I

As in Chapter 3

explicity assess interrelationships among the species, this time in

respect to food production, taking care to stress the role (or non-role,
as the c:ase may be) of small stock.

Further in Chapter 4 I discuss non-

food uses of the livestock.

5 advances from the focus on small

Chapt~r

stock to consider the Turkana household as an integrated livestock enterprise, the primary locus of production, consumption, and other activities of subsistence and social maintenance.

In Chapter 6 I return to the

small stock "issue", specifically the question of women and small stock
in

the Turkana livestock. production system.

found in Chapter 7.

Concluding remarks are

CHAPTER 2
ECOLOGICAL AND ETHNOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND, AND FIELDWORK
Ecological Setting
Turkana District is located in northwestern Kenya between 1° and
5° N. latitude and 34° and 36°45' E. longitude, covering an area of 64,048
sq. km. and lying entirely within the Great Rift Valley.

The district is

generally described as a vast sandy and rocky plain, varying in altitude
from 660 m. to 900 m. or slightly higher, and largely broken by numerous
barren rugged volcanic hills and ridges varying between 1050 m. and 2065
m. (Republic of Kenya 1980).

The study area is in the southwestern por-

tion of the district approximately 1° north of the Equator, covers an
area of approximately 8,000 sq. km., and is roughly bounded by the Turkana district border on the south, the Turkwell River on the west, the
Kalapata River and Katigithigiria Hills in the north, and the Kerio River
on the east.

This is some two-thirds of the 12,000 sq. km. territory of

the Ngisonyoka section of the South Turkana who were chosen for this
study (Figures 2.1 and 2.2).

The following description of the ecological

setting of the present study relies heavily on previous reports, particularly those of Ellis et ale (1982) and Dyson-Hudson and McCabe (1982),
which were also part of the South Turkana Ecosystem Project.
General Climate and Ecology
The climate of the area is arid with high temperatures all
year-round and a brief (two-three month) but intense, period
of precipitation. Rainfall varies considerably between years
27
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and from place to place within the year. However, 8- and
10-year averages are 283 mm and 394 mm for Lokori and Kaputir, respectively (Little, 1982). The growing season is relatively short in Turkana, especially for herbaceous plants
which usually die or senesce within 3 months after initiation
of ~he rains in late March or early April. However, shrubs
and trees experience a longer growing season and along major
water courses, such as the Kerio, Kalapata, and Turkwell
rivers, some trees remain in leaf year-round (Ellis et ale
1982).
South Turkana differs ecologically from North Turkana in several
respects, which is reflected in the composition of the livestock herds
(Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 5-6):

North Turkana (particularly the

northwestern part, as opposed to around Lake Turkana) generally has
higher rainfall and the vegetation is primarily herbs and grasses Which
depend on local rainfall for their growth.

South Turkana has two major

rivers, the Kerio and the Turkwell, which rise in the Kenya Highlands and
do not depend on local rainfall, and flow or have standing water during
much of the year; several mountain lIidssifs and highland areas in South
Turkana receive more rainfall than the surrounding plains areas and :eed
streams that

p=ovide underground water in the plains areas.

Conse-

quently South Turkana has more browse vegetation (shrubs and trees) and
not as good pastures as North Turkana.

The North Turkana pastoralists

depend to a large extent on cattle, with relatively few camels and more
sheep than goats, whereas the South Turkana rely particularly on camels
and goats in contrast to cattle and sheep.
that

because

of

their

dependence

on

It may be pointed out here

local

rainfall and

cattle,

as

opposed to non-local rainfall and the more drought-resistant camels, the
North Turkana pastoralists seem to suffer more from the effects ot
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local drought than do the SOUi:h Turkana pastoralists; at least this was
true during the drought of 1979-81 (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 5, 7).
Environmental Zones and Ecology of Ngisonyoka Territory
Now

we will look more closely at the ecology of the study area

by describing the various environmental zones and their implications for
Turkana livestock.
Soil, climate and grazing interactions produce four major
habitat-vegetation types in the Ngisonyoka area (Figure
[2.2]).
The western quarter of the area is a large NorthSouth oriented plain, known to the Turkana as the Naroo
["large plain"] (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe, 1982). The Naroo
lies between the walls of the Rift on the west and a small
mountain range on the east.
It has the highest levels of
precipitation in South Turkana and this, coupled with sandy
acd sandy-clay soils, makes it the most productive portion
of South Turkana.
Heavy bush (Acacia reficiens, Acacia
spps.) dominates much of the Naroo, but more open areas produce excellent stands of grass (Coppock, 1982). Large trees
(Acacia tortilis, Acacia elatior) form riverine forests along
major and minor water courses (Ellis et ale 1982).
This is an important grazing area for South Turkana cattle,
and goats and sheep. Camels are less frequently grazed in
this area, because they do not have access to the water with
high mineral content which the Turkana believe is important
for their well being. However, during the 1980-81 drought,
hundreds of camels drank each day at the Turkwel River at
Kaputir, and these animals must have been grazing in Naroo,
and on the western pediments and sides of the Central Mountain Range (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 24).
The vegetation growing along the Turkwell is too dense and bushy for
livestock to

graze easily, and also

harbors

tsetse flies that carry

sleeping sickness that affects the livestock.

The livestock are taken to

water

and

on

Well-marked

trails

(Dyson-Hudson

McCabe

1982:

22;

NB:

Dyson-Hudson and McCabe discuss the Turkwell River area as a separate
topographic featu;:e from the Naroo).

There are no important rivers in

Naroo (aside from the Turkwell), and relatively few permanent water-
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holes, so utilization of the area in the dry season may entail long distances of

trarJel to water.

One formerly important permanent

water

source had to be abandoned because of raids by the Pokot, the people
living to the south and west; a second important permanent water source
"died" about ten years ago, a statement requiring further investigation
(Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 24, 25).
The study area is bisected by a basement-complex mountain
range, running North-South (Rhemtulla, 1970).
The highest
peaks rise over 2000 metres; these peaks influence precipitation levels and higher rainfall occurs on or near them.
Although soil development is scant, the mountains support a
dense shrub forest dominanted by Commiphora sp. and Acacia
senegal. These trees overlay a diverse community of grasses
and forbs, which forms an important dry-season grazing
resource for the Ngisonyoka (Ellis et al. 1982).
However, there is virtually no water on the highlands, and the livestock
grazing there (most importantly cattle) have to descend every few days
to water sources below, which is quite an arduous trek (Dyson-Hudson and
McCabe 1982: 27, and personal observation).

Such a trek is not suitable

for small stock, and camels do not do well in mountainous areas as they
tend

to stumble and fall

McCabe 1982: 43).

(and

thus

kill

themselves) (cf. Dyson and

''This shortage of· .water in the Central Hountain Range

unquestionably restricts the number of livestock grazing in these areas"
and "during drought years may act to protect the grazing and browse"
(Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 28, 29).
East of the mountains is another North-South oriented plain,
the Toma ["inside"], which is a traditional wet season range
of the Ngisonyoka.
The Toma soils are granite and gneissderived alluvial sands washed down f rom the basement-complex mountains.
They are very low in clay content and
organic matter and infiltration rates are high (Ellis, 1982).
In appearance, the Toma resembles a young, open woodland.
It is variegated with uumerous ephemeral water courses which
carry the run-off from the basement-complex mountains.
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Each of these streambeds supports a band of riverine woodland ••• Between the streambeds interdrainages support a wide
variety of small trees ••• , dwarf shrubs (Indigofera spinosa)
and numerous annual grasses and forbs, during the rains. In
some places this vegetation pattern gives way to a more uniform bush, dominated by Acacia reficiens (Ellis et a1. 1982).
The Toma is an extremely important grazing area for all the kinds of
livestock

during

and

McCabe 1982: 29).

just

after

the

rainy

season

(Dyson-Hydson and

The water on the eastern edge (near the Central Moun-

tain Range) is limited, but is more abundant on the west, with permanent
waterholes in the Nakwakaal and Kalapata river systems (Dyson-Hudson and
McCabe 1982: 30).
The eastern edge and the north-easr.ern portion of the Ngisonyoka area is largely covered by volcanic d~posits. These
form small but highly dissected mountain ranges or smaller
hills and plateaux which are littered with rubble and large
boulders of volcanic origin.
Little soil development has
taken place and this, coupled with the hotter micro-climate·
of the dark stony volcanics, makes this habitat type the
least productive of the four major types found in the study
area (Coppock, 1982) ••• tree density is lower and herbaceous
production and diversity are the lowest in the study area
(Ellis et ale 1982).
Nevertheless,

the

sOt1thern

outwash

plain~

known

as

Nadikam,

lying

betweE>n Kai!ongkol in the Central Mountain Range and the Kerio River is
an important

dry season grazing area for Ngisonyoka small stock and

camels (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 31).

Water is limited, however,

and "Goats and sheep grazing in this area may by the end of the dry
season have to walk 12 or more kilometers each way ••• , and Turkana herders agree that this is too far for small stock to walk to water" (DysonHudson and McCabe 1982: 31).
The Naroo, Toma, and southern outwash plain (Nadik.am) were the
wain

locatl.ons

of

nouseholds

under

stuny

duLing

1980

81~

with

the
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Turkwe11 River and the Central Mountain Range utilized for water and
grazing respectively, although not as sites for household encampments.
Other parts of Ngisonyoka or neighboring territory were utilized particularly for cattle grazing, and some areas were not utilized.

In a more

expanded discussion than the above of topographic features of the study
area in relation to water sources, Dyson-Hudson and McCabe (1982) discuss

as

well volcanic

hills

and

river

basins between the Ka1apata,

Nakwakaal, and Kerio Rivers; the Loriu Plateau; the Ayangiyang Swamp; and
broken country southeast of the Kerio River.
The volcanic hills east of
utilized

during

the

1980-81

period

the KalapClta River were not
of

fieldwork

(when I

was

much
there)

because of bandit activity and scarcity of graziOlg due to drought.

It

was, however, heavily utilized in 1981-82, after a season of exceptionally good rains and when the Nadikam area was avoided due to fear of
Pokot raids (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 32).
yoka territory, and somewhat remote from

Although not in Ngison-

household encampments,
',.

the

high volcanic plateau known as the Loriu is an important area for Ngisonyoka cattle.

This is a rough and roadless area, where Turkana raid-

ers often take their stolen livestock, and has not yet been visited by
the

researchers

(Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982:

33).

The Ayangiyang

Swamp, also not in Ngisonyoka country, is utilized to some extent by Ngisonyoka herds passing from Loriu to Nadikam (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe
1982: 33).

Finally, the country southeast of the Kerio river was util-

ized to some extent (in 1979-80) by Ngisonyoka pastoralists because "'it
is a place that saves our animals '" (it is a broken lava highland with
higher rainfall and numerous water sources), but "there are dangers of
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severe liveatock losses to people using this region, since this is on the
border of Pokot country, and also bandits are very active in this region"
(Dyson-Hudson and Mc·'::abe 1982: 33).
This completes a description of the non-buman environment found
in the study and wider Ngisonyoka areas.

To summarize,

South Turkana is a region of northwest Kenya characterized
as semi-arid--or at the xeric end of the East African
savanna moisture gradient. The topograpby of the region is
rugged and soils are largely coarse sandy alluvium or thin
stony lithosols with lava outcrops.
Ambient temperatures
are uniformly high throughout the year which, when combined
with a low annual rainfall that is concentrated into only a
few months (t-larch to May) and a high evapotranspiration
rate, leads to a marked moisture deficit. Vegetation is xerophytic and dominated by Acacia and Commiphora spp. trees, a
variety of shrubs, and annual grasses and forbs (Little et
al., 1984).
According to Ellis, "tbe Naroo, the Toma, and the oaBement-comp1ex mountains might all be classified as shrub-savannab,

dry woodland or as

bushland in contrast to the earlier classification of the entire region
as desert-shrub

Predators:
Not

(Ed~i.lards,

1940)" (Ellis et ale 1982).

Animal and Human
previously

mentioned is

the

presence of

wild animals, a

factor, although not major, impinging on Ngisonyoka pastoralism.

The

Ngisonyoka area .10es not have bigh concentrations or diversity of game.
Hyenas, not uncommon, are the biggest menace to large stock.

Occasion-

ally a lion is said to prey on cattle in more remote mountainous areas.
Jackals sometimes kill goats or sheep, and baboons and eagles can take
kids or lambs.

Grant's gazelles are present but only sporadically and

in small numbers; other large herbivores are rare or

non-e~~stent.
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Far more influential than wild animals on the Ngisonyoka utilization of grazing and water resources are human raiders and bandits,
which have been mentioned several times previously.

I will further con-

sider them here as an aspect of the ecological setting.

(This assess-

ment relies on the Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982 report, in which further
discussion may be found, as well as on personal experience in the field).
"In common with other East African pastoralists, there has been a long
tradition of raids and counter-raids between the Turkana and their pastoral neighbors" (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 70). In these raids livestock are taken, and men, women, and children are killed; thus the

~;-,id

ing group both Blcquires livestock and eliminates competitors for grazing
and water resources (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 70).

Despite Gul-

liver's (1951: 143) statement that "active warfare by the Turkana was
stopped by the British during the early 1920's," raiding in South and
North Turkana regularly occurs today, causing heavy losses in livestock
and people.

The primary group with whom the Ngisonyoka engage in inter-

group raiding is their neighbors to the south, the Pokot.
In contrast to the traditio,nal inter-group (i.e., inter-"tribal")
raiding just described, "since the mid-1960's, an entirely new kind of
raiding has emerged--Turkana raiding other Turkana" (Dyson-Hudson and
McCabe 1982: 72); these raiders (ngingoroko) are usually distinguished in
English as "bandits".
hazardous,
North,

the

It seems that as inter-group raiding became more

raiding

bands

(traditionally

led

by Turkana from

the

where guns were available) began increasingly to prey on the

local Turkana.

(See Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 70,

inter-group raiding,

71~

72.)

Unlike

bandits do not deliberately kill people (although
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they do beat them up, rape the girls, and somli!times shoot herders who
try to prolect their animals), and also they steal selectively, taking
only a relatively few f at animals rather than driving off entire herds.
On the other hand,

"thefts of

Ngisonyoka livestock by other Turkana

occur at a much higher frequency than do thefts of their livestock by
pastoral nei.ghbors to the south" (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 73).
The Ngisonyoka suffered from both Pokot raids and Turkana bandits in 1980-81, with important effects on their movements and land-use
patterns.

Inter-group raiding "prevents effective utilization of over

300 sq. km. of pastures and water supplies in t.he border areas between
the pastoral Pokot and the South Turkana" (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982:
72).

Because of the bandits, "very few livestOck grazed in the vast area

of pasturage in eastern South Turkana, an area of more than 1000 sq.
km." (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 73).

In conclusion, "if it were pos-

sible to control both inter- and intra-group raiding this would dramatically increase the availability of fodder and water in South Turkana"
(Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 74).

Difficulties of the Turkana Environment
I will conclude this section by emphasizing, in general and with
reference to the 1980-81 year in particular, the difficulties the Turkana
environment poses for livestock production and human subsistence.
Turkana has a very low ecological potential in relation to
its land area.
Rainfall is very restricted, erratic, and
unreliRble. The soil in most parts consists of unweathered
lava flows, volcanic ash and boulders as well. The District
is therefore of minimum value except as extensive grazing
lands for 11ves tack of non exotic breed ••• [T] hough the dis-
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trict occupies 11 % of Kenya's total area, it represents only
about 0.6 % of the country's ecological potential (Republic
of Kenya 1980: 3).
Because most of Turkana land is unsuitable for other subsistence activities, most Turkana depend on livestock, which provide them with milk,
blood, meat, and animals to sell.
There are periodic droughts, characteristic of arid areas, during
which the normally low rainfall is almost non-existent and there is
little or no plant

productivity.

The resultant lack of grazing and

browse for the livestock "leads to low productivity of milk and blood,
and also

to high mortality in the livestock herds,

and causes great

hardship to the people" (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 4-5).
Turkana was affected by such a drought from 1979 into 1981.
Ngisonyoka informants said it was "the worst" year (meaning very, very
bad); and this was apparent in its effects on livestock numbers and production, which will be documented in subsequent chapters.

The drought

was broken in March 1981 by exceptionally heavy rains, which caused
further mortality among the livestock before stimulating the growth of
life-saving grazing and browse.

These

two events,

drought followed

immediately by damaging rains, and accompanied by the human predation
discussed above and almost uncontrollable (at the present stage of technology) livestock diseases mentioned later, point to the hazards fsced by
Turkana pastoralists in an inhospitable environment.
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Ethnographic Background
Literary Sources
The primary ethnographic materials on the Turkana prior to the
1980s were A Preliminary Survey of the Turkana (Gulliver 1951) and The
Family Herds (Gulliver 1955), and variOUS shorter works, which resulted
from P. H. Gulliver's fieldwork in north, west, and central Turkana in
1948-49 and 1950.

A Preliminary Survey was a report ::!ompiled for the

Government of Kenya with the intent "to provide a general survey of the
social life of the Turkana people, since in almost every respect preexisting information is too inadequate to give even a general picture"
(Gulliver 1951: ii).

It is, in fact, a comprehensive ethnography of 281

pages, with discussion of the history and ethnographic position of the
Turkana, their environment and modes of land use and subsistence; SOCial
and political structure; development of

the individual from birth to

death; and magico-religious beliefs and practices.

This information was

included in a condensed form, along with ethnographic information on linguistically related groups, in The Central Nilo-Hamites (Gulliver and
Gulliver 1953), which is a section of the Ethnographic Survey of Africa
prepared by the International African Institute.
The Family Herds was a comparative study of two closely related
pastoral groups, the Turkana and the Jie, liv.ing in contrasting env.ironments in the Turkana District of Kenya and the Uganda Highlands, respectively.
1950-51.)

(Gulliver's field research amongst the Jie was

conducted in

Gulliver's focus in this work was on "sociological factors

connected with herds of domestic animals as forms of property;" specifi-
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cally, it was "an analysis, in two pastoral societies, of the regulations
governing herds and flocks of animals as property, and the interrelation
of these regulations with the Kinship system" (Gulliver 1955: 1, 2).

It

is rich in comparative sociological data and analysis, and is informed by
ecological awareness:

"I

believe strongly

that it' is impossible

to

understand the social behaviour and institutions described in this book
without due appreciation of ecological conditions" (Gulliver 1955: viii).
In addition to other shorter works, Gulliver contributed 'interesting sociological

and cultural information on the Turkana to Cultural Source

Materials for Population Planning in East Africa, edited by Angela Molnos
(1972-73).
Most of

the ethnographic intormation I

acquired in the. field

agrees quite well with that of Gulliver, although I was working three
decades later and in South Turkana, which Gulliver had never visited.

I

will of ten cite Gulliver's works to support my statements; diff erences
in our observations are also noted where they occur.
Another set of

sources of

information on Turkana,

this

time

specifically on South Turkana, resulted from the South Tut'kana Expedition in 1968-71 of the Royal Geographic Society (e.g., Caukwell 1971, Coe
1972, Gwynne 1969, Hemming 1972, Morgan 1971 and 1974, Rhemtulla 1970,
Watson 1969).

Dyson-Hudson's (1973) article and Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-

Hudson's (1982) article include ethnographic information gathered during
that period by Neville Dyson-Hudson.
The

Turkana

District

Development

Plan

1979-83

(Republic

of

Kenya) contains much data and discussion especially pertinent to considerations of socio-economic development.

Since my study was or pastor-
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alists living under relatively traditional ways of subsistence, I lOOk
more to works like A preliminary Survey and The Family Herds than to the
Turkana District Development Plan tD outline the ethnographic setting.

A

bibliography of other writings on the Turkana and related peoples of
East Africa--the Karamojong Cluster--is found in Molnos (1973).

Works

coming out of the South Turkana Ecosystem Project (e.g., Dyson-Hudson
and McCabe 1982) will also be used in the following paragraphS.

The Karamojong Cluster
The Turkana are one of seven or eight peoples living in northwest Kenya, northeast Uganda, and adjacent parts of the southern Sudan
and Ethiopia that form a single llnguistic cluster often referred to in
the literature as the ''Karamojong Cluater" (Gulliver 1952, Murdock 1959:
330, Dyson-Hudson 1966: 260).

The term ''Karamojong Cluster" derives f rOl1l

traditions of origin similarly held among the peoples that point to the
Karamojong (i.e., a proto-Karamojong group) as the original group from
which all the others descended.

Renditions

of

this origin myth are

offered by Gulliver (1951: l39ff, 1952: 5ff, 1955: 5ff; and Gulliver and
Gulliver 1953: 10-11) and Dyson-Hudson (1966: 262ff, who also noted three
other sources); also cf. Lamphear (1976).
The peoples included in the Karamojong Cluster are the Karamojong (or Karimojong), Dodoth, and Jie in Uganada, the Turkana in Kenya,
the Toposa and Jiye in the Sudan, the Nyangatom in Ethiopia and the
Sudan, and the Teso in Uganda and Kenya.
source to source.

(The list varies slightly from

Also, the Teso are sometimes differentiated from the

Karamojong Cluster on the basis of dialect as well as subsistence orien-
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tation and socio-economic development.)

The dialects of these groups

are generally mutually intelligible, although in differing degrees.
were

formerly

languages

considered

(which

included

to be part
the

Masai

of
and

a

They

Nilo-Hamitic category
Kalenjin

languages,

of

among

others), which is perhaps more properly called Nilotic and includes the
Karamojong Cluster as Central Nilotic (MurdocK 1959).

Lamphear (1976: 1)

refers to the Karamojong cluster as Central Paranilotic.
The common origin of the groups of the Karamojong Cluster is no
doubt responsible for close similarities in many aspects of society and
culture~

while

divergences

can

be

traced

differences in their ecological conditions.

particularly

cogently

to

In The Family Herds Gulliver

thus analyzed similarities and differences between two of the most

CO1/.-

trastable groups (excludicg the Teso), the Jie and the Turkana (cf. Gulliver 1952: 8-9, 1955: 4).1
Except for the Teso, who live in a more mesic environment, have
a

more

developed

mixed economy and are

highly integrated

into

the

national economy, the groups of the Karamojong Cluster inhabit more or
less arid regions, and "[ejverywhere a strong emphasis is laid on pastoralism, and values and attitudes connected with their herds, and transactions with them, penetrate every aspect of social life" (Gulliver 1952:

1Gulliver should not be mistakenly portrayed as an environmental
determinist.
"Amongst the Turkana most especially, environment is a
conspicuous limiting factor in every aspect of social life, though not
necessarily a determinant of social forms" (Gulliver 1955: viii). Later
in his career Gulliver placed less emphasis on the physico-biotic and
other external conditions and more emphasis on "the internal context of
the socia-cultural system of the people" as important factors in sociocultural explanation (Gulliver 1975).
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1).

These peoples do not despise agriculture, and like cereal food, how-

ever, and they practice agriculture within the limitations of the environment--thus

i:.he western groups (e.g., Karamojong, Jie) have a mixed

economy with home-produced cereal foods an important part of the diet,
whereas the Turkana cultivate little or none of their own cereals and
acquire them by selling or trarling livestock.

I will now turn to an

overview of Turkana economy and society important for placing in context
the detailed studies of the following chapters.
Turltana Economic Activities
Traditional economic activities found in Turkana include pastoralism) gathering of wild foods, agriculture, and fishing.

More l!:'·2cer. ~ly

introduced activities include modern irrigation agriculture and fishing
schemes, retail trade, and wage employment.

Famine relief is also a

feature of modern Turkana District.
Due to the nature of the climate and ;>l"tysico-biotic environment,
the vast majority of Turkana--today approximately 150,000 of a

total

population of approximately l80,000--have always and still today attempt
to rely primarily on nomadic pastoralism for their subsistence (Republic
. of Kenya 1980:

6~

7).

This livelihood is usually accompanied to some

extent by the gathering of wild foods; more variable is the addition of
limited agriculture based on flood waters for natural irrigation, and,
even less generally, fishing.

In contrast to the primary focus of the

vast majority on pastoralism, certain groups, particularly the Ngikehotok
of the Upper Turkwell River, were traditionally agriculturalists.

Fish-

ing was of limited importance, confined mostly to the shores of Lake
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Turkana.

(Cf. Gulliver 1951: 32-33.)

As far as modern activities go,

approxi.mately 4,400 people depend on irrigated farming, 12,000 on fishing, 4,800 on wage employment, 4,000 on
relief (Republic of 'Kenya 1980: 7).
ably

by

the

"65,000-70,000

drought

of

people ••• were

r~tail

trade, and 5,000 on famine

The last figure was raised consider-

1979-81;

in

receiving

October

food

in

1981
famine

approximately
relief

camps

located mainly in the west and north of the District" (Dyson-Hudson and
McCabe 1982: 5, cit:!.ng J. L. Airey, J. Schwartz, P. Meriti, and D. Adoyo,
1981, ''Turkana Livestock Marketing Feasibility Study," prepared tor the
Ministry of Livestock Development, Oct. 1981).

Thess peoFle would have

come mostly from the nomadic pastoral population.
The subject of this dissertation is nomadic pastoral Tu;:-kana who
herd

camels,

cattle,

goats,

sheep,

and

donkeys,

and

who practice no

other means of livelihood except for occasional gathering of wild foods.
Their livestock provide the people with

milk~

blood, meat,

~nd

skins, and

with live animals that are sold or exchanged for grain and other nonpastoral food and non-food products.

These Turkana raise animals exclu-

sively for their own subsistence, and do not engage in commercial activity beyond the occasional sale of an animal for a small number of nonpastoral subsistence items.

They have as yet remained little affected

by Western innovations in livestock husbandry or other aspects of socioeconomic development, including famine relief.

Turkana Social Structure
The approximately 180,000 p'eop';'e who call themselves Ngiturkana
mainly inhabit the Turkana tribal area, which forms the modern

Turk~na
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District, 64,048 sq. km. in the Rift Valley of northwestern Kenya.
share common economic and social forms, language and culture.

They

They are

divided into approximately 19 named socio-territorial groups or sections,
which occupy spatially separated home ranges (see Figure 2.2, which includes the Ngisonyoka and neighboring sections).
Although Gulliver stated that the territorial sections have no
current function

(Gulliver 1951:

57, Gulliver and Gulliver

1953~

78),

Neville Dyson-Hudson and the South Turkana Ecosystem Project found that
the members of a section have priority of resource exploitation in their
own

area

and

that

resource allocation.
toralists.

the

section thus

has

a

function

in

relation

to

(This seems to be general among East African pas-

Cf. N. Dyson-Hudson 1980: 178.)

However, the section boun-

daries are not rigid--f or example, section boundaries recorded in South
Turkana in 1981 by Neville Dyson-Hudson differed markedly from the section boundaries he recorded some ten years earlier (Dyson-Hudson and
McCabe 1982: 8, 10).

"Furthermore, they are not exclusive" (Dyson-Hudson

and McCabe 1982: 8, 10).

For example, it was noted above that some

areas regularly used for grazing by the

Ngisonyo~a

of

some non-Ngisonyoka (Ngibelai)

the section's territory; conversely,

section are outside

were grazing and watering their livestock at important Ngisonyoka waterholes in 1981 (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 8, 10).

Nevertheless, it

members of one section want to use another section's resources or move
through its range, they are supposed to request permission, which may be
paid for with the slaughter of some animals demanded by the host group
(an example of this which occurred during fieldwork was elicited during
an interview 3.bout the herd movements of an informant, although not per-

r
\
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sonally observed).

Therefore, our information does not confirm Gul-

liver's statement that "there are no specific pasture rights attached to
any individual or groups of any sort.

All pasturage is common to all

members of a tribe" (Gulliver 1955: 31, ref erring to the Jie and the Turkana).
Cross-cutting the socio-territorial sections is a system of exogamous "clans", of Which there are 28, according to Gulliver (1951: 67).
(The following discussion is based mainly on Gulliver.)
clans are found in almost all of
stricted in area.

the sections;

Some of the

others are more

re-

Clans are not generally able to be identified with

either a real or a fictional founder, although Turkana say that members
of a clan are related.

Sometimes during my interviews when two people

were said to be related, it turned out that they had the "same emachar"
or "same ateger", Which is a clan-specific livestock brand; actual consanguinious relationships could not be specitied.

Despite the existence

of a clan brand, livestock are ind! vidually, not clan-, owned by male
heads of households.

Clan members may expect to have more rights over

each other than over non-clan persons (e.g., to request animals, receive
hospitality), but in fact the clan is not very prominent in socio-economic affairs--"little organization or control activities can be seen.
The prescribed limits of exogamy are a notable exceptions.
no activity of a group nature" (Gulliver 1951: 70).

And there is

It is the socio-ter-

ritorial section at one level (to reiterate, notwithstanding Gulliver's
observations) and the family and household on a lower level, that carry
signjficance for utilization of natural resources and livestock.
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The family is the largest kinship unit below the clan.

At least

two levele. of "family" can be defined, the "extended" and .the "nuclear".
The Turkana extended family
is based upon a shallow agnatic descent group whose senior
males usually have a common grandfather; but occasionally
the founder-ancestor is a great-grandfather and not infrequently only a father. The wives of the male members are
specially included, whilst sisters and daughters leave at
marriage. Unlike Jie, however, the Turkana extended family
is neither a residential nor an economic and pastoral grouping.
Over the years members move in different nomadic
courses ••• [M]embership of the extended family afford[s]
little restriction on the pastoral organizat.f:>n of the Turkana ••• [G] eographical separation [of agnates of the extended
family] emphasizes legal independence [of individual herdowners] (Gulliver 1955: 150).
The polysemic Turkana word awi, which means literally a physical homestead,

ref ers

by

extension

to

any

kind

of

"f amily",

including

the

extended family as described above--an agnatic group descended from one
man and including the ':-Jives of the men involved (Gulliver 1955: 150).
The extended family is vertically shallow but tends to be horizontally
large, inasmuch as men usually have two or more (four is not uncommon)
wives and each wife usually has a number of children.

The extended

family is the social unit within which inheritance of livestock takes
place--the herds of an individual herdowner, i.e., of the head of a nuclear family, were originally obtained from the father of the extended
family (Gulliver 1951: 93).

Nuclear families emerge from the extended

family as the latter breaks down with the death of its senior male
member(s).
A nuclear family (also aWi) consists essentially of a married
man and his wives (therefore it is a polygamous nuclear family)
(unmarried) sons and unmarried daughters.

and

(As the sons marry, the nuc-
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lear family grows into an extended family.)
about 20 members.

The nuclear family averages

'the head of the nuclear family is

th~

owner of the

herds of camels, cattle, goats and sheep, and donkeys associated with
the family.

The nuclear family forms the most basic core of the Turkana

household, which is the unit of production, distribution, reproduction,
and co-residence and nomadic movement and therefore a most important
unit in the analysis of Turkana livestock production and ecological relationships.
The household thus defined is perhaps the best referent of the
word awi after the latter's meaning of physical homestead (i.e., huts,
animal fences, etc.), since it would then include the group of people
living and moving together in the production of livestock for their subsistence.

The household may be synonymous with the nuclear family in

theory, but most often is not in practice since non-nuclear family pe:rsons

(either of

the extended family,

of

related) are often members of a household.
distinction

between "family" and

Chapter 5 of this dissertation.

other relationship,

or

non-

The analytical and actual

"household" is further

discussed

in

In this dissertation I will use the word

awi conveniently to refer to the nomadic household units which are actually observable in the field as distinct groups of people associated with
distinct herds of livestock.

(The Turkana plural is ngawie, but for ease

of recognition I will use "awis" for the plural.)
Two social or socio-economic groups, both transient in comparison to the longer lived units described above, remain to be mentioned.
The first consists of local associations of awis, referred to by Gulliver
as "neighbourhoods",
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There is no set number to a neighborhood, and small neigh~
borhoods are contained in larger ones, and these in larger
ones again.
The vagueness and relativity of the English
word "neighbourhood" is deliberately given as a translation of
the Turkana word "adakar", which comes from "adak":
"to
graze or browse". To the Turkana any territorially distinct
group of homesteads, or common area of grazing is an
"adakar".
The definition is based, not surprisingly, on
stock.
In practice, it also involves the social relations
and activities of the people owning and herding the stock.
and living in the area of reference (Gulliver 1951: 108).
The length of time an adakar is in existence cannot be specified; the
awis involved may separate at their next moves, or some or all of them
may move together for some period of time, depending on the congruence
of the different herdowners' management decisions.

A small neighbor-

hood, or "idakar" ("i" is a diminutive prefix), may consist of only two
awis, a large one of many awis.

On the basis of relative number and

spatial dispersion of awis, Gulliver arbitrarily distinguished "primary",
"secondary", and "tertiary" neighborhoods, but "this formali2;!'ltion is not
used by the people themselves" (Gulliver and Gulliver 1953: 73, Gulliver
1951: 109, 111)s and the "tertiary neighbourhood" is too vague to allow of
any numerical description at all" (Gulliver 1951: 109).
The members of the different awis in an adakar mayor may not
assist each other in production (particularly in herding and watering of
the

livestOCk) and distribution activities; there is undoubtedly social

interaction and information-sharing between and among them; and greater
security against raiders and bandits may be a consideratiQn in and result
of the formation of an adakar.

The existence of a definable adak.ar does

not seem to compromise the integrity of the individual awis that constitute it.

In conclusion, however,

"the nature and stability of

these
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social groups, termed adakar, remains to be studied" (Dyson-Hudson and
McCabe 1982: 38).
The second transient unit is the herding camp.
abor, or, sometimes, awi (or awi abor).

This is called

One or more herding camps usu-

ally form and detach from the main awi as the dry season progresses,
for the purpose of separating the awi's herds to satisfy the different
species'

and individual animals'

(i.e.,

milking vs.

non-milking

stock)

nutritional and water requirements in relation to the deteriorating environmental conditions.
camels,

non-milking

The different herding groups--e.g.,
small stock,

and

cattle,

accompanied

non-milKing
usually by

young male herders from the awi--go separately to different grazing
areas, leaving some animals--especially milking camels and small stock-to accompany and provide subsistence for the main awi.
groups generally

rejoi.n

The herding

the

awi following the rains when forage and

water become more abundant.

(Differences between this pattern of awi

division and that observed by Gulliver are discussed in Chapter 5.)

The

number -snd composition of herding camps detached from an awi, and how
long they exist during the year, are variable, depending on the awi's
herd and human composition, and on the particular environmental conditions and how the herdowner and his herders deCide to respond to them.
At the end of the dry season the awi, which in the wet season was a
single unit of humans and livestock,

may comprise a co-resident (and

still nomadic) group of the head and his wives and daughters and young
children, along with a core of milking camels and small stock, while the
rest of the animals and their herders are widely disPersed in severa!
different

herding camps each pursuing its independent nomadic grazing
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orbit.

Surely, "the dynamics of camp and neighborhood formation and dis-

solution [the latter (neighborhoods) being a function of· the different
movement strategies of individual a\l1is] are the most visible and rapid
form of human organizational responses to spatio-temporal variations in
the environment" (Dyson-Hudson and Little, no date).
This concludes an overview of

the social organization relevant

to an understanding of Turkana livestock production discussed in the following chapters.

South Turkana Nomadism
The nomadic aspect of Turkana nomadic pastoralism remains to be
assessed.

This will be done briefly and generally here; actual patterns

of awi and livestock movements in relation to the environment will be
summarized in the next chapter.

Gulliver described in some detail the

nature and frequency of pastoral movements as he observed them in parts
of North Turkana (e.g., 1951: 43ff, 1955: 45ff).
situation

among

the

Here I will focus on the

Ngisonyoka in South Tm:kana,

relying on my own

observations as well as heavily on the analysis of Dyson-Hudson and
McCabe (1982), who made a specific study of livestock movements in relation to resources.

The general principles and outlines of movement are

similar to those discussed by Gulliver.
As stated earlier, the individual awi is the baSic social unit of
movement.

Although two or more herdowners often move and locate their

awis together f or varying periods of time (forming an idakar), each herdowner
ences.

manages his awi and animals according to his own personal preferWithin the limitations of the herdowner's ultimate

a~thority,

the
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herders of tne detached herding camps of an awi also move and manage
their subunits independently.

The settlement pattern of the awis in any

geographical area, e.g., that of the Ngisonyoka, is thus constituted by
the movements of individual awis that join into and disperse from small
groups of aWis, and of herding camps that split otf from and merge with
their associated awis.

Because of

the independent decision-making by

each herdowner/awi head and his herders, there is a large degree of variation in the movements of all these individual household and herding
units.

But to summarize, in general when "grazing is abundant and nutri-

tious, all the livestock of a herd complex generally are in the major
awi.

As the dry season progresses, the species-specific herds split oft

and move

to

those areas

requirements of

where the water and

fodder

the particular species of lil1estocK."

best

suit

the

Generally, the

cattle herd leaves first, followed by ths non-milking small stock and
camels (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 36).
The South Turkana are among the most nomadic of East African
pastoralists:
alists is

"the frequency of movement of these [Ngisonyoka] pastor-

much

greater

than in

(Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 11).

most

East

African

pastoral

groups"

Additionally, there is often extreme

dispersal of the herds ot a particular awi:
At anyone time, the constituent herds [species- and production-specific] of a single extended family's herd-complex
may be dispersed through the common Ngisonyoka grazing area
[approximately 12,000 sq. km.] , and even into the grazing
lands of other Turkana sections (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe
1982: 11; NB: the term "extended family" here refer.s to the
people of an awi/household).
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In cocU;luI)1on:
Our ~tudy ohows that the Ng1sonyoka are tt'uly nomadic.
Although they do have a home area (ere) they do not have a
pq~tlcular place to which they return--regularly, nor do they
n:;vu t l.xcd migration route6.
They do not have Ueld areas
to which they return wnen it ra1ns.
A summary of the herd
complex lof one aWi} g1ves an idea of the degree of Turkana
nooad16m. In [a 30-month period 1 the major awi of Lomaler
Qcvcd 41bout 233 kilometers, mak.1ng a total of 16 major
moven each averaging 15 kilometers. The cattle awi [herding
camp) moved about 646 kilometers, making a total ot 14
major moves, with an average distance of 46 k.ilometers per
move. The non-milking goat herd had fewer independent major
moves, because it was joined with the major awi for much of
tne year.
However this awi had a large nUIilber of minor
moves. Major treks (for example from the Central Plains to
the Locnoakula area [at ~~e southern end of Nadikam]) often
covered a period of several weeks with four to six stops
along the way, since goats and sheep cannot walk long diStances in a single day. • •• (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982:
44-45).

Fieldwork
The highly nomadic nature of
life,

in a

rugged environment

the Turkana pastoral1sts' way of

with few

makes research among them difficult.

and poorly maintained roads,

Initial contact with nomadic pas-

toral households was made during a safari on root with paCk-dOnkeys in
the early to mid dry season (July) of 1980.

At this time a number of

awis were still located near the home area

(~)

minutes' walking distance of each other.

in the Toma, within

We (J. T. McCabe and I, who \

were the first two members of the South Turkana Ecosystem Project to
begin research in the field) were introduced to perhaps 15-20 herdowners
by our aSSistant, a 25-year-old Turkana man with a primary school education who came from a local nomadic pastoral family and who was related
to many of the people in the area.
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We

selected

four

households

throughout the period of fieldwork.

for

intensive

investigation

They were not selecte'd in a sta-

tistically random manner from a population of Ngisonyoka awis.

It would

have been extremely difficult to collect the information necessary to
make such a

selection within a

reasonable

pe=!od of

time.

Equally

important, the nature of our work, as in many anthropological studies,
required close cooperation on the part of all the members of the households we would be studying; they had to be tolerant of our constant interference in their activities with our measuring deVices, and willing to
answer detailed and personal questions about their lives and economic
resources.
selected

Such cooperation could
at

random

(cf.

McCabe 1982: 14-15).

R.

not

be

expected from

Dyson-Hudson 1983a:

3;

herdowners

Dyson-Hudson and

Thus the f our households were selected on the

basis of friendliness and willingness to cooperate, as well as on the
basis

of

probable

diversity in management

strategies

and

production

characteristics due to differences in awi composition, age of herdowner,
and herd sizes.

The chosen households are representative of a range

from small and young to middle-sized and middle-aged.
Data collection involved camping for 2- to 4-week periods with
each awi in rotation.

If the awi moved during the period of the Visit,

we moved with it (using a truck rather than donkeys as on our initial
safari).

During the course of the stay with an awi we measured the milk

and blood production of each of the animals present at the awi; recorded
changes in the human and animal composition of the awi (following initial
censuses); followed activities of the awi members; and recorded and discussed previous movements of the awis and herds.

We thus lived in close
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contact

with 4

awis

at

repeated intervals

throughout

the period ot

fieldwork (approximately August-September 1980 to October 1981), making
observations that allow inter-awi comparison at roughly the same points
in time and intra-awi comparison through t.ime.
While camping witil one awi, we travelled to

lh~:

other three awis
Inasmuch as the

to conduct periodic interviews on a 2-4 week basis.

tour aw1s, which had been within minutes' walking distance of each other
when we first met them, were at the end of the dry season dispersed
over an area of perhaps 1;;000 sq. km. (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 37)
of (to repeat) nearly roadless terrain, the ditficulty and time involved
The interviews ob-

1n obtaining these interviews can be appreciated.
tained quantitative verbal data on birthS,

deaths,

slaughterings,

ot

sales,

eXChanges,

and gifts

health conditions,

livestock;

purchase of

,
maize-meal and other external goods; locations of livestock grazing and
watering areas; and other miscellaneous aspects of husbandry and awi
activities.

Throughout the year less detailed data were collected in 1n-

terviews and conversations

with herdowners

and other persons in the

vicinity of our camps and at waterholes, and ehrough observations at
waterholes and other awis and during
Some of

travel across

the herding camps were visited for brief

the countryside.

observation and to

count animals, but they were often very mobile and also inaccessible,
and we did not live with any of them bue always made a main awi our
base of operations.
The deCision eo concentrate on 4 households was made in the
field.

It would have

been eaSier, in terms

of

mental and physical

stress, and strain on our resources (gasoline, gifts [food, tobacco, tea
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and sugar, and other items] and help for people), and more satisfying in
This strategy of

terms of depth of data, to live with only one awi.

fieldwork would, however, have defeated our object of sampling at least
a modicum of the variability existing between awis.

It would have been

more satisfying in terms of sample size and potential statistical analysis, and generalizabil1ty, to follow more aWis.

The logistics would

have been nearly impossible, however; quality and depth of data, and
temporal and spatial comparability would have been greatly compromised.
Experience in the field indicated that tour study households were the
maximum number feasible with the available personnel,

resources,

and

tamiliarity (or lack of) with the Turkana environment and subsistence and
socio-cultural systems.

Although migration patterns of individual awis

vary from year to year, four awis represent about 8% of the approx1mately 50 awis (of approximately 20-25 persons each) that form a "neighborhood" community of the Ngisonyoka that congregates in an ere in the
Toma during the wet season (cf. Little et al., 1984).

(The Ngisonyoka

number an estimated 20,000 persons in total.)
In conclusion I will mention further the conditions of fieldwork.
Dyson-Hudson and McCabe summarized the difficulties of fieldwork in Turkana:
systematic and regular data collection on indiVidual behavior
is extremely difticult becuase of the nature of the Turkana
enVironment, and of the people's adjustment to it. Adding to
the difficulties are a poorly-maintained road system which
does not give access to many of the mountainous regions;
difficulties in getting water and fresh tood; the physical
stress on the researchers of intense heat, aridity, and dust
during the dry season, and of drenching rain and ubiquitous
mud during the wet season; and the mental stress caused by
lack of privacy and the ever-present possibility of :::aids on
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Turkana camps by neighboring Pokot
(Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 12).

and

Turkana

bandits

With respect to the latter, however, as Dyson-Hudson and McCabe emphasize, none of the non-Turkana members of the SO':lth Turkana Ecosystem
Project have experienced any kind of attack from

bandits or raiders,

despite having been surrounded by them (bandits) and having our Turkana
friends beaten and robbed, and having stayed at an awi whose small stock
were taken by Pokot raiders about 1/2 km. away and two of whose young
goatherds were killed in the raid.

The "mental stress caused by lack of

privacy" deserves further comment. It is an integral part of Turkana
social life and culture to beg (akilip) constantly from each other for
food and other items; this phenomenon will be noted several times in
this dissertation, and was described by Gulliver (1951: 7-9).

Non-Tur-

kana friends and researchers are not immune from this activity, and-living in tents right next to an awi and amidst the continual comings and
goings of herders, people to waterholes, old men congregating under a
nearby· tree tor the day, etc.--are in no way physically isolated trom it.
In tact,

having an almost never-ending supply of food and water and

tobacco and other essential items (although being poor in livestOCk), the
research people are even more desirable to beg t rom than the average
tellow Turkana.

The constant begging was a fatiguing element of field-

work, adding to the expected stresses of working in in a hot, thorny,
rugged land With individually and highly nomadic households.
Finally, however,

we experienced almost none of

expressed by Gulliver along these lines:

the problems
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the natives were often hostile to our presence, or at least
apathetic to my enquiries ••• Frankly, I never felt, with the
exception of one or two cases, that I was ever entirely
trusted by the T1.1rkana amongst whom I lived. Men and women
amongst whom my wife and I worked for many weeks during our
eighteen months' stay there remained, under the surfacEi,
suspicious of our presence and never really understood our
intentions. At no point, except that of warfare, was I able
to stir their interest. Evasions and downright lies were the
common practice to the last ••• (Gulllver 1955: 13).
We found that the Turkana welcomed our presence, were nearly always
friendly, were usually generous with their time and information, and
with their animals and milk (Which we sometimes felt they could scarcely
afford).

They rarely evaded or lied to us, were interested 1n our work,

and would help us when they understood our intentions (which they usually, although not always, did).

Except for the

~ulturally

ingrained

habit of begging, they were pleasurable to work with even it their environment was less than hospitable and way of life often made data collection difficult.

CHAPTER 3
HERD MOVEMENTS, NW1BERS AND DYNAMICS

Herd Movements
"Nomadism" is one of the two

t~entral

concepts in our understand-

ing ot the nomadic pastoral adaptation--"nomadic pastoralists, by definition, employ mobility as an adaptive strategy" (McCabe [dissertation], in
prep.), in association with utilizing livestock. as the primary instrument
for their survival (cf. Dyson-Hudson 1972: 24, Dyson-Hudson and DysonHudson 1982: 214).

Movement is essential, in the traditional pastoral

production system, to cope with the seasonal variations in forage and
water availability characteristic of the arid or semi-arid environments
"By movement a livestock manager

that pastoralists generally inhabit.

can exploit the wet season flushes of vegetal growth and moderate the
harsh

effects

of

the

dry

season"

(McCabe

[dissertation],

in

prep.).

Within constraints set by the environment (including disease factors in
the

environment),

movements

of

herds

and

households

may

also

be

responses to social, political (including security), and cultural (e.g.,
divination or prophetic advice) factors.
In the highly variable and unpredictable physico-biotic environment of South Turkana and with f1ve species of

livestock, as well as

security problems posed by POkot ra1ders, Turkana bandits, and certain
governmental operations, the movements of individual, independent household units and

their

herd complexes are highly variable among units
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witbin a year and within a unit from one year to anotber.
ties and variation of

Tbe complexi-

tbese movements and tbeir determinants are de-

scribed and analyzed by J. T. McCabe and R. Dyson-Hudson, of tbe Sou tb
Turkana Ecosystem Project, wbo focus

00.

tbe variation wit bin tbe system

(McCabe [dissertation], in prep., Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982).

The in-

terested reader is referred to their reports for a comprehensive treatment

of

Ngisonyoka nomadism.

The purpose of

tne discussion bere is

first to describe tbe movements of tbe tour study bouseholds and tbeir
herds, to set tbe context of this study (Wbicb focuses on the livestockrearing component of Ngisonyoka nomadic pastoralism); and second to sbow
tbat tbe spatial associations among homesteads, small stock, and large
stock do not follow a pattern suggested in Cbapter 1, of small stockbomestead/large stock-elsewbere, tbat would accentuate the nutritional
and otber import3nce of tbe small stock component.
In the first year of fieldwork ot tbe South Turkana Ecosystem
Project, 1980-81, tbe movements were "overwhelmingly dominated by tbe
effects

of

a

severe

drougbt,

[dissertation], in prep.).

whiCh began

the previous year

(McCabe

This was in contrast to 1979-80 (for which

data were gathered tbrougb interview), when, despite the dryness of the
year, "the dominant factor int luencing the movement pattern of the study
families ••• was the presence of the Government Service Unit of the Kenya
Army (GSU), who were conducting a de-arming expedition in Turkana"; and
also in contrast to 1981-B2, when rains were better tban normal, and the
general pattern of

movement was influenced by fears of Pokot raids,

although, as in any year, "environmental factors had to be considered
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relating to the timing of each move, and the location of each new camp"
(McCabe [dissertation], in prep.).
Each of the four study households possessed herd complexes consisting of the five species of livestocK, with the numbers of humans,
camels, small stock, and donkeys (estimated) at the start ot the fieldworK in the mid dry season (around October) 1980, as shown in Table 3.1.
The movements of

the herds followed very generally the outlines de-

scribed in Chapter 2, cattle being the first species to leave the awi in
the

dry

season, followed

by

non-milking small stock and non-milKing

camels.

The specifics, differing for each household, will now be sum-

marized.

(These summaries are drawn primarily from McCabe [in prep.],

as well as my own notes taKen while living and moving with the awis in
the field.)

I will start with the wet season (around May) 1980, when

households and herds were congregated in the ere (home area) in the
Toma, and end with the mid dry 1981, when my study ended.
refers

to around Oct.-Nov.,

rains,

whicb

brOKe

tbe

"Mid dry"

"late dry" to around Jan.-Mar.

drougbt,

started in mid-Marcb.

"Wet

The 1981
season"

reters to around tbe end of Marcb plus April-May, and "early to mid dry"
refers to tbe following montbs (I lef t

tbe field at

tbe end of Oct.

1981).

Awi (Household) 1
Awi l's cattle left the awi from Toma atter moving with it tor
less tban a month during the wet season 1980.

They went to the Loriu

Plateau, where they remained until the mid dry season, when they went to
the Lotaruk and Loritit Mountains because of beavy bandit activity in the
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Table 3.1.

Awi
(household)

Human and Livestock Populations of the Four Study Awis
(Mid Dry Season 1980).a,b

Total
Human Pop.

Adult
Camels

Herded Together
Adult
Adult
Goats
Sheep

Donkeys
(est.) d

1

23

55

;22

269

15-20

2

28

73

289

70

18-24

3

26

62

unavailable c

4

16

25

160

30

9-12
15-20

a.

More complete herd population data are found later in this chapter;
human population data are in Chapter 5.

h.

Cattle were not with the awis, and were inaccessible for counting.
Based on figures six months later, and verbal data, Awis 1, 2, and
3 may each have 100 (±), and Awi 4 about 40.

c.

Data are unavailable for Awi 3's small stock as they were not with
the awi, and were not accessible for counting. Based on figures a
year later, it can be estimated that the herd was probably similar
to Awi 2's or Awi 4's (although with proportionately more sheep).

d.

Donkeys were difficult to count, as they were usually "lost" (Le.,
grazing untended and not penned and sometimes not .even returning
to the awi at night). Estimates are based on 3-4 donkeys per adult
woman.
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Loriu.

During the entire dry season the cattle were completely separ-

ated from, and made no contribution to the food resources of, the awi
(except for their accompaniment by a herder, the herdowner's brother,
f rom the awi).

They rejoined the awi in Toma in the wet season, and

remained with it for the rest of the early and mid dry season.

(In

1981-82 many herdowners were able to keep their cattle with the awi
throughout the dry season due to the better than average forage.)
With the onset of the dry season 1980 the awi began moving south
into Nadikam, with the camels and small stock.
the non-milking small stock and

non-mil~~ng

In the mid dry season

camels split off to follow

independent paths of movement, each accompanied by two herders from the
awi.

The non-milking small stock herd was later split into two compo-

nents, one consisting of weaker animals that were taken to the green but
disease-infested banks of

the Turkwell River (where many died at the

onset of the rains); the other component moved around the eastern slopes
of Kallongkol Mountain.

What was lef t of the weaker animals rejoined

the awi in Toma in the wet season 1981, atter 6 months' separation; the
other non-milking small stock rejoined the awi one month earlier after 5
months' separation.
not in fact
season.

Meanwhile, the "milking" small stock (which were

being milked) remained with the awi throughout the dry

The non-milking camels' orbit tOOk them to Lotaruk and Loritit,

then north to Kailongkol; they rejoined the awi in the wet season
after a 6 months' separation.

1981

(It should be noted that the camels do

not go h1gh into the mountains as the cattle do, but rather move around
the lower slopes.)

As with small stock, the milking camels (whiCh were
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being milked, although at times only one or a tew) remained with the awi
throughout the dry season.
The awi, with its "milking" small stock and camels (and its donkeys) moved further south into Nadikam until the end of November 1980,
when it was attacked by Pokot, two children were killed, and the herd ot
300-plus milking small stock was taken (about half of the animals were
recovered).

Following the raid the awi reversed its direction and moved

north (still in Nadikam) to avoid the Pokot.

By the time the rains began

the awi was located east of Kailongkol, t rom Which it moved to the Toma
home area.

It was still in this general area (althougn having made many

moves within the area), with all its animals, at the end of Oct. 1981.
In summary, as tar as small stock-large stock-household spatial associations are concerned, we see that the household was always accompanied
by at

least its

milking camels and small stOCK (and donkeys),

with

cattle being conspicuously absent throughout the dry season.

Awi 2
Awi 2 began the wet season 1980 in the Toma with its herds.

The

cattle were joined with the herd of the eldl;!r brother of the herdowner
of Awi 2.

This combined herd lef t

the Toma early in the dry season,

herded by the elder brother's son. and pursued its independent movements
throughout the dry season in Loriu and the sout.hern mountains, with no
contact with or input to the awi.
and cattle had returned

to Toma,

In the wet season 1981, when the awi
the herdowner separated his cattle

from his elder brother's, and br.ought them to his awi where they remained for the rest of the early-mid dry season.
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With the onset of the dry season 1980 the awi moved southward
into Nadikam with its small stock and camels.

For a brief

time the

entire herd of small stock left the awi (accompanied by the herdowner's
son), but the milking animals began rejoining the awi as they gave birth
(around Sep.-Oct.), and remained with the awi throughout the dry season.
The non-milking small stock remained separate from the awi throughout
the

dry

season,

eventually

moving

brief ly into

the southern area of

Naroo/Turkwell, and rejoining the awi 1n Tona in the wet season.

The

camels remained with the awi until the late dry season, when all of
them were briefly taken away to the Turkwell area (accompanied by two
girls from the awi).

They were brought baCk to the awi within a month

or so, however, around the onset of the rains.
milking small stock and for most of

the

The main aWi, with its

time all its camels, moved

around in Nadikam during the dry season, and was to the east of Kailongkol when the rains began.

At that time it moved to Toma, where it was

joined later in the wet season by the cattle and the non-milking small
stoCk.

It moved within Toma, with all its animals, through the early-

mid dry seasons.

Thus, like Awi 1, Awi 2 had no association with its

cattle throughout

the dry season.

Except for a brief period it was

always accompanied by (all) its camels and by its milKing small stock,
with

the

non-milking small stock being

separated

throughout

the dry

season.

Awi 3
Awi 3 differed significantly from Awis 1, 2, and 4 in that it was
unaccompanied by any of its small stock from the early dry season 1980
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until the early-mid dry season (July) 1981.

This was because the entire

herd, which had been. separated from the awi, (With its herder from the
awi and a group of other Ngisonyoka With their herds), became separated
from the main Ngi.sonyoka area due to intense bandit activity ~ end pushed
north of the Kalapata River and further north to the Kerio Delta and
then to Ferguson's Gulf on Lake Turkana.

They began to return south

following the 1981 rains, tinally rejoining the awi in late July 1981.
Awi 3 's cattle were divided into two separate herds, each of
which was managed by a brother of the herdowner, and neither of which
was with Awi 3 at all during the 1980 wet season or throughout the dry
season.

One of the herds joined Awi 3 in the wet season 1981, where it

remained until the mid dry 1981 when it again separated (although it
rejoined later that dry season).
Awi 3 was accompanied by all its camels (and, as we see, only
its camels [and donkeys]) throughout the dry season, except tor a brier
(few-week) period in the late dry when they were separated form the awi
to pursue some better grazing not far away.
no animals actually at the awi.

During this time there were

The awi moved trom Toma in the wet

season south into Nadikam, as far as Lochoakula (between Lotaruk and
LoritH).

From

there it moved between Lotaruk and Loritit into the

southern Naroo area, east of
when the rains began.
of Toma.

the Turkwell area, where it was located

It then moved north, eventually into the west end

Around the mid dry 1981 (some time after the small stock had

returned) Awi 3 moved
northern Naroo area.

through

the mountains south of Toma into the

(Later in the dry season a series of raids by the

POKOt torced abandonment of this area; this is outside the context ot
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the present study.)

In summal'y, for more than half ot my fieldwork Awi

3 was accompanied only by camels along with the donkey pack animals.

It

undoubtedly would have been accompanied by at least some small stock
had the above described unusual events not occurred.
Awi 4
Awi 4 followed a quite different pattern of movements from the
other three aWis, being much less mobile throughout the dry season.
the start ot

At

the study Awi 4's cattle were in the care ot the herd-

owner's father's half-brother, although they were located near the awi
in Toma in the wet season.

Like the other cattle herds, they left Toma

in the early dry, and were grazed in Loriu and the southern mountains
throughout the dry season, during which time, like all the cattle, they
suffered greatly from disease and drought stress.

Following the rains

in 1981 Awi 4 brought its few remaining cattle to the awi (ttllO milKing
cows at first, followed by the rest later in the mid dry).
Awi 4 remained in Toma throughout the dry season, except for one
brief move south early in the mid dry.

It was able to remain in Toma

because its small herds were able to forage there without competition
from other livestock, most of which had let t the area in the manner ot
Awis 1, 2, and 3.

The entire small stock herd remained with the awi

throughout the dry season.
The

non~milk.ing

and all but three of

the milking camels were

separated from the awi in the mid dry, and were taken south into Nadikam
by the herdowner's brother.
gated

the camels

to

the

Later in the dry season this herder rele-

herder

of

awi 1 's

non-milking

camels

(the
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brother of herdowner 1, to whom herdowner 4 was related as brother-inlaw).

After some severe losses to bandits they were returned to Awi 4

in the early dry season 1981.
When the rains broke in 1981 Awi 4 was already in Toma, in which
it moved frequently

(in contrast

throughout tile wet season.

with its

dry-season

sedentariness)

In the mid dry season, being harassed by

bandits, Awi 4 followed tne route of Awi 3 into the Naro area, where,
one day after its arrival, it lost its entire herd of small St:ock and
some cattle in a Pokot raid.

(Tl1is occurred after I had left the field.)

In summary, Awl 4 was accompanied by its herd of small stock plus a
minimal number of milking camels throughout the dry season, and later by
these plus the rest of its camels and its cattle.
Conclusions
As I have indicated, movements are variable from year to year as
well as from household to housenold, and the major constraint: and influence on movement in 1980-81--the drought--was ditferent from 1979-80
and 1981-82.

Therefore the movement patterns described cannot be gener-

alized, a statement well documented in Dyson-Hydson's and McCabe's works
and particularly in their detailed maps of the movements described above
and indicated in Table 3.2 (McCabe [dissertation), in prep.), whicn summarizes the movements of the four awis for three years.

In addition to

differences in distances and numbers of moves, the routes taken ar.d territory covered were very different from awi to awi and year to year.
The movements described do, however, illustrate livestock-household associations in an extreme year of aridity--a year of minimal condi-
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Table 3.2.

Annual Summary of Distances Travelled by Major AwL
Source:

McCabe (dissertation), in prep.
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

l53km

4.0

129km
16
6.8km
3.4

177+km
15
9.8km
7.B

137km
6
22.Bkm
24.3

79km
12
6.6km
3.9

145km
15
l1.4km
11.2

159km
12
13.3km
5.4

20Bkm
18
1l.6km
11.1

149+km
14+
lO.7km
7.7

122km
11
11.lkm
8.2

60km
7
8.6km
5.6

323km
19
13.5km
12.9

Awi 1
total distance
number of moves
mean distance between locations
standard deviation

13

a.5km

Awi 2
total distance
number of moves
mean distance between locations
standard deviation
Awi 3
total distance
number of moves
mean distance between locations
standard deviation
Awi 4
total distance
number of moves
mean distance between locations
standard deviation
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tions, when one should be able to test a hypothesis relating to the role
of the,different livestock species in the context of aridity.

The hypo-

thesis in this case is that small stock will be the species most closely
associated with (in proximity to) the main homesteads, because of their
adaptat10n to

cor~ditioni3

ing (see Chapter 1).

wtwre other livestock find difficulty in thriv-

As we have seen, this was not the case with the

Ngisonyoka, because of their possession of camels in relatively iarge
numbers.

The other large stock, the cattle (excluding donkeys, which

are not an important source ot milk and are not bled), were indeed completely removed from the main homesteads throughout the dry season.
Another aspect of Ngisonyoka ecology conducive to small stock

~

being

the only livestOCk in close proximity to the households is the frequent
movement of the households.

The high degree of nomadism is unlike the

situation in groups like the Jie and the Karimojong, where the main homesteads

are

relatively

sedentary

and

the

surrounding

vegetation

is

reduced to scrub, to which the large stock of these groups, cattle, are
not well adapted.

Camels are absent in the more mesic environment of

these particular groups, which are culturally and linguistically related
to the Turkana.
The association of camels as well as small stock with the awis
throughout the dry season indicates that the combination of the speCies,
rather than a unique small stock component, is a most important apsect
of the Ngisonyoka nomadic pastoral adaptation to aridity.
chapters will show this to be the case.

The following

Additionally, we will see that

cattle, which seemed to be almost an extraneous component to the

house~
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holds in the drought year of 1980-81, are also an integral aspect ot the
total pattern of Ngisonyoka adaptation to their variable environment.
Numbers and Dynamics of the Livestock Populations
The ability of livestock-raising households to make a living from
their animals is dependent on maintaining sufficient numbers of the animals.

Herd sizes are determined by human manipulation but also, very

importantly in the lOW-technology conditions of subsistence pastoralism
in harsh environments, by uncontrolled environmental stresses or disasterse

The occurrence of

the latter has given impetus to ecological

anthropologists' efforts to provide a rationale for seemingly excessive
numbers of livestock kept by subsistence pastoral1sts.
had

been interpreted

by

earlier observers

to

b~

These numbers

the result of

the

"cattle complex" value system (HersKovits 1926), expressed in the pas toralists' esteem of livestock (cattle) for reasons ot

p~estige

and social

status, and having little connection to objective economic or ecological
conditions (e.g., rational grazing practices that would maintain environmental quality, and rational subsistence

,~,se5

of the animals).

According

to ecological anthropologists, on the other hand, the "adaptive value" or
"selective advantages" (Netting 1977: 6) of

large herds in harsh and

unpredictable environments explains the cultural attitudes and resultant
herd-maXimizing practices of traditional pastoralists:
The keeping of large herds is closely linked to the need to
protect the household against the effects of drought or epidemics as well as to food requirements during a particular
dry period. A sufficient number of animals must survive a
disaster in order that the household can eXist while the
herd is being rebuilt. An understanding of this central feature of nomadic livestock economies is essential ••• tor the
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comprehension of pastoral land use and for the planning of
alternative land uses, such as ranching (Dahl and Hjort 1976:

17).

.

It should be noted that this explanation does not deny the important
prestige, emotional, and other values of cattle; rather it functionally
integrates the values into a larger ecosystemic context.
The economic/ecological argument may be widely recognized and
accepted, due to the writings of Dahl and Hjort (1976), the Dyson-Hudsons
(e.g., Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson 1969), Netting (1977), and others,
although there is still concern about environmental effects of the large
herds needed to support increasing numbers of people (e.g., Brown 1971).
What is lacking is not an explanation (acceptable to ecological anthropo10gists) of herd sizes, but quantitative data on the effects ot the
proposed constraints on the survivability of individual household herds
during

peri(.~ds

of severe environmental conditions, and on actual numbers

of livestOCK associat.ed with seemingly viable households during and fo1lowing these periods.
of

ThUS, for example, Dahl and Hjort's (1976) study

the economic aspects of having herds was able

to deal with only

scanty actual data on the disasters they talked about.
In this chapter I will examine, with quantitative and qualitative
data, the four study awis of the Ngisonyoka group of the southern Turkana, focusing particularly on the effects of the severe environmental
stresses of 1980-81.

The production of food from the herds and details

of the maintenance and organization ot the associated seemingly viable
households will be the subjects of subsequent chapters.
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As integral to the Turkana pastoral adaptation as is maintenance
of animal numbers per se, is the maintenance of multi-species holdings
of goats and sheep, camels, and cattle.

The combination of small stock

with one or both species of large stock is characteristic of East African
pastoral herds.

As discussed in Chapter 1,

however,

the nistory

of

research on East Af rican pastoralists has exhibited a concern largely
with large stOCK (particularly cattle), with little consideration of the
nearly ubiquitous small stock.

It seemed to the early, ideologically in-

clined, researchers that cattle were the center of the emotional attentions of

the people, and thus they were led to focus on cattle.

No

doubt the researchers' own cultural predilections int luenced this process as well.

The focus on cattle carried over into studies done from

other perspectives, including the ecological.

This is indicated by the

fact that Dahl and Hjort, working with secondary data, devoted 89 pages
of their book exclusively to cattle compared to 46 to small stOCK (and
22 to camels, which, probably because of the geographical locations [in

the most marginal environments], have also not been the subject of much
study).
This is not to say there has been laCK of verbal recognition of
an economic/ecological role of small stock, but, in addition to laCK of
data, there is not complete agreement as to what is that role in times
ot stress.

"Goats will be the first to breed and produce milk [after a

drougnt], and so must be encouraged, not eliminated as some aid adminiStrators have suggested" (Swif t 1973: 77).

There seems to be no disagree-

ment conCerning this phenomenon, that 1s, that goats are tile first animals to recover after a drought (ct. Nicolaisen 1973: 42, Dahl and Hjort
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1975: 236-7), although in their chapter on the "long terms effects ot
disaster to pastoral herds" Dahl and Hjort stated that "small stock. are
kept mostly as a supplementary source of meat and milk and are of secondary importance in the present analysis" (Dahl and Hjort 1975: 114).
There are also discrepant and undocumented observations concerning what
happens to small stock during a
~isease

drought,

on small stock. versus large stock.

and

concerning impacts

of

For example, Dahl and Hjort

stated that small stock. nerds are especially subject to rapid decline
due to diseases and drought (Dahl and Hjort 1975: 231, 267), whereas
Prole (1967: 95) noted that goats and sheep "were practically unaffected"
by a drought in 1960-61, which was "a disaster for all areas of Masailand" (i.e., apparently for cattle), and Spencer (1965: 3) said that the
combination of small stOck with the large stock helped the Samburu survive the same drought.

Dahl and Hjort's remark, in the context of com-

plementarity of ditferent stock species, that "Af rican sheep and goats
are ••• very liable to rapid death due to epidemics" compared to cattle and
camels,

"'Which would not

be

affec~ed

in the same way as

the small

stoCk." (Dahl and Hjort 1975: 221-222), was supported by little specitic
eVidence.

Other opinions have indicated that small stOck are not any

more vulnerable than large stock to disease.
reasons given by Gulliver that

For example, one of the

the Turk.ana surVived the 19th century

cattle epidemics of rinderpest better than many groups was that "the
people were still able to rely on camels, goats and sheep, which were
largely untouched ••• Neighbors had no camels and fewer goats and sheep
upon Which to rely" (Gulliver 1951: 151).

Spencer (1973: 11, 12) indi-

cated that Rendille camels seemed quite susceptible to various diseases,
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which was one reason for the very slow rate ot increase of the camel
herds; no quantitative evidence was given, however.

Although the more

northern parts of Rendille country are "generally too 'harSh for small
stock," the latter seem to flourish further south, and Spencer did not
mention particular problems with disease in either place (Spencer 1973:
14).

In summary, there have been

f~w

quantitative data collected on

small stock, and most of the ecologically informed writing on East Atrican pastoral1sts must use data on cattle to illustrate
(e.g., Hydson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson 1982).

their points

As I have stated, even the

latter data are scanty as far as documentation of the effects of disasters on household herds is concerned.

Discussions along the lines ot

"herd diversification; differences and complementarity of types of stOCK"
(Dahl and Hjort 1976: Chapter 10) are necessarily based on many assumptions to make up tor the laCk of data.
ThUS, a particular concern of the rest of this Chapter will be
to contribute to documentation of

differences and complementarity in

surVivability and recovery among the small and large livestock during
and following periods of environmental disasters.

This will help in

understanding

particularly

the

adaptive

role

of

stOCk, in East African pastoral herds.
data collection.

each species,

small

I will begin with description of

Difficulties in collecting quantitative data, especially

on small stock, have been and are no doubt a contributing factor, in
addition to intellectual biases, for the dearth of quantitative studies
of pastoral herds, particularly the small stock component.
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Data Collection
Data were collected on the herd complexes of thOe four Nglsonyoka awis during the approximately one-year period of
through October 1981.

September 1980

As discussed previously, problems of research in

Turkana prevented the study in detail of a larger sample of awls, and
the four awis were not a random sample of all the awls in the area.
Nevertheless,

qualitative

observation and

verbal

information

indicate

that what happened to these awis and their herds in the course or the
year was representative of Ngisonyoka herds in general.
Data on small stOck herd numbers and dynamics were obtained by
direct

herd counts. in combination with periodic lm:erviews with the

herdowners

and

other

family

members

to

changes in the herds indicated by the counts.
mals per se (cf. Dahl and Hjort 1976: 132).

ascertain

the

reasons

for

Turkana do not count aniThey did not, however, inhl-

bit us from counting their herds overtly, but laCk of control especially
over the numerous and rapidly moving small stock made it impossible to
obtain very accurate detailed counts incorporating age,

complete sex

structure, and young animals until near the end of the fieldwork period.
Additionally, fot' certain periods of the year tne herds or portions of
them were absent from the awi (i.e., major homestead) and inaccessible
to us for counting.

Although the herdowner or at least the herder

claimed to know each goat and sheep individually, it was ditficult to
collect verbally information about small stock because they were quite
numerous, had rapid turnover rates, and were usually not given distinct
personal names (they were generally called by color terms by the person
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who milked tnem).

During periods ot

heavy losses the Turkana were

unable to say how many small stock had died; rather I re'ceived answers
such as "many", "everyday", and "always".

Therefore the mortality data

represent

herd

estimates

arrived

at

through

counts,

and

sales

and

slaughterings and related information, which seemed to be reasonably,
though not completely accurate.

1

Causes of death are based on interview

intormation and qualitative observation.

In 1980 I was able to count the

newborn animals in only one of the three herds present, and this herd
was diVided in t:he early dry season of 1981 when the herdowner's stepmother separated from the awi and took her animals with her.

Therefore

quantitative data on ldd/lamb mortality for the year are lacking; the
magnitude of

the

mortality is nevertheless well illustrated by

the

available data.
Data on the camel herds were also obtained through direct nerd
counts and interViews.

As with small stock, the Turkana claimed to know

each camel individually; verbal data were more easily obtained than with
small stOCK, as there were tewer camels, and adult temales were given
distinctive personal names and were thus more readily identifiable.

Tne

verbal data on the current conditions and losses of the animals seemed
qU1te accurate, although historical accounts (i.e., ot events in the lives
of individu~l a;;."tmaisprior to 1980) were sometimes garbled (see Chapter
6).

Even though camels were easier to keep traCk of than small stock,

lThe latter information is included in this chapter only insofar
as it accounts for changes in herd sizes throughout the year; it will be
discussed 1n subsequent chapters. This chapter focuses on environmental
and other uncontrollable determinants or herd dynamics.
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again it was only near the end of the fieldwork period that the counts
were (almost) error-free, and there are some discrepancies· between these
and earlier counts.
The data on cattle herd dynamiCS are scanty.

As previously dis-

cussed, no cattle were present at the awis from the time I arrived in
the field until May 1981, following the rains.

In the first part of the

1980-81 dry season the cattle were completely inaccessible.

Later ir..

the dry season we were able to observe and count some cattle, but two
to five herds were usually mixed together, and "many" of the cattle were
lost.

("Losing" animals is a common

phe~.cmenon

1n Turkana husbandry.

The animal(s) may be found within a few days or weeks, or not at all.)
The first counts and assessments of individual herds and herd structure
were possible only during the latter part of the fieldwork period, by
Which time mortality was very low.

The information on herd losses, with

which pre-1981 herd sizes were reconstructed, was gathered by interview
exclusively, and it was not possible to Check its veracity.
it

does indicate the magnitude of

the

effects

of

the

Nevertheless
envirc'~::.lental

stresses on animals, especially in conjunction with the observations and
verbal information on the (lack of) surviving 1980 calves.
Small StOCk Herd Sizes and Dynamics, Sep. 1980 - Oct. 1981
Table 3.3 summarizes the total sizes and losses of the small
stock herds of three of the four study families during the period of
fieldwork.

Data for the third awi (included in some of the later tables)

cover only the end of the tieldwork period because, as discussed earlier
in this chpater, none of this awi's small stock were present at the awi

Table 3.3.

Total Size and Losses of the Small Stock Herds of Three of the Four Study Awis,
Mid Dry Season 1980 - Mid Dry Season 1981.
Mid Dry
Season 1981

Dry and Early Wet
Season 1980-81

Latter Part of
April 1981

Late Wet-Mid Dry
Season 19131

Oct. 1981

At'li 1

Environmental Losses a
Social Losses b
Herd Size

102
48

571 adults
35 adults
991 adults

234 adults
57 newborn

385 total

Awi 2
--Environmental Losses
Social Losses
Herd Size

220 adults
28 adults
359 adults

1

+4(net add.)
107 adults
48 newborn

111 total

c

Awi 4
---

Herd Size: Awi Head
and St.apmother
Awi Head Only

17 awi head
15
only

40 total
37 adults

Environmental Losses
Social Losses
190 adults
83 newborn
no data

196 total
111 total

75 adults d
14 newborn

a.

Environmental losses include starvation, Tain, disease, human and animal predation.

b.

Social losses include slaught,ering, sales, trades, etc.

c.

The awi head and his stepmother had a combined herd until the early wet season, when the
stepmother split off her animals and then moved away (see text).

d.

Raiders stole all of Awi 4's small stock in December 1981.

......
1.0
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or anywhere nearby until that time.

Although reducing the number of

small stock herds monitored to only three, this phenomenon helped to
demonstrate a high degree of inter-awi variability in herd composition
and pastoral strategy.

Table 3.4, including data gathered by McCabe in

1982, summarizes the small stock herd sizes over a period of 2 yearly
cycles.

It is especially valuable in illustrating the severity of the

1980-81 year, which was my tieldwork period and is the focus of this
chapter.

Table 3.5 includes a. more detailed breakdown of the composi-

tions of the small stock herds, and Table 3.6 details the etfects ot
environmental stresses on the herds for two climatically and vegetationally contrasting periods of drought plus early rains and latter wet plus
subsequent dry season.
rain stress.

Table 3.7 adds information on the eff.ects of

As noted above, the herdowner-controlled sources of animal

disappearance from the herds (slaughtering, sales, etc.) will be discussed in another chapter.
With respect to herd sizes at any point in time, there was a
large variation among the three (or four) awia, Which appeared to be
well within the range of herd sizes generally seen in the area.

In the

case of Awi 4 the generally smaller small-stock herd size was correlated with a small awi and smaller camel (and probably cattle) herd
size, but in the cases of the other three awis small-stock nerd sizes
were not particularly correlated with awi or large-stock nerd sizes.
Although herdowners generally tried to maintain multl1.-species livestock
holdings--goats, sheep, camels, and cattle (and the essential dOnkey as
pack an1mal)--there were differences among individuals in their interest
in and concentration on any particular species.

For example, herdowner
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Table 3.4.

Small Stock Herd Sizes of the Four Study Awis:
Changes Over Two Yearly Cycles.
Awi 1

Awi 2

Goats
Sheep

722
269

289
70

Total

991

359

Goats
Sheep

213
78

129
26

23
41

83
6

Total

291

155

64

89

1981 as % of 1980

29%

43%

Goats
Sheep

294
105

163
41

20
44

9
0

Total

399

204

64

9

1982 as % of 1981

137%

132%

100%

10%

Awi 3

Awi 4

Herd Size 1980
a

No data on
herdowner's
herd only

Herd Size 1981

Herd Size 1982

a.

Dash indicates no data.

b.

1982 data supplied by McCabe.

Table 3.5.

Detailed Composition of the Small Stock Herds of the Four Study Awis at Different Seasons.
Beginning Mid D~ Season 1980
Goats
Sheep
Total

a

Mid

D~

Goats

Season 1981
Sheep
Total

Awi 1b
Adult females
Adult males
Adult animals total
Ratio of goats to sheep
(adults only)
Kids and lambs
Awi 2

536
186
722

191
78
269

727
264
991

166
23
189

34
11
1.5

200
34
234

24

33

47

80
9
89

16
2
18

11

107

40

8

48

12
3
15

24
4
28

36
7
43

13

21

4.2

2.7

c

Adult females
Adult males
Adult animals total
Ratio of goats to sheep
(adults only)
Kids and lambs

289

70

359

96

4.9

4.1

d
Awi 3
Adult females
Adult males
Adult animals total
Ratio of goats to sheep
(adults only)
Kids and lambs

0.5
8

00
N

Table 3.5 (continued)
Mid Dry Season 1980
Goats
Sheep
Total

Mid Wet Season 1981
Goats
Sheep
Total

Mid Dry Season I98l
Goats
Sheep
Total

Awi l.e
il'erdOwner plus Stepmother
Adult females
Adult males
Adult animals total
Ratio of goats to sheep
(adults only)
Kids and lambs

26
4
30

130
30
160

156
34
190

f
86
f
23
113

5.3
70

10
5
15

96
28
124

7.5
13

83

6l

f

4~

65

3
4
7

54
15
69

Awi 4
Herdowner Only
Adult females
Adult males
Adult animals total
Ratio of goats to sheep
(adults only)
Kids and lambs

51
11
62

56h
13
69

60
15
75

0

14

11.5

9.4
40

4
2
6

1

41

14

a.

Dash indicates no data.

b.

Figures for "mid dry season 1981" include 1980-born animals ("kids and lambs" in 1980) as adults
(they would be about one year old). There were 12 such yearling goats (no sheep) in Awi l's
herd. See Table 3.9.

c.

There were 11 yearling goats (no sheep) in Awi 2's herd in the mid dry season 1981.
See Table 3.9.
00

w

Table 3.5 (continued)
d.

Awi 3's small stock were unavailable for counting until the 1981 dry season.

e.

The herds of awi head plus stepmother were combined until the 1981 wet
stepmother separated her herd and then moved away some weeks later.

f.

These numbers are suspect when compared to the numbers for the mid dry season 1980. There are
too few females, too many males, and possibly too many 1980-born (still in the "kids and lambs"
category) animals here (according to verbal data, 17 males had been slaughtered, and only 13
females; and the kid mortality seems very low [around 13%]). I cannot explain these discrepancies, and include them here partly to illustrate difficulties of data collection in this
field. Probably the 1980-born animals, counted in 1980 only at Awi 4, caused the problem-they may in some instances have been counted as small adults (and/or the latter counted as
1980-born kids). Nevertheless, the decline of goats from 230 to around 174 gives a reasonable
estimate of the total decline.

g.

Two of these were newborns, i.e., spring lambs.

h.

The mid dry season 1981 figures for adults include 1980-born animals.
yearling goats and 12 male yearling goats (no sheep).

season~

(See text.)
when the

There were 13 female

00

~

Table 3.6.

Effects of Environmental Stresses on the Small Stock Herds of Three of the Study Awis:
Causes and Magnitude of Losses.

Dry and Wet Seasons 1980-1981

Post-Wet Season 1981

Summary

Awi 1
Dry season sta.rvation:
and predation:
Rain:
Enemy raid:
Total:

310
30
80
151
571

Percent lost (571/991):

58%

Disease (CCPP):
Other:
Total:
Percent lost of
385 animals at
start of season:

100
2
102

Total l;)sses:

673

Percant original
herd (673/991):

68%

Total losses:

221

Percent original
herd (221/359):

62%

26%

(Percent sheep lost: about 80%)
Awi 2
Dry season starvation:
Rain:
Total:

160
60

Percent lost (220/359)

61%

(Percent sheep lost:

Cause unknown:

1

220

100%)

Awi 4
--Starvation, rain,
and predation:

42

Percent lost (42/473):

15%

(Percent sheep lost: about 60%)

IJisease (CCPp):
Lost:
Total:

13
4

17

Percent lost of
111 animals at
start of season:
15%
(herdowner's herd only)

(Cannot summarize because
herd was split in the wet
season. )

00
VI
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Table 3.7.

Awi 1

Awi 2

Effect of Rain Stress on Two Camp Herds of Small Stock.
Animals in Turkwell Area
Shortly After Start of Rains

Animals Returning to Awi
from Turkwe1l Area

20 goats

12 goats

70 sheep

7 sheep

90 total

19 total

89 goats

30 goats

8 sheep

0 sheep

97 total

30 total
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1 emphasized

llis

small stock. mucb more

than berdowner 3 did.

The

former, who had focused on small stock all his life (starting out and
remaining as a cllief small-stock herder of his father until the latter's
death left him with a large herd), was recognized as being rather rich in
small stock--at least prior to ,',he disasters of 1980-81, and several
years prior to that he had been even richer in small stock, according to
verbal information.

Even with a herd deCimated by tbe 1980-81 events he

was still the richest of

tbe four awis in small stock, giving him a

large beads tart in tbe recovery process.

(Tllis points to an advantage of

large

precarious

herds

to

pastoralists

furtber discussed below.)

living

in

conditions,

to

be

Herdowner 3 focused bis attentions on and was

most interested in his camels--be had herded camels as a child, and considered tbem tbe best animals of tbe NgisonyoKa.

(Turkanas' valuations

of tbe different species are discussed further in a subsequent Chapter.)
.~

Despite llis lesser emphasis on small stOCk, berdcwner 3 was quite interested .in the sbeep component of his
larger tban in the otber awis I

herds.

berd,

Wbicb was

proportionately

He said this was because the

sheep were so good for their fat (especially in the tails and rumps of
Turkana Sheep).

All Turkana would agree that sbeep are good for their

fat, but it just seemed to be this herdowner's idiosyncratic preference to
disproportionately emphasize sheep over goats.
versus Sheep will be mentioned further later.

The qualities of goat

To conclude, it should be

emphasized that all the herdowners did maintain small stock as well as
camel and ca t tIe herds;

reasons f or the Turkana herdowners' goal ot

multi-species herds will be stressed throughout this work.
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With respect to ardmal losses, the severity of the classic environmental stresses--drought, disease, and (not just a
times) raidIng--are apparent (Table 3.6).

hazard of

Approximately

the adult small stOCK of Awis 1 and 2 succumbed to
during this year.

past

two~thirds

or

these stresses

In the personal estimation or herdowner 1 the total

decrease of his herd (from 991 to 234 animals) represented a change from
approximately two "floCkS" (ngisipan, sing. eSipan) to "one flOCK or more
like half a flock."
experienced--one

This may not have been the worst year he had ever

year

(probably

19731 )

he

had

lost

two out of four

flOCKS; another year (probably 1976) two out of three flocKs--nevertheless it was clearly an environmental low-point. 2

Thus these and the

subsequent data document the often postulated but infrequently observed
efrects of disaster on pastoral herds.
The major Killer or small stock in the dry season was starvation
("hunger"--~,

of forage.

"thinness"--erogo, and "dry

season"-~)

due to lack

Manifest disease or parasites were minor, and, except for an

occasional case of tiCKS, were not mentioned by the Turkana as causing
loss (althougn the presence of tiCKS was a factor influencing herd movement decisions).

There was some predation by wild anImals, in the case

of small stock these being mainly jacKal, baboon, and sometimes eagles.

IDates were assigned according to an events calendar.
2Animal numbers cannot be assigned to the losses of previous
years. TurKana estimate ngisipan by the number and size or pens (sing.
anoK) that contain them, but there is no standard pen size.
The emic
data may be a reasonable estimate of relative losses~ and at least indicate the Turkana's conceptions of how bad the year (1980-81) was.
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Human predation--raiders from the neighboring Pokot tribe (Turkana bandits were
source of

not a major factor in small stock losses)--was a

major loss for Awi 1 during my period ot fieldwork and a

source of complete loss tor Awl 4 at ter I had lett the field.

In Nov.

1980 the entire milking herd of some 300+ animals of Awi 1, plus the
herds of the 3 awis then associated with Awi 1, totalling about 50 an1mals, were taken from near the awi, and 2 young herdboys killed.

Some-

what more than half the herd was recovered two days later by combined
local Turkana and police action, but 151 animals"! were lost in the bush
or died.

(The raiders escaped but with none of the livestock.)
Many kids/lambs suffered from their mothers' absences and later

died more readily.

Fortunately for Awi 1, by this time in the dry season

the small stock herd had been divided into its milking and non-milking
components, and the latter, in a movement orbit separate from the awi's,
was not affected by the raid.

A number of herdowners suffered losses in

POkot raids during the year, have in the past, and continue to do so currently.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, raiding exerts a major influence on

herd and awi movements, and also has been a cause of the drop-out ot individual Turkana herdowners and their families from the pastoral way of

lite directly by decimating their herds.

(The importance and eftects of

IThe herdowner told me this ("151 animals") without hesitation or
doubt. This contrasts markedly with this and other herdowners' answers
of "many" when usually asked about small stock losses. I was unable to
ascertain how or why he was able to be so precise, beyond the fact that
he "counted them by color and by whose goats were whose" (i.e., which
goats belonged to each t'loman), which is the normal response when Turkana say they "know" each animal.
Also. I do not have sutticient data
from that time to know whether the 151 is accurate.
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raiding in South Turkana are discussed in more detall by Dyson-Hudson and
McCabe [1982].)

The effects of Pokot raiders on the small stock herd ot

Awi 4 in Dec. 1981 will be mentioned further below.
The rains that broke the drought in March 1981 were devastating,
particularly for the non-milking goats and tne sheep that had been taken
to the Turkwe1l River area.

The animals were already weak from the dry

season, and especially the sheep could not withstand the (apparent) cold
stress brought on by the rain.

Disease was said to be an important

factor in killing goats in the Turkwell area.

There was known to be

disease in that environment, ~ and complete mortality had occurred three
out of the four times Awi l's small stOck had been taken there in the
past.

However,

the desperate conditions throughout South Turkana in

1980-81 left many of the

h~i'ds

with no good al!ernative but to retreat

there where some grazing existed at the end of the dry &eason. 2 In any
case the combination of heavy rains and disease laid waste the small
stOck there (Table 3.7).
Thus the events of the dry and early wet season killed around
60 % of the adult small stock of two of the three awis.

This contrasted

Sharply with the situation of Awi 4, which lost only around 15 % of its
small stock during this time, probably only about one halt of which were

lA "disease of the Turkwell."
Awi 1 's principal small stock
herder, a knowledgeable informant, did not have a name for this disease.
He said it "makes the liver rotten, and is also like malaria. The goat
plays with its tail, circles around and dies. Ten to 20 die each day."
2Some advance herders there had said that the goats were doing
well--tbere was some disease, but not many dying.
There was water
there. So other herders took their animals there, risking the possibility of having them all finished (according to Awi l's herder).
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adult animals (i.e., around 17 or 190, or 9%, of tbe adult animals died.
Kid/lamb mortality will be discussed below.)

Tbis difference was corre-

lated with, and probably a result of, the different management practices
of herdowner 4 throughout the 1980-81 dry/early rains season.

As dis-

cussed earlier, Awi 4 and its entire small stOCK herd remained nearly
stationary in a relatively lightly occupied area on the periphery of the
Ngisonyoka traditional wet-season grazing area, whereas Awis 1 and 2,
along with the majority of other aWis, migrated south.

By staying where

it did, the small herd of Awi 4 was able to exploit without a lot of
competition the forage resources there that were still of reasonable
quality

(apparently) but were not abundant enough to maintain large

numbers of animals.

There was no danger of Pokot raids in the area,

with so many awis and herds between Awi 4 and the Turkana/Pokot border
area to the south.

Wbether herdowner 4 did not divide bis relatively

small small-stock herd into milking and non-milking components, sending
the latter elseWhere to

forage~

only because his small labor force pre-

vented it, or on the other hand because he felt tbat conditions were
best where he had located the aWi,l nevertheless the results were beneficial, as seen by the very higb survivorship of his small stock.
Personal observation and conversations with Turkana indicated
tnat Awi 4's experience with small stock during the 1980-81 dry season
and rains was not very representative of the general experience in South

lAlso, "Awi 4' s herd" was actually the combined herds of tne awi
head and his stepmother, who later separated from his awi with her animals (see Chapter 6). The influence ot the stepmother on the awi head's
decisions was not ascertained.
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Turkana, which was more like that of Awis 1 and 2 (not excluding Awi l's
experience with the Pokot).

Nevertheless, the experience of Awi 4 ver-

susthe others shows the possibility ot large ditferentia1 eftects of a
generally disastrous season among individual households within a group.
Such differential effects can be due to various factors--such as combinations of herdowner-controlled management decisions (e.g., to stay in
one area versus another), enforced management decisions (e.g., inability
to divide the herd due to lack of labor), fortuitous circumstances (e.g.,
the ability of Awi 4 to stay where it did precisely bec;1use of its small
herd), and good or bad luck (e.g., Awi 1 was raided even though it was
not the only awi in a vulnerable position).

Awi 4 's experience also

illustrates that at least over the short run it is not necessarily the
case that "during dry spells a large percentage of the herd will die, so
the more ••• units a man owns during normal times, the better off he is"
(~oran

1979: 50, paraphrasing Spencer 1965).

(It can be seen [Table 3.3]

that Awi 4 came through the dry season and rains with 196 animals to Awi
2's Ill, although Awi 2 started with 359 compared to Awi 4's 190 [adult]
animals).

Such a generalization cannot be assumed for individual house-

holds subject both to conscious management deCisions and to possibly
unforeseen good fortune.

Significantly, however, Awi 4 did eventually

lose all its small stock, to Pokot raiders in Dec. 1981, and was subsequently struggling on the fringes of pastoral existence.

One reason Awi

1 did not lose all of its small stock in the Nov. 1980 raid was because
by that time the non-milking component of the relatively large herd had
been separated trom the awi.

Had the raid occurred a month earlier the
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entire herd would have been with the awi, but it is doubtful that the
small raiding party (reportedly about 6 men) would have chosen to attack
suCh a large herd or would have been successtul in making off with all
the animals.

Over the long term, in an unpredictable and uncontrollable

and hazard-filled environment such as that ot the Turkana pastoralists,
larger herds and households no doubt are the moat 11k-ely to survive.
Small

stock

mortality

dropped

to essentially zero

with the

growth of new forage in the wet season, indicating high survivorship
under

favorable

conditions.

Tb1s

throughout the following months.

trend

continued for Awi 2 's

herd

In late May, a disease diagnosed by a

veterinary officer as contagious caprine pleuropneumonia (CCPP)--affecting only goats, not sheep--broke out in the area; Awi 1 was one ot the
first aftected, losing approximately 25 % of the herd, and later Awi 4
was affected, losing approximately 12 % of its herd (Table 3.6).

In addi-

tion to the mortality, the disease caused a number of pregnant females
to abort, thus reducing or delaying the 1981 kid crop.
females were to be reimpregnated. to kid several

mont~s

(Most of these
latp.r.)

Efforts

made to halt the disease with antibiotics were not very successful.
was

difticult to ascertain the effects

of

otner

l

It

management actions.

Herdowners did attempt some separation of healthy from sick animals, and

lIt can be noted here that the Turkana were very eager to obtain
and apply Western veterinary practices (e.g., antibiotics).
They were
wil11ng to sell animals to purchase pills, injectable mediCine,S, syringes, etc. They were inhibited by the very short and erratic supplies
of these items, the long distances required to get them, and, it seemed,
the high and escalating prices charged by Somali merchants and other
suppliers when the demand was high.
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some awi associations were altered--for example, Awi 4 moved away from
Awi 1, close to which it had been located, but Awi 4 did not ultimately
escape the disease.

I do not know why Awi 2 's herd was not aftected;

herdowner 2 did not pursue any obvious preventative measures.
bad

luck probably again played a

Good and

part in the course of the disease

throughout the area.
The kidding season beginning around Sep.

1981

represented the

most visible beginning of the regeneration of the small stock from the
large losses of 1980-81 (Table 3.8).
when lIef t
event,

partly

Because kidding was still underway

the f ield--partly due to the normal seasonality of
because

of

the

delays

ding/lambing rates were not determined.

caused by CCPP--the final

the
kid-

The detailed, animal by animal,

surveys of the herds done at the end of the t1eldwork period, however,
gave an indication of the potential

~id/lamb

crop.

Due to probable over-

estimation by the Turkana of the number ot still-pregnant animals, and
also allowing for some pregnancy wastage, the potentials indicated in
Table 3.8, generally between 90 % and 100 % kidding/lambing rate, would
not be achieved; nevertheless, the actual crop promised to be high, 1 refleeting the good forage resulting from the high 1981 rainfall.
the eight figures for

Among

the tour aWis are two exceptionally low ones,

which again illustrates potentially large variation among awis and even
among different components of the small-stock herd within an awi.

Herd-

owner 2 said the reason for his low lambing rate was that he didn't have

lTurkana small stock almost never twin; thus a 100% crop would
mean that all adult females had given birth.

Table 3.8.

Reproduction of Small Stock at the Four Study Awis, Sep./Oct. 1981.

Goats

Awi 1
Sheep

Goats

Awi 2
Sheep

Goats

Awi 3
Shp.ep

Goats

Awi 4
Sheep

Total mature females

154

34

75

16

11

19

43

3

Mature females w/baby

24

33

42

8

8

13

14

1

Percent females w/baby

16%

97%

56%

50%

73%

68%

33%

33%

Mature females said
to be still pregnant

119

1

30

1

3

5

7

2

Maximum possible
1981 offspring

143

34

72

9

11

18

21

3

Maximum possible
kidding/lambing rate

92%

100%

96%

56%

100%

95%

49%

lOm~
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a ram--sheep with lambs had been impregnated betore he acquired them
that season, or nad come with their lambs.

(It should be noted that all

but one of the sheep in Awi 2's herd in Sep. 1981 had been acquired that
year. as the sheep of the previous year had experienced 100 % mortality
in the dry season and rains.

This interesting fact is not apparent

simply from annual tables of herd size and increase.)

I do not know why

Awi 4 's goats were Iddding so poorly, except that the CCPP had still
been atfecting the herd as late as August;

some animals had aborted

nearly live Kids, and other had probably not been reimpregnated (and
maybe would not be that season; I do not know).

In any case, these two

exceptions did not seem to be representative of what the final kid/lamb
crop would be in most awis in 1981.
To summarize the effects of

the 1980-81 events on the small

stOCk, I observed that the drought and rain killed approximately 60 % of
tne 360 adult animals in Awi 2 's herd; a raid and disease killed additional animals in Awi l's herd so that the total environmental disasters
(including

raiding as "enVironmental") accounted for approximately 670

out of 755 animals gone f rom an initial herd of 990 animals-68 % of the
herd lost to these disalsters.
comparison--probably

around

9%

Awi 4 's herd suffered small losses in
of

its

total

190

adult

animals

to

drought and rain, and about 12% ot its animals to disease--due to a combination of Circumstances, reviewed abOve, that resulted in a very ditterent movement pattern during the dry season.
The year's stresses were more severe for the Sheep than the
goats.

The ratio of goats to sheep in Awi l's herd went trom 2.7 to 4.2

(Table 3.5) and in Awi 4's herd from 5.3 to 7.5 (over the dry and wet
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seasons).

Aw! 2's goat/sheep ratio went trom 4.1 to 4.9, wt11cb masks

the fact that all of Awi 2 's sheep died in the dry and wet seasons and
were

replaced

by

socio-cultural

mechanisms

subsequently.

These

goat/sheep mortality differences were no doubt due to the superior adaptation ot

the goats to the browse-type forage available in the arid

environment and

thus

their

less-stressed physical

conditions.

(This

goat/sheep difference has been noted by a number of researchers, including Gulliver 1951: 22.)

On the other hand, the sheep seemed to recover

as rapidly as the goats with the growth of new vegetation (which included

grasses)

with

the

rains,

and

the

major

disease

affected small stock that year affected only goats.
goats ultimately suffered less.

(CCPP)

that

Nevertheless, the

These observations point to the reason

for large numbers of goats compared to sheep in most herds (of which
Awi l's can be taken as representative), despite some very desirable
qualities ot the sheep to che Turkana, especially its much larger production of fat than the goat's.
fat, however?

Do the Turkana keep sheep just for their

Judging from the rapid physical recovery of the sheep,

and fLom various statements of the Turkana--e.g., that in a good year a
lamb will gain weight/grow faster than a kid (although I have no measurements, this seemed to be the case with the few lambs in the 1981 wet
season)--I believe another reason that TurKana keep sheep is that the
latter have the potential to surpass the goats in productivity in favorable years.
environmental
aridity.

Tt11s may be part ot a strategy that can make the most of
f lushes,

while

maintaining

the

baseline

adaptation

to

I believe that cattle are an even more important component of

this strategy, as will be noted below.
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A final

demonstration

of

the

effects

of

the

environmental

stresses on the small stock is the young (1980-born) animal mortality
for the year.

Due to the diUiculties in counting small stock, espe-

cially births, the data on survivorship of the 1980-born kids/lambs are
incomplete.

From information acquired in the detailed herd surveys done

at the end of the fieldwork period, however, it is possible to indicate
the magnitude of the environmental effects (Table 3.9).

Awis 1 and 2

(and probably 3) must have suffered greater than 90-95 % mortality of
the kids along with 100 % mortality of the lambs.

Awi 4, as I have dis-

cussed, suffered much lower mortality of the small stock, in general,
but its lamb losses were high.

Excluding Awi 4, we will see that the

very high mortality of the young stock was not excessive compared to the
situation with the camel and especially the Gattle calves; i t can be
concluded that the estimate of magnitude is reasonable.
Turkana did not

InasmuCh as the

sellar slaughter young stoCK, and none were taken

directly by raiders, the almost complete loss of the 1980 generation of
the herds reemphasizes the severity of the drought, rain, and disease
stresses of the 1980-81 season.

Camel Herd Sizes and Dynamics, 1980-81
Tr.e sizes of, seasonal changes and reasons for loss in the camel
herds of each of the four study awis are shown in Tables 3.10 and 3.11.
With

respect

to

herd

sizes,

there

were

more

camels

observed by Gulliver in 1949 in more northern parts

than

had

been

of Turkanaland.

Gulliver estimated an average of 10 camels per awl, and he "never [saw]
a camel herd of more than about 70 and few over about IS" (Gulliver
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Table 3.9.

Survivorship of 1980-born Small Stock in the Four Study
Herds. a
Awi 1

Goats in Herd 1980
Yearling Kids in
Herd 1981
Sheep in Herd 1980
Yearling Lambs in
Herd 1981

536 females

12 (11-13)
191 females
0

Awi 2

Awi 3

289 total

No data

11

70 total
0

1
No data

4

Awi 4°
No.
Mid
No.
Mid

Ki.ds
Dry 1980: 70
Kids
Wet 1981: 61

No.
}fid
No.
Mid

Lambs
Dry 1980: 13
Lambs
Wet 1981: 2

a.

I was not able to count the numbers of kids and lambs in 1980 in the
herds of Awis 1, 2, or 3. For Awis 1 and 2 the number of adult
females or total animals is shown to give a rough idea of how many
kids and lambs may have been produced. E.g., if every female goat
in Awi l's herd had produced a kid, there could have been 536 kids,
of which about 12 were remaining a year later. Although 100% production in 1980 is very unlikely to have occurred, there was-substantial production (personally observed, though not counted) of
kids and lambs as Awis .1 and 2 in 1980. Awi 3's small stock herd
was not observed at all in 1980 (see text). In any case, the very
low numbers of yearlings in 1981 indicate low survivorship of 1980born small stock.

b.

See Table 3.5. I was able to count the kids and lambs of the
combined herd of awi head plus stepmother at Awi 4 in 1980. The
1981 figures are for the combined herd, to show survivorship over
the dry season and early rains, which was when the majority of young
animals died.
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Table 3.lO.

Camel Herds of the Four Study Awis:

Age-Sex CategorJ

Awi 1
Number % Herd

1980, 1981, and 1982.

II

Awi 2
%

if

Awi 4
%

Awi 3
%

/I

Beginning Dry Season 1980
13

Adult females

26

38%

39

49%

31

Immature females

11

16%

19

24%

11

14%

8

43%
27%

7

10%

2

3%

7

9%

2

7%

Immature males

11

16%

13

16%

13

16%

2

7%

1980 calves

14

20%

7

9%

18

23%

5

17%

Total

69

100%

80

101%

80

101%

30

101%

Adult males

18%

1980 calving rate
54%
Cil calves/adult females)

38%

58%

Beginning Dry Season 1981
19

43%

21

49%

23

39%

6

67%

Immature females

6

14%

11

26%

14

24%

1

11%

Adult males

5

11%

o

0%

5

8%

0%

Immature males

6

14%

6

14%

12

20%

o
o

1980 calves

2

5%

o

0%

3

5%

1

11%

5
12%
2
3%
6
14%
(2 May, 3 June, (3 June, 2 July, (1 May,
+ 2 stillborn) 1 June)
1 Aug.)
99%
59
43
101%
44
101%

1

Adult females

1981 calves
(month born)
Total

11%
(June)

9

64%

54%

74%

30%

1980 calf mortality 86%

100%

83%

80%

24%

9%

17%

Total as % of
previous year
1981 calving rate

32%

0%

100%

1982 Data (supplied by J. T. McCabe)
1982 herd size

33

37

78

9

1982 as % of 1981

75%

86%

132%

100%

0%

60%

17%

(no data)

59%
62%
47%
but half the calves died, so
31% living
24% living
calves
calves

(no data)

1981 calf mortality
1982 calving rate

Table 3.11.

Causes and Magnitude of Camel Losses at the Four Study Awis, 1980-81. a

Cause of Loss
Social causes:
Slaughter
Given away

Awi 1
1980 Dry Post& Rains Rains Total

2

5

Awi 2
1980 Dry Post6. Rains Rains Total

2
5

6

14

9
3

6

Awi 3
1980 Dry Post& Rains Rains Total

3
2

1

3
3

Awi 4
1980 Dry Post& Rains Rains Total

2

1
1+3b

3
4

Environmental
~auses:

Died-starvation
Died-rain
Died-gland dis.
Died-othe1:' dis.
Killed by
predator
Died-fell off
hill
Died-misc.
causes c
Stolen by
bandits
Lost
Total environmental losses

14

31

Total losses

33

2
1

1

9
3

15
9
2

3
1

6

6

6

1

7

4

4

9

1

10

3

3

1

1

5
1

5
1

1
2

1

32

30

6

39

36

15
2

11
2
3

3

1

1

10

10
14

1

1

1
2

1

'8

38

28

3

30

14

8

44

33

3

36

16

1

5

21

Original herd size
, (from Table 3.10)

69

80

80

30

Percent loss

57%

55%

45%

70%

Acquired thru
3
debt. trade. other

3

6

1

1

2

1

5

6

......

0
I--

Table 3.11 «!ontinued)
a.

Dash indicates none reported by the informants.

b.

One given away plus 3 left with stepmother.

c.

Miscellaneous causes of

death~

Awi 1 camel, unknown; Awl 4 camel, burned.

.....
o
N
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1951: 15, 83).

He noted that "an average figure for camels is particu-

larly difficult since in some areas

there are

very few,

whereas in

others, ••• , they are very important, and few cattle are to be seen" (Gulliver 1951: 15).

The latter situation was particularly true 1n the area

of fieldwork during the first two-thirds of the fieldwork period.

The

greater importance of camels to the southern than to the northern Turkana is correlated with "the relative abundance of

highly nutritious

browse and the numerous mineral springs [WhiCh] make South Turkana particularly suitable for raising camels" (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 6)
(the vegetation of North Turkana is primarily herbs and grasses [DysonHudson and McCabe 1982: 5]).
Among the f.;)ur study aWis, Awi 4 was the only one with an obViously smaller camel herd.

This correlated with the smaller awi size and

smaller small-stock herd.

In the previous year (1979), however, this awi

was said to have had a larger camel herd (a legacy of the herdowner's
d~ceased

father); "many" animals had died of a disease seemingly associ-

ated with an area where the awi had locate, between 1979 and 1980.

1

As

mentioned above, herdowner 3 was particularly fond of camels, but his
herd was no larger than Awi 2 's, and not much larger than Awi 1 's, in
the fall at 1980.

The herd sizes of the four awis seemed representative

lIt is interesting to contrast this experience with awi 4 's
1980-81 goat-experience; in the latter case the animals in question
thrived because of a particular movement strategy.
In two different
years herdowner 4 's movement strategies had apparently raised camel
mortality on the one hand, and lowered small-stock. mortality on the
other.
It is not clear the extent to which bad and good luck, as
opposed to poor versus good judgment, entered into these contrasting
experiences.
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of a low to upper-middle range of Ngisonyoka camel-llerd sizes.

Hea">'

reliance of the Ngisonyoka on camels was indicated by tllese herd sizes
(by themselves and in comparison witll ttie cattle herd sizes); by observations and informants' comments to the effect tllat camel herds usually
larger than those observed by Gulliver were almost always present at
the

awis

in

the

fieldwork

area

(and

almost

no

llerdowners

llad

no

camels); and finally by food production from tlle livestock, wllicll is the
subject of the following chapter.
Despite their importance, which is based on their adaptation to
the aridity and other environmental characteristics of

Soutll Turkana

(Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982, and see above), tlle camels were'seriously
affected by the environmental stresses of 1980-81:

approximately 21 %

(Awis 1 and 3) or 38 % (Awi 2) of the adult animals were lost to various
environmental causes, while calf mortality was 72 %-100 % for Awis 1-3.
Again Awi 4 is anomalous; in this cause because so many of its camels
were stolen by bandits, while they were being nerded in another man's
herd after Awi 4's herder had temporarily or permanently departed trom
the household.
Starvation

(';llunger",

"thinness",

"dry

season")

was

tile

main

reason given for the deaths of the calves as well as of many of tlle
older animals during tlle dry season.

Awi 2 suffered particularly higll

losses to predation; this seemed to be largely due to the inept herding
practices of the boy assiged to the task {furtller discussed in a subse-

quent chapter).l
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Another cause of high mortality and morbidity was a

disease,

called longari by the Turkana, characterized by swollen neck

glands.

The heavy rains probably contributed to the prevalence of the

disease, whiCh was said to be exacerbated by dampness, and the espec1ally high mortality in Awi 3 's herd may have been because this awi had
moved to a wetter-than-average area at the end of
during the initial rains.

the drought and

The disease persisted following the rains, and

was said to be partly responsible for the relatively poor calVing and
milk production of the camels.

Informants said that many camels impreg-

nated in 1980 aborted; if that is true it was probably a combination of
stress from the unusually severe dry and rainy seasons as well as the
disease.
The 1981 camel crop was, in any case, small.

Informants said

that nearly all the females that had not freshened in 1981 were impregnated to calf in 1982, although as will be seen subsequently (in connection with comparative recovery rates), this may have been as much an
optimistic assumption on the part ot the int ormants as
flecting the true state of affairs.

~

statement re-

Regardless, given a 12-13 month

gestation in camels, the 1981 calVing rate of camels would reflect the
events ot 1980-81, and the 1982 calving rate would reflect the events of
1981-82 (in contrast to the small stOCk, which, with their much shorter
birth intervals, reflected in the Sep. 1981 kid crop the events of the

1There also was suspicion that "something was wrong" (witchcraft?) with the awl, and particularly with the first wife's component,
Whose son was the herder and whose camels were sutfering the most from
the hyenas and also from various miscellaneous diseases in the mid dry
seasons before other awis' camels were dying in such numbers.
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previous 5 months).

Additionally, the moderately high mortality of the

adult animals and the very high mortality of the 1980 calves ref lected
the stresses of the 1980-81 dry season, rains, and associated diseases.
Cattle Herd Sizes and Dynamics, 1980-81
As discussed previously, personal observation of the pre-1981
cattle herds was impossible; verbal information on losses allowed estimates of herd sizes, from which it is possible to indicate the magnitude
of the effects of the environmental stresses on the herds.
It appears that the cattle herds were comparable in size to the
camel herds, perhaps somewhat larger before the 1980-81 dry season and
somewhat smaller following the dry season (Table 3.12).

As will become

apparent in the chapter on food production, nowever, the contribution ot
the cattle to the subsistence of the awis in 1980-81 was not at all commensurate with the numbers of existing animals.

Subsequent events, dis-

cussed below, elucldat·e the reasons tor their presence in Ngisonyoka
herds.
Losses
around

of

adult

animals in 1980-81

45-65 % (excluding tneft), and calf

100% (Tables 3.12 and 3.l3).

was quite high,

perhaps

mortality was invariably

(Out of numerous herds surveyed by Dyson-

Hudson and McCabe in 1981 only one calf was found to have survived the
1980-81 season.)

The primary cause of death was said to be a disease,

called by the Turk.ana loleo, which was probably an epidemic of contagious bovine. pleuropneumonia (CBPP); it was difficult to know how much
of the mortality was due to the disease and how much was function of
the drought and rains (starvation, cold stress from the rain. etc.), or

Table 3.12.

Cattle Herds of the Four Study Awis:
Awi 1

Awi 2

1980 (Reconstructed), 1981, and 1982.

Awi 2 Brother

Awi 3

Awi 3 Brother b

Awi 4

Approximate Herd Size, Beginning Dry Season 1980
(Reconstructed from
verbal information
on 1980-81 losses,
Table 3.13)
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3l8a
(combined herd)

44

85

a

9

42

1980 Calves (Not included above)
Born
Died

3

3
3

3

7

?

"all"

Herd Structure, Mid-1981
28
Adult females
l3
Immature females
7
a
Adult males: bulls
2
4
.3
4
Adult males: castrates
6
2
Immature males
2
1981 calves
4
(June,July) (May&June)
(month born)
42
33
Total
15%
14%
1981 calving rate

76
7
5
14
6

9

19
18

1
2
1
3

2
3
2

a

c
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(May)
16

9

4

a
1
3
2

(May)

44

19°

22%

33%

1982 Data (Supplied by J. T. McCabe)
1982 herd size
% of 1981

1981 calf mortality
U 1982 calves born
1982 calving rate

no data

36

86%

15
94%

0
14

a
4

6

I--"

88%

67%

86%

'-I

o
19 (2 died)

85% living

no data

15

46

139%

79%

a

a

Table 3.12 (continued)
a.

The combined herds of the two brothers were managed as a unit until mid-198l.

b.

The brother managed this herd separately, in a separate awi. It never joined Awi 3, but the
animals, ultimately owned by Awi 3's head (who was the elder brother), were accessible for sale
or slaughter.

c.

Dash indicates no data.

d.

Only two cows and their calves were with the awi.

~

o

00

Table 3.13.

Causes and Magnitudes of Cattle Losses at The Four Study Awis, 1980-81.
From verbal information entirely.
Awi 1

Social causes:
Slaughter
Sell
Environmental causes:
Disease,loleo
Disease,~

6
1
23
3

Awi 3

l8b
3
8

Total

79

% Mortality (excluding
social causes)C

65%

3

Awi 3 Brother

Awi 4

a
10

2

1

142
2

~29

31

25

6

14

Starvation/rain
Predator
Theft
Lost
Other (fell off hill,
died at calving,
unidentified)

a.
b.
c.

Awi 2 + Brother

11

5
2

172
51%

3

2:31
66%

41

25

47%

60%

Dash indicates none reported.
Pokot 10, bandit 8.
Calculated as losses due to environmental causes divided by reconstructed 1980 herd size, x 100.

I-'

o

\0

rather,

how

many cattle would have died from
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the latter causes in

absence of any frank disease state.
The

low

1981 calVing rates were due either to low

rates of

impregnation in 1980 or high rates of pregnancy wastage during 1980-81,
or both.

The small number ot calves born in 1980 suggests that the

cattle had been under much stress previous to the culmination of the
drought in the 1980-81 dry season.

In any case, the 100% 1980-calf mor-

tality and the low 1981 calving rates accurately reflect the severity of
the 1980-81 stresses.

As with the camels, nigh impregnation rates were

reported in 1981, reflecting good recovery of

the cattle due to

the

favorable conditions produced by the 1981 rains.

Discussion: Differential Effects of Environmental Stresses
on Small StOCK Compared to Camels and Cattle
None of

the livestock species was immune to the stresses of

drought, rain, and disease, but there were clear differences among the
species in ability to survive and recover from the disasters.

These

differences poiat to the complementarity of the different species in the
pastoral adaptation.
Small

stOCk

experienced

higher

mortality

than

camels,

and,

Within the small stock category, sheep experienced higher mortality than
goats; sheep were the most vulnerable ot the livestocK to the combined
effects of

drought and rain.

The mortality records of

small stock

versus camels confirm Turkana statements that one of the good qualities
of camels is that they do not die easily in the dry season (although the
calves were quite vulnerable) whereas small stock do die easily in the
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dry season.

The effects of an epidemic disease (specifically CCPP) on

the goats was substantial in the herds that were affected, but not as
dramatic as Dahl and Hjort indicated to be possible; the combined mortality and morbidity (e.g., apparent effect on pregnant camels and on
milk production) of the gland disease longari on the camels seemed to be
almost equally serious.

Thus it was in their ability to survive drought

that the camels were clearly superior to the small stoCk.

The strength

of the small stock in respect to the stresses of the arid environment
(and other disasters) was in their much more rapid recovery following
the stressful period.
The survivability of the cattle compared to the small stock is
less straightforward, for two reasons.

One is that the mortality esti-

mates for cattle may be too low, based as they are on the herders' abilities to remember the death of each animal throughout the previous year.
Thus the apparently equal mortality of cattle and small stOCK may not
be real (in any case cattle clearly experienced much higher mortality
than camels did).

The 1980-calf mortality of 100 I~ indicates a high vul-

nerability of the cattle to the stresses of the environment, as do also
the low 1980 and 1981 calving rates.

The second reason f or lack of

strict comparability of the cattle with the small-stock (and camel) mortality or survivability is the different management practices in respect
to the cattle herds.

That is, almost none of the cattle were anywhere

near the awis during the dry and wet seasons of 1980-81; rather, they
were taken to places thought to be less threatening to their survival.
Because of this they contributed less to human subsistence, which must
be considered the price for what otherwise probably would have been

much higher cattle mortality due to starvation.
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Thus if the small stock

were more susceptible to the environmental stresses of drought and rain,
it was because of human management strategies tbat recognized the ditferent adaptive capacities of
cattle.

the small stock in comparison to

the

In respect to epidemic disease (CCPP and CBPP), the small stock

were less severely affected than the cattle, although again the situations were not strictly comparable--e.g., there was the effort to stop
CCPP with antibiotics, and the goats were probably in better condition at
the start ot the CCPP following the rains than the cattle were at the
start of CBPP in the dry season.

Nevertbeless, a particularly bigh sus-

ceptability of small stock to epidemic disease was not demonstrated by
the events ot 1980-81.
In summary, small stock were more vulnerable than camels to the
immediate effects of the environmental stresses of 1980-81; herded in
the same general areas as camels, tbe small stock experienced higher
mortality than the camels.
i.e.,

Tbe contrasting cattle management practices,

removing the cattle entirely t rom the awis to the mountainous

areas during the dry season, reflected the Turkana knowledge that cattle
are not as well adapted to the- environmental conditions of tbe lowland
areas, and resulted in cattle mortality (to drought, rain) perhaps midway
between small-stock and camel mortality.
raised cattle mortality considerably.)

(The disease CBPP, however,

If the cattle had been berded in

the same manner as tne otheL livestock--certain components of the berd
remaining with tbe awls throughout the dry season--they would probably
have fared more poorly than the goats, and similarly to the sbeep.
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In addition to the animals' abilities to' survive the immediate
disasters, subsequent regeneration of the herds through reproduction is
an important aspect of the different species' adaptations and usefulness
to the people who subsist on them.

In contrast to the immediate vulner-

ability to the effects of drought, rain, and disease (and raiding), the
small stock excelled over the large stock in rapid recovery and reproduc tion.

This is perhaps obvious because of the s mall stock's shorter

gestation interval, but there 1s nothing inherent 1n a short gestation
interval to indicate that the animals would recover and breed so fast
following a period of such emaciation.

The latter phenomenon has been

noted, although rarely demonstrated, by some ecological anthropologists
(e.g., Swift 1973: 77, Dahl and Hjort 1976).
As will be discussed more fully in connection with tood production, the small stock (goats and Sheep) recovered their physical condition and began to produce milk the most quickly of the livestock following the rains, although very few young were produced at this time.
were also the first

They

livestOCk to start mating during the wet season

(around April 198:); With the 5-month gestation, the first kid/lamb crop
reflecting recovery trom

the 1980-91

disasters

began to be produced

Within six months ot the beginning of the rains (around Sep. 1931).

As

discussed above, the kidding/lambing rates promised to be generally high,
even despite the abortions due to CCPP (except possibly in awl 4's herd,
which had been affected later in the season by the disease).

Thus, both

the early mating of the small stOck in the wet season and tne:i.r short
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gestation period were responsible for the rapidity of their regeneration
following the disasters. l
The camels and cattle reproduced with depressed calving rates in
mid-1981, reflecting the stress of the 1980-81 season.

The non-preg-

nant, non-lactating large stock generally mated throughout the months
following the rains; and with gestation lengths of 13 and 9 months,
respectively, the camel and cattle reproduced with substantially higher
calVing rates in 1982, reflecting recovery from the disasters of 1980-81.
By this time the small stOCK were pregnant to produce their second (perhaps in some cases their third) crop.
by the figures 'in Tables 3.10 and 3.l2.

These observations are illustrated
Also indicated by the

da~a

is a

IThe small stock produced almost no oft spring in 1981 as a
result of mating events in 1980. The Turkana said that a goat or sheep
potentially could reproduce twice in a year--once around Sep. (following
the main wet-season breeding period around April) and again around April
or May (following a breeding period in Nov./Dec.
The latter kidding/lambing period was responsible for the small number of young
off spring present in July 1980, during my initial viSit to the field, and
by the even smaller number born in April 1981. That so very few animals
produced young in April 1981 reflected the stresses of the previous
months. Aloo, I believe that spring kidding/lambing would be most likely
when the "small rains" of Nov. actually occur; they frequently do not or
are too small to have much effect.The large stock produced relatively
more offspring that had been carried over the 1980-81 dry season, indicating again the higher wlnerability of the small stock to stresses as
they were actually occurring.
Verbally acquired lite histories of individual goats and sheep
indicated that animals often produced an average of more than one
offspring per year over several years, but that few, if any, were able
consistently to produce two offspring per year. (Twins were very rarely
produced, so two off spring per year means two breedings per year.) This
is probably largely due to the stressful environment rather than lack ot
potential among the animals or human interference. The Turkana do not
control the breeding, and almost always there are one or more breeding
males 1n a herd.
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contrast between tbe camels and cattle in tbeir 1982 reproduction:

tbe

cattle sbowed a mucb greater response to the improved environmental
conditions of 1981-82 tban the camels did, with tbe 1982 calving rates
of 67-88 % and 24-59 % (living calves) respectively.

The camels I 1982

calving rates were no better tban their 1980 calving rates, witb only
1981 showing a marked difference.

Other quantitative and qualitative

observations by researchers in the field in 1981-82 also point to an
abil1ty of the cattle to

flourish

in

favorable conditions.

It would

appear that camels reproduced on perhaps a steadier but generally lower
level tban cattle.

Tbis is in accordance with Spencer's observations

concerning tbe almost negligible growtb of Rendille camel berds compared
to Samburu cattle herds (Spencer 1973).

It also agrees with Turkana

statements that in good years a cow could produce a calf a year, whereas verbal genealogies indicated that a camel rarely produced a calt even
every two years.
camels do.

Also, cattle begin to reproduce at an earlier age tban

With their even earlier ages at first breeding (around 1-1/2

years), their sborter gestation lengtbs and birth intervals, and snorter
l1tespans,l and larger' die-otfs during periods of environmental stress,
tne small stock would snow the largest fluctuations of all.

IStatements about age at first reproduction, birth intervals, and
l1fespands are based on generally known facts about the biology of the
species, and on previously referred to genealOgies and other verbal information.
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Summary and Conclusions
Tne NgisonyoKa pastoralists try to maintain herds ot small stOCK
(with goats usually predominating in numbers over sheep), of camels, and
ot cattle.

The population dynamics of the different species in a year of

severe environmental stresses due to drought, heavy rains, and diseases
(plus uncontrollable effects of raiding), indicated the desirability of
mult1species holdings, as well as the desirability of aiming for large
numbers of animals in a herd.

The small stOCK were an integral compo-

nent of the total herds, probably neither more nor less crucial than
other species.
The small stOCK Were the least able of the livestocK to withstand the dry season and rains, with mortality figures of 60-70% for the
adult animals and well over 90% for the young animals at two awis (and
probably the same for the third study awi, whose small stOCK were not
available tor quantitative documentation).

The fourth study awi fol-

lowed a completely different movement pattern, Which was facilitated by
its much smaller small-stocK herd, during the dry and early wet seasons,
and lost a much smaller proportion (around 15%) of its smaller herd.
Significantly, however, this awi lost its entire nerd of small stOCK to
raiders later in the year; thus it did not ultimately demonstrate any
advantage in having smaller herds that seemed indicated by the events of
the 1980-81 dry and wet seasons.
The greatest strength of the small stOCK, both in their adaptation to the environment and their usefulness to the Turkana, was in
their rapid recovery trom the disasters of drought, rain, and disease.
They started breeding during the wet season (April) and began producing
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their offspring 5 months later.

Many ot the goats that had aborted due

to CCPP around June were said to be reimpregnated within a few months,
to produce their kids within the same year.
Although

the

drought and rains,

sheep

suffered

more

than

the

goats

they showed promise ot quick recovery.

important positive factor concerning the presence of

from

the

The most

sheep in Turkana

herds is that tney may surpass goats in being able to take advantage of
the

occasional

f lushes

of

the unpredictable

and erratic environment

(posSibly they could reproduce at higher rates, and their offspring would
grow faster).

Tnis is in addition to their greater potential to produce

fat, which is very deSirable to the Turkana.
The small stock were in greatest contrast to the camels, which
were much less vulnerable to the stresses ot 1980-81, but which promised to be much slower to regenerate their numbers.

The adult camel

mortality tigures were around 20-40 %, the calt mortality was 70-100 %•
The

camels

reproduced

at:

ciepressed

levels

in

1%1

(r'eflecting

the

stresses of 1980-81), not showing their reproductive recovery until mid1982, following a I3-month gestation period.
camel calving rates were only moderate.

Even in 1982, however, the

Thus the greatest asset of the

camels was their ability to survive during the disasters, but with their
long gestation periods and only moderately high calving rates they did
not exhibit the rapid and high response to the subsequent tavorable conditions that the small stOck did.
The dynamiCS of the cattle herds are less directly comparable,
both because of the verbal nature of the data and because of the management practices in respect to cattle, which took them completely out
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of the environmental zones frequented by small stock and camels.

Given

these qualifications, the cattle experienced higher mortality than the
camels, perhaps comparable to the small stock..
vived the 1980-81 season.

No cattle calves sur-

Like the camels, the cattle reproduced at

depressed levels in mid-198l, but the cattle showed a better recovery
than the camels in 1982 with higher calving rates.

Comparable to the

situation with sheep versus goats, the most important reason for the
presence of cattle in the southern Turkana livestock production system
may be that the cattle are able to surpass the camels in production and
reproduc tion during good years.

In this way the cattle are able to

maintain their numbers vis-a-vis the camels, as well as broadening the
Turkana's adaptation to the high degree of inter-year variation in the
environment.
Obviously

the

possession

ot

livestOCK

is

a

prerequisite

to

obtaining food from the livestock~ which is the primary raison d'etre for
livestock among the pastoral Turkana.

Ttlis chapter bas discussed some

of the most important constraints in possessing adequate numbers to sustain a household, and has demonstrated how the small stOCk fit into the
ecological pattern.

In the next chapter I will discuss the production of

food trom the herds the Turkana were able to mait:tain, again with particular concern about the role of small stock in the food production
system.

CHAPTER 4
USES OF LIVESTOCK BY THE TURKANA
Livestock provide the pastoral Turkana with most of their food,
directly in the form of milk and blood from living animals and meat from
dead ones, and indirectly in the form of cereal and other foods bought
with money from sold animals or acquired in exchange for the animals.
The skins of the animals, as well cos sometimes being eaten, are used for
many of the non-food material needs of the people--women's and girls'
clothing, sandals, house and floor and pack-animal
tainers.

coverings~

and con-

Other non-food material items (including other livestock) are

acquired via livestock sold or exchanged.

The only material items not

obtained directly or indirectly from livestock or from social redistribution mechanisms are collected from the wild--some foods, as well as
tree and bush products to build houses and fences, to make containers,
panniers and similar articles, to use as medicine and in other miscellaneous ways.

Livestock are also the means with which to carry out

social functions such as marriage, establishment of other social links,
and provision of hospitality, and religious or other cultural functions.
In short, livestock are the ·'instrument for pastoral survival" (DysonHudson and Dyson-Hudson 1982: 214)--economically, SOCially, and culturally.

In this chapter I will discuss the main economic and other uses of

livestOCk in the Turkana adaptation, emphasizing food production as well
as the role of small stock.
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Food Production:

Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1, earlier studies of East African pastoralists usually focused on the cultural and social aspects of livestock, especially cattle.

Consonant with the ideologLcal approach in

anthropology characteristic

of his time, in 1926 Herskovits was most in-

terested in the cultural values associated with cattle among the cattleherding peoples of East Africa (Herskovits 1926, Netting 1977: 40-41).
Later, British

social

anthropologists

suc.h as

Evans-Pritchard (1940),

Gulliver (1955), Spencer (1965), and Dyson-Hudson (1966) primarily analyzed aspects of social structure and function in pastoral societies,
although they included valuable discussions of the ecology and subsistence aspects of pastoralism.
More recently, with the development of the ecological/ economic
perspective in anthropology, there has been more concern wit h "the economic aspects of having herds" (Dahl and Hjort 1976: 17)--with the idea
that the aims of the pastoral livestock operation are "to provide a good,
regular supply of food for the family, to enable them to survive physically and socially and to maximize the chances of their surviving prolonged droughts and other risk~' (Widstrand 1975: 149).
within this perspective is variable.

Research emphasis

For example, in his article ''The

Subsistence Role of Cattle Among the Pakot and in East Africa, to Schneider
(1957) dealt as much with social and cultural roles of cattle, which he
persuasively linked with human subsistence, as with the direct food-producing aspects of cattle production.

In this respect, it was similar to

some of the British social anthropological analyses, with more emphasis
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on the full exploitation of the animals for subsistence.

It should also

be noted that Schneider, a student of Herskovits, was postulating that
"cattle-complex" attitudes did not preclude using cattle for subsistence;
in fact, extensive subsistence use of cattle was a feature accompanying
the cattle-complex (Schneider 1957: 278, 298).

I

~elieve

most ecological

anthropologists would agree with Schneider's analysis, which linked cultural, social, and food-consumption aspects of livestock production by
subsistence pastoralists.

Some prefer,

however,

research on the food-production component.

to focus

their

own

In this approach, the cul-

tural and social elements of cattle (and other livestock) are seen to be
interesting and important, but are "cultural elaborations of one central
fact:

cattle are the major source of subsistence for the

[people].

First, last and always the role of cattle [in the people's] life is to
transform the energy stored in the grasses, herbs and shrubs of

the

tribal areas into a form easily a"ailable to the people" (Dyson-Hudson and
Dyson-Hudson 1969: 4).
A rationale for the emphasis on food production in anthropological analysis has been stated by Jochim:

"Just as food is necessary for

survival, so survival is necessary for any other activity.

On these

grounds alone, one might be justified in assigning research priority to
subsistence (Jochim 1981: 64).

The primary position of food in human

existence is particularly obvious in the case of the Turkana; as DysonHudson observed, ''l'urkana concentrate on the difficult art of subsisting"
(Dyson-Hudson 1973: 86).

In studying the Turkana, in their harsh and

unpredictable enVironment, the anthropologist is very much aware of the
centrality of food, whether he is influenced by Jochim's principle or by
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the concerns of the Turkana themselves.

Livestock are first and fore-

most the means by which the Turkana feed themselves, a point of view I
believe the Turkana would endorse.

My focus on food production reflects

both an ecological anthropological perspective and more "emic" concerns
as well.
One of the basic questions ecological anthropologists ask about
pastoral livestock production is how many animals are needed to provide
a regular human food supply, or, in broader terms, for a household to
survive (see, e.g., Widstrand 1975: 149, Dahl and Hjort 1976).
no single answer, for two different kinds of reasons:

There is

first, because of

the many variables entering into the equation--e.g., daily and seasonal
milk yields of individual animals, proportions of milking animals in the
herd, whether animals are bled regularly, slaughter and death rates and
meat yields, use of animals to acquire cereal foods, reproduction and
replacement rates, household compOSitions, and food requirements of the
people (there are "differences between what scientists think people need,
what the people themselves think they need, and what they actually eat")
and second, because of the rather scarce and uncertain data available on
these variables (cf. Widstrand 1975: 159).

The consensus among ecologi-

cal anthropologists, however, is probably that "the number of animals
needed to maintain a longtime continuous production is ••• much larger than
the number of animals immediately utilized at a certain period," in addition to the necessity "to keep a margin again13t the risk of having part
of the herds killed from a drought or an epidemy [sic]" (Dahl and Hjort
1976: 17).

Thus, the keeping by pastoralists of what may seem to West-

ern observers to be excessively large herds is explained by two ecologi-
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cal factors.

In the previous chapter I examined Turkana herd sizes and

flue tuations in light of drought and disease.

In tllis chapter I will

examine quantitatively and otherwise some of the variables relating to
food production noted above--spec1fically, milk yields, bleeding practices, slaughtering and meat from other sources, and use of animals to
acquire grain foods.

Along with discussion of other economic and also

more social uses of livestock, these data will contribute to assessments
of interrelationships among herd Sizes, food production, and human populations.
Milk Production
All five Turkana livestock species can be utilized for milk production.

Camels are milked most regularly throughout the year, and con-

tribute the greatest overall quantity to most awis' total milk supplies.
Camels are thought, by myself and by most Turkana informants, to be
particularly valuable in the late dry season when they may be producing
relatively small amounts of milk but nevertheless may be the only animals producing milk at all.
milk for the Turkana.

Small stOCK are also an important source of

They are milked regularly during certain times of

the year; their contribution during the wet season is thuught to be relatively most important (although they produce quantitatively more milk
during the mid dry season) because the other livestock do not respond to

........

the early wet season forage growth with increased milk production as
quickly as do the small stock.

In addition to their contribution to reg-

ular awi milk supplies, small stock may be very important, at any time
of the year, to the children who milk them opportunistically and consume
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the milk immediately without even using a milk container.

Within the

small stock category, goats and sheep are milked similarly but goats are
generally more important because there are many more of them and they
are milked for longer periods than are the sheep.
important source of milk in some years, but
others.

pr~duce

Cattle may be a very
almost negligibly in

During periods ot drought, as occurred during the first half of

fieldwork,

cattle

can

be

essentially discounted as

milk producers.

During the years of plentiful rain and vegetation cattle may be similar
to camels in overall contribution to milk supplies.

Very successful

years interspersed among mediocre or poor years for cattle milk production are an aspect of the special place of cattle, which I have previously suggested, in the Turkana adaptation--that is, as a species particularly suited to take advantage of the occasional flushes of the otherwise marginal environment.

Finally, donkeys, the Turkana pack animals,

are only of minor importance as food producers, but consumption ot
donkey milk and meat are not exceptional occurrences in southern Turkana.

The circumstances surrounding the milking of dOnkeys are one

illustration of the lengths to which Turkana will utilize their animals
for food in times of hunger.
I will now discuss in more detail the milk production of the individual categories of livestock:
keys.

small stock, camels, cattle, and don-

I begin with small stock because of my focus on the role of small

stock. in the Turaa."ia subsisten.·::e ey·z:·em;

s~e.ll

~:cc!~

ere ;"!ct, hct::ever,

the most important milk producers nor is milk production their most
important role.

The discussion centers on the observations and quantita-

tive measurements of milk production at the four study awis.

During the
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periodic visits with each awi the milk production of the milking camels,
and cattle when they were present, was measured for one day on an individual camel basis t using both a graduated liter container and a kitchen
scale.

DUe to the more chaotic (to the Western observer) nature of the

small stock milking process it usually took several days to obtain reasonable quantitative data on the numbers of small stock being milked and
total milk production.

Sometimes individual goats' milks were measured

but usually the accumulated milk of the goats of individual milkers was
measured.

Formal and informal interviews, and general daily observation

at the awis, supplemented the quantitative data.
Small Stock Milk Production
Small stock were

said by informants

to be most useful as

sources of meat, skins, and money--they were not noted particularly for
their milk production.

Nevertheless they were recognized as milk pro-

ducers, and small stock milk production was an important component of
food production.
Small stock milk production had three peaks during the IS-month
period of Sep. 1980 to Nov. 1981, reflecting seasonal changes in forage
and animal condition (Figures 4.1-4.4).

Although 1980-81 was character-

ized by extremes of drought and rain, the cyclical pattern of small
stock milk production is probably representative of most years.
pattern was as follows:

This

consequent to the main kiddingilambing season

around September there was a surge in milk production, followed by a
decline as the dry season progressed; beginning around March the rains
caused the forage to regenerate, which produced a second surge in milk

Figure 4.1.

Total Milk Production (Kg/Day) from Camels, Cattle, and Small Stock at Awi 1,
September 1980 - November 1981.
camel milk
cattle milk
small stock milk

v = estimated from verbal information on numbers of animals being milked
?

= guess-timate

based on verbal and observational data

Major kidding/lambing season
Late dry season

= around

Sep-Nov

Dec/Jan to mid March

Rains began mid March 1981 (indicated by vertical line), and lasted
approximately 2 months
.
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Total Milk Production (Kg/Day) from Camels, Cattle, and Small Stock at Awi 2,
September 1980 - November 1981.
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Total Milk Production (Kg/Day) from Camels, Cattle, and Small Stock at Awi 3,
October 1980 - September 1981.
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production (a few animals, especially sheep. gave birth at this time, but

•

most were mating); a decline occurred in subsequent months when most of
the animals were pregnant (and some were infected with CCPP); and,
finally, the main kidding/lambing season around September led to a surge
in milk production that started the cycle over again.
severe dry

~>eason

Following a less

than that of 1980-81 there probably would be more wet

season births and greater wet season milk production.

Also, "short

rains", which sometimes occur around November, would probably enhance
milk production and mating at that time.

The latter condition would in-

crease overall production, but would not alter the seasonality of production or the relative contribution of small stock to the total milk
supply.

Small stock milk production was secondary to camel milk pro-

duction although not, in 1980-81, to cattle milk production.

Small stock

milk production was most important in the wet season, a period of nutritiona I stress for the people; it was less important during the height of
the dry season--another period of nutritional stress for the people--and
during

the

summer

months

following

the wet season.

AlthOugh not

clearly documented by the data, small stock milk is probably usually
less important during the September-November peak of production than
during the wet season because camel, and possibly cattle, milk is available in larger quantities in the fall.

I will now detail these and other

observations with an expanded discussion based on data from the four
study awis during 1980-81.
During and following the main kidding/lambing season around Sep1980, at which time the milking of small stock was resumed after a discontinuation during pregnancy, the animals were milked once a day at the
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awis.

This contrasted with twice-daily milking in 1981, reflecting the

poor rains of 1980 (according to verbal information) and consequent poor
forage conditions.

The once-daily milking allowed the baby animals,

which remained with their mothers overnight, to have all of the morning
milk; the mothers were milked at dusk following the period of dawn-todusk grazing without their offspring, and before their kids nursed.

Ad-

ditionally they were sometimes milked at mid-day by the herder for his
or her

o~n

immediate consumption.

Production per animal

averaged

during the dry season (Table 4.1).

around 75 grams

to 30 grams

It was not very variable, usually not

less than around 30 g and not more than around 100 g per animal (based
on measurements of individual animals).

The total quantity of milk a-

vailable from the small stock for human consumption depended largely on
the numbers of animals milked, and particularly on whether they were
regularly milked at all.

During the periods when they were milked regu-

larly--i.e., into containers dally--the numbers could be quite variable
even f rom day to day, depending on f ac tors such as the health of the
milker (there were usually one to two milkers per ekol [hut], or four to
six per awi, so one or two non-functional milkers might considerably
reduce the labor pool),

the amount of

time available (depending, for

example, on whether the small stock and camels arrived simultaneously
at the awi in the evening), and how many baby animals got to their mothers before the milkers did.

(To reiterate, the seeming chaos of

the

small stock milking scene at an awi--bleating kids squirming through the
thorn fence of their pen or squeezing by as another kid is let out,
racing to their calling mothers and pursued every which way by the dif-

Table 4.1.

Milk Production at the Four Study Awis, September 1980 - October 1981.
Sep. 1980

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan. 1981

Awi 1
Total daily milk for awi
Total camel milk per day;
% of total milk
# camels milked per day;
mean daily milk per camel
Totai cow milk per day;
% of total milk
# cattle milked per day;
mean daily milk/cow
Total small stock milk per day;
% of total milk
# small stock milked per day;
mean daily milk/animal

20,450g
20,450g
100%
17 camels
1203g
0
0
small stock
just coming
into
milk

""6270g
""5670g
90%
10 camels
567g
0

5500g
5500g
100%
11 camels
500g
0

0

0

""600g
10%
""19
32g

0
0

Awi 2
Total daily milk for awi
Total camel milk per day;
% of total milk
II camels milked per day;
mean daily milk per camel
Total cow milk per day;
% of total milk
# cattle milked per day;
mean daily milk/cow
Total small stock milk per day;
% of total milk·
# small stock milked per day;
mean daily milk/animal

11,550g
11,550g
100%
12 camels
963g
0
0
0
0

19.465g
l6,275g
84%
18 camels
904g
0
0
3,190g
16%
",,43
74g

4050g
3225g
80%
10 camels
323g
0
0
825g
20%
20
41g

~

w
N

Table 4.1.

Milk Production (continued).
i

Sep. 1980

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan. 1981

--------------~~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Awi 3
Total daily miik for awi
Total camel milk per day;
% of total milk
# camels milked per day;
mean daily milk per camel
Total cow milk per day;
% of total milk
# cattle milked per day;
mean daily milk/cow
Total small stock milk per day;
% of total milk
# small stock milked per day;
mean daily milk/animal

19,430g
19,430g
100%
15 camels
l295g

o
o
o
o

Awi 4
Total daily milk for awi
Total camel milk per day;
% of total milk
/1 camels milked per day;
mean daily milk per camel
Total cow milk per day;
% of total milk
# cattle milked per day;
mean daily milk/cow
Total small stock milk per day;
% of total milk
# small stock milked per day;
mean daily milk/animal

l2,570g
10.470g
83%
9 camels
1163g
0

714Sg
S13Sg
72%
3 camels
l712g
0

0

0

2l00g
17%
not
counted

20l0g
28%
"'26

77g

~

w
w

Table 4.1.

Milk Production (continued).
Feb. 1981

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

Awi 1
Total daily milk for awi
Total camel milk per day;
% of total milk
# camels milked per day;
mean daily milk per camel
Total cow milk per day;
% of total milk
# cattle milked per day;
mean daily milk/cow
Total small stock milk per day;
% of total milk
# small stock milked per day;
mean daily milk/animal

0

10,580g
6,325g
60%
7 camels
904g
0

0

0

3375g

4,255g
40%

not measured
not measured

rv29

116g

rv60
71g

Awi 2
--Total daily milk for awi
Total camel milk per day;
% of total milk
# camels milked per day;
mean daily milk per camel
Total cow milk per day;
% of total milk
# cattle milked per day;
mean daily milk/cow
Total small stock milk ?er day;
% of total milk
# small stock milked per day;
mean daily milk/animal

4805g
730g
15%
3 camels
2 l .3g

40J5g
85%
4 cows
1019g
children milking into hands;
not quantified

i-o
I..U
.po.

Table 4.1.

Milk Production (continued).
Feb. 1981

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

Awi 3
--Total daily milk for awi
Total camel milk per day;
% of total milk
# camels milked per day;
mean daily milk per camel
Total cow milk per day;
% of total milk
# cattle milked per day;
mean daily milk/cow
Total small stock milk per day;
% of total milk
# small stock milked per day;
mean daily milk/animal

4925g
4925g
100%
8 camels
6l6g
0
0
0
0

Awi 4
Total daily milk for awi
Total camel milk per day;
% of total milk
# camels milked per day;
mean daily milk per camel
Total cow milk per day;
% of total milk
# cattle milked per day;
mean daily milk/cow
Total small stock milk per day;
% of total milk
# small stock milked per day;
mean daily milkl anini"il

3530g
2280g
65%
2 camels
1140g
0
0
l250g
35%
rv27
46g

....

w
V1

Table 4.1.

Milk Production (continued).
July 1981

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Awi 1
3~,550g(partial

Total daily milk for awi
Total camel milk per day;
% of total milk
/I camels milked per day;
mean daily milk per camel
Total cow milk per day;
% of total milk
if cattle milked per day;
mean daily milk/cow
Total small stock milk per day;
% of total milk
/I small stock milked per day;
mean daily milk/animal

est.)
25,2l0g
"'75%
9 camels
280lg
250g(not meas.-est.)
"'7%
3 cows
750g (est.)
6090g
"'18%
"'59
103g

Awi 2
Total daily milk for awi
Total camel milk per day;
% of total milk
/I camels milked per day;
mean daily milk per camel
Total cow milk per day;
% of total milk
/I cattle milked per day;
mean daily milk/cow
Total small stock milk per day;
% of total milk
/I small stock milked per day;
mean daily milk/animal

20,155g
11,190g
56%
5 camels
2238g
2060g
10%
4 cows
515g
6905g
34%
"'35

24,135g
12,165g
50%
6 camels
2028g
2495g
10%
1* cows
624g
9475g
39%
"'40

1979

237g

w
'""'

0\

Table 4.1.

Milk Production (continued).
July 1981

Aug.

l5,905g
13,735g
36%
14 camels
98lg
2170g
14%
3 cows
723g

l4.,5l0g
l2,105g
83%
13 camels
93lg
2l90g
15%
3 cows
730g
2l5g
1%

Sep.

Oct.

A~Yi 3
---

Total daily milk for awi
Total camel milk per awi;
% of total milk
II camels milked per day;
mean daily milk per camel
Total cow milk per day;
% of total milk
/I cattle milked pelC day;
mean daily milk/cow
Total small stock milk per day;
% of total milk
/I small stock milkled per day;
mean daily milk/animal

o
o

4

54g

Awi 4
--Total daily milk for awi
Total camel milk per awi;
% of total milk
/I camels milked per day;
mean daily milk per camel
Total cow milk per day;
% of total milk
1/ cattle milked pE~r day;
mean daily milk/cow
Total small stock milk per day;
% of total milk
1/ small stock milked per day;
mean daily ruilk/animal

7060g(part. est.)
3385g(part. est.)
48%
3 camels
1128g
2270g
32%
2 cows
1135g
l405g
20%
"'16
88g

lO,895g
4740g
44%
3 camels
l580g
2065g
19%
2 cows
1033g
4090g
38%
"'30
136g

1-.

w

'-.I
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ferent

milkers, all occurring around dusk--can be disquieting to the

"scientific" observer trying to obtain and record quantitative data.)

An

estimated average is 5 to 6 goats per ekol with a range of zero to 15;
approximately 20 to 45 goats were milked per awi (see Table 4.2.).
These numbers were associated with herd Sizes of around 600 females at
Awi 1 (the measurements took place in November before the Pokot raid;
the number of females being milked, approximately 20 [3.3%], seems very
low), 359 adult animals total at Awi 2 (45 or so was the largest number
of

animals

observed being milked),
[19 %]

around 30 animals

and 159 females

were observed being

at Awi 4 (where

milk.ed).

The numbers

observed milked were not necessarily the peak numbers for the season,
because in a few weeks the number of small stock milked could increase
or decrease drastically.

Lack of constant contact with each awi pre-

vented the close monitoring necessary to document such fluctuations.
The total quantities of small stock milk obtained by the regular
milkers were around 2 to 4 kg per awi daily for some weeks or months
during the fall, 1980 (Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.4 and Table 4.1), except at Awi
3, whose small stock were not at the awi and which utilized no small
stock milk products at this time.

Inter-awi redistribution of milk or

milk products almost never occurs, as far as I know, which is a very
different
1

later).~

situation

than

with

meat

and

maizemeal

(to

be discussed

.

It should be noted however, that visitors to an awi may con-

lAlthough the Turkana know how to dry milk for storage, there is
usually not enough milk available for that purpose. My informants said
the last time they dried milk was in 1975, a bountiful year. During my
fieldwork the milk was consumed within a day or two, or within a week in
the case of ghee (clarified butter).

Table 4.2.

Approximate Numbers of Small Stock Milked Daily at the Four Study Awis,
or Indications of Milking Conditions, September 1980 - October 1981.
Nov.

Sep.
Awi 1

Awi 2

Awi 3

Awi 4

Major
Ecological
Event

19

?

0

Jan.

Mar.

20

"small amounts"
(verbal)

?

children
milking
into hands
only

no small stock at awi

?

Major Kidding!
Lambing Season

26

Sep.

Nov.

Goats sick; ""'20"
limited
(verbal)
milking

29-73

0

43

July

May

59

children
35-40
only
("plus 3
sheep"-verbal)
20
(based on
verbal
information)

4 sheep

"small amounts" "0" 27
(verbal)
(verbal)

Dry Season
Progresses

Rains
Start

children
16
milking
into hands
only

Approx.
Duration
of Rains

30

Major Kidding!
Lamb ing Season

~

W
\0
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sume some of the awi's milk. supplies, particularly in the form of tea
(consumed almost exclusively by adult males).

At the awis and during

the time that small stock were milk.ed, the small stock. milk. represented
around 10-30 % of the total regular milk. supplies (see Table 4.1).
In addition

to

the

regular

milk.ers--women,

older girls,

and

sometimes male herders--who milked into containers, the children usually
ran about from one goat to another during the awi milking time, milking
into their hands and lapping up the milk directly.

Also, during the day

a herder frequently would milk small (per goat) quantities of milk from
many goats, to consume immediately.

On one occasion (Deco 1980) I meas-

ured 615 g from 48 goats and 1 sheep milked at mid-day by the two young
female herders of Awi 4.

I do not have systematic quantitative data on

milk tak.en by children and herders, but suggest that this small stock.
milk is a significant contribution to their Giets.

Inasmuch as children

do not milk large stock in this way, the proportion of the total milk.
supply represented by small stock milk is underestimated by my numerical data.

The low numbers of small stock regularly milk.ed, in compari-

son to total herd sizes, could also be partly accounted for by the fact
that the children harvested the milk from many others.

(Sometimes indi-

vidual goats were milked both into a container and into the hands, or
one method might occur one day and the other method another day, so it
is not possible to distinguish rigidly the two categories on an animalby-animal basis.)
Small stock milk production declined to very low or zero levels
with the progression of the dry season.

Small stock milking by both

regular milkers and by children ceased completely at Awi 1.

This was at
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least partly because the animals had suffered severely from the stress
of the November raid; additionally it seemed that herdowner 1 was very
conscientious about the welfare of the animals and he may have requested
that his women and children no milk them any longer.

(Herdowner 1 's

concern for his animals was evidenced also in connection with the camels
and donkeys.

My impression was that he was the most dedicated stockman

of the 4 herdowners.)

At the other awis, "small amounts" of milk con-

tinued to be squeezed from the small stock throughout the dry season,
although these amounts were nearly zero at the end.

Unfortunately, I

spent the end of the dry season and beginning of the rains at Awi 3, far
away from the other aWis, which wp,re not visited in person at this time;
information on milking activities came from interviews with the herdowners.

In any case, during the height of the dry season small-stock milk

was of small importance--although the opportunistic activities of hungry
children and women (milking for their children) must be remembered.
Meat, maizemeal, some products of gathering activities, blood (especially
at the dry season herding camps), and, minimally, camel milk constituted
the food acquired at this time of year.
The small stock were the first livestock to respond to the new
forage produced by the rains, with increasing milk production accompanied
by vigorous mating activity.

Few small stock gave birth, the usual

stimulus (i.e., in Western dairy operations) to lactation, and very few of
the milking animals had any offspring with them at all, as most of the
1980 kids and lambs ha.g died during the dry season.

At least partly

because there were few young animals needing milk, and also because of
the lush forage, milking took place twice a day.

Production per animal
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ranged around 45 to 115 -g, and the numbers of animals milked were comparable to the previous dry season--approximately 60 (out of approximately 260 adult females [23%)

at Awi 1, and approximately 17 (out of

approximately 96 adult females

[28 %]) at Awi 4, where measurements

were obtained during the wet season.

The high figure of 73 at Awi 1

(Table 4.2) was largely the result of one of the herders milking a large
number of low-producers.

On one occasion he milked 16 goats with an

average yield of 26 g per goat.

On the same day the chief milker from

his ekol milked 12 goats with an average yield of 71 g per goat.

Total

quantities of small stock milk obtained by the regular milkers into containers were recorded at around 4 kg and 1-1/2 kg for Awis 1 and 4,
spectivel~

re-

The total are believed to be comparable to the previous dry

season (Figures 4.1, 4,2, and 4.4.), and the children also actively milked
the small stock for themselves.
The most significant aspect of the wet-season small-stock milk
is that it came when camel milk production was still depressed from the
dry season and when the meat component of the food supply had become
negligible.

Small stock milk represented 40 % and 35 % of the !llilk

supply at Awis 1 and 4, and undoubtedly a much larger proportion at Awi
2, not counting the children's activities.

Several Turkana informants

said that small stock respond more quickly than camels or cattle to the
new wet season forage, and that the early wet season was the time of
year when the small stock milk was most important relati ....e to ether
times of the year, thus confirming my own impressions and quantitative
observations.

The early wet season may be one of the most nutritionally

stressful seasons for the people:

the supplies of meat and large stock
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milk are likely to be low, there appears to be little or no gathering of
wild foods--according to informants and casual observation gathering of
"fruits" takes place in the dry but not in the wet season--and the
people are thin from the cumulative nutritional stress of the preceding
months.

Also, illness may be prevalent at this time--during the 1981

wet season many adults suffered from hacking coughs, and somewhat later
the children were hit by a measles epidemic.

ThUS, even if small in

absolute quantity, the wet season small-stock milk is not merely a secondary food source.

Its importance was probably magnified in 1981, fol-

lowing a particularly severe dry season, because the camels were producing more poorly than they would be in a more moderate year.

The small

stocks' rapid recovery from the drought produced this effect.
The early dry season decline in small- stOCl< milk production
accompanied advancing pregnancies and drying of the forage, and was exacerbated at many awis in the area, including 1 and 4 in the study group,
by the CCPP epidemic.

Milking activities continued at low levels, some-

times only by the children (Table 4.2).

As camel and cattle mill< pro-

duction rose at the same time, small stock milk was of very minor
importance during these months (around July/August).
The greatest quantities of small stock milk were produced in the
mid dry season, 1981, during the main kidding season.

The animals were

usually milked tWice a day--at dusk, after which their babies were
allowed to be with them f or part of the night, and before dawn, af ter
which the babies stayed with them until dawn--although the babies frequently broke through their night fence and suckled all of the potential
morning milk from their mothers.

The twice daily milking was said to be
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possible, i.e., not detrimental to the kids/lambs (although sheep Were
frequently milked only once), basically because the animals were in such
good condition due to the relatively abundant forage.

Although the

forage

between

was

by

now

dry,

there

was

a

marked

Sep.-Nov. 1981 and the Sep.-Nov. 1980 forage:

contrast

the

when I arrived in the

field in July 1980 there were virtually no vestiges of wet season herbaceous

growth,

and

conditions

only deteriorated for

the rest of

the

season, whereas in Sep.-Nov. 1981 there were in most places st11l quantities of dry grass and other herbs.

Individual yields f rom the small

stock in the mid dry season 1981 averaged from 100 to over 200 g per
day, and 30 to 60 animals were milked per awi (20 at Awi 3).
smaller herds but more animals milking than the year previously,

With
the

proportion of the herd producing milk was higher--60 out of 200 females
(30 %) at Awi 1, 40 out of 96 females (42 %) at Awi 2, perhaps 20 out of
36 females (56 %) at Awi 3, and approximately 30 out of 60 females (50 %)
at Awi 4.

Again, it must be noted that the numbers recorded were not

necessarily the peak numbers milked, especially since all the kids/lambs
had not been born by the time I left the field.

The amount of small

stock milk per awi taken into containers ranged from around 4 kg at Awi
4 to over 9 kg at Awi 2.

EspeCially at these two awis the contribution

of small stock milk to the total milk supply was substantial, around
40 %.

JudgLng from Turkanas' statements, I believe that small stock milk

1s generally expected to be relatively less important tban camel mill<.
and possibly cattle milk during the mid dry season of a "normal" or
"good" year, despite its absolutely large amounts compared to the rest
of the year.

1981 was not considered to be a good year for milk produc-
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tion from camels and cattle, because some of the former were siCk, and
both the former and the latter had produced few calves and consequently
suffered in milk production.

Thus, reflecting their more rapid recovery

from the drought, the small stock were more important as milk producers
in 1981 than usual for a mid dry season, in addition to their magnified
importance in the wet season.

These phenomena are aspects of the impor-

tance of the small stock component of Turkana herds in the context of
ani arid and variable marginal environment.
Camel Milk Production
In contrast to small stock, camels were generally· said to be
most useful for their milk. production, especially for dry season milk
production.

Camels were indeed the most important milk producers over-

all in 1980-81, although even they produced negligibly for a period at
the height of the dry season--another indication of the severely stressful conditions of that year.
During the 1980-81 dry season the camels were milked twice
daily, at dawn and at dusk, at the awis.

Sometimes a few camels were

milked during the day by the herder for immediate consumption, but
camels were not milked as small stock were by children at the awis.
The average daily yield of milk per camel ranged from little over 300 g
at Awi 2 in January to over 1700 g at Awi 4 in December; the most compleee series of measurements, from Awis 1 and 2, show a large decline
from the earlier to the latter part of the season (Table 4.1).

The

numbers of camels milked varied less from day to day than the numbers
of small

stock~

although accidental factors--the camel might be tempo-
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rarily lost, or its calf might have gotten to it before the milker did-somtimes interf ered with one or both milkings of an individual camel on
a particular day.

The numbers milked declined throughout the season

(Awi 2's increase from September to October was due to a widow inherited
from

the herdowner's deceased elder brother, who brought her camels

with her); they dropped precipitously at Awi 4 in November- when a portion of the milking herd was taken to other grazing areas along with the
non-milking herd, but at the other awis many of them just ceased to be
milked (Figure 4.5).

During short periods in the late dry season Awis 2

and 3 were not milldng any camels, because the herds were not at the
aWis, and Awi 1 was milking only one although the "milking herd" was at
the awi.

The peak numbers of camels milked during the dry season, which

can be stated with more confidence than in the case of small stock, were
17 at Awi 1 (65% of the 26 adult females), 18 at Awi 2 (46% of the 39
adult females), 16 at Awi 3 (52 % of the 31 adult females), and 9 at Awi
4 (69% of the 13 adult females).
had 1980-born calves.

Of these 60 milking females, 44 (73%)

Total milk production ranged from 10 to 20 kg per

awi per day earlier in the dry season, to 3 to 5 kg later in the dry
season, to zero or probably around 1 to 2 kg during the periods when
zero or one or two camels were being milked at the end of
season or beginning of the rains.

the dry

In general, camel milk constituted

over 70-80 % of the total regular milk supply, although, as previously
noted, these estimates do not take into consideration the small stock
milk obtained and exclusively consumed by the children.

Despite the

reputation of the camel as a reliable source of milk in the dry season,
at the height of the drought/dry season in 1980-81 camel milk was not a
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reliable source of food.

The people were not starving; they were liVing

primarily on the meat of dying and slaughtered animals, sometimes blood'
from liVing animals,
believe, however,

ma1zemeal~

and gathered w:fJ.d fruits.

I

do not

that these foods were abundant enough to keep the

people from being hungry some of the time.
Camel milk production picked up during the

rainy season, and

during the following months the camels at three of the study awis and
most other awis in the area were milked 3 to 4 times daily--Awi 3 was
an exception, regularly milking only twice daily, for unexplained reasons.

Average daily yield per camel varied among the four aWis, in-

creasing generally, however, throughout the wet into the dry season when
in October it reached a measured high of 2.8 kg per camel at Awi 1.
This was considerably higher than at the other aWis, where i t ranged
from 1-2 kg per camel per day.

The higher yields at Awi 1 were ex-

plained by the fact that this awi was in an area with more abundant
grazing (an area which was not generally thought to be safe from POkot
raiders, but herdowner 1 seemed to be willing to trade that risk. for
better milk production).

The numbers of camels milked at Awis 1 and 3

went up sharply from the wet season low, less sharply at Awi 2, and by
1 camel at Awi 4.

The dry season had reduced herd sizes, including the

numbers of adult females; many of the camels had lost their calves or
were said to have aborted; and some were not being milked because of the
gland diSease.

Therefore, in no cases were the numbers milked as high

during the previous year, and the percentages of

adult females

being

milked were also lower (in contrast to the situation with the ::;mall
stock):

9 camels were milked out at 19 adult females at Awi 1 (47 %), 6
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out of 21 at Awl 2 (29 %), 14 out of 23 at Aw1 3 (61 % 1n July, but tbis
declined to 6 out of 23, or 26%, later), and 3 out of 6 at Aw1 4 (50%).
Only H

or these 32 milKing females had

pared to 73 % the year previously.

ne~11

(1981) calves--44 %, com-

Only at Awi 1 did the total daily

milk product10n f rom camels rise bigher than the year previously, to 25
k.g (see Figure 4.1).

Conditions were particularly bad at Aw1 2 during

the wet seaSon and early months ot the dry season:

1n June only 2

camels were be1ng milked, y1elding about 350-400 g per an1mal per day.
Several newly freshened camels "refused" to give any milk (the Turkana
often attempt to milk a camel within a few days after its calving), and
there were several sick camels that were not being milked.
The contribution of camels versus small stock to the awis' total
milk supplies throughout the wet and 1981 early to mid dry seasons was
discussed previously.

Brief ly to summarize the important points, camel

milk was said to be relat1vely least important, compared to small stock,
during the wet season because of the small stocks' more rapid response
to newly sprouting forage;

measurements conf1rmed the relatively high

contribution of small stock milk in the wet season.

On the other hand,

small stock milk was also relatively important at two of the awis 1n
the mid dry season, a time when camel milk would usually be more abundant.

Tbis was because of depressed camel milk production ref lecting

the stresses of 1980-81, from which the camels had not yet recovered.
Throughout the 1980-81 fieldwork period, the Turkana stated that
this was the "worst" year for the camels, and that in a good year the
milk from one camel at one milking would fill our 1-liter measuring container several times and that many more camels would be milked.

The
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estimate of yield per camel does not seem unreasonable compared to Dahl
and Hjort's summary statement of an "overall average for East and North
Africcu. nc'maGic camels [0£] 3-1/2 or 4 kg per day, with fairly continuous production throughout the year" (Dahl and Hjort 1976: 187).

In the

early-mid wet season of 1982 McCabe (of the South Turkana Ecosystem
Project) recorded an average of 1.6 kg milk per camel per day at Awis 2.
3, and 4 (no data available for Awi I), which was higher than any time in
the previous year except for the mid dry season 1981 (when camels presumably

are

producing near

their peak).

The numbers

milked were

markedly higher at Awi 3, which was milking 24 camels, compared to the
high of 15 in Oct. 1980, but not at Awi 2, which was milking 9, or Awi 4,
which was still milking only 3.

McCabe's observations suggest that

camel milk production did not show as dramatic an improvement as that
of cattle, to which I now turn.
Cattle Milk Production
People said they like cattle for their milk and butterfat, but
the primary virtue of cow milk and butterfat mentioned was
ness and sweetness, rather than the quantity produced.

the tasti-

Except for one

or two short periods in the early 1981 dry season cattle were of

minor

or no importance as milk producers in 1980-81.
There were no cattle at or near the awis during the 1980-81 dry
season.

The herders said the cattle provided no milk f or their consump-

tion during this time, i.e., at the grazing camps.

The cattle returned

to the awis in May 1981, and the few that produced calves in May/June
were milked twice daily during the subsequent months (Table 4.3).

Only

Table 4.3.

Numbers of Cattle Milked at the Four Study Awis, 1980-1981.
May 1981

Sep. 1980
Awi 1

No cattle at awi

~
c::

Nov. 1981
(start July)
2 milked until Oct., 3 in Oct.

..-I

Awi 2

No cattle at awi

~

..-I

Awi 3

No cattle at awi

1-1
1-1
1\1

~

(start June)
4 milked
(start May)
3 milked until Aug., when all cattle left awi

~
~

Awi 4

No cattle at awl

1\1

c.J

(start June)
2 milked
calving May/June

\-0

\JI
i-'
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cows with 1981 calves were milked:

two at Awi 1 (15 % of the 13 adult

femalesj additionally, a cow and its calf were acquired in October), four
at Awi 2 (14% of the 18 adult females), three at Awi 3 (33% of the 9
adult females, but the cattle left the awi in August), and two at Awi 4
(22 % of 9 adult femalesj the 7 non-milking cows were not kept at the
awi).

The quantitative data, although scanty, indicate that yields of

milk per cow were comparable to camel yields in the early dry season-the earliest measurements, taken one day in June (1981) on 18 cows in
the herd of herdowner 2's brother, showed an average yield of 1.3 kg per
cow--but that cows' yields generally decreased during the dry season
whereas the camels' yields generally increased.
Because the numbers of cattle milked were small the cows' overall contribution of 2 to 2-1/2 kg to the awis' milk supplies was generally much less than the camels'.
the study awis:

Two exceptions were observed among

at Awi 2 in June when the camels were producing very

poorly the 4 cattle produced around 4 kg daily, or 85 % of the milk
supply, excluding the children's goat-milking activitiesj and at Awi 4 in
August/September where with about 2 kg daily the 2 cows produced 20-30%
of the awi' s milk, compared to around 45 % produced by the 3 camels and
20-40% produced by the small stock.
of any awi in the areao

Awi 4 had among the fewest camels

With respect to cattle versus small stock, toe

latter contributed more milk in the "let season--the cattle were not
producing yet--and also more in the mid dry season; the cattle were more
important milk producers than the small stock in the early dry season
(see Figures 4.1-4.4 and Table 4.1).
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As with the camels, the cattle were said to produce more milk in
a good year, and also more animals would be milked.

For comparison, in

the Ngisonyoka area in 1970 the Dyson-Hudsons recorded an average of 828
cc per cow (range 625-1200 cc) in the closing days of the wet season
(July) (Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson 1982: 227); Dahl and Hjort's figures from the literature are around 700 g in a "normal" dry season to
2000 g/day as a "normal peak yield", with a lactation period of 7-9
months (Dahl and Hjort 1976: 142-148).

McCabe recorded an average of

1235 g per cow per day at Awis 2, 3, and 4 in the beginning-mid wet
season 1982,

higher than the previous year's

average.

The striking

difference between 1981 and 1982, however, is in the numbers of cows
milked at thE 3 awis:
2 in 1981.

14, 16, and 5 cows in 1982 compared to 4, 3, and

This is because of the good calving rate in 1982, reflecting

strong recovery from the 1980-81 drought.

We have seen that the cattle

seemed to recover better than the camels did.

These observations sup-

port the suggestion made in the previous chapter that cattle are best
able to take advantage of the comparatively lush conditions that sometimes occur in the variable Turkana environment, and therefore are an
important component of the Turkanas' pastoral adaptation to that environment.
Donkey Milk
On the subject of dOnkey products, Gulliver stated:

"r

have not

met a person who admits to having eaten the meat or milk of a donkey,
but I am always told that other Turkana do so, poor people, but that it
is not

Cl

gooci thing ••• [1]n extreme poverty (and many Turkana are in
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•• tr~=e poverty 1n the famine years,

8S

well

8S

the chronic poor) people

aro unUkuly to rui'use this source of food" (Gulliver 1951: 15).
PQ$1tlon

4=008

The

the Turkana 1 met was not so adamant, although they were

not 1n extreme poverty and 1980-81 was not a famine year.

Nevertheless,

the uoe of donkey milk was probably associated with the limited milk
altuntlon produced by the drought; it was not general among awis or regu14rly pursued at any awi.

No one said it was bad to eat donkey pro-

ducts. although donkey milk was said to be for children (but in times of
milk shortage all milk 1s said to be "for the children") and some adults
said

1t

made thew sick.

The use, by children in particular, of donkey

milk in a bad year, but before conditions were extreme (at which time
the donkeys were dry), may not be a crucial aspect of the Turkana adaptation but does enhance its flexibility in a small way.
During the 1980 mid dry season, one to five dOnkeys were sometimes milked in the morning at Awis 2 and 4.

The attempts to milk them

were thwarted probably more than 50 % of the time by the donkeys escaping from their pen during the night.

Five donkeys milked one morning in

early September 1980 averaged about 570 g each, one milked in late September gave 775 g, and 5 milked in mid October a.veraged 385 g each.

In

the late dry season the donkeys were said to be dry, and they contributed even less milk following the wet season.
born in 1981.

There were no foals

Nevertheless, occasionally an attempt was made to milk a

dcr.k.ey; one gave 570 g in mid-June.

This donkey could not be milked

regularly at all, because it invariably escaped from its pen during the
night.
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From this account it can be seen that the milking of donkeys is
not a highly developed skill among the Turkana,
useful as beasts of burden.

who find

them most

In this department also the donkeys are not

entirely submissive, but they are not needed on a daily basis and can
spend much of their time foraging untended and on their own.
Conclusion
The small stock, camels, and cattle all showed seasonal fluctuations in milk production, which were not entirely complementary.

Milk

was not a major component of the human food supplies in the late dry
season; its contribution rtJse throughout the wet season and the subsequent months until it was probably the most abundant food during the
early-mid dry season around October.
Camels were the most reliable late-dry season milk producers, a
characteristic for which they have been noted in the literature and by
Turkana informants,
1980-81 dry season.

but

they

produced very poorly during

the severe

Small stock were relatively most important as

milk-producers during the wet season, according to Turkana statements
that tended to be supported by my observations.
my knowledge, been noted in the literature.

This fact has not, to

In a graph of hypothetical

percentages of lactating animals in herds of adult female cattle, sheep
and goats in an area with one major rainy season Dahl and Hjort (1976:
235) indicated an increase in the goat herd in the early wet season, but

observations do not agree with Gulliver's that

small

stock are

the

("chief ") source of "all the year round milk ••• " f or the Turkana {Gulliver
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1951: 16; cf. Gulliver and Gulliver 1953: 62), or with Dahl and Hjort's
more general statement that goats "are a reliable source of milk in dry
seasons" (Dahl and Hjort 1976: 213), although they may be more reliable
in that respect than cattle (cf. Dahl and Hjort 1976: 235).

The presence

of the c<ilmel in Turkana economy, more important in South than in North
Turkana (where Gulliver worked), probably overshadows the milk-producing
role of small stock in cattle-centered pasteral groups.
hand, small stock

~

On the other

very important milk-producers in Turkana, where it

is not really true that "while the main purpose of normal cattle and
camels is to provide milk for consumption, small stock is [sic] kept
primarily for meat" (Dahl and Hjort 1976: 200).

The contribution of

small stock especially to the diet of the children (cf. Gulliver 1951:
22, Gulliver and Gulliver 1953: 60, and, more generally, Dahl and Hjort
1976: 237) is an important component of the keeping of small stock by
the Turkana.

Summarizing cattle milk production, while failing entirely

as milk producers during the 1980-81 dry season, the cattle did come
into milk following the rains.

I believe their contribution to milk sup-

plies during the late wet and early to mid dry seasons in a good (or
even "normal") year could be substantial.
Milk supplies at the awis ranged from almost nothing during the
worst part of the dry season to up to 20-30 kg daily during the mid dry
season (Figures 4.1-4.4 and Table 4.1).

Estimations can be made of the

daily milk supply in terms of kilocalories available El.t the four study
awis around the time of peak production observed in 1981.
tion data are shown in Table 4.1.

The produc-

A conversion factor of 700 kcal/kg

milk, based on figures in Dahl and Hjort (1976: 154, 188, 216), is accu-
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rate enough for the present analysis (it may underestimate, but not seriously, the contribution of goat milk, which ranges from 695 to 760
kcal/kg, and" certainly underestimates
[1050-1200 kcal/kg]

the

contribution

of

t;.;"_&~ep

w.,e,lk

[Dahl and Hjort 1976: 216], but sheep contributed

only a small proportion of the total milk supply).

For each individual

awi the total daily kilocalories from milk would be approximately 23,500
(Awi 1, Oct. 1981), 16,900 (Awi 2, Oct. 1981), 11,100 (Awi 3, July 1981;
the production declined after this as no cattle and fewer camels were
milked later in the seasons), and 7,600 (Awi 4, Sep. 1981).

If all the

milk were consumed by awi members and were distributed equally among
those members,l then on a per person per day basis the amounts of milk
available would be approximately 1070 kilocalories at Awi 1, 735 at Awi
2, 463 at Awi 3, and 844 at Awi 4.2

(With respect to Awis 3 and 4, it

should be noted that greater production was recorded in 1980 mid dry
than in 1981 mid dry.

At Awi 3 this was because only 2 of the milking

camels in 1981 had new calves, compared to 6 at Awi 1 and 5 at Awi 2,
and compared to 18 at Awi 3 the previous year.

At Awi 4 it was because

of the very small number of milking camels [3] in the small herd in

1Probably neither of these conditions is ever the true state of
affairs. For example, an unknown (in my study) amount of milk is made
into tea for frequent adult male visitors. Milk consumed by awi members
is undoubtedly not evenly distributed. The Turkana say that children are
given preferential treatment in milk distribution. Food consumption patterns are the subject of a study by another component of the South Turkana Ecosystem Pr"ojecc.
2Numbers of persons per awi are in Table 5.1.
adjusted here for between awi differences in age and sex.

They are" note
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1981.)

With respect to the dry season, if around 2 l<g of milk was avail-

able daily at an awi,
source.

there would be approximately 1400 kcal from this

As we have seen, at times there was no milk at all.

The con-

tribution of milk to the food supply will be assessed in relation to the
availability of other foods in subsequent discussion.
Dlood Production
Blood offtake was an irregular occurrence, unlike milk offtake,
and was thus more difficult to quantify.

It was also less amenable to

investigation by interview than an activity like slaughtering, since it
was usually more frequent and therefore less memorable, usually involved more animals at one time, which the Turkana did not normally
count, and was usually done on the spur of the moment by the women,
herders,

and/or

children

without

the

knowledge

of

the

herdowner.

Finally, bleeding could not be reconstructed from herd counts as could
deaths, because the animals remained in the herd and were without reliable distinguishing

mar~~.

Thus, although I measured the blood many of

the times I was present when animals were being bled, my discussion of
the offtake of

blood and its contribution to the

human food supply

relies mostly on interview information concerning whether and approximately how often animals were being bled throughout the year, and on
Turkanas' statements about when and why blood was important in theil."
diets.
Blood offtake and consumption depend on two opposing factors.
On one hand, the animals are probably least able to withstand the loss
of

large amounts of

blood during the late dry season when they are
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weakest trom

lack ot

travel to water.

forage and the often long distances needed to

Since one of the reasons for bleeding is to obtain

food trom an animal withOut killing it, bleeding must thus be done most
cautlously in the dry season.

On the other hand,

milk supplies are

lowest, sometimes non-existent, during the late dry season, and theretore this is the time when blood, similar to milk in that i t is obtained
trom living animals, is most logically resorted to.

Compounding the

problem of blood being most useful when the animals can least afford to
part with it is the fact that at the awi otten the only animals present
at that time are "milking" females and their young, which are not supposed to be bled even though they actually may be contributing little or
nothing to the aWi's food supply.

I believe that in the people's minds

there 1s an inverse correlation between milk availability and blood use,
but this ideal state of affairs cannot always be effected.

It was my

impression that the Turkana do not squander tlleir animals' blood; they
generally take it only when the animals are strong enough to give it,
and they generally decrease the bleed1ng activities when other foods-milk, meat, maizemeal, gathered toods--increase in availability.
Bleeding activities for the mid dry season 1980 to Nov. 1981 at
the four study awis are shown in Table 4.4, based on the periodic 1nterviews with the herdowners and general observations of awi activity.
table refers only to bleeding at the awis.

The

At the dry season herding

camps bleeding was done regularly and blood was a staple food, according
to verbal information.

To summarize the information in the table, the

general pattern was that small stock. were bled almost not at all during
the entire mid through late dry seasons (1980-81) While camels were bled

Table

1~.4.

Bleeding Activities at the Four Study Awis, Mid Dry Season 1980 - November 198!.

Mid Dry
1980

(L;:te Dry""
Jan.
Dec.
1981

Feh.

(Rains Start)
Mar.
Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Yes

No

No

Bleeding Small Stock at the Awl?
AId 1

(llo)

No

No

(No data)

No

Awi 2

(No)

No

No

(No data)

No

Awi 3
Awi 4

Yes
Yes
("everyday")

(No data)

Yes
(daily)

No or
very
infreq.
(disease)
Yes

Yes
No/Yes
(5 days (10 days
ago)
ago)
Yes
(5 days
ago)

Yes
(5 days
ago)

Yes/No

(No data)

No

No/Yes

No

(No data)

No

No

(No data)
Yes
(not
daily)

No

Yes
Yes
(5 days
(every
3 days) ago)

Yes
(10 days
ago)

No

Yes

Yes
Yes (daily) No/yes
No (sick) (10 days (infreq.)
ago)

No

No

Yes
No/Yes
(yester- (2 days
day)
ago)

Yes
Yes
Yes
(yester- (2 days (yesterday)
ago)
day)

Yes

No

Yes
Yes
(2 days (daily)
ago)

Yes
Yes
(aaily) (yesterday)

No

No small stock at awi until Aug.
(No)

Yes

Yes
(daily)

Yes

No

Illeeding Camels at the Awi?
Awi 1

Yes

No

Awl 2

Yes

Yes
(daily)

Awl 3

Yes

Yes
(daily)

Awi 4

Yes

Yes

(No data)

Yes
No/Yes (No data) No/Yes (No data) Yes
(daily) (daily)
(infreq. )
(yesterday)
No

(No data)

Yes
(9 days
ago)

Yes
per
monthsee text)
(~l

Yes

Yes

Yes
days
ago)

(~10

No
(sick)

Yes
Yes
Yes
(2 days (2-3 days (2 d~ys
ago)
ago)
ago)
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
No
(lnfreq.)
(or
infreq.)

Yes
every
5-10 days)

Yes
(2 days
ago)
No

(~

1-0

a0

Table 4.4 (continued).

Mid Dry
19BO

Dec.

Jan.
1981

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

Awi 1

Yes

July

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Bleeding Cattle at the Awi?
Cattle were bled at Awis 1, 2, and 3 starting when they
arrived in May. Awi 4, with only 2 milking cows at the
awi. did not bleed. Cattle were not bled as frequently
as camels. but otherwise the pattern was similar.

ago)
Awi 2

Awi 3

Awi 4
a.

Yes
(2 days

No

Yes
(yesterday)

Yes
Yes
Yes
(5 days (2-3 days (3 days
ago)
ago)
ago)

Yes
Yes
(several (2 days
per mo.) ago)
Yes
wk.
ago)

Yes

Yes

No

No

(8 d"ys

ago)

No (Cattle gone)

(~l

Only two milking cows w/calves present--no bleeding

The data should be interpreted as answers to the question "Are you bleeding small stock/camels/cattle at the awi; and
if so. when was the last time you bled?" A double answer (e.g., "No/Yes") refers to earlier and then later in the month.

......

0\

......
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in the mid dry season (around Sep.-Nov./Dec.) at a rate of perhaps several camels a week (at one awi), but not as generally during the late
dry season.

Bleeding piCked up in the wet season (starting in Apr. 1981)

with small stock preceding camels by several weeks or more.

During the

wet to early dry seasons around 10-20 small stock and 1-2 camels might
be bled almost daily at an awi.

Bleeding continued generally throughout

the mid dry season (i.e., Sep.-Nov. 1981), although at less frequent intervals than earlier, until around November it was not being done at two
of

the four awis.

The cattle were bled beginning in May when they

arrived at the awis, but did not seem to be bled as frequently or as
regularly as the camels.

Donkeys were not bled.

I will now discuss in

more detail the factors surrounding blood production of each of the livestock

at the awis, with some notes on blood production at the herding

camps.
Small Stock
It can first be said that sheep were rarely bled, so the following applies primarily to goats.

The goats were bled very sporadically,

if at all, in the mid dry season (1980); no measurements were obtainable.

No bleeding was done in the late dry season at Awis 1 and 2 because only
the milking goats and their off spring were there; some bleeding was said
to be done at Awi 4, which had the complete herd at the awi, but none
was observed during a 2-1/2 week visit in December.

In general goats

were not bled at the awis because they were either lactating or pregnant, and, as importantly, because they were said to be too thin.

At

this time there was probably a fair amount of meat available from dying
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animals, and the people did not have to compromise the lives of remaining small stock by bleeding them.

(I have no concrete evidence that

bleeding would have hastened the death of weak animals, however.)
According to informants blood was a staple food for the herdboys
in the herding camps of

non-milking small stock during the mid dry

season, when "many" (probably about 5 to 20) goats might be bled every 2
to 3 days.

As the dry season progressed bleeding activity decreased, and

was sporadic or had discontinued in some cases by the time the rains
arrived.

At the time the goats were very thin, probably more meat (or

at least carcasses) was available from dying animals, and some money,
with which maizemeal could be bought, was obtained by selling skins of
dead animals.
The small stock recovered quickly during the wet season, and
starting in April were bled almost daily at the awis.

Most of the ani-

mals bled were females giving little or no milk, although some milking
females and males were bled.

The blood was an important food because

total milk production was still low, meat from dying ardmals was no
longer available, not many animals were sold, and there were few wild
foods to be gathered.

At the same time the small stock were gaining

weight and seemed vigorous, thriving on the growing green vegetation.
Blood was taken less frequently, perhaps every 7-10 days or more, as the
dry season progressed, and not at all during the period of CCPP at the
awis affected.

Goat bleeding ceased at Awi 1 1n October because the

herd no longer returned to the awi at mid-day, the time of day when
these animals were usually bled.

It decreased in frequency and then

ceased at Awi 4 because, the herdowner said, the children were getting
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enough milk from small stock at that time.

Blood in general, including

small stock blood, was probably a more important component than normal
of the food supplies throughout the 1981 early to mid dry season because
of the generally depressed milk production.

Informants directly related

the intensive bleeding activity to the lack of milk, saying that they
bled animals because there was no other food and they were hungry, and
that they would not bleed if the animals would have babies and give
milk.

It was stated and observed generally that bleeding was decreased

or discontinued if an influx of maizemeal occurred at an awi.
Observations of smaii stock bleeding at the awis indicated that
around 10-20 goats were bled each time.

The average amount of blood

taken per goat was 385 g (based on 50 meaS"l1rements), with little variation during the measurements made from April to Oct. 1981.
some inf ormants

Ii

According to

single goat could be bled several times a week. from

the wet into the dry season when it became thin, but it would seem that
blood loss at such levels would kill the animal.
a goat was about 22 kg.

(The average weight of-

If 10% [a generous estimate--cf. Dyson-Hudson

and Dyson-Hudson 1982: 229] of its weight were blood, then it would have
2.2 kg blood, or only 5-1/2 times the amount taken at one bleeding, i.e.,
about 18 % of its blood was taken per bleeding.)

Most informants said

that a month or so should elapse between bleedings and that excessive
bleedings made the animals thin, i.e., weakened them.

In practice the

frequency no doubt varies, within limits, according to how desperate the
people are for food.

My impression was that bleeding practices followed

in 1980-81 did not adversely affect the condition of the animals.
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Camels
Camel bleeding was influenced by the same kind of factors as
small stock bleeding.

The camels, however, were more hardy in the dry

season and were slower to regain their full vigor in the wet season.
Camel bleeding occurred generally during the mid dry season in 1980, but
had to be almost entirely discontinued at an awi when the non-milking
animals left for grazing camps.

This occurred in November at Awis 1 and

4, not until quite late in the late dry season at Awi 2, and for a few
week period in Feb./Mar. at Awi 3.

Even when non-milking camels were

present at the awis in the late dry season, however, the frequency of
bleeding seemed less than in previous months.

For example, a camel was

bled every few days at Awi 1 in October, whereas only two camels were
,.

bled (both at one time) in about 3 weeks at Awi 3 in March.

Therefore

camel blood production at tile awis in the late dry season, even if not
completely halted, was low.

At Awi 4 tile only camels present from Nov.

1980 all the way through Sep. 1981 were 2-3 milking camels (which
being milked) and 2 yearling calves.

~

Normally these kinds of animals

would not be bled, but they were sometimes bled at Awi 4.

When asked

once whether bleeding a milking camel would not harm its milk production, the herdowner said, "But what am I going to do--we are hungry."
n-Jhen asked at the beginning of the rains whether the goats were being
bled, this same herdowner replied, ''No one is bleeding goats--tlley are
too thin--if bled, they will die.")
In contrast to the situation at the awis, and similar to the
small stock blood production, blood was said to be the staple food of
the camel herdsmen at the non-milking camps.

Bleeding seemed to con-
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tinue more intensively at the camel than at the small stock camps during
the very late dry season.

On the other hand, there was probably less

meat available from dying animals at the camel camps, so the total food
supplies may have been equal.

(Sometimes the camel and small stock

camps were in close proximity to each other, so the food supplies were
not always separate.)
Camel-bleeding picked up at the awis during the rainy season,
lagging behind the most active small stock bleeding activity.

Awi 1 had

no camels to bleed until the non-milking herd joined the awi in May,
when regular daily or every-other-day bleeding was begun.

Awi 4 contin-

ued to bleed the two milking camels and the one remaining yearling, with
several bleedings a month in total from the herd.

Awis 2 and 3 bled

camels regularly, sometimes two or more a day during the wet and early
dry seasons.

Camel blood was important at these times for the reasons

mentioned above, and, along with goat blood, was especially important t6
Awi 2, whose camels were producing almost no milk.

Herdowner 3 re-

marked in May that camel blood "is the food nowadays", referring to the
depressed milk production that was general in the area.

As with small

stock, camel bleeding continued throughout the mid dry season (1981),
although not as intensely as earlier, and blood was said to be more
important than would be the case in a good year.

It was discontinued at

all four awis during some weeks in Oct. or NOV., although for somewhat
different reasons according to the individual herdowners.

At Awi 1 it

was because with the chief camel herder absent from the awi (to visit
his potential father-in-law) "no one knows how to bleed."

This answer

cannot be entirely correct, because the women at the awi surely knew
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how to bleed altbough tbey were not the most active bleeders of camels
at tbis awi.

I suspect the milk supplies, largest at this awi out of tbe

four, were sufficient to make bleeding unnecessary.

At Awi 2 the camels

were not bled because "we have enough to eat"--from milk, goat blood,
some gathered fruits, and especially maize meal (due to the presence of
the visiting research team, which was a source of maize meal).

At Awi 3

tbe camels were not bled in Sep./Oct. because, said the herdowner, they
were sick with the gland disease.

By November bleeding had resumed.

At

Awi 4 the reason given for discontinuing bleeding was that the awi had
maizemeal (this time not mostly from the research team): alsop it will
be recalled, the goats were not being bled at this awi because the children were getting enough milk from them.

Thus, at two of the awis the

herdowners related camel bleeding inversely to the general food supply,
and this was probably also influential at Awi 1.
The average amount of blood taken from a camel at one bleeding
was 2900 g (based on 24 measurements, made at the awis from Oct.
1980-0ct. 1981), with insufficient evidence to indicate seasonal variation.

Informants said around 2 months should eltlpse between bleedings.

This might be only an average minimum; for example, one camel bled in
late June at Awi 2 had been bled 3 weeKS earlier in June but before that
it had been 3 months.

Two other camels bled in mid-June had gone five

months since their last bleeding.

A camel weighed about 360 kg (Dyson-

Hudson 1983a: 27, taken from Coppock, D. L., Ph.D. dissertation, in preparation); if 10 % of its weight were in blood then 2.9 kg would be 8 %
of its blood.
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The figures indicate that goats and camels contributed approximately equal amounts to an awi's blood supplies when both were being
bled at similar intervals and at the numbers customarily bled at one
time.

For example, 10-20 goats daily would give 3850-7700 g total, com-

pared to 2900-5800 g from 1-2 camels; such quantities as these may have
been obtained from goats and camels during some weeks in the mid wet
seasons at Awis 1 and 2.

(Awi 3 had no goats, and Awi 4 had much lower

potential for camel blood production.

Like milk, but unlike meat and

maizemeal, blood is not transferred between awis l [nor is it stored).)
Over the course of the year, however, the animals were not bled this
frequently; additionally, goats were not bled as much as
their total contribution was less.

camel~

were, so

Overall, both camel and goat bleed-

ing at the awis illustrate the point made earlier that on the one hand
bleeding is done most intensely when other foods are in relatively short
supply, with, on the other hand, the crucial constraint that bleedable
animals may not be available when food is in very short supply.

The

latter period would be expected to include the late dry and early wet
season, while the former period may be, as it was in 1980-81, during the
mid to late wet season.

Even at the non-milking camps small stock

could not be bled intensely around the end of the dry season, but here
meat was probably most available.

At the non-milking camel camps blood

may have been the staple food throughout the dry season.

II am excluding here consumption by visitors at the awi.
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Cattle
Cattle also were said to provide blood as a staple food for the
herders throughout the dry season.

With no cattle at the awis there was

of course no opportunity to bleed them there.

On their return to the

awis in the WGt season cattle were bled, except at Awi 4, which had only
two milking cows and their calves present.
less frequent

Cattle bleeding seemed to be

than camel bleeding even when the cattle were at the

awis, although the number of bleedable cattle

was

comparable to the

number of bleedable camels at Awis 1 and 2 (much less at Awi 3).

If

indeed the case, the lesser use of cattle blood at the awis may be related to the physical difficulties of bleeding cattle, which were harder
to control than camels (and goats).

The latter could be bled by women

and children; the former required at least one and usually two men participating.
As with camels, usually 1 or 2 cattle were bled at one time.

At

the seven bleedings I was present to measure, all in June 1981, the
average amount of blood taken from a cow or ox was 2595 g.

One cattle

herder said he would wait 1-1/2 months until he next bled an animal.
The cattle weighed about 182 kg (Dyson-Hudson 1983a: 27), so perhaps 14 %
of an animal's blood was taken at one bleeding.
Conclusion
Blood production at the awis in 1980-81 was not primarily a dry
season activity because no or only a few bleedable animals (camels)
present.

wer~

Rather, bleeding was most intensive during the wet season and

several months subsequently,

When camels,

goats

(rarely sheep),

and
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cattle were bled.

This was different from the pattern reported by Gul-

liver that bleeding "seems to seldom be done in the wet season" (Gulliver 1951: 24) and usually mentioned in the literature, where "most
examples ••• indicate that blood 1s a food reserve utilized during dry seasons" (Dahl and Hjort 1976: 173).
did

not indicate that

Additionally, the 1980-81 observations

small stock (particularly not

sheep) are

the

("chief") source of all the year round blood, or that "goats and sheep
are ••• blooded ••• almost as often as possible in the dry season homesteads"
(Gulliver 1951: 15, 24).

Camels, which are more important in South Tur-

kana than in North Turkana where Gulliver worked, supercede small stock
in this respect.

Returning to overall blood production, during fieldwork

blood was as important food during the dry season for the component of
the human population, mainly the young males, at the non-milking stock
camps.

Also, the blood utilized at the awis during the wet and subse-

quent dry seasons (and the 1980-81 dry season blood from camels) could
be considered to be a food reserve, supplementing below-normal milk supplies, as informants indicated that the would not rely so heavily on
blood if more milk were available.

Overall,· blood may generally be a

more important food in Turkana (where food supplies are often low) and
for all segments of the Turkana population--lnclucilng females and children--that for pastoralists and agro-pastoralists living in less marginal
environments where only the males in the herding camps consume much
blood.
Beef blood contains approximately 490 kcal/kg (Dyson-Hudson and
Dyson-Hudson 1982: 231; Dahl and Hjort
kcal/l).

[1976~

172] gave a figure of 330

During the dry season at an awi when a camel might be bled
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once or twice a week there would be perhaps 3-6 kg of blood for the
week (based on about 3 kg per camel per bleeding), or 1470-2940 kcal
(using the figure for beef blood), or 210-420 kcal per awi per day (although the blood would not be divided into daily portions).

Ob5ervations

discussed above indicate this is a reasonable ballpark estimate of the
maximum amount of energy from blood at the awis during the 1980-81 dry
season.

Frequently there must have been less than this.

500-2000 g of

milk from any combination of milking camel(s) and goats would have contributed around 350-1400 kcal, so it seems that blood was not more
important than milk at this time, even though milk supplies were considered to be minimal.
some

indication,

On the other hand, I must caution that there was

throughout

the

period

of

fieldwork,

that

bleeding

decreased in frequency when the researchers were visiting and awi (thus
becoming less observable) because of the availability of maizemeal from
the researchers.
DUring the most intensive periods of bleedings--wet season and
later--some awis may have taken 3 kg (e.g., from one camel) to 13.5 kg
(e.g., from 2 camels and 20 goats) of blood daily from the herds, yielding 1470-6615 kcal per day.

The latter estimate is an upper limit,

erring if anything on the high side, for blood production at most awis
for some weeks during the most intensive bleeding activity.

This com-

pares to estimates of milk's daily contribution of 7600-23,500 kcal to
the food supply during the peak milk production measured during fieldwork.

Additionally, milking 1s a more regular and longer term (in terms

of weeks and months) activity than bleeding.

The importance of blood is

that it is a food reserve that can be taken from some of the living ani-
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mals during periods when other foods are scarce--at the dry-season herding camps and during other times, especially the wet season and subsequently, in 1981, at the awis.

Its contribution to the overall food

supply is probably much less than the other primary foods--milk, maizemeal, and meat.

Unfortunately for the people at the awis blood produc-

tion and milk production are not completely inversely related, but both
fall to the lowest levels at the same time of year, during the late dry
season.

At the awis, it is

~

entirely the case "that the bulk of [the

blood] should be seen as providing nutrition in the 2-month period of the
year [dry season] when other livestock food is scarce or non-existent"
(Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson 1982: 230).

Meat Production
Among the Turkana meat for consumption comes from slaughtered
animals and animals dying of natural causes, inasmuch as the Turk.ana
both slaughter animals directly for food and also eat almost any animal
they can retrieve that has died from disease, predation, or starvation.
Both slaughtering activities and natural mortality are greatest during
.;J,

the dry season, when milk production is lowest, and the people speak. of
meat as "the Turkana food" of

the dry season.

Because of

the high

natural mortality of liv,entock and the depressed milk production in the
1980-81 dry season meat was probably a more important component of the
food supply than in a "normal" year.

This must be so as far as meat

from starved and diseased animals is concerned, since the herds could
not regularly be "consumed" to the extent they were in 1980-81, or soon
there would be no herds left.

However, the pattern observed of meat
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availability from the different animals and during the different times of
year is probably representative of most years.

Thus, the da ta

illus~'

trate both a food-acquisition adaptation operating to its greatest extent
only in times of unusual stress--when the livestock are buffering the
human population from disaster in a manner that cannot be relied upon
regularly--and also normal seasonal fluctuations inherent in pastoral
food supplies.
Available meat, particularly from large stock, is usually distributed among a number of awis, as people in the surrounding area come to
the awi where the meat is to beg (akilip) for shares, according to the
Turkana custom of redistribution.

The amount of meat retained in the

original awi depends on several factors, most importantly the number of
awis in the area and the amount of meat already present in the other
awis.

This

redistribution

sometimes over a

takes

place

between numerous individuals,

period of several days, and not according to rigid

rules, and was not a focus of study in the field.

Additionally there

were the large numbers of animals dying uncounted by the Turkana and
unobserved personally by myself; although in interviews the herdowners
indicated how many large stock died and were consumed at the awi, i t was
impossible

to

determine

how

many carcasses were contributed by the

natural mortality of large and small stock combined.

Because of these

factors the data on meat production are insufficient to specify how much
meat was available, much less how much was consumed, at any awi.

I

will discuss the general availability of meat f rom the different animals--slaughtered and naturally dying small and large stock--and its
seasonal variation, emphasizing that 1980-81 was probably unusual in the
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importance of meat in the diet and, at the same time, that the Turkana
like meat, do not hold their animals sl;lcred
slaughter for food.

j

and are not reluctant to

The discussion will draw on the material presented

in the previous chapter on livestock dynamics, since part of the meat
supply came from animals dying of disease and starvation.
Data on slaughtering, and on numbers of large stock dying and
consumed at the awis, were acquired through the periodic interviews of
the herdowners, and are summarized according to season and by awi in
Table 4.5.

These figures are minimal estimates, since cross-checks on

interview data made in the field indicated that the herdowners did not
remember every goat or sheep that was slaughtered, and I
knew of or remembered every
tity by people at the awi.

la~ge

doubt they

animal that was eaten in some quan-

It is important to note that the numbers of

camels shown in the table as having died and been eaten :at the awis are
smaller than the total numbers dying (discussed in the previous Chapter),
because not all the animals that died were found and/or eaten.

Also in-

cluded in the table are plausible estimates of magnitude, based on the
mortality data discussed in the previous chapter,

of

the numbers

of

small stock dying at the awis (excluding small stock dying at the nonmilking camps).

There is no way to know how many of these carcasses or

what proportion of individual carcasses were consumed by people in general or members of the four study awis in particular.

Judging from the

interview response concerning large stock, a f air number of animals get
lost and die in the bush, and are not retrieved.
The data illustrate the statement made earlier that the greatest
amount of meat potentially available, from both slaughter and natural

Table 4.5.

Animal Slaughter and Carcasses from Natural Mortality at the Four Study Awis,
December 1980 - October 1981.
Late Dry Season:
Dec 1980-Mid Mar 1981
(3-1/2 man.)

Wet Season:
Mid Mar-Mid Nay
(2 man.)

Early Dry Season:
Mid May-Aug
(3-1/2 man.)

Mid Dry Season:
Sep-Oct
(2 mon.)

0
1

2
12

0
5

100

2

a
a

Awi 1
--Small stock slaughter
for awi
for visitors
Small stock deaths (est.)

6
12
100

10+

Large stock slaug;hter

2 camels

0

0

Large stock died & eaten

3 camels
6 ba.by camels
4 baby donkeys

0

1 cow
1 donkey

Awi
2
-Small stock slaughter
for awi
for visitors
Small stock deaths (est.)
Large stock slaughter
Large stock died & eaten

2
5
50
6 camels
10 camels
1 baby camel

1
0

4

1

2

6

5+

0

1

a

0

3 camels

3 camels

1 steer
3 camels

I-'
.....,
VI

Table 4.5 (continued)
Late Dry Season:
Dec 1980-Mid Mar 1981
(3-1/2 mon.)

Wet Season:
Mid Mar-Mid May
(2 mon.)

Early Dry Season:
Mid May-Aug
(3-1/2 mon.)

Mid Dry Season:
Sep-Oct
(2 mon.)

3
0

1
0

10
3

4
1

0

0

1 cow

0

Awi 3
Small stock slaughter
for awi
for visitors
Small s tock

d4~aths

(est.)

small stock absent

Large stock slaughter

3 camels
5 cattle
1 donkey

Large stock died & eaten

1
2
1
1
2

camel
baby camels
cow
donkey
baby donkeys

small stock abs,ent
0

9 camels

1 camel
1 baby camel

0

Awi 4
--Small stock slaughter
for awi
for visi t01rs

l3
6

0

Small stock deaths (es t. )

27

3+

Large stock slaughter

1 steer

Large stock died & eaten

1 camel
1 donkey

1
0

1 camel

4
0

1
2

13

0

1 cow

0

0

0
.......

"

0\

Table 4.5 (continued)
Late Dry Season:
Dec 1980-Mid Mar 1981
(3-1/2 man.)

Wet Season:
Mid Mar-Mid May
(2 man.)

Early Dry Season:
Mid May;"Aug
(3-1/2 man.)

Mid Dry Season:
Sep-Oct
(2 man.)

24
23

2
2

20
17

6
14

177

18+

113

3

Large stock slaughter

18
(11 camels,
6 cattle,
1 donkey)

0

2
(cows)

1
(steer)

Large stock died & eaten

18
(15
1
2

Total 4 Aw:ls
Small stock slaughter
for awi
for visitors
Small stock deaths (est.)

adults
camels,
cow,
donkeys)

15 babies
(9 camels,
6 donkeys)

13

(camels)

5
(3
1
1

adults
camels,
cow,
donkey)

3
(camels)

1 baby
(camel)

......

""
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mortality, was during the late dry season;

they also show that meat

from both these sources came from both small stock and large stock.
Since milk and blood (at the awis) were in shortest supply during the
late dry season, clearly meat must have been the most important pastoral food product at that time.

The data further show a large decrease

in meat availability with the onset of the wet season followed by an increase,

provided

largely

by

small

stock,

during

the

subsequent dry

season.

I will now discuss the contributions of the small stock and the

individual species of large stock to meat supplies.

Small Stock
Small stock were commonly slaughtered either for the awi or for
visitors.

In the latter case the awi members of ten received little of

the meat; on the other hand, meat from goats slaughtered for the awi
was not widely distributed outside the awi.
ritual

context

·'for

sickness"

(i.e.,

when

Goats slaughtered in a
people

or

livestock

were

thought to be sick) were generally consumed by awi members, with the
ritual specialist (emuron) receiving a portion.

(Such animals are in-

cluded in small stock slaughtered "for awi" in the table.)

Widespread

extra-awi sharing of meat slaughtered "for the awi" (as large stock were
generally said to be) occurred with the meat of large stock, which of
course provided more meat per animal than did small stock.

The observa-

tions made in the field of the differential distribution of small-stock
versus large-stock meat illustrate the point that the "meat resulting
from [small stOCk] slaughter is not more bulky than that it can be consumed by the family itself within a couple of days or stored without
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lengthy preparations" (Dahl and Hjort 1976: 200).

As one Turkana girl

explained to me, "You can kill a goat even when you are alone, but a cow
would rot before you finished it."

This characteristic

of small stock

makes them particularly useful as household meat providers.

(The Tur-

kana do dry meat, but meat stores do not last long, as they are as subject to redistribution as is fresh meat.)

Another important product of

small stock slaughter was the skin, which was generally used to make
women ;s and gals

0

clothing, 1 or could be sold for approximately 10

Kenya shillings (approx. 1.3 UsS. $) apiece.
slaughter, the skin was sometimes eaten.

Depending on the method of
The Turkana slaughtered both

male and female adult small stock--the latter usually although not necessarily past production (I was once the recipient of a pregnant female
goat specifically f or slaughter).

These animals weigh around 20 kg.

Informants said that they never slaughter young animals, and I never
observed any young animals slaughtered.

Dyson-Hudson found evidence in

1982, however, that males less than a year old were being eaten or sold;
this practice can probably be attributed to the depletion of suitable
male animals due to the severe conditions of the 1980-81 drought and
subsequent hard times (Dyson-Hudson, 1983a).
The late dry season was the most important time for small stock
slaughter,

despite

the

carcasses

from

natural

mortality potentially

available for consumption; evidently the latter did not satisfy the need

------,-"-lOne female informant said a girl's skirt required 6 skins and a
woman's skirt 9 or 10 skins, and that she needed one or two skirts a
year. The male interpreter added that a girl has 2 Skirts, one of which
has beads on it and is not worn.
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for food.

The onset of rains was devastating to the small stock, espe-

cially in the Turkwell River area, where the non-milking camps were littered with decaying carcasses--too many for the people there to consume.
A much smaller proportion of adult animals died at the awis, although
the estimates in the table may be too
each estimate).

lo~

(indicated by the "+" after

In any case, all the small stock that died in the wet

season died in the first couple of weeks.

Additionally, almost no ani-

mals were slaughtered, so very little meat was available in the wet
season.

Milk and blood production were increasing, but food was still

scarce.

The small stock were breeding, and the herdowners were prob-

ably reluctant to compromise the breeding potential by slaughtering.

I

do not have counts for that period of castrated males, but there must
have been fewer than normal, and they certainly would have been thinner
than desirable.

Also, because of the dearth of surviving 1980 offspring

there would be few immediate additions to the castrated male component
of the

he~d,

which would add to the herdowners' reluctance to slaughter

them; as they would have to last for many months to comee

By the mid

dry season 1981 there were 14 castrated goats and 6 castrated sheep in
Awi Its herd, 1 castrated sheep in Awi 2's herd, 2 castrated goats in Awi
3's herd, and no castrated males in Awi 4 t s herd.
A substantial contribut1.on to meat supplies was made by goats
dying of CCPP in the early dry season at Awls 1 and 4 (and other awls in
the area).

Awi 1, at least, was glutted with meat, and some of it was

taken by other awis.

In this wayan unexpected circumstance can lead to

meat being unusually important at times even when it is not considered
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to be "the food" of the season.

Small stock meat from other natural

mortality was negligible during the 1981 early to mid dry season.
Small stock were slaughtered, however, in the early and mid dry
seasons, in numbers not substantially fewer than in the previous late
dry season;

this pattern contrasted sharply with the slaughtering of

large stock.

Small stock slaughter in the 1981 early and mid dry season

may have been influenced by the below normal milk production, as was
blood production, but the Turkana did not indicate this to be the case,
and they also stated that small stock were in general most useful for
slaughtering (or sel1ing)--"in the middle of the night if you are hungry,
for

visitors,

any

-----------c~rIIIOre

time."
~hall

The

slaughtering

of

half of-----ttre-tut-'.n----swall

goats

for

visitors

st~a"l}----------

though the awis were variable in this respect (see Table 4.5).

The low

natural mortality of all species of livestock combined with the preferential slaughtering of small stock made small stock meat much the most
important meat in the early and mid dry seasons.
Camels
Camels contributed to the meat supply almost entirely during the
late dry and early wet seasons except for occasional natural deaths at
other times of year.
tality from

During the dry season, in addition to the high mor-

starvation and

some

slaughter animals (see Table 4.5).

diseases,

camels

were important as

Verbal information indicated this was

not entirely a function. of the severe dry season of 1980-81; rather,
slaughtering camels

(preferably castrated fat

adult males,

but also

barren females) in the dry season was said to be a customary practice.
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Geneaiogical information collected on the camels supported the normative
statements.

The animals were. slaughtered for food, without any observ-

able or verbalized ritual on the part of the people.

I asked whether

large stock were every slaughtered "for sickness", a practice I did not
observe,

and

was

told yes,

that

sometimes

the emu ron says a large

animal should be slaughtered for sickness; I could not ascertain whether
large stock were more desirable than small stock in any particular context, but it did not seem so.

My information thus agrees with Gulliver's

that "in the mag1co-medicaland magico-rellgious fields there 1s little
differentiation in the uses of types of stock as agents" (Gulliver 1951:
20), and my observations indicate that small stock are most frequently
used, undoubtedly because they are the most numerous and economically
expendable.

I believe the economic considerations outweighed any emo-

tional or symbolic connotations in the slaughtering of
large stock for any purpose.

small versus

During the late dry season, when meat was

"the food of the Turkana", probably more meat came from large stock
than from small stock.
The camels stopped dying in large numbers after the dry season,
except for a small epidemic of mortality due to the gland disease at Awi
3 in

the

wet

season.

Many camels at other awis were said to be

affected by the gland disease, but few died from i t (most of Awi 2 's
camel deaths af ter the wet season were due to the disease, but the
numbers were not large).

Just as significant' as the drop in natural

mortality was the absence of camel slaughter, despite the below normal
food supplies.

General camel slaughter, unlike small stock slaughter,

is confined to the dry season.

The first camel slaughtering I heard
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about in the 1981-82 season was in mid October (not at one of the four
study awis)--people were then Qtarting to slaughter large animals "for
hunger",

according

to my Turkana assistant.

expected dry season food supply pattern.

This seemed

to be

the

Although milk supplies were

then the highest I had measured during the fieldwork period they were
undoubtedly below normal for that time of year, and would remain below
normal through the 1981-82 dry season because of the paucity of lactating camels--a continuing effect of the 1980-81 disasters.
dry season camel slaughter would

have

Nevertheless,

to be compromised in 1981-82

because there were few large castrated males lef t:

Awi 1 had 7 cas-

trates, of which only two were more than 3 years old (i.e., potentially
big fat animals); Awi 2 had two to four castrates, none more than 3
years old; Awi 3 had three castrates, which may nave been more than 3
years old (they were not at the awi and I did not see them); and Awi 4
had only one male, a

new

calf.

Even these animals may have been

slaughtered during the 1981-82 dry season, hO',-iever, as indicated by a
complete lack of adult castrated males in 69 camel herds surveyed by
Dyson-Hudson during June-Aug. 1982 (Dyson-Hudson 1983a).

Cattle
In contrast to small stock and camels, cattle dying from natural
mortality contributed almost nothing to the meat supplies of the awis
during the 1980-81 dry season because they were generally far away.

The

large numbers dying were consumed by the herdsmen at the camps, in
addition to being lost in the bush and/or taken by predators.

Similarly

to camels, cattle were slaughtered during the dry season, particularly
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at Awi 3, which had almost no small stock to slaughter (the few it did
slaughter were begged or

otherwis~

obtained from herdowners).

Cattle to

be slaughtered were brought to the awi from the herdowner's herd, if
accessible--again, of the study awis this was most often true of Awi 3-or were acquired from a different herd, to be paid for immediately or
later with cattle, camels, or sometimes goats.

As with camels, cas-

trated males and barren cows were generally the animals slaughtered,
although Dyson-Hudson suggests there may be some unwillingness to kill
"name oxen"-during June-Aug. 1982 she counted 4.2 % castrated males in
approximately 40 cattle herds.

Among the four study awis in the summer

of 1981 there were 3, 4. 2, and 1 castrated males respectively-

Five of

the eight cattle slaughter'ed at the study awis were oxen, two were old
cows, and one was a young cow.

Dyson-Hudson says that tne- cattle: herd

structures in general, with very high proportions of breeding females and
heifers, do "not document the irrational use of livestock as suggested in
Herskovits's description of the East African 'cattle complex'" (DysonHudson 1983a: 21).
After the cattle had returned to the awis in 1981 only one cow
died of a disease, and was eaten.

As with camels, it is not customary

to slaughter except in the dry season.

Three cattle were, however,

slaughtered at the study awis (see Table 4.5).

The herdowner of Awi 2

slaughtered an ox for the researchers in October, which was really in
the dry season and the meat was food for the Turkana as much as for the
researchers.

Herdowner 3 slaughtered a barren cow for several men "Who

came and said they wanted food" in July;

this was before the small

stock, which probably would have been preferred animals to slaughter,
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had returned to the awi.
irrationally in July:

Herdowner 4 killed a heifer cow seemingly

"someone stole my cattle, and I went and tried to

get them back, and the man gave me a lot of nonsense, so I just took my
cattle, and speared one because I was so mad."
tation of

In general, my interpre-

the 1980-81 evidence is that the cattle are less important

than camels as slaughter animals for the awis, but this may be only
because they are more often far removed from the vicinity of the awis in
the dry season.

On the other hand, cattle seem to be more important

than camels as sales animals, which will be discussed below.
Donkeys
Donkeys also contributed to the meat supply, generally through
natural mortality in the late dry season, but they were also sometimes
slaughtered, as one was at Awi 3.
only in times of great need.

Donkeys were said to be slaughtered

Many more donkeys were reported as dying

than were eaten, as sometimes they were lost in the bush and other
times they simply were not eaten.

There were variable responses to the

question "Did you eat any dOnkeys since the last interview?"

For exam-

pIe, at Awi 1 in January four baby donkeys dead from starvation were
said, seemingly seriously, to have been eaten because the people were
hungry, whereas in early March there was much mirth and an answer of
""no" when I asked whether four more baby donkeys dead from starvation
had been eaten.
eaten.)

time six baby camels dead from hunger had been

An answer, given by the interpreter, at Awi 3 in March was "we

are not eating tne meat of the donkeys if they died of famine."

Maybe

the donkeys dying in the very late dry season were just too emaciated to
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be worth

the trouble of retrieving tbem to eat.

Some Turkana said

donkey meat made them ill, but most thought it was acceptable.

The

physical condition of the dOnkeys improved dramatically with the growth
of new forage during the rainy season.

Only one donkey died, perhaps

from a snake bite, and was eaten at Awi 1 in July.
Conclusion
Small stock were slaughtered throughout the year, directly for
food for the awi and for visitors, and also "for sickness", in which case
the ritual specialists and the members of the awi ate the meat.

Alto-

gether, approximately 108 small stock were slaughtered by the 4 awis
over an ll-month period, or around 2.5 per awi per month--ranging from
.5 per awi per month in the wet season to 3.4 per awi per month in the
late

dry

season.

Large

stock,

on

the

other

hand,

were

generally

slaughtered only in the mid to late dry season, when they were an important slaughter animal (especially camels, in my experience).

During the

late dry season the 4 awis slaughtered 18 large stock--an average of
1.3/awi/month.

Tbe large stock were generally slaughtered simply to

eat, i.e., not in a ritual context, for wbich the small stock were usually used.

Informants said a ritual specialist could specify that a

large animal be used, but it seems that he rarely does.

I did not get

the impression that for the Turkana the act of slaughtering large stock
is, "compared with milking or bleeding, endowed with symbolic and emotional

connotations" (Dahl

and Hjort 1976:

161,

referring

to

cattle

slaughter), or that the slaughter of small stock has significantly different "symbolic significance" (Dahl and Hjort 1976: 200).

It may be true
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that in pastoral societies generally, "male cattle are seldom slaughtered just for food •••The slaughter has to be postponed until periods of
severe milk shortage, beef being the security against starvation" (Dahl
and Hjort 1976: 161); in Turkana, probably the majority of dry seasons
are periods of relatively severe milk shortage--i.e., in comparison to
pastoral conditions in less marginal environments--w!th the result that
dry season slaughter of large stock is alit integral part of the Turkana
pastoral adaptation.

To repeat a point made earlier,

the dry season

large stock slaughter observed in 1980-1981 was not merely an extreme
response to

th~~

season activity.

severe dry season, but was said to be a normal dry
Despite the importance of large stock slaughter in the

dry season, I agree with Gulliver (and thus with similar observations
made by other researChers) that small stock "are the chief source of
normal meat supplies" (Gulliver 1951: 16) in that they are slaughtered
more frequently and regularly throughout the year, for the awi and for
visitors.

The Turkana themselves generally ranked the meat and skins

(and money) from small stock as the latter's most important product(s),
whereas camels and cattle were more often extolled for their milk.
There are good economic reasons for thiS, as summarized by Dahl and
Hjort (1976: 200):
The slaughter of small stock ••• does not involve the same
potential destruction of productivity. Sheep and goats have
a very rapid rate of reproduction ••• and the gap after an
animal is killed will soon be filled. Small stock are easy
to slaughter "for guests, minor ceremonies and meat". The
meat resulting from slaughter is not more bulky than that it
can be consumed by the family itself within a couple of
days •••
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The Turkana probably always count on some of their animals to
die during the dry season and unpredictable but not unexpected epidemics.
The mortality in 1980-81 was extreme, however, and undoubtedly provided
the people with more than the usual amounts of meat.
the energy (kilocalories) from

As we have seen,

milk and blood available at: the aWis

during the late dry season was probably barely enough for even one
person (had one person consumed the entire amount).
important food,

but meat

Maizemeal was an

was equally "the Turkana food of

the

dry

season", to paraphrase the Turkana themselves, and was the important
food obtained directly from the livestock.

Inasmuch as the livestock

provided both the meat and the maizemeal (indirectly), they were the
crucial intermediary buffering the people from the environmental lowpoint experienced in 1980-81.

I did not observe human starvation during

my fieldwork in South Turkana because the people slaughtered their animals (all species) for food, consumed the animals (all species) that died
f rom disease and starvation, and sold animals (especially small stock

and cattle) for maizemeal when i t was available.

Although the herds

were much reduced by these events, the circumstances were not so severe
or prolonged as to totally deplete them and thereby extinguish the pastoral households.
I

cannot estimate from

the

data collected in 1980-81 actual

amounts of meat, el!ergy, aud protein made available for human consumption from slaughtered and dying animals during the dry season.

The fol-

lowing calculations are offered, however, to give a general indication of
the possible contribution of meat to the dry season food supply, which
can be compared at a similarly general level to the contribution of
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milk, blood, and maizemeal.

My purpose here is not to analyze quantita-

tively the energy and nitrogen flows in Turkana

households,

but

to

illustrate with the quantitative data I was able to collect some aspects
of what was happening during a very stressful time.

Even this more

modest attempt, using as it does field data from actual pastoral households, contributes to an understanding of subsistence pastoral adaptation.
The data and calculations are shown in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6

shows the number of carcasses, from slaughter and natural mortality, at
an individual awi during the late dry season 1980-81.

The data are taken

from Table 4.5 on slaughtering and mortality for the four study awis
during the 3-1/2 month late dry season, averaged to a per awi per month
basis.

(I have ignored the carcasses of baby large stock.)

Table 4.6

then shows the approximate amounts of kcal and protein available trom
the carcasses,
Hjort (1976):

using the following

conversion factors from Dahl and

a 100 kg cow carcass yields 236,000 kcal and 14.5 kg pro-

tein (pp. 169-179) and a 335 kg camel carcass yields 221,535 kcal and 47
kg protein plus 20 kg hump containing 175,800 kcal (p. 197).
there are more camel carcasses than cattle.

In my data

I have arbitrarily decided

on 300,000 kcal and 30 kg protein yielded by a large stock carcass.
Again from Dahl and Hjort, an 18.5 kg goat (liveweight) yields approxi-

mately 13,394 kcal and 1$4 kg proteiu (po 209; this is an average of a 2i
kg and a 10 kg goat).

Actual approximate liveweights of Turkana live-

stock were assessed by Coppock of the research team as follows:
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Table 4.6.

Livestock Carcasses, Kilocalories and Protein: Possible
Contribution of Meat to the Food Supply of an "Average" Awi,
Dry Season 1980~1981.
From
Slaughter

Small Stock Carcasses
Total for 4 awis for 3-1/2 mono
Per month for 4 awis
Per awi per month

47
13.4
3.4

Large Stock Carcasses:
Total for 4 awis for 3-1/2 mono
Per month for 4 awis
Per awi per month

18
5.1
1.3

Small stock kilocalorie yields
per awi per month
Small stock protein yields,
kg per awi per month
Large stock kilocalorie yields
per awi per month
Large stock protein yields,
kg per awi per month

45,540
4.8
390,000
39

Small stock
grams per
Large stock
grams per

protein,
awi per day
protein
awi per day
Total

Total

177
50.6
12.6
18 (adults)
5.1
1.3
168,764
17.64
390,000
'39

5,600
13,000

7,100
26,000

14,500

18,600

33,100

160

588

748

1300

1300

2600

1460

1888

3348

Small stock kcal per awi per day 1,500
Large stock kcal per awi per day 13,000
Total

From
Natural Mortality
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Species
camel
cattle
goat
sheep

Mean wt (kg)

Sample size
12
15
27
24

360
183
18
20

Technique
body measurements
body measurements
actual weight
actual weight

(all individuals are adults, measurements performed early wet season of
1981. Coppock, D.L. Feeding Ecology, Nutrition, and Energetics of Livestock in a Nomadic Pastoral Ecosystem. Ph.D. dissertation in prep.)
(The above table was taken

f~om

Dyson-Hudson 1983a: 27.)

Since Coppock's measurements were done in tbe early wet season before
the animals had recovered from the dry season, they probably do not
greatly overestimate the dry season weights, altbough there would be
some overestimation since a number of
that had died of "starvation".

the carcasses were of animals

Additionally, Dahl and Hjort's large stock

carcasses, particularly the camel carcasses, may be larger than would be
yielded by the Turkana animals' liveweights given above.

Nevertheless, I

believe the conversion fQctors are reasonable for purposes of lllustration.

Table 4.6 finally shows the approximate kcal and grams protein

available from the meat on a per awi per day basis.

The meat would not

actually have been available on a daily baSiS, but it is convenient to
express it this way since human nutritional requirements are usually
expressed on a daily baSiS, and although there were no doubt gluts and
deficits of meat it was not grossly maldistributed throughout the dry
season.

For the purposes of this exercise, I am assuming that distrlbu-

tion of meat between members of one awi and members of other awis-e.g., small stock meat to visitors versus to awi members, large stock
meat to other awis, meat acquired in turn from the other awis through
begging--was even over the period.
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These calculations show

that it is possible that an awi had

around 33,000 kcal and 3,300 g protein available' on a daily basis from
meat during the late dry season, with somewhat more than half coming
from animals dying of natural causes and around 80 % of the total kcal
coming from large stock.

(Large stock contributed around 90% of the

kcal from slaughter meat, and about 70 % of the kcal from meat from
natural causes.)

The figure for energy compares to 210-420 kcal/day

from blood, and perhaps 350 (to give a low estimate) kcal/day from milk.
Even allowing for the irregularities and uncertainties inherent in the
data, and the many assumptions and approximations made, one can conclude
that meat was very much the most important food obtained directly from
the livestock during the late dry season 1980-81.

As we shall see, the

four study awis averaged 18 members present during this period, which
allows around 1800 kcal and 180 g protein from meat daily per person.
The calculations may err on the high side, f or various reasons.

For

example, carcasses of animals dying of starvation may yield much less
nutrition than assumed above.

Also, f ewer of the carcasses of animals

dying of natural causes may have been retrieved and consumed than I have
assumed.

Nevertheless, the exercise indicates wny the numans were not

in a famine situation.

Furthermore, meat was supplemented significantly

by maizemeal from animals sold.

The final result was that, although

they could not pursue such a course on a longterm basis,

be~ause

tne

herds would cease to exist, the people were able to function normally
and carry out the necessary daily actiVities in spite of the severe environmental stresses of the dry season.
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Selling or Exchanging Livestock
for Externally Produced Foods
Selling or exchanging livestock to obtain maizemeal (posho), and
less frequently sorghum, is an important subsistence use of their animals by the pastoral Ngisonyoka.

It is also virtually the only way they

do obtain cereal products since they do not generally practice agriculture in any form, although af ter the 1980-81 drough t some families or
individuals, in response to heavy livestock losses, undertook agricultural
activities along the Turkwell River.
canned cooking fat

(''Kimbo'')

and

Sugar, tea leaves, a Crisco-like

tobacco

were

more

minor

important food items obtained through the sale of livestock.
was eaten or smeared on the body.

but

still

(The fat

I include tobacco, which was chewed

by everyone except young children, under the category of "food" because
the Turkana mention it in the same breath as food, and because it no
doubt serves as a substitute for food, deadening hunger and offering
oral gratification.)

Generally an animal was not sold unless the maize-

meal, or other items deSired, was immediately available, although all
the sales money was not necessarily spent immediately.

Maizemeal was

brought into the Turkana District from other parts of Kenya by merchants, mainly of the Somali ethnic group, and was sold in shops (~)
in the towns and sometimes by itinerant traders in the bush.

Supplies

were erratic and otten long distances away, and the pastoralists were
not able to buy it on a regular basis; nevertheless, some was bought by
each awi during almost every month of the fieldwork period.

Maizemeal

was well-liked, and informants indicated they would probably sell more
animals and buy more maizemeal, given the opportunity.

A frequently
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~Xpf(!'H;Ctd

op10.10n wao

that ma1zemeal bought w1th the money from the

aol=,d sold would lact the awl longer than the meat if the an1mal were

uldugntercd.

(The caloric trade-oft of meat tor ma1zemeal w1ll be dis-

cutltHld below.)
l1ng/~xchan8ing

Sorghum was a minor component of
activities and of tile food supply.

Most of the sorghum

obtained by tile awis came through begging channels.
nated

in

the Turltwell

Ng1sonyoka.
\I1.a exchange

Rl.ver area,

the l1vestocK sel-

where 1t was

The sorghum origicultivated by some

According to verbal accounts, in the past sorghum obtained
was tile only cereal food of

the Ngisonyoka and was in

greater abundance today when it has been largely replaced by imported
ma1zemeal.
Information on livestOCK sales and ma1zemeal purchases was obtained during the periodic interviews with the four
judging f rom general observation and conversation, is
fairly representative ot other awls in the area.

herdowners,

and,

believed to be

Cross-checks on infor-

mation on small stOCK sales indicated under-reporting (because of memory
lapses), so the data represent minimum figures.
chases was quite problematic.

Information on pur-

Maizemeal was often obtained in small

amounts by different individuals of an awi in an erratic and opportunistic manner, and was also redistributed through the begging process.

I

asked at each interview how much maizemaal and other food had been
bought and obtained in other ways since the last interview, but the information can be used only to discuss generally the role of livestock in
obtaining non-pastoral agricultural foods.

I cannot assess directly from

the interview information the amounts of maize meal used by the awis.
Since, hoveyer, essentially the only source ot money to buy maizemeal
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was livestock sales, and since most of the money from sales was used to
buy maizemeal, the livestock sales information can offer a rough estimate of the relative contribution of maizemeal to the food supplies.

I

will now discussed individually the use of small stock, camels, cattle,
and donkeys as sales animals.

The sales of animals by the four study

aw1s and the money received, are shown by season in Table 4.7.
Small Stock
Although valued for the food and skins they provide directly,
the small stock seemed as important in the estimation of the Turkana for
their use as sales animals--"Goats are the same as money--easy to sell,
any time."

Small stock were the most commonly sold animal, although

not always the most important in terms of total money obtained through
the sales of livestock (see Table 4 • .7).

Only adult small stock (both

castrated and uncastrated males, females without young, and sometimes
even pregnant females) were sold, although Dyson-Hudson has evidence
that young males were being sold (see page 179

above).

The average

liveweight of fifteen small stock, given to or bought by the researchers
throughou t

the year and seemingly representative of those sold else-

where, was 22.5 kg.

The average price for the small stock sold by the

four herdowners throughout the year was approximately 57 Kenya shillings
(approx. u.S. $7.5), per animal, or approximately 2.5 sh per kg liveMa!zemeal sold for around 2.5 sh/kg, slightly less than this
earlier, and slightly more later, in the year 1980-81.

Thus, the price

received per kg liveweight was similar to the price paid per kg maizemeal.

The Turkana would

benefit

from

this

transaaction,

since

the

Table 4.7.

Livestock Sales of the Four Study Awis, December 1980 - October 1981.
Late Dry Season:
Dec 1980-Mid Mar 1981
(3-1/2 mon.)

Awi 1
--Small stock sold
Shillings received

10
531 sh

Large stock sold
Shillings received

1 steer
470 sh

Wet Season:
Mid Mar-Mid May
(2 mon.)

4
150 sh
0

Early Dry Season:
Mid May-Aug
(3-l/2 mon.)

11
661 sh

(l donkey slaughtered,
meat partly eaten,
partly exchanged for
sorghum)

Mid Dry Season:
Sep-Oct
(2 mon.)

3

90 sh + I sheet
(worth ''VlOO sh)
0

Awi 2
Small stock sold
Shillings received

13

6

6

1000 sh

390 sh

290 sh

3 cattle
970 sh

I cow
300 sh

Small stock sold
Shillings received

5
302 sh

2
100 sh

Large stock sold
Shillings received

5 cattle
1040 sh/4; 1/1

Large stock sold
Shillings received

0

I
for hat
(worth "'50 sh1)

exchang~d

0

Awi 3

1 cow
300 sh

6

270 sh
0

4
sorghum ("'275 kg)
2 cattle
840 sh

I-'
\0

0\

Table 4.7 (continued)
Late Dry Season:
Dec 1980-Mid Mar 1981
(3-1/2 mon.)
Awi 4
---

Small stock sold
Shillings received
Large stock sold
Shillings received

Wet Season:
Mid Mar-Mid May
(2 mon.)

12
505 sh
1 steer, meat of I camel
400 sh, 140 sh

2
62 sh

Early Dry S(!ason:
Mid May-Aug.
(3-1/2 mon.)

6
430 sh

0

o

14
702 sh

29
1651 sh

2 cattle
600 sh

(1 donkey)

Mid Dry Season:
Sep-Oct
(2 mon.)

o
meat of 1 camel
105 sh

Total of 4 Awis
Small stock sold
Shillings received
Large stock sold
Shillings received

40
2338 sh
10 cattle, meat 1 camel
>3020 sh

(-)

8

various items
2 cattle, meat 1 camel
945 sh

I-'
\0
'-J
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dressed weight of the animals would increase the value of the meat per
kg, and 1 kg of maizemeal has a higher caloric value than 1 kg of fresh
meat.

The exchange of protein f rom calories would be beneficial, since

the diet of the Turkana is believed to be high in protein and low in calories (Dyson-Hudson 1983a: 29).

Small stock were sold fairly consiS-

tently, although not on any regular schedule, throughout the year, and
most of the money was used to buy maizemeal.

If

91 animals were sold

(see Table 4.7) for approximately 5,200 sh, then approximately 2080 kg of
posho could be purchased in a year from the small stock sold by awls.
In addition to the fact that they are "the easiest to sell",
there are other good economic reasons for the use of small stock, as
opposed to large stock, as sales as well as slaughter animals.

A goat

is a smaller proportion of the herd than a camel or a cow is; the rapid
reproduction rate of small stock would more quickly replaced the sold
or slaughtered animal.

A goat brings a smaller package of maizemeal or

money at one time than a large animal does; similarly to meat, i t is
easier to consume quiCkly the smaller amount of maizemeal within an awi.
This is useful given the Turkana system of redistribution through begging, which makes it difficult--culturally and socially undesirable--for
one awi to keep food very long for its exclusive use.

I believe these

economic considerations have much more influence on Turkana poliCies of
selling and slaughtering small versus large stock than do differential
emotional attitudes toward the two kinds of livestock.
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CaClcls

ASide
an1mal.

trom

dOnkeys,

camels

were

the

least

important

sales

In fact, the two camels sold during the period of fieldworK,

both troCl Awi 4 (Table 4.7), were actually slaughtered and sold as meat
1n town, for very little money (probably some of the meat was consumed
by the slaughterers and their friends).

I do not know the details of the

first incident, except that it was done by the herdowner's brother, his
camel herder,

who

was not

living in the awi at the time (late dry

season) and who gave the herdowner only 30 of 140 shillings received.
The second incident was when the herdowner slaughtered and sold a SiCK
heiter camel for 105 She

He said the animal would have brought 300 sh

1£ sold alive, but tnat it could not have been sold alive because it was

too sick and its neck was crooked due to siCKness (I).

Still, the herd-

owner must have tnought the money would last his awi longer than the
meat.

I

believe i t is easier to sll1eld money than from the begging,

especially when i t is kept lOCKed in metal boxes (asanduku--footlocKer
sized) Which many Turk.ana possess.

(Boxes and lOCKS were one of the

items requested of us by the people we worked with.
owner 4 a box, but neglected to give a lock.

Once we gave herd-

He soon requested a lock.,

saying that he would thus be able to conserve his money better.

Except

for bandits, thett was not a problem, but perhaps the locked box symbolizes to potential beggars that the owner does not intend to be parted
easily from its contents, and they can't be sure What, i f anything, is
inside I)
In Oct. 1981, during a discussion about the first camel slaughtered in the dry season, my assistant said that many Turkana "tnese
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days" were selling a camel for 400-600 Sh, rather than slaughtering it
for

th~

awi, because maizemeal bought with tne money would feed the awi

for a longer time.

A slaughtered camel seemed to provide an awi with

several days' supply of meat, after other people in the area had come to
request shares, whereas maizemeal bought with the money f rom a sold
camel was said to last for up to two months in an awi of about 20 persons.

This estimate probably suffers from unreasonably high expecta-

tions of retaining maizemeal within the awi, but otherwise seems reasonable.

500 sh would have bought about 200 kg of maize meal, providing

3.5. kg per day for 2 months, assuming (unrealistically) no give-aways,
or 175 g per person (approx. 620 kcal).

A pattern of selling rather than

slaughtering camels, or any animals, is contingent on availability of
maizemeal, among other factors.

My assistant said, and it seemed to be

true within my experience, that maizemeal supplies were more dependable
in the latter part of 1981 than in the past.
Cattle
Cattle were much more important than camels as a source of cash
for the 4 study awis in 1980-81; in fact they were nearly equal to the
small stock in this respect, with 14 cattle sold for a total of more
than 4,320 sh (Table 4.7).
kg of maizemeal.

This could have purchased approximately 1730

In addition to the trend suggested by the quantitative

data that cattle were sold especially during the dry season, one wealthy
herdowner (the elder brother of herdowner 2) said that he supported his
awi through the dry season by selling cattle and buying maizemeal.
Although perhaps not literally true, this suggests a major importance of
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cattle among the southern Turk.ana.

The camel, more adpated to the

southern Turkana environment, may be the animal of choice to preserve
for milk production while cattle, since their year-by-year aurvival and
good health is less assured, are dispensed with more freely for maizemeal.

I observed and was told that potentially productive female cattle

are sometimes sold or even slaughtered, whereas this is exceptional in
the case of camels.

In any case, the important use of cattle as sales

animals runs counter to the "cattle complex" values often attributed to
East African pastoralists.
Donkeys
Donkeys were infrequently sold.

Aside from Awi 1, which had an

ample herd of donk.eys, the study awis seemed plagued by an insufficiency
of donkey-power, which sometimes hampered and even delayed awi movements.

Donkeys are not ridden but are used as pack animals and some-

times to carry a child or sick person or some baby goats.

Each woman of

an awi needs at least one but more reasonably two to four donkeys to
move her possessions (mainly containers and hides and usually a box)
plus any of her husband's (e.g., a shield, a box, and an extra blanket).
Camels are never used a,s pack animals (or ridden) even when some or all
of

an awi's donkeys

are missing.

Donkeys were frequently

missing

because they were not tended during the day, ranged widely, and were
quite independent (e.g., they are the only animal that even attempts to
dig for water in the washes).
was for the gift of a donkey.

~

frequent request, even by herdowner 1,

The use of donkeys ,as pack animals was

more important than as food in any form.
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Conclusion
I will conclude this section with a calculation, similar to the
one in connection with meat, of the possible contribution of maizemeal
to the food supply of an awi in the 1980-81 dry season.

As before, I do

not imply that the result is the actual amount of maizemeal that was
available or consumed, but I believe it reasonably illustrates the general relative importance of this food and its role in preventing human
starvation during what was considered by the Turkana to be "the worst"
(meaning unusually bad) year for the livestock.
Haizemeal is ultimately obtained almcst entirely via the aWi's
livestock.

(Any maizemeal acquired from other awis by begging can be

assumed to replace maizemeal originally begged from the first awi, i.e.,
I am disregarding uneven flows of maizemeal from richer to poorer awis,
which may occur over short and long terms.)

Therefore the importance of

maizemefl.l to the awis' food supplies ref lects again the dependence of
the pastoral Turkanas' existence on their livestock.
For purposes of illustration I assume that all of the money from
the animals sold was used to buy maizemeal.

In reality, some money

went to buy tobacco, sugar, and tea leaves. food in the towns where the
maizemeal was bought, small amounts of medicine, some other material
goods, and also was distributed in innumerable gifts and exchanges to individuals Qf other
acquired

f rom

a~ds.

other

awis

On the other hand, money and maizemeal were
through

the

redistribution process,

and I

believe that a few more animals (small stock) were sold than were reported and also that overall the non-maizemeal expenditures were small
relative to maizemeal purchases.

As indicated in Table 4.7, the four
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study awis sold 40 small stock for 2338 she and 10 cattle (and the meat
of 1 camel) for 3020(+) she during the 3-1/2 month late dry season; that
is approximately 5350 sh worth of animals (with around 55 % coming from
large stock).

At 2.5 Sh/kg for maizemeal, 5350

She

would purchase

approximately 2140 kg of maizemeal, or 535 kg per awi per 3-1/2 months,
or 153 kg/awi/month.
imately

554,000

kcal/person).

At 3620 kcal/kg (Latham 1979: 264), this is approx-

kcal/awi/month,

or 18,640 kcal/awi/day (about 1,206

Also, at 9.5 g protein per 100 g maizemeal (Latham 1979:

264), an awi would have approximately 485 g protein/day form the maizemeal (about 27 g/person).
These calculations indicate that maizemeal may have contributed
around one third of the calories to the human supply during the late dry
season, with meat contributing two thirds (disregarding, for simplicity,
the relatively small contribution of milk and blood).

With approximately

50,000 kcal/awi/day from meat and maizemeal, and 18 individuals at the
awi, there would be more than enough calories (approximately 2780 per
person) to fulfill the daily human requirements.

Protein would be even

more generously supplied, with 3785 g/awi, or 210 g/person/day.
To take this exercise a step further, it is interesting to calculate the approximate amount of energy that would have been obtained
from

slaughtering the animals

rather than selling them.

Using the

conversion factors of 236,000 kcal/cow and 13,394 kcal/goat, there might
have been 535,760 kcal from 40 goats and 2,360,000 kcal from 10 cattle,
for four awls for 3-1/2 months.

This comes to around 1280 kcal from

goats and 6900 kcal from cattle per awi per day, or 8200 kcal in all.
This is about 45 % of the energy obtained by selling the animals.

Look-
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ing at

the matter strictly from

an energetic point of view,

41,200

kcal/awi/day from all the meat (8200 kcal plus 33,000 kcal) would still
probably be enough to fulfill the human requirements (yielding around
2300 kcal/person), but, operating near the lower limit of caloric adequacy as I believe the people were (see below), they were undoubtedly
better off

to

sell animals as

they did for

maizemeal

rather

than

slaughter them.
The preceding analysis, plus some additional observations, leads
to several conclusions.

First, energy rather than protein was the limit-

ing factor in the food supply (considering only protein and energy).
Assuming adequate distribution of animal foods to the children, which,
according to my observations, is not a problem among the pastoral Turkana, the people could have sold many more animals to buy maizemeal
than they did, and still have had adequate protein.

There would have to

be quite a great change in the present pastoral strategies for there to
be any "dangers of substituting a more bulk.y but less nourishing diet for
a nutritionally well-balanced one" (which Dahl and Hjort
warned against).

[1976:

181]

My observations indicate that in the study area a major

factor limiting the sale of more animals to buy more maizemeal was the
limited opportunity to do so, resulting f rom lack of maizemeal in the
stores, long distances required to get to the stores, etc.

The pastoral-

ists would have liked and could have benefitted from more maizemeal.
Second, I believe there was not as much food available as the
calculations indicate was possible.

Although the people were not starv-

ing, they looked as though they could have benefitted from more food,
and they certainly complained of hunger.

There are, however, too many
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intervening variables in the realm of human nutritional requirements (in
general, and considering known and unknown aspects of human variability
as well) and energy expenditure to assess in general the degree to which
a given amount of food was adequate, even if the actual amount of food
available was known.

In any case, I do not want to give the impression

that the 1980-81 dry season was not a time of nutritional, physical, and
mental stress tor the people, because I believe it was.

Purely nutri-

tional stress aside, the people had to walk long distances to fetch
water and to herd the animals, spend hours in the sun watering the animals, endure high temperatures and gnats and flies without the benefits
of air conditioners and insect repellents, watch their animals die, etc.
Third, even if there was not as much food as the calculations
indicate, and the people were hungry, nevertheless the conclusion must
be that the herds were very effective at buffering the people from the
environmant.

Whereas many of the animals died of starvation and of

disease probably exacerbated by nutritional stress, by consuming their
animals the people got through with almost no mortality, that I am
aware, attributable to famine:

there was no famine, on the human side.

And although such events obviously could not continue dry season af ter
dry season, nevertheless very few awis were extinguished by the 1980-81
dry season (which had been preceded by several poor years), i.e., the
people survived as pastoralists, not as herdless paupers.

(Further spec-

ulation on the apparent adequacy of the food supply in 1980-81 is found
at the end of this chapter and Chapter 5.)
As noted at the beginning of this chapter, the livestock provide
the Turkana with more than just food, although food production is the
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center of livestock production.

I will now discuss briefly the less

food-oriented aspects of livestock use by the Turkana.
Other Uses of Livestock
Exchange for Non-food Items
and Other Livestock
In addition to selling or exchanging livestock directly for food
and tobacco, the Turkana exchange livestock in many other contexts ranging from the economic to the social end of the spectrum.

Non-food

material items obtained are sheets and blankets, which the :::en use as
clothing (the women still utilize skins almost exclusively, for their
clothing); rubber-tire sandals, which are increasingly being worn instead
of native leather ones; medicines for animals and people when they can
be obtained;

metal cooking pots to supplement the natively produced

wood, skin, and clay containers;

pangas

(machetes); and women's and

girls' beads (most of which are handed down through the generations, but
the supplies are sometimes replenished).

These items ranged around 100

shillings each; nene of them is regularly or frequently purchased, as
the people use by far the majority of their money for food, and make do
with what materials items they have.

These items cannot be too numer-

ous or heavy given the nomadic lifestyle, but they do finally disintegrate from use and age, and have to be replaced.

The pastoralists do

not make beer, or have access to beer throughout most of the area they
frequent.

When they are near a town or settlement Where beer is avail-

able, and such places are becoming more common, beer is a popular item
of purchase.
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An important use of some livestock is to trade them for other
livestock.

In this department, small stock can be valuable for rebuild-

ing or altering the structure of an awi's herds, as has been frequently
noted in the literature on pastoral1sts (Wienpahl 1978).

The opposite

party in these t:cansactions is often Somali traders, less frequently
Turkana traders, who from their bases in the towns travel about the pastoralists'

territory

offering

exchange for male goats.

female

goats,

camels,

and

cattle

in

I recorded three examples of this at Awi 1:

the herdowner exchanged 8 castrated and 2 uncastrated male goats for a
big female camel in Jan. 1981, 10 more male goats for 10 female goats in
May, and 10 male goats for a heifer camel and 6 goats for a heifer cow
in July.

Not involving small stock was a transaction between herdowner

3 and a Somali, in which the former gave 4 castrated and 1 small uncastrated male cattle in return for 3 heifer camels and 1 uncastrated male
camel.

The Turkana pastoralists benefit by exchanging non-productive

male goats or other animals for productive female animals, although the
transactions must be limited by the number of animals they feel they can
witbdraw from

their immediate food and cash-source supplies.

The

traders profit, probably disproportionately, by transporting the goats by
the truckful (about 170 goats) to sell for high prices (about 160 sh per
goat, while I was there) in cities such as Nairobi and Mombasa.
A different form of livestock exchange occurs within the Turkana
pastoral sector, when a man wants to slaughter an animal--especially a
camel or ox--for food during the dry season but does not have a suitable
one of his own.

In this case he may beg an animal f rom someone else

with the agreement to repay the debt, or alternatively he m,ay spear the
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animal without asking and be required to repay at some later time.

Many

instances of both alternatives showed up in the genealogical information
I collected on the camels and cattle of the study awis' herds; it seemed
quite conventional to spear animals this way in the dry season.

Some

rules or custcms (sing. etal) of payments were given to me as follows:
for a male castrated or uncastrated camel, payment would be one female
camel, or one cow, or 11-15-20 goats; for a female camel, payment would
be 3 female camels, or 2 female camels and 20 goats, or 60 goats; for
an ox, payment would be a female cow, or female camel, or male camel,
or 11 goats; for a female cow, payment would be 3 cows, or 2 cows and
20 goats, or 1 camel with a baby, or 1 pregnant camel, or 2 female
camels; for a big male castrated goat, payment would be 1 pregnant goat
and 1 goat with a baby, or, sometimes, a non-pregnant goat; for a big
breeding male goat or a pregnant female goat, payment would be 5 goats
of any kind, or, if the spearer had no small stoCk, payment could be one
cow.

Goats and sheep were interchangeable.

The rules are flexible, and

payment depends on what animals the debtor has; generally, it seemed
that the demand was first for an animal of the same species, and next,
among large stock, cattle for camels and vice versa, followed by small
stock, but the debt is always animals of higher value than the animal
speared, i.e., they contain interest.
ment;

There is no fixed schedule of repay-

sometimes a debt was repaid in the following wet season, some-

times not for several years.

It is the responsibility of the man who is

owed the animal to go and collect the debt.

The periodic interviews of

the 4 herdowners indicated that a total of 10 goats and 4 camels were
collected from debtors, and 4 goats were given to creditors; there seems
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to have been some under-reporting of the latter.

I believe the adaptive

importance of the institution of spearing-with-repayment-Iater is that it
adds flexibility

to the food procurement system.

It'is one way of

making animals more widely available for slaughter by awis that are
experiencing food shortages at any time of the year but most conventionally in the dry season.

It also may serve to create and strengthen webs

of dependency among otherwise independent herdowners, which oppose the
atomistic tendencies of individual awis in the Turkana social organizationa
Stock-Association
Spearing an animal with the intent to repay later is often a
component of a major category nf livestock use in Turkana, which in fact
is part of all social relations.
giving,

receiving,

and

exchanging

This is the "more or less continuous
of

animals,

mainly

for

essential

requirements, but partly also for its own sake in order to make recurrent expressions of vital relationships,
liver 1955:

chapter

7).

According

It

or the "stock-association" (Gul-

to Gulliver's

analysis,

a man'sl

stock-associates include agnatic, maternal, and affinal kin, and "bondfriends" (sing. lopei); the latter are the only non-kin stock-associates.
Stock associates
are all people who will help him and whom he helps in
return ... They constitute the range of a man's specifically
individual social action ••• [W]ith each of these people a man
maintains well-recognized, reciprocal rights to claim gifts
of domestic animals in certain socially defined circum-

lThe analysis 1s strictly in terms of males.
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stances. Thus a particular kind of inter-personal relationship is consciously translated into the right to seek stock
in times of need and the roughly corresponding obligation to
give stock in times of others' needs ••• [T]his is a critical
index of social relations, for through the ownership and use
of stock a man not only finds the material content of 11£ e
but also the supreme means whereby he expresses and maintains his social interests and development (Gulliver 1955:
196).
A man seeks (begs--[akilip]) gifts of animals from stock associates when
he needs them for bridewealth, when he needs to pay compensation, when
he needs to provide an animal for slaughter at a feast, when he is rebuilding his herds after losses due to disease or pasture failure, and
sometimes "f or no special reason other than the mere desire for animals ••• ," which is stimultaneously an expression of relationship with his
stock-associate (Gulliver, 1955: 197-198).

A complete analysis of stock-

association networks is beyond the scope of my work.

I will describe

here some examples of stock-assocIate-related topics that I discussed or
observed among the Turkana with whom I worked.
No marriages took place while I was in the field, because of the
disruptive herd losses resulting from the severe drought.

(Cessation of

marriages during environmental crunches has been noted in the pastoral
literature, which I have reviewed elsewhere [Wienpahl 1980].

Among the

Turkana, at least, there are no "rules" or customs that specify there
should not be marriages.)

During the early to mid dry season 1981 herd-

owner l' s brother was beginning to pursue plans f or his marriage, hoped
for in the near future, but I did not have an opportunity to talk with
him about them.

Herdowner 1 received a cow, and herdowner 2 received 2

cattle, during the latter part of my fieldwork, as part of bridewealths
of relatives.

Aside from these transactions that occurred during field-
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work, I asked the 4 herdowners about the bridewealths (n!gbaren a nkota
or "animals of the marriage") they gave for their wives (the wives themselves were said and proclaimed to know nothing about the bridewealth
given for them).

The results are shown in Table 4.8.

It is difficult to explain the difference between herdowner 4
and the other three with respect to the proportion of animals reported
as originating from "ow'n herds" as opposed to others' herds.

I do not

believe the first three herdowners misunderstood the questions or d.eliberately

gave incorrect answers.

Perhaps they were interpreting herd

ownership loosely, but then herdowners 2 and 3 would not have specified
the exceptions they did, as, if anything, brothers' herds are considered
as one.

The sizes of the bridewealths are similar to those reported by

Gulliver (a.round 50 large stock and up to 200 small stOCk), but, if the
herdowners were answering

cor~ectly,

the proportions contributed by the

groom himself were larger in my sample.

Gulliver said that about half

of the bridewealth comes from the man's own herd with the remainder
from up to 50 stock-associates (Gulliver 1955: 197) (the example he gave
showed 26 of 52 large stock being contributed by 15 stock-associates,
but the number contributing toward the approximately 100 small stock
were not specified [Gulliver 1955: 231]).
(lopei) contributed any animals.

In my sample only one "friend"

In any case, a comparison of bride-

wealth figures with total herd sizes shows that bridewealth represents a
major material, as well as social, use of a man's livestock throughout
his life, which ideally and usually in practice involves two or more
marriages of his own and sometimes one or more of his sons' while he 1s
alive.

Tab Ie 4. 8.

Brid2wealth Paymen ts by the Four Study Herdowners.
Camels

Cattle

Small Stock

Donkeys

31 from own herd
3 from half-brothers
1 from affine

68 from own herd

1 from own herd

68

1

Herdowner 1
Wife 1

Total:
Wife Z

21 from O'IVn herd
1 from mother's brother
1 from distant affine
23
just beginning to pay:

35
5 camels and 3 cattle so far

Herdowlner 2
Wife la
Wife Z

Total
Wife 3

20

25 from own herd
4 from elder brothers
I from half-brother
30

14 from own herd

-----

40

-----

30

30 from own herd

a

-------------a

'U200

29 from own herd
I from a rela~ive

------

'UlOO

------

'U200

a

- - ----- - ---- - -

'UZOO

a

'U200

a

5 from elder brothers
1 from half-brother
Total:
Wife 4

20

30

(inherited from deceased elder brother)

N
.....
N

Table 4.8 (continued)
Camels

Cattle

Donkeys

Small Stock

Herdowner 3
Wife 1

Total:
Wife 2

28 from own herd
I from younger brother
1 frOID agnate
30

44 from own herd
1 from younger brother

"many" from own herdb

"many"b

45

10 from own herd
1 from younger
brother
11

none yet

Herdowner 4
Wife 1

Total:

12 from own herd
14 from own herd
1 from father's brother
1 from father's
1 from father's
brother's son
brother's son
2 from father's father's
half brother
2 from father's
half brother's son
2 from mother
4 from father's
other wives
2 from friend

25

all from own herd except
4 from father's
brother's son
8 from father's
other wife

15

70

a.

These were all from the herd of his father, who was still alive.

b.

"You give without counting •.• l opened the corral and gave them all the goats inside."

0

o

N
.....

w
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A good example occurred during fieldwork of the use of "stockassociates" to rebuild a herd.

During the early dry season, 1981, herd-

owner 2 and his eldest son begged 11 adult sheep (several pregnant) from
4 relatives and 2 friends, to restock their herd which had been almost
totally depleted during the previous dry season and rains.

(They also

collected 6 from debtors, which together with one survivor of the original herd constituted the 18 sheep in the small stock herd present in
Oct. 1981.)

As far as I could ascertain, herdowner 2 did not give ani-

mals to anyone else during this time.

In the interviews with the herd-

owners there were reported only three other instances in which animals
for breeding were begged this way:
herdowner 4.

2 goats by herdowner 1 and 1 goat by

Five or six instances were reported of giving away small

stock (no large stock) for non-eating or selling purposes.
In cases of very local and limited disaster begging animals from
stock-associates, especially friends, may be the major means of recovery
by individual herdowners.

Gulliver found that Turkana herdowners con-

sciously sought bond-friends who usually frequented different environmental areas, to better ensure against disaster striking them all at
once (kinsmen did not serve the purpose as well, as their locations were
fortuitous and did not necessarily cover all the alternative pasture
areas) (Gulliver 1955: 211-212).
but did ask the

herdow~ers

I did not pursue this subject in depth,

about their lopei, and did not find that they

tended to be widely distributed in alternative environments.

Therefore,

I do not think the bond-f riend stock-association relationship could be
very effective as a means of recovery for the Ngisonyoka following the
disasters of 1980-81, when everyone felt they needed more animals.
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There is frequent use of animals, especially small stock, in the
provision of hospitality, which can be considered part of the stock-assoc1ation complex of

transactio~s.

A herdowner often slaughters a goat or

sheep for his visitors (as discussed in connection with meat production),
or

gives

them

one

to

slaughter

themselves.

The four

herdowners

slaughtered approximately 56 small stock for this purpose from December
to October (Table

4.5), and said they gave away about 8 1n total, in

addition to giving the researchers approximately one per visit throughout
the year (approximately 15 in total).

The herdowners themselves must

have been given hospitality in return when they were visitors, although
this was not included in the interviews.

(Turkana men, in fact all Tur-

kana, do quite a bit of walking around the countryside, visiting, begging,
lOOking for lost animals, scouting out grazing and watering

pOSSibi~i-

ties, etc.; it was not feasible to keep track of such perambulations, in
the context of the rest of my fieldwork.)

In addition to receiving hos-

pitality, the herdowners reported begging 10 goats in total themselves
to sell or slaughter.

Gulliver reported that when an animal (espe-

c1ally, in "any important ceremony," an ox) had to be provided for a
feast or ritual act the man obligated to provide the animal generally
did not slaughter one of his own but begged from someone else..... (a stockassociate), later prOviding an animal (a cow, an ox) in eXChange.
not find

that men usually acquired from

others

the

I did

animals--almost

always small stock--they slaughtered for feasts or rituals, but I did
not observe any important ceremonies (or any ceremonies at all) in which
a

large

animal

was

slaughtered

slaughtered at a wedding).

(e.g.,

the

ox

that

is

traditionally

As noted, the slaughter of another man's
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camel or cow for the awi because of hunger in the dry season is often an
agreement between two "stock-associates".
aSf!ociates" potentially include any of

Inasmuch as a man's "stockhis

relatives--and there were

many genealogical interrelationships, both close and distant, among the 4
herdowners and other Turkana within the study area--as well as friends
he makes with non-kin, and inasmuch as exchange of livestock for almost
any

reason except a

non-personal commercial use essentially defines

"stock-association", in Gulliver's analysis, it is almost inevitable that
the above-mentioned slaughter would involve stock-associates.

I have

already mentioned ecological-adaptational, as well as socially significant, aspects of the slaughter-with-repayment institution.

To return to

actual transactions of the 4 study herdowners, among them they gave up
approximately 4 oxen and 2 camele, for slaughter-witl1·-repayment during
the year, but, as far as I know, the large stock they slaughtered were
all their own.
Connected with stock-associations, or "stock friendship systems",
as Dahl and Hjort termed them, is the idea of dispersing many of one's
animals among other men's herds (Dahl and Hjort 1976: 134).

Aside from

the social significance of this practice, it is seen by ecologically inclined

anth~opolog1sts,

and, presumably, by the pastoralists themselves,

as one way to insure against drastic herd reductions due to localized
catastrophes--similar

to the idea of

being able to beg animals from

stock-associates/friends, referred to above.

When most or all of one's

herd in one place is wiped out by a disease, raid, or similar disaster,
the herd-owner can collect some of his animals distributed elsewhere.
As an illustration of stock friendship, ''Hedlund estimates that 30-40 %
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of the cattle that belong to a Maasai man (Kenya and Tanzania) may be
dispersed among friends" (Dahl and Hjort 1976: 134).

In contrast, this

practice seemed of limited significance among the Turkana in the study
ar~a.

None of the 4 herdowners of the study awis were herding many--

actually, any, as far as I could ascertain--animals of other men, nor did
any of them have more than a half dozen animals in the herds of one or
two friends.

(They did say these animals were to provide a reserve as

protection against total loss of their livestock holdings.)

I did not

get the impression this was because all such livestock had died in the
drought, bet rather that it just is not done on a significant scale.
This finding may be influenced by loose or flexible interpretations on
the part of herdowners as to whose animals were whose, but I do not
think so, as I specifically and emphatically probed this question.

Nor

do I have any reason to think the herdowners were giving me deliberate
misinformation on this point.

I cannot explain, however, why the disper-

sion of one's animals among other herds might be of more limited significance in Turkana than in some other pastoral societies.
Livestock play a role, more or less direct, in other social, cultural, and even psychological and emotional aspects of Turkana life, including the judicial and political, inheritance, lif e-cycle ritual, and
magico-religious aspects, which I have not discussed or have only mentioned briefly.
quite thoroughly.

Gulliver's (1951 and 1955) works cover these subjects
Irrespective of whether the Turkana are less passion-

ate in their emotions about livestock than has been reported for some
other pastoral peoples (see Gulliver 1951: 16-17, 1955: viii), nevertheless their lives do revolve around their animals.
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Conclusions
Focusing on livestock use in food production, I offer the following conclusions to this cnapter.

First, with respect to small stock

versus large stock, there is less of a dichotomy than one would expect
on the basis of statements such as "While the main purpose of normal
cattle and camels is to produce milk for consumption, small stock is
kept primarily for the production of meat" (Dahl and Hjort 1976: 200).
Both small stock and large stock were important for the four livestock
products--milk, blood, meat, and sales animals.

I estimate that, over-

all, large stock contributed more milk, blood, and even meat (from both
slaughter and natural mortality) than small stock, with camels being
much more important than cattle for all these foods.

Small stock

brought in more money (with which to buy maizemeal primarily) than large
stock although cattle were nearly as important in this respect and were
in fact more important during the dry season (camels were insignificant
as sales animals).
Although contributing perhaps somewhat less overall to total
food supplies, small stock were important because of several useful
characteristics.

They were the only livestOCk that could be (or at

least were) milked by young Children, and this milk was consumed exclusively by the Children.

The small stock milk was also very important

starting earliest in the wet season after the severe dry season, before
the large stock had responded to the new forage.

Small stOCK were more

frequently slaughtered than large stock no doubt because their carcasses
were e more suitable size for an awi or a visitor, and also because due
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to their more rapid reproductive rate the slaughtered animal would be
more quickly replaced, not to mention that there were more individual
small stock in total in an awi's livestock holdings than individual large
stock.

Small stock were more frequently sold than large stock for rea-

sons similar to the slaughtering situation.

Small stock were also con-

sidered to be very important as the source of skins tor women's and
girls' clothing.
I do not believe that small stock are crucial to an individual
aWi's daily household economy.

One of the study awis functioned seem-

ingly as well as the others despite the complete absence of its small
stock for most of the time I was in the field, and several other awis
were encountered that were without small stock.

In contrast, I was not

aware of any nomadic pastoral awi that had no large stock present at
all.

Nevertheless, the herdowner of the study awi Without its small

stock present was not happy about the situation; also, he did acquire a
goat or sheep from time to time to slaughter or sell.

In sum, I would

say that in Turkana small stock are an integral component of the pastoral economy, and do not fit the statement that ''The general place of
small stock in pastoral Africa is as a subsidiary to cattle and camels"
(Dahl and Hjort 1976: 221).
Second, the livestock provided a fairly regular food supply, but
its composition

chang~d.

radically according to season and also I believe

it was somewhat deficient in quantity.

The characteristics of seasonal-

ity and deficiency in a pastoral group's food supply as a function of the
ecology were convincingly discussed more than 40 years ago by EvansPritchard in the case of the Nuer:
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Nuer must have mixed economy in the given oecological relationships because no one source of food is sufficient to keep
them alive, and ••• the dominant food-producing activity at
each season is determined by the oecologi.cal cycle.
The
different elements of the diet, therefore, have an oecologically determined relation to one another and these relations
can be roughly plotted •••

Nov. Dac. Jan.

Dru season
Wet season
Feb. Mar. Apr. May June Jut Aug. Sept. Oe~.
ish

"

~

,-------,'

Milk - .. .... ......
.................~~.., ........................

, ": -------and tnQat
.".' (,~a\n

~

..• Nuer say that they put on flesh in tha rains and lose it
in the drought ••• [E]ven in normal years Nuer do not receive
as much nourishment as they require.
Their diet is wellbalanced, but there is not enough of it in some seasons and
there is no surplus to fall back on in the all-too-frequent
years of scarcity. Much of Nuer custom and thought is to be
attributed to this insufficiency of food ... No matter how much
it [Stomach] eats it is seen craving for more ••• Seasonal variation in quantity and kind of food is sociologically significant fer several reasons ••• (Evans-Pritchard B40: 81-84).
The situation is similar though not identical in Turkana.

Whereas the

Nuer rely on pastoral foods, grain that they grow themselves, and fish,
the Turkana rely more exclusively on their livestock, f or both pastoral
foods and grain, and have no fish--they do, however, collect wild foods,
which I have not stressed in my discussion but which are probably not
insignificant in the overall diet.

Despite their more complete reliance

on their herds, the Turkana still can be said to have a "mixed economy in
the given ecological relations, because no one source of food is sufficient to keep them alive ••• "; their herds are a multi-functional food
source.

The pastoral Turkanas' mixed economy is perhaps more complex

than the Nuers', including as it does an extra livestock species (camels
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[not to mention donkeys]), and, seemingly, assigning more importance to
the small stock species and also to blood.as a food (cf. Evans-Pritchard
1940: 25, 28).
In Turkana, and similarly noted by Evans-Pritchard (1940: 81) for
the

Nuer, the seasonality of milk production is a function of the envi-

ronmental conditions both directly in that lack of forage during the dry
season inhibits milk production and more indirectly in that the animals
give birth mainly during certain seasons.

Although "limited information

from Turkana [in 1972] suggests that there is

~

seasonality of calv-

ing, despite attempts by traditional pastoralists to secure calves and
hence a milk supply in every month of the year" (Dyson-Hudson and DysonHudson 1982:
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emphasis added), in 1980-81

the calving especially

(both camel and cattle), and also the kidding and lambing, were quite
restricted in time--i.e.,

there was significant seasonality--(late wet

and early dry season for calving, mid dry for kidding and lambing but
with some in the wet season and somewhat more spread generally than for
calving).

The seasonality of

meat production is a

function both of

slaughtering frequency, which is influenced by the availability of other
foods, especially milk, and of natural mortality, Which is especially
high in the dry season due to starvation and associated stress, but can
also shoot upward at any time of the year due to an epidemic.

Bleeding

is done when all other foods are in short supply, but is Simultaneously
contingent on the ability of the animals to withstand the operation,
which lessens its importance at the awis during the dry season when
bleedable animals are absent.

At the same time, more meat is then

available from dying animals.

The purchase of maizemeal is no doubt
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also a function of the availability of other foods, although at present
the limiting factor in the purchase of maizemeal by the pastoralists is
its availability in their area.
In connection with food scarcity, Evans-Pritchard noted that the
Nuer had no surplus to fall back on.

In Turkana in 1980-81 the people

fell back on the meat from dying animals.

In a sense the dying animals

consumed in 1980-81 could be considered a surplus, a store of food on
the hoof, which the people fell back on in a year of scarcity.

The

availability of these animals as food in such quantity was not, however,
a deliberate policy on the part of the people.

It is important to real-

ize that such a "surplus" could only be accumulated over many years (cf.
Dahl and Hjort's analysis of the longterm effects of disaster to pastoral herds) and therefore could not be consumed on a yearly or even
several-yearly basis.

It is possible that the Turkana I studied were

better nourished in the 1980-81 dry season than in "normal" years, when
there would be fewer animals dying but not a compensating increase in
milk production because even a "normal" dry season in Turkana is marginal on a scale including other pastoral groups.
In any case, there is no question in my experience that much of
Turkana thought centers on food.

Most of the conversations with me in-

itiated by Turkana individuals were about food, or, more generally, the
lack of it and the desire for it, and I believe the same is true among
themselves.

Dyson-Hudson observed, ''For Turkana, in the dry season,

hunger is the first, obsessional fact to be communicated:
Blessings that we have found each other!

'Blessings!

Hunger has eaten me--what is
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your news l' ••• '~, akoro--Hunger, hunger, I have hunger, i people would
say as they came to beg" (Dyson-Hudson 1973: 86-87).
Nevertheless, to come to my third conclusion, the Turkana and
their livestock seem to be very resilient in the face of environmental
conditions that are so often inimical to animal and human existence.

The

livestock were quite successful, in 1980-81, in fulfilling the aims of
the pastoral livestock operation, which according to Widstrand are "to
provide a good, regular supply of food for the family, to enable them to
survive physically and socially and to maximize the chances of their
surviving prolonged droughts and other risks" (Widstrand 1975: 149).

The

awis I observed and others of which I was aware managed to survive the
severe losses of 1980-81 and continue a pastoral existence.

In the next

chapter I will discuss these awls, which maintain the herds and live off
them.

In line with recent interest by some ecological anthropologists

and other social scientists in the adaptive aspects of households (e.g.,
Netting

j

Wilk, and Arnould, in press), the focus will be on the Turkana

awi as household and its interrelated activities and morphology.

The

emphasis in this dissertation on small stock will be subsumed to consider the household/awi as an integrated livestock enterprise.
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CHAPTER 5
THE TURKANA AWl AS HOUSEHOLD:

ACTIVITIES AND MORPHOLOGY

In the discussions of herd movements, numbers and dynamics, and
food production, the awi has invariably been the social organizational
referent.

The various sub-units of a

man's herd-complex of

camels,

cattle, goats and sheep, and dOnkeys, and their movements, are associated with an awi, and, conversely, an awi is almost always associated
with a defined group of livestock.

I have

anal~'zed

animal numbers and

food production on an awi-by-awi basis, as opposed to using some other
social unit,

because

the awi is the most vi&ible anu most important

group in the daily economic and social life of the Turkana.
the group with the highest "density of activity" and is
grouping with the

"I

The awi is
the smallest

maximum corporate function I " (Wilk and Netting, in

press); the awi is the Turkana household.
In this chapter I will discuss Turkana awis as households:

pri-

mary groups that perform the basic activities of production, distribution
and consumption, and reproduction, and are the units of co-residence and
nomad1c movement of most of the human population most of the time.
emphasis will be on how

The

the activities and structure of the awi are

adapted to the multi-species nomadic livestock herding in the harsh and
variable environment of Turkana.

Thus I am working in an adaptationist

framework as opposed to a cultural rules framework that looks at the
household as "a by-product of socially persistent norms such as those
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1.bttl".j p4lrHtnogl dcaceot, polygyny or matrilocality" (Netting, Wllk,
4nd Arn()uld. ttl pnu).
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I w111 ldentify the awl as a household in terms of its
D

conceptual unit 1n the minds of the Turkana, and then in

at ita 4ct1vitlos.

Then I w11l discuss awi structure, in general

lind

then by way of

T~18

wl11 lead to a closer look at awi structure (or morphology) versus

specific illustrations from the four study awis.

owl tunctian (activities).
the awl

CIHlngeS

We will see hOw the co-resident population of

t rom the wet to dry season to accommodate the needs and

production characteristics of

the

livestock.

The direct

relationship

between the seasonal reorganizations of the herds and the compositional
changes of co-resident awi members emphasizes "the phenomenon of coincident populations (of

livestock and humans, which are mutually depen-

dent)" (Dyson-Hudson 1972: 24).

I

will also discuss another type of

change over time in awi composition, that is, departures (and arrivals)
of

individuals for reasons not directly related to the exigencies

of

herding, but probably often related to questions of subsistence support
at one awi versus another.

Finally, I will consider the balance between

composition and activities at the four study awis.

Major conclusions

about the balance of structure and function, ?nd long-tertU
Turkana awis await the accumulation of

~ability,

of

longer-term data on a larger

number of awis with a greater range of variability represented.

The

four awis of the present study t plus more casual observations of other
awis and of the people of the study area in general, however, do allow
informed speculations about these matters.
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Awi as Household:

Conceptual Unit

The Turkana word "awi" "means literally 'a homestead' in the
physical sense of thorn fences, huts, kraals, etc.

By extension, awi

also means the people who normally occupy the homesteads of an independent man and who join in the care and use of the domestic stock kraaled
there" (Gulliver 1955: 124).

The Turkana use the word "awi" to refer

both to the physical structures and their location and to the group of
people who live in them, as well as, less frequently in my experience,
to agnatic families.

In the former senses, the Turkana talk amongst

themselves and with researchers about "the awi" of so-and-so, "this" or
"that" awi, the "abandoned awi" (!!...wl angorot) of so-and-so--an omnipresent and recurring phenomenon in this group of very nomadic people--and
"awis" in general (ngawie being the plural in the Turkana language), and
about the movements of awis, etc.
ticular and in the abstract.

Awis can be talked about in the par-

In this chapter I will be defining the awi

as a household primarily in terms of the activities it performs, to which
~il!

be related its morphology (structure, composition), both of which

are for the most part easily observable.
can also

be defined

as

I believe the awi as household

"a cognitive model within the minds of

the

members of [Turkana] society" (Netting, WHk, and Arnould, in press).
Although the awl as a cqgnitive model was not a topic of my
research, it is apparent to me that in Turkana the "rules and strategies
of household systems can be separated ••• from the rules and strategies of
kinship systems" (Netting et al., in press).

I must reiterate, however,

that "awi" is polysemic, referring both to tlle visible homestead and the
people occupying it and to a family in the sense of an agnatic group
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descended from a man and his wives.

Gulliver used it particula.rly in

the latter sense, in his analysis "of the regulations governing herds and
f locks of animals as property, and the interrele.tion of these regulations with the kinship system" (Gulliver 1955: 2).

To avoid ambiguity I

will use the word "awi" in the former sense--in the sense of "household"--and will use other words when I

refer to membership in groups

based on kin relationships.
The existence of rules and strategies of households as separate
from kinship systems can be inferred on several counts.
an awi is not necessarily dependent on kinship.

Membership in

A person is part of an

awi because he/she lives there and partakes in the production (if physically able) and consumption activities of the awi.

These persons, no

matter how or Whether related s are seen as members of the awi.

Another

aspect of the separate strategies of household versus kinship systems
has to do with the household and herd management and movements.

House-

holds (i.e., awis) and their associated herds (most animals in which are
owned by the household head) are managed and moved in accord with the
eXigencies of the environment (social as well as physical); the strategies of daily and seasonal management and movement are solutions to
ecological problems, not ref lections primarily of rules of kinship.

It

seems to me that the Turkana themselves also see awi and herd activities
in this light.
In summary, discussions with the Turkana of awi membership and
aw1. activities certainly give one the impression that a "linkage between
economic activities between households

[awisj and their morphological

structure 1s to be found in [a] household system" (Netting et al., in
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pre8S) as opposed to being isomorphic with a kinship system.
although "awi" may sometimes

be synonymous

with

Therefore,

"family", I

believe

further research would confirm a separate cognitive realm of awi 'as
"household".

Awi as Household:

Activities

The Turkana awi fits definitions of "household" based on function
or actiVity.
(residence,

The awi comprises "a group Which shares certain activities
consumption, etc.)" (Wilk and Netting, in press);

awis are

"small, numerous, corporate social units" which are the primary "actiVity
groups" in Turkana society (Wilk and Netting, in press); awis are "task
oriented residence units" (Netting et al., in press), although all awi
members are not necessarily always co-resident (cf. Netting et al., in
press); etc.

In identifying the awi as household on the basis of its

activities, i t will be useful to consider the five categories of "actiVities which are most often performed by households ••• production, distribution, tranSmission, reproduction, and co-residence)" (Wilk and Netting, in
press).

In light of the focus of this dissertation the production cate-

gory will be emphasized.

Co-residence is important because of its inti-

mate interrelationship with production.

Finally, following discussion of

the actiVities of awis, I will take note of two important extra- and
super-awi activity groups, the herding camp and associations of two or
more awis.

Production
Production is defined as "human activity which procures or increases the value of

resources

[including]

housekeeping and domestic
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labor" (rlilk and Netting, in press).

The awi is by far the most impor-

tant cooperative group in production activities, which in nomadic Turkana
pastoral society involve livestock production and domestic work almost
exclusively (along with

more minor and sporadic wild food collection).

The Turkana have a "cultural norm of strong individualism" (Gulliver 1955: 180), in accordance with which the goal of a Turkana man is
to achieve independence in the sense of headIng a

s~lf-suf'flcient

consisting of

(cf.

paSSim).

the

requisite livestock and

people

Gullivet

unit
1955:

I have indicated in preceding chapters the desirability of main-

taining livestOCk diversity, i.e., all five species of livestock in the
herds.

The people ot the awi, working together as a unit, must be able

to care for the livestOCK of the awi,

attempting to maintain and in-

crease their numbers, as well as procure food and other products for the
awi from them.

Sometimes some of a man's livestock are taken care of

in spatially separate aWis, and often two or more awis associate for
variable periods of time and aid each other in some of the production
activities, but a man's awi remains conceptually and In practice the primary group involved in the production of his animals.
The actiVities of livestOCk production include daily herding of
the several herds--specles-spec1fic (camels p cattle, goats-sheep; donkeys
are only rarely herded) and often production-specific (milking and nonmilking); daily or several-times-weekly watering of the animals; more or
less twice-daily milking of the animals While they are lactating; daily,
weekly, or otherwise bleeding of the animals for human food; slaughtering animals for meat; and taking them to be sold for maizemeal or money.
These activities, and sex- and age-related divisions of labor, are dis-
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cussed in the foll()wing chapter.

I will consider here in a general way

the labor needs for an awi to operate independently 1n the production
sphere.
Each middle-sized herd of camels, cattle, and goats and sheep
requires at least one herder,
around the age of 7-10 upwards.

who may be a boy (preferably) or girl
(I remind the reader that the species-

specific herds are separate and that the camels, cattle, and small stock
of one awi cannot readily be pooled under a single herder due to their
different grazing and watering requirements.)

Cattle,

however,

when

with the awi are often not herded at all, but are relied upon to make
their way to and from grazing each day.

Camels are very rarely treated

this way, and small stock almost never.

Donkeys, on the other hand, arc

usually herded only when there are excess children around who have
little else pressing to do.
Often more

than one herder accompanies a single middle-sized

herd, but it does seem that usually only one is essential.

There have

been discussions in the literature of minimal and maximal herd sizes and
herd:herder ratios (cf. Dahl and Hjort 1976: 253-256), but I cannot state
theoretical or actual maximal herd sizes at which more than one herder
is essential--this would not be an absolute number in any case but would
vary according to the ·circumstances, including environmental conditions
(including presence of animal and human predators), species and condition
of

the animals,

and ages and skills of available herding personnel.

Further, when there are numerous herders available more than one frequently goes out with a herd, but it is difficult to assess whether they
are considered necessary by the herdowner or to what extent such multi-
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pIe herders increase (or, possibly, decrease) the efficiency of the herding operation in terms of animal losses, attention being paid to grazing
conditions, and the

l1ke~

~1ultiple

herders may merely indicate an excess

of labor at certain times of the year.

As far as minimal herd sizes

go~

it would seem that almost no herd is too small to be effectively a herd,
as long as there 1s a herder available.

This observation differs from

that of Swidler (1972), who says that the Brahui (of Baluchistan) "recognize

a

minimum

size

flOCK

[of

sheep

and

goats]

of

approximately

250 •• [W]hen a sheep flock falls below 250 animals, it becomes more difficult to herd and the animals fare less well than they do in larger
flOCKS," of which the maximum efficient size for a shepherd and his dog
is 500 animals.

Furthermore, "the animal holdings of most households

are too small to create, by themselves, the most efficient and manageable flocks.

Thus the number of sheep per tent-household is critical in

bringing the camp into being" (Swidler 1972: 74, 72).
of such considerations among the Turkana.

I found no evidence

By the term "middle-sized

herds" above I mean numbers of animals similar to those in the study
awis, i.e., around 50-100 camels or cattle, or several hundred or more
goats and sheep,

could be herded by one person.

In summary, given

middle-sized livestock holdings including the three (or two, excepting
cattle) categories of

herded

livestOCk, an awi should have at least

three boys and/or girls available as herders.
However, as has been discussed, during the dry seaSon it is usually desirable to divide the herds into milKing and non-milking components, with the latter leaving the vicinity of the awi for more di.stant
grazing areas.

This changes the labor requirements of the awi, because
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now at least 2 herders are required for a divided herd when only one was
essential be:fore.

Thus the dry season represents the bottleneck in the

Turkana labor situation, both in the case of herding and in the case of
~atering.

The norm of individualism does not become dormant during the

dry season:) however, and a strain may be put on the ability of an awi to
pursue simultaneously that norm and a strategy of herd division.
Labor problems can be solved in several ways.

The multiple

herders that were noted above can be assigned to the different components of the herds.

Lacking such formerly "excess" labor, one or more

of the awi's herds may be run with the herds of other awis under the
care of their herders.

This solution is not as much in accord as some

other solutions with the Turkana ideal of independence of the individual
herdowner, but is not uncommon.

If these other awis are spatially sep-

arate from the herdowner in question, they are usually awis of relatives
(probably agnates)"

On the other hand, they may be awis that are for

the present associated with the awi in question.

(However» as often as

not the herds of associated awis are herded separately from each other.
See "Awi Associations", below.)

The herding of an awi's animals by the

members of either spatially separate or associated awis can be a solution to lack of labor whether for the undivided herds (i.e., an entire
speCies-specific herd), or for any of the herds when they are divided
into production-specific

~omponents.

A third solution to lack of labor

to divide the herds is to not divide them but to keep all the animals,
milking and non-milking of any or all of the species, at the awl or to
send them all away.

Finally, a fourth solution to general lack of labor

is to bring new members into the awi to help, which increases the number
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of people dependent on the herds as well as the number to take care of
Sometimes such laborers from outside the herdowner's family of

them.

wife/wives and children are members of the awi

8S

much because their

own family could not support them as because the herdowner needed their
labor.

Illustrative examples of solutions to labor problems will be

given later in the chapter.
The number of persons required to water the awi's herds--which
occurs every 1-3 days in the case of goats and sheep, donkeys, and
cattle, and every 4-6 (or more) days in the case of camels--depends on
the depth of the wells, which are deeper in the dry than the wet

season~

or on access to open springs, as well as on the sizes of the herds.
With a 1-person-deep well, one person--in Turkana culture preferably a

.....

cd -1

~

or woman, such as the herdowner's daughter or wife--might be able

to handle all the watering of all the animals of a small awi (such as
study awi 4), but it would be very demanding work especially if she had
much domestic work to do as well.

Usually one or more persons are

needed to lift the water from the well, at least one person (sometimes
one of the herders) to keep order among the animals cOming to the well,
and one or more herders to hold the animals at some distance from the
well and let them go' forward in groups of 10-20.

A reasonable estimate

for a group needed to water middle-sized herds of an awi is 2-3 persons
(to reiterate, preferably female) in addition to the herders, with more
required as wells become deeper (with up to five or more needed just to
dip out and pass upward the water).

During the dry season not only are

the wells deeper but there are usually more spatially separated herds.
The latter situation does not in itself necessarily require more water-
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ers, however.

At least during the year I was there the dry-season non-

milking herds were often watered at open springs or rivers, requiring no
waterers as

such~

but only the herders t.o keep order; in any case, none

of the non-milking herds were accompanied by persons expressly for the
purpose of watering them.
It is not infrequent for the females--including males if necessary--of associated awis to form a watering team and water each awi's
herds, which may be herded separately, on the given watering day.

For-

mation of such watering teams mayor may not be a major factor contributing to the joining together of awis in associations, but it seems at
least that cooperation in watering is more usual than cooperation in
herding.

In addition to augmenting the awi's watering personnel in the

above fashion, sometimes perople from spatially separate awis will get
together to water the herds of the respective awls.

The examples of

this observed in the field usually involved awis of relatives (such as
half-brothers) that happened to be living close to each other.

As men-

tioned in the case of herding, the labor supply may also be augmented by
new members, as when, f or example, an unmarried girl comes to the awi
of her married sister to help the latter in her watering and domestic
work.

Finally, probably near the bottom of preferred solutions to the

laCk of water labor, the herdowner himself may be actively involved, as
opposed to being strictly an overseer of the process.
Herding and watering are the most crucial tasks of Turkana livestock production.

If sufficient labor exists f or these two activities,

then there will probably be few problems with the remaining tasks.

It

should be noted that the tasks of food production--milking, bleeding,
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slaughtering, and selling the animals (as well as wild food collection)-are carried out within the awi; in fact, for the most part within the
wife-centered sub-units of the awi.

There is no inter-awi sharing of

these tasks (except for some gathering around When a large animal is
slaughtered).

Milking preferably is done by women and girls, who are

also the awi's waterers and housekeepers, but it may be done by boys,
. and by men in the absence of women.

(It is not the case among the Tur-

kana that men may not milk animals, as is said to be the case among
some other pastoral groups, e.g., the Nuer [Evans-Pritchard 1940: 254;
1951: 130, 131].)
sent:

However, an awi almost by definition has females pre-

the herding camps are "termed awi if the herders are accompanied

by women, and don't bother to build shelters" (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe
1982:

36).

There

are

some sex-related

constraints

on bleeding and

slaughtering animals, but these do not have a significant influence on
awi size and structure, in comparison to herding and watering; they are
discussed in the following chapter.
In summary, to be self-sufficient in terms of labor an awi with
a herd-complex including the three separately herded kinds of livestock
n~eds

at least two, or better three, persons of herding age, and prefer-

ably more so as to be able to divide the herds into production-specific
SUbunits during the dry season.

Five or six males aged about 10 to 30

years are probably ideal, in terms of labor considerations alone.
or

three

girls,

aged

around 10

to 20

(20+ in

the case of

Two

married

females), are needed for watering year-round, probably increasing by one
to three during the dry season.
part of the work force.

The herdowner himself ideally is not

The wife or wives are always part of the work
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force as far as domestic activities go, and are often waterers as well,
but increasingly delegate both livestock and domestic work

to

their

daughters as they become older.
A young Turkana man's

goal is to achieve autonomy by having

"both sufficient animals to provide the economic basis of
[from his father or brothers]
normal and necessary

labour

separation

and enough dependents to carry out the
requirements of

nomadic,

pastoral life.

Conventionally, as the Turkana always put it, he must wait until he has
a least one son of an age to begin herding work, i.e., about five or six
years old" (Gulliver 1955: 136).

We see, however, that such an awi would

be at the absolute minimal end of a scale of independent awi viability.
As Gulliver pointed out, a man need not follow this route to independence, but may start out heading an awl consisting in part of his unmarried, brothers and sisters (Gulliver 1955: 136).

The structures of the

four study aWis, given later in this chapter, will provide specific examples of how herdowners solved (or failed to solve) the problem of having
sufficient dependents to carry out the labor requirements to maintain an
independent awi with associated herds.
Distribution
"Distribution consists of the moving of material from
to consumers, and ••• includes consumption.

pr9QUCfiH'S

The term distribution leads us

to focus on eXChanges and transactions within and between households"
(Wilk and Netting, in press).

I will discuss inter-awi exchange first,

then briefly consider intra-awl distribution (which is also discussed in
the following chapter).
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In terms of quantity and kinds of food and livestock produced,
an awi may be a self-sufficient unit of production and consumption, but
in terms of Turkana social norms it is not, because there is constant
redistribution of two of the main foods (meat and maizemeal) as well as
of livestock by the process of institutionalized begging.
request or to beg.)

(Akilip is to

Awis are not specialized according to production

(except insofar as a herdowner may prefer to emphasize one species of
livestock over another), but all produce the same products--milk, blood,
meat,

skins, and livestock--in a

subsistence economy.

Therefore the

inter-awi redistribution of primarily meat, maizemeal, and livestock (and
milk in the form of tea served to visitors) does not in general serve to
make diverse products available to the entire population.

Its conse-

quences rather are to even out--temporally and absolutely--differential
supplies among awis and to link "independent" awis into interdependent
networks.
With respect to the latter, I believe that redistribution through
begging counteracts the Turkana norms of individual autonomy and thus
lends a cohesive force to an otherwise atomistic society.

It puts people

in different awis, and therefore the awis themselves, in positions of
obligation to each other.

These positions are often ones of equality,

that is, the flow of products to and from each side is fairly even over
time.

Conversely, but in the absence of conclusive data, I believe that

the positions are sometimes not equal, and that there may be a flow of
products from large wealthy awis to small poor awis.

This is probably

how some awis weather periods of inviability and manage to remain in the
pastoral subsistence system.
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I have already discussed how the meat from small stock is generally consumed within an awi (by awi members and by visitors) whereas
the meat from large stock is distributed among awis because there is so
much meat from a large animal.

Inter-awi distribution of

meat from

large animals helps avoid meat gluts within awis and allows them access
to smaller packages of meat more evenly throughout time.

I have also

discussed the exchange of live animals between herdowners, who may use
them for slaughter or to augment components of their herds.

There is an

element here of redistributing diverse products (different animals for
different uses) among awis, but the level of specialization, if any, is
very low; it is more useful to regard it as another example of evening
out supplies.
Begging is not a process of pooling the supplies, to be then redistributed.

In fact, awis are not themselves really the units in the

process of distribution; rather, individuals go on their own to beg for
the goods from individuals in other awis.

In general, each woman from

an awi goes to request, say, meat or maizemeal, from a woman who has it
in another awi, and she shares it with her children and other dependents
in her own ekol (house), not with the entire awi of which she is a
member.
group

Thus redistribution between and among awis is not a formal

process,

but is an individualistic and opportunistic procedure.

Still, the products transferred between awis come originally from the
animals of the awi, which are produced by the awi as a unit; so ultimately awis are distributive units.
Within-awi distribution operates on the principle of distributive
sub-units, which are the ekols.

An ekol is a wife/mother-centered group
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comprising a woman and her children and any other dependents (e.g., a
sister, grandchild).

As discussed in the following chapter, each woman

millts and generally bleeds "her" own animals and uses the millt and blood
to feed herself and her dependents.
blood is not the custom.

Inter-eltol pooling of

milk and

Even when inter-ekol supplies are uneven, I

believe redistribution again occurs between individuals and not according
to some eltol-pooling rule.

Meat and maizemeal are not produced in such

convenient and daily packages as milk and blood.

A woman distributes

meat from "her" animal to the other women of the awi in a manner similar to inter-awi distribution, i.e., on an individual-to-individual basis.
Maizemeal (and money) is redistributed, usually by the herdowner, individually to each Wife, who can then do what she wants with it.

Thus, the

ekols within an awi operate almost like autonomous units, in terms of
the category of activities termed distribution, and in terms of some of
the production activities as well, particularly milking and bleeding, and
domestic work.

In rare cases an ekol in an awi may act essentially

autonomously in terms of herding as well, often preparatory to breaking
away from the awi.

Two examples are given in the following chapter of

older, widowed women who pursued this route.

In general, however, the

ekols of an awi operate as a unit in the major production activities involving the awi's herds as a Whole, and also as we will see as a unit of
co-residence; furthermore, there is undoubtedly more exchange of food
between

ekols

within an awi than

between ekols

of

different

awis.

Therefore, the awi and not the ekol is recognizable as the household.
Finally I should mention the distributive activities between awis
which are moving and locating in association.

They generally resemble
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inter-awi transactions.

The awis remain separate, identifiable units in

distribution, as they do in production, and also in co-residence considered on the micro-scale of physical clusters of ekols.

Because the awis

are close together and are generally on friendly terms with each other,
there is no doubt more between-awi sharing of food (especially meat and
maizemeal) than between spatially distant awis, but this is a function of
the spatial closeness and friendliness, not of particular norms concerning awi associations.

Two or more awis moving together remain separate

households.
Transmission
"••• l~hen necessary resources are restricted, when rights to valuable goods, property, and tools become increasingly jural and individual
instead of communal and loosely defined, and when families have unequal
access to the means of production, the household may begin to function
as the social unit that holds, defends, and transmits these rights" (Wilk
and Netting, in press).

The crucial resources for livestock production

are grazing lands and water, and of course the livestock themselves.
Other resources include men's spears, shields, and sometimes guns (which
are illegal and subject to government seizure, with consequent arrest),
and women's multiple containers and hides (and beads and other items of
personal adornment, worn in large numbers by females and much smaller
numbers by males, are other main objects of value).

Inheritance of live-

stock property was considered in detail by Gulliver (1951: 93ff., 1955:
156ff.) who also discussed rights in land and water (1951: 61ff., 1955:
31ff.), and in the following chapter I discuss property and its trans mis-
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sion in terms of males and females.

Here I will discuss property and

its transmission only insofar as it relates to awi functions.
As in most traditional nomadic pastoral societies, grazing land
~s

not owned by individuals or awis (households).

Neither, contrary to

Gulliver's statements, is it the case that "there are no specific pasture
rights attached to ••• groups of any sort" (1955:31) below the level of the
tribe.

Rather we found that access to grazing is contingent on member-

ship in the named sections, such as the NgisonyoKa, Ngibelai, etc. (see
Chapter 2).

The section boundaries are not rigid or necessarily exclu-

sive, and may shift> from year to year (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982:
8-9),

but

the

territories are recognized, and permission to graze in

another section's area may be accompanied by social ceremonies involving
slaughter of animals by the group seeKing the permission.

In any case,

the rights to grazing land are not a function of membership in an awi.
Rights to water sources differ according to the nature of the
source (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 19).

Access to open springs

(n~.

chowai) or rivers is not owned by individuals, but is open to anyone who
is

grazing in

the

region.

Wells

(ngakare)

that are dug (sometimes

through rocK) in the water-bearing stretches of dry sand river beds "are
owned by the individuals who originally dug them, or by their direct
male descendents, and when water is short others are denied access to
these wells" (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 19).

In the latter case the

scarce resource is held and transmitted by the awi insofar as the "awi"
is synonymous with the kinship of patrilineal families.

Membership in an

awi does not necessal'ily entail membership in the herdowner's family,
and probably descendents of non-family members would not automatically
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have access to the well in question.

Therefore I would say that rights

to water in this case are not a function of the awi as a household
system.
Livestock are individually owned by adult males, who allocate
usufruct rights over various animals to their wives and other dependents.

However,
the nuclear family [man and his wives and children) is not
an entirely independent unit. In the first place it is part
of the extended family [which includes the man's brothers
and father and father's brothers, if they are alive], and its
herds are part of the extended family's herds, because they-the
herds--were originally obtained from the founder of
that larger group. They directly sustain the wider kinship
relationships" (Gulliver 1955: 93).

My Turkana informants sometimes referred to the senior agnatic Kin of a
herdowner as being the ultimate authorities over his livestock, although
for all practical purposes the individual household head is autonomous in
this respect.

A man's livestock are inherited by his sons,

members of his household.

who are

Nevertheless we can see in the preceding pas-

sage (and in Gulliver's analysis of inheritance) that livestock ownership
and inheritance is a function of kinship systems more than of the awi
identified as a household system by its production, distribution, reproducUon, and co-residence characteristics.
further

passage from Gulliver (1955:

This view is reinforced by a

127):

the awi

(which Gulliver

called a "nuclear family" in this context)
would also include people who, for the time being, join in
the pastoral and economic activities of the group, and whose
stock (if any) are not distinguished externally •••If they possess stock of their own, such associates Keep them in the
relevant homestead of their adopted family. For many practical purposes--herding, ~atering, movements, even kraaling
sometimes--their stock are merged into the herds of the
family.
Nevertheless, to some e~tent economically, but
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especially socially and legally, these stock are quite distinct from the herds proper of the family ••• Later a man may
wish to strike out independently ••• his animals go with him,
together with all their offspring and all accretions by
gifts, etc.
Gulliver did not analyze awis as households.

He did refer to

the several meanings of the word "awi", and devoted some pages to discussion of the "homestead" aspect of the awi.

For the most part, how-

ever, he analyzed the awi as part of the kinship system.

Passages such

as the one just quoted, however, give support to the view that the awi
can usually be distingished as a household system separate from its role
in the kinship system.

In terms of the most visible--to the external

observer--activities and, I

believe, in terms of

the daily social and

economic lives of the Turkana themselves, the awi is the most Significant

social

unit.

The

groups

concerned with transmission, although

important in social structure and organization not to mention access to
economic resources, are not one and the same as the household units that
are the activity groups for production, consumption,

reproduction and

socialization, and, for the most part, co-residence.
Reproduction
More than just sexual pairing of two or more household members,
"significant reproduction should ••• be thought of in terms of the mandatory socialization and enculturation of

subadult

humans that usually

goes on in a family-household context" (Wilk and Netting, in press).

The

awi is the SOCial group in Turk.ana society that shares the activities
thus entailed in reproduction.
purposes of

Although, as with distribution, for the

reproduction the awi is subdivided into ek.ols with which
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children and their mothers are identUied, nevertheless a child grows up
in the context of the awi as a whole, receiving attention and education
from the head, of the awi (generally his/her father), half-brothers and
-sisters, and "little mothers" or "step-mothers" (i.e., the other wives of
the father), as well as from his/her full siblings and own mother.

A

child's experiences with the livestOCK are with the herds of the awi as
a whole, as well as with the animals allocated to his/her own ekol.
This is not the place for an examination of the demographics of
Turkana reproduction and its relationship to awi size and structure'!
Some norms and general aspects of reproduction and demography will,
however, help the reader appreciate awi structure, which is discussed in
general and illustrated with specific examples later.
In terms of fertility goals, every indication is that Turkana
women and men desire to have as many children as possible (both in my
own experience and Gulliver's [cf. Gulliver 1973 J).

There seems to be no

preference for one sex over the other--boys are useful for herding, and
girls are useful for watering and for the bridewealths given for them at
marriage.

I was not aware of any contraceptive norms or practices in

marriage.

Having children in wedlock is the norm, but it is not unusual

to encounter unmarried mothers, who do not seem to be objects of prejudice.

I did not learn about pre-marital sexual practices (I believe that

some form of intimacy occurs after the nighttime dances that take place
frequently during seasons of abundance); but I do not know of any

IStudies of Turkana demography are being done by other participants in the South Turkana Ecosystem Project.
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unmarried mothers below the usual age of marriage, which I estimate at
about 20 for females.

Gulliver (1951: 218-222) discussed the institution

of concubil.lage--"unmarried wives"-in some detail.
An infant is taken care of by its mother, who, however, does not
necessarily take it with her everywhere, e.g., when she goes to water
the herds or fetch water for her ekol or collect firewood.
usually an older girl or woman at the awi who can babysit.

There is
Some women

were seen carrying their infant in a well-made skin carrying device on
their back, While other women did not seem to do this.

By the time a

baby is a year old it will much of the time be under the supervision of
an older female Sibling, who may be around 8-10 years old.

(Older girls

also take care of children, but usually their watering tasks take precedence.)

These young girls carry the babies or toddlers around piggy-back

style, and seem very diligent in their responsibility for the children.
Babies may nurse for several years.

I do not know about any rules con-

cerning postpartum or lactational intercourse, but there are certainly
cases of siblings differing in age by one or (more usually, I think) two
years.
Children are exposed to the world of livestock as soon as they
are born, first from the perspective of their mother's back, a little
later crawling and toddling around as the animals are brought in and
milked, With the baby animals during the day, etc.

They start helping

their mothers around the age of 4-5, and gradually learn herding or
household tasks.

By the age of 10 or younger they may be herding, milk-

ing animals, helping to water, collecting firewood, and in general being
productive members of the household.
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The age at marriage seems to be around 20 for females, and much
later, around 30, for males.

(Gulliver [1955: 192ff.] discussed the in-

itiation of males around the age of 16-20 years.

Although I was aware

through my informants of the existence of initiation in males, no initiation ceremonies took place in the study area While I was in the field.
The age-sets presumably formed at initiation were not a visible or seemingly very important aspect of most activities.

When men gathered to-

gether to discuss matters and eat meat, they sometimes sat in groups
according

to their "alternation"--either "Stones" or "Leopards", which

Gulliver [1951: chapter 12] discussed along with the age-set organization.

Although a seniority principle was evident in daily life, in that

young people deferred to older people, I was not impressed with much influence of formal age-set or similar
of subsistence activities.)

The

c~gan1zations

relatively

large

on the organization
number of

animals

needed for bridewealth--which may represent a significant proportion of
an awi's herd (see Chapter 4)--no doubt influences strongly the age at
marriage of males.

Reasons for relatively late (compared to many soci-

eties) age at marriage of females are less· obvious and are a good subject for further research.

A herdowner must balance considerations of

the loss of labor when his daughter leaves the awi at marriage against
the animals he will receive from the bridewealth, and both in relation
to the timing of other events such as sons' marriages or his own remarriage, whether or not the bridewealth will be handed over quickly (it is
not necessarily all handed over at once), etc.--not to mention his wife's
(the daughter's

mother's) thoughts about 10s1ng her daughter's labor,

which could be a factor.
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Polygyny is both the ideal and usual practice, with a subsequent

wife or wives following the first after an interval of some years.

It

1s the several wives, as well as other married women such as the herdowner's widowed mother, who constitute the heads of the ekol units of
the awi.
This, then, is the context of reproduction in the awi.

I will

return to the subject of awi structure after considering the household
function of co-residence and the herding camps and awi associations.
Co-Residence
"Household membership is so often synonymous with co-residence
that most scholarly attention has been devoted to the cases in which
[the] two categories are not perfectly congruent" (Wllk and Netting, in
press).

Co-residence is an important aspect of the definition of the awi

as a household, but co-residence is not synonymous with sleeping under
one roof or sharing one hearth, and furthermore household membership is
usually not synonymous with co-residence from some individuals for parts
of the year.
Co-residence is an important factor in defining the awi as a
household system as opposed to a (or part of the) kinship system.

I

have already noted that an individual need not be a member of the herdowner's family to be a member of the awi/household.

He or she is a

member of the household if he lives with the household, in which case he
would also be a consuming and producing member of the household (unless
he were an infant--in which case he would be socialized by the household--or incapacitated), although not necessarily part of the trans mis-
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sion activities of the household.

This co-resident (and economic) aspect

of household membership was expressed by Gulliver; to add to the quotation cited above, "Occasionally, a poor, unrelated man, even a complete
pauper, may become permanently attached to a family, acting as herdsman
in return for food and shelter.
the family'" (Gulliver 1955: 127).

Such a person becomes almost 'one of
A better analysis would be that the

person becomes ·'a member of the household".

A woman who is not the

wife or mother of the herdowner-household head may also join his awi and
have her own ekol there.

She very likely would be a widowed sister or

some other female relative, who would technically be part of the family
of her husband but would be residing in her brother's household.

In the

composition of specific awis given below we will see some examples of
non-family or at least not immediate-family awi members.
As has been discussed, the co-resident members of an awi do not
form an undifferentiated group with respect to distribution, reproduction, and certain aspects of production.

Correspondingly, they do not

all sleep under one roof or share one hearth.
by extension her children

c~nslsts

Each ekol of a woman and

physically of one day hut (ekol), one

sleeping hut (akai), and one or more cooking fires, plus sometimes additional structures such as windbreaks.
the house unit as a "yard".)

(Gulliver [1955: 125] refers to

In respect to associated livestOCk, usually

but not always, a woman's allocated goats are penned as part of one unified awi herd, but not infrequently her camels have their own pen.

The

household head and his older sons usually sleep outside near the main
pens.

An awi can consist of only one ekol, but this is unusual.

Most

men seem to have at least two women associated with their household,
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although the two women need not both be his wives.

Generally, an awi

has as many ekols as there are married women associated with it.
Although individual ekols can and do leave one awi and join up
with some other awi, judging from my ezperience over 1-1/2 years of a
dry season, a wet season, and another dry season, I would say that the
group of co-resident ekols comprising an awi forms a fairly stable and
identifiable household from year to year.
The third aspect of co-residence to be discussed is that some
members of the awi are usually not co-resident for certain periods of
the year.

T·hese are the herders who accompany various components of

the awi's herds to distant grazing areas during the dry season and possibly at other times.

The herding camps are discussed below as signifi-

cant extra-awi activity groups.

Here I point out that these herders are

not dissimilar from the various types of intermittent co-residents noted
by Wilk and Netting--"migratory laborers,
slaCK agricultural season, itinerant

craftsmen absent during the

merchants,

and students away at

school [who] may claim to be part of the household and supply it with
vital remittances, goods, and services," yet who may not be enumerated
by a de facto census (WHk and Netting, in press).

The herders are

active in the production and consumption of the awi's livestock, and are
generally not part of any other awi--unless they are accompanied by
women who build shelters (see page 236 above), in which case a new, contingent awi would be formed.
The situation in which herding members of the awi are not coresident is an example of a contradiction between the functional imperatives of production--livestock production in a harsh and variable envi-
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ronment--and co-residence of members of the household (cf. Wi1k and Netting, in press).

The compromise is in favor of the imperatives of pro-

duction, which are certainly more crucial than co-residence to the continued existence of the awi.
It should be noted that awi members are sometimes not co-resident for shorter or longer periods for reasons other than herding.

An

example might be extended visiting at another awi; e.g., not infrequently
a young Wife was found to have taken her child and gone off to visit her
father's awi, leaving her ekol vacant.

In such cases, if her husband was

having problems supporting her during a poor season, she might essentially

be~ome

part of her father's awi again for a time.

This kind of

non-co-residence is not a regular and predictable aspect of awi activity
and morphology as is the seasonal absence of herders with the herds.
Other Activity Groups
Herding camps.

I think it is useful to specifically identify the

herding camps (abor, sing.) as important acti\-'ity groups adjunct to the
main awi and operating primarily in the spheres of production (noting,
however, that the herders are simultaneously consuming the livestock and
their products).

It is also appropriate to mention here a major differ-

ence between my observations of awi production activities and related
structure, and those of Gulliver.
According to Gulliver, the ecological conditions "mean that a
family's herds must be split up--for all (or very nearly all) families
own all types of stock.

The typical arrangement is that the cattle are

kept in one homestead and the goats and camels in another" (Gulliver
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1955: 28).

Corresponding to the divisions of the herds,

a family is typically divided ••• into at least two parts--one
with the cattle, one with the browsing stock (camels and
small stock) •••Each type of herd is kept at a homestead such
that physically there is little or no difference between the
two habitations. At least one wife (of the family head, a
son or a dependent) should live at each homestead, and at
least one adult male; ••• Fences, huts, kraals, etc., are
essentially similar at each homestead and there is but one
word for both, awi. Each is the home of the people of each
sex and all age8::".Neither Is like the [peregrinating stock]
'camp' of the Jie.
[FN:] The word for the Jie 'camp' and
the Turkana 'homestead' is the same, awi. Actual similarity
refers only to the quality of mobility, not to real physical
or social resemblance (Gulliver 1955: 40-41).
The homestead, whichever it is, where the head of the family is reSiding
is the "chief-homestead", awi napolc::l; the other awi is called awi abor,
literally, "rearward homestead" (Gulliver 1955: 125).
Among the Ngisonyoka in South Turkana in 1980-81 (a different
part of Turkana District than where Gulliver worked, and three decades
later), the fundamental division was between on one hand -the main awi
(usually just referred to as "the awi", although technically it may have
been "awi napolon" [cf. Dyson-Hudson. and McCabe 1982: 36]) where the
herdowner and all the wives and children reSided, and which was accompan1ed by all the animals during the season of abundant grazing, and on
the other hand the herding camps which were inhabited in the vast majority by unmarried males who were tending the herds of cattle (all the
cattle, during the very bad dry season of 1980-81), non-milking camels,
and non-milking goats and sheep.

Such a herding camp was termed abor

(rarely, if ever, awl abor, as far as ! know).

Although some girls were

involved in the dry-season herding of non-milking animals, there was not
at all the fundamental division of the polygynous nuclear family of the
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household into two sections each inhabited by "at least one wife ••• [and]
people of each sex and all ages."
One possible reason for the difference betwen my and Gulliver's
observations is that Gulliver worked in more northerly and westerly
parts of Turkana District where ecological and livestock conditions were
different--in

particular~

than in my study area.

cattle were more important relative to camels
Another possible contributing factor may be the

danger of enemy (Pokot) raids in the areas frequented by the cattle of
the people of my study area--"cattle take people where enemies are" (see
following chapter)--not a good place for women and children.
In summary, although Gulliver claimed that "it is not possible to
make a neat distinction between a main homestead and the cattle camp as
amongst many pastoralists" (Gulliver 1955: 126), in fact it was possible
in the case of the Ngisonyoka to make a fairly neat distinction between
on the one hand the major awi where the men, the women, most of the
girls, and the children resided all year and the boys resided at least
part of the year, and on the other hand the separate herding camps where
some of the boys (mainly boys, although sometimes girls) moved with certain components of the awi's herds-primarily the cattle, the non-milking camels, and the non-milking goats and sheep--during the dry season.
Associations of two or more awis.

1 have referred several times

to the circumstance in which two or more awis jOin together 1n their
movement and settlement patterns and also share to a lesser or greater
extent some of the tasks of production, particularly watering and herding.

These associations of aWis, comprising generally, 1 would estimate,

up to five awis in number, are very common.

Such a group of awis is
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referred to as an idakar (a small adakarj see Chapter 2) or simply an
aT:?i--"though always restricting the full meaning of that word to the independent stock-owning unit proper, i.e., the nuclear family" (Gulliver
1955: 128) (I would say "household").

The herdowners of the associated

awis may be relatives of any type--agnatic, maternal, or affinal--or may
just be friends.
years.

The association may last several weeks, months, or

Herdowners who have moved their awis together for a year or

more may then move apart, with no harsh words--'lie liked the grazing
over there; I liked it over here", was the response given in one such instance.

The 'association of awis into idakars is a less predictable, less

fundamental, and usually more transient phenomenon than the association
of ekols that constitute an awi.
hold usually does

haVf~i

And where membership in an awi/house-

a basis in the kinship system '(even though not

necessarily), "membership" in an awi association is more ad hoc.
There is no one defining characteristic of an awi association
except that the herdowners are in agreement about where they want to
move, and so move together.

Additionally, it is almost always possible

easily to distinguish the two or more awis both conceptually and on the
ground; 1n other words, they do not amalgamate into one homogeneous awi.
The groups of ekols are separated by a few hundred feet or yards or
even more, and the pens for the livestock are separate even if the animals are herded together during the day.
As far as productive activities are concerned, as was mentioned
earlier the people of the different awis mayor may not collaborate in
herding and/or watering.

-As often a"

-_ ...

nul.

they do

more often, hOwever, a joint effort than herding.

..--,

rant-.

watering seems

Milking, bleeding,
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slaughtering, and domestic work are done separately.

To repeat earlier

statements, there is no doubt more exchange of food between the awis
than with unassociated ones because of their closeness and friendship,
but the digtributicn activities carried on between them are still those

of the inter-awi, not within-awi,

type.

Similarly, although there is

much visiting and social life between the awis, reproduction activities
(child-care, etc., not to mention sexual activities) remain the responsibility of

each awi individually.

As far as

co-residence goes,

the

members of each awi are associated with their own huts and hearths in
any case, and there is no change in that respect.

The separate awis of

an association may be several minutes' walking distance from each other,
but because they move and locate together they are in that sense co-resident.
There must be diverse reasons for two or mere herdowners to
move together, insofar as the spatial and temporal circumstances and
production arrangements between or among them vary f rom case to case.
Some of the considerations involved in awi associations may be defense,
labor, material support (as when a poorer herdowner associates with a
wealthier one), and simply a desire for social interaction.
In summary, associations of awis are a common and visible aspect
of Turkana nomadic, economic, and social lit e.

They are not, however, as

baSic and invariably present a group as is the awi as a household unit.
The awis in an association do not merge to form a larger, undifferentiated housenold, but maintain separate physical structures, distribution
and reproduction activities, and frequently do not even collaborate 8ign1ficantly in production activities.

The herdowners maintain separate
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household management strategies, as evidenced by the separate activities
of the awis as well as the separation of the awis that go their own
ways if the herdowners perceive differently the grazing or other potentialities of a new location when a move is made.
Awi as Household:

Morphology

In this section I will briefly discuss awi structure or morphology by referring to Gulliver's and Dyson-Hudson and McCabe's works for
the general picture.

In the following section I will turn to examples

from the field of actual aWis, which will illustrate some of the possible variations on the general, normative scheme.
Gulliver obfuscated the distinction between family and household, but insofar as membership in the household is based ideally, perhaps, on family relationships, his remarks are not confusing:
In Turkanaland the basic family group Which emerges in
actual life as a legally independent, stock-owning, more or
less self-sufficient unit will here be called the nuclear
family. This may be described in a preliminary way as a man
and his wives and children. A daughter leaves it when she
marries and she then joins her husband's nuclear family.
Sons remain within the group together with their wives and
Children, though they tend increasingly to achieve a considerable degree of autonomy together with physical and economic separation.
The Turkana refer to this group by the
general word awi, which means literally "a homestead" in the
physical sense of thorn fences, huts, kraals, etc. By extension, awi also means the people who normally occupy the
nomesteade of an independent man and who join in the care
and use of the domestic stock kraa1ed there" (Gulliver 1955:
124).
These other people may be widows of

the man's father, young

kinsmen, female kin of wives (Gulliver 1951: 71), as well as unrelated
persons (see page 243. above).

Dyson-Hudson and McCabe noted a variety

of persons that may be dependent on a herd-complex (the camels, goats
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and sheep, cattle, and dOnkeys managed by a group of people who in turn
depend on these animals for food):

a father and his sons, and their

wives and children; brothers and their wives and children; and also including daughters and their children and husbands, and/or sisters and
their husbands and children (Dyson-Hudson and McCabe 1982: 34).

(Dyson-

Hudson and McCabe referred to this group "very loosely" as an "extended
family".

In terms of the present analysis, I would refer to it as a

"household".)

Ideally, I think, membership in an awi household is based

on relationship to the head as wife, son, or unmarried daughter (or
Widowed mother), but it can be seen that a wide range of variation is
possible in the composition of a Turkana household.
It may be helpful to conceptualize the composition of an awi by
seeing

a diagram of the actual physical layout of an awi.

For this I

refer to Gulliver's "'rheoretical Plan of a Homestead," which includes
"only the outstanding and constant features" (Gulliver 1951: 74, 75)
(Figure 5.1).

This is very similar to the general plan I encountered

with one major exception:

there was never any fence around the awi or

any part of it, only fences for the animals in the center of a rough
circle of huts or on the periphery (with the goats usually in the center
and the camels on the periphery).

Sometimes, when the awi was not going

to stay in a place for long, no fences were constructed for the goats or
cattle.

Perhaps because of the lack of an outer fence, the awis in the

study area tended to be less regularly circular than Gulliver's diagrams
indicate (he included two specific examples as well as the general plan).
As I have mentioned in connection with awi activities, each married woman
in an awi usually has her own ekol, akai, and cooking fire(s).
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The Study Awis: Morphology, Activities, and
Interrelationships of Structure and Function
Now we can turn to specific illustrations of awis, which will
lead

to a

consideration of

relationships

between awi morphology--and

activities, or structure and function.

The following paragraphs will aid

in interpretation of Figures 5.2-5.5:

"Morphology of Awi 1", ''' ••• Awi 2",

..... Awi 3", and ..... Awi 4", which were the four study awis.

Explanatory Notes
Each awi is diagrammed at three points in time:

I. mid dry season

1980 (around Sep.-Oct.), II. late dry season (around early March 1981),
and III. early mid dry season 1981 (around July).
ekol units are numbered starting with that of

In each diagram the
the

herdowner's first

wife, followed by his other wives, his mother, and any 'other women in
the awi.

Each member of the household is given a letter identification

(capital for males, lower case for females), starting with those in ekol
1 and going through each ekol.

In diagram I of each awi the age of the

individual is written inside his/her symbol.

A single number means the

age (or year born, according to an events calendar) was specified by informants; a range means an estimate, based on the individual's appearance, birth order, number of children, or the like.

''T'' means teen-aged;

'1" means infant; "A" for the most senior women (in row 0) means "old
woman" (akimat) even if they have young children.
Each member co-resident at the household at the time of
census 1s included in a circle delineating an ekol.

the

The head of the awi

does not actually belong to the ekol of his first wife only, but is in-
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eluded there in the diagram to make it clear he was co-resident.

In the

cases (Awi 1 and 2) where the household head had inherited the wife of a
deceased father or brother, he (labeled 1IHEAD") is shown married to the
woman but not included in her ekol.

She mayor may not have had chil-

dren by him as well as by her first husband.

Beneath each label ''Ekol 1

[2, 3, etc.]" is summarized how many members of that ekol were co-resident or elsewhere at the time, or whether there were no changes from
the previous time.
Individuals

not included within an ekol but indicated in the

diagram were of two kinds.

1) An individual without an identification

and indicated by a bl"oken symbol was not a member of the household but
is in the diagram to make more clear the structural relationships within
the

household.

deceased.)

(A

filled-in

symbol

indicates

the

individual

was

2) An individual with identification and normal symbol was a

non-co-resident member at a herding camp.

These are included only for

the first period (mid dry season 1980); for the two subsequent periods
only co-resident members have symbols, while the dispositions of non-coresident members and previous members who left the household are indicated in the summary beneath the ekol.

Members new to the household

af ter the mid dry season 1980 are not included in the first period but
only after they came.
Finally, the household members are arranged in 3 or 4 rows.

o includes

Row

women of the senior-most generation, all of whose first hus-

bands were deceased.

Row i includes individuals of the next generation

who were married ("men" and "women") and with one exception had children.

Row ii includes the unmarried, most active members of the work
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force--"boys" and "girls"--who ranged in age from sub-teens to early 20s
(girls) or 30s (boys) and were in most cases siblings or children of the
individuals in row i.

The main task of

the individual is indicated.

("Camels", "Goats", etc. means the person herded those animals; "waters"
mean the person watered the livestock.)
infants.

Row iii includes children and

Whether a sub-teenager is in row i11 or ii depends on whether

he or she was a regular herder or waterer--i.e., active member of the
work force.

The older children were not

unproductive~·-they

herded kids,

did household tasks, etc.--but did not participate in the daily dawn-todusk

herding

watering

of

the

grazing

activities.

(non-nursing)

Additionally, i t

animals

should be

or
noted

the

strenuous

that

married

women, especially the youngest ones, were not unusually part of
watering team.

The composition of each awi at the three points in

the
time

is summarized in Table 5.1.
Morphology
Focusing

on

the

herdowner

as

head

of

a

polygynous

nuclear

family, ! will now describe the morphology of each awi as it was during
the first census, to elucidate how and why it varied from the general
scheme described above.

I will explain the presence of the household

members that are on the periphery of what might be expected in terms of
"ideal" awi composition.
Members of Awi 1, in addition to the herdowner and his wives and
children (none of the latter in the work force), included his widowed
mother and

most

of

her children (and two young grandchildren of

a

deceased daughter), who were unmarried labor-aged brothers and sister of
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Table 5.1.

Awi

Men

Summary of Compositions of the Four Study Awis at Three
Different Seasons.

Women

Resident at Awi
Children/
Boys
Girls
Infants

Total

At
Camp

Awi
Total

Mid D,9:: Season 1980
1
1
2
1

1
2
3
4

Late
1
2
3
4

5
6
3
5

5
3
3
2

3
3
4
4

8
13
11
4

22
26
23
16

1
2
3
0

23
28
26

16

1

3
1
5
4

8
12
7
5

18
22
16
14

5
4
3
1

23
26
19
15

3
2
5
3

8
11
10
3

22
23
24
9

0
0
0
0

22
23
24
9

Season

Dr~

1
1

5
5

2

2

1

4

3
0
0

Earl2 Mid D,9:: Season 1981
1
2

3
4

1
1
2
1

5
5
4
2

5
4
3
0
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the herdowner; and two other widows of the herdowner's father and their
children.

The herdowner had inherited both of these wives, and had chil-

dren by them.

None of these situations was unusual.

Also members of

the awi were the
wife of the herdowner's second brother and her child,
I
who were there because the brother was in prison (since 1979) on charges
of owning a gun (which was seized in a government gun patrol in 1979).
Further members were the teen-aged males P and Q, who were not active
herders.

Two reasons were ascertained as to their presence.

The first

was that Awi 1 was better able to support them than were their parental
awis (e.g., Q's father had lost most of his livestock in a Pokot raid
some years before).

The second was that they helped with the animals.

I got the impression that the first reason was primary.

Even with its

relatively large herd of goats, Awi 1 did not really seem to need the
extra herders, and all the herders did not usually herd daily.
In Awi 2, in addition to the herdowner and his four wives (one of
them inherited) and their mixture of working-age and younger children,
there were two nieces of the herdowner and their children.

The widow

"s" had' come to Awi 2 because her deceased husband had no brothers for
her to live with; furthermore, her husband's relatives had taken all the
animals, leaving her with none, and even came and took back. from her
family the large stock of the bridewealth--she came to her uncle with
no animals at all.

(According to my interpreter this woman could go

with her children to the District Officer [of the Kenya Government] and
he would send soldiers to get some animals from the relatives to support the children.

Also, apparently the head of Awi 2 and his elder

brother were planning to go to the relatives and demand some animals.)
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It should be noted that the husband's family was said to be poor, that
"s"'s family had not wanted her to marry him, but that she had run off
twice so they had agreed.

She was pregnant before the wedding.

Her

Sister, "t", was at Awi 2 because her husband was old and said to be
sterile.

Furthermore, "t" had been impregnated by another man to have

"aa" , so her husband had chased her away.

(I give tllese two reasons in

the order they were given to me.)
Awi 3 was structurally the most complicated of the four awis.
There were actually two married herdowners, the one designated ''Head'' as
well as individual H, who had inherited from his deceased father the
older sister of "Head".

It was inSisted, however, that this was one awi,

not two associated awis; and ::'ndeed the animals were completely undifferentiated in herding and corralling (the latter almost never being the
case with two associated awis), and H's wife's ekol was one of
group.

tht:

The woman "q" lived at Awi 3 because she could be better sup-

ported by the livestock (camels) there, it was said; her husband had lost
many animals the year before.

I could not ascertain exactly why the

girl "u" lived at her half-brother's awi while her mother lived in a different awi; I think it was because the head of Awi 3 was like a full
brother to her, emotionally speaking.
member of the awi's work force.

In any case, she was an important

The mother of the members of ekol 4

lived permanently on a shamba (farm) in the highlands, and ekol 4 was in
fact headed by the girl "v".

Structurally, Awi 4 was similar to a. smaller, younger version Qf
Awi 1:

the married head and his wife and child, his widowed mother and

one of her children, and a second widow of the head's father (whO, how-
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ever, seemingly was not the head's inherited wife).

Additional members

were "b", sister of the herdowner's wife, Who lived at the awl to help
her

sister

with

domestic

and

watering

chores;

"I",

the

herdowner's

sister, and her children, whose husband/father was in prison for guns;
and F, a young relative who had been recruited to help with the goats.
Unlike in Awi 1, it seemed that the primary reason for the presence of
"b" and F was to help out with the work of the awi.
In summary, 1n terms of a developmental cycle of the household
from

the perspective of

the herdowner,

these four households ranged

from quite young (Awi 4) to about middle-aged (Awi 2).

None of them

consisted of a herdowner with married sons and their wives (much less
did any of the herdowners have married sons, or even daughters, who had
left the aWi).

According to Gulliver's analysis, relatively few men may

live long enough to be around long after their sons have married, due to
the (presumed) fact that "few Turkana men indeed live beyond about sixty
years of age, and many die earlier, for the severity of nomadic life in
Turkanaland is not conducive to ripe old age"; and if men do not marry
much before the age of 25, and most marry later, it follows that married sons with living fathers would not be an abundant category (Gulliver 1955: 140, 142).

Nevertheless, they are certainly not unknown.

An

example of the composition of a large (and wealthy) awi is that of the
second eldest brother (and second eldest sibling) of the head of Awi 2.
(The eldest brother [eldest sibling] was deceased; the head of Awi 2 was
the eighth child in a set of 3 brothers and 5 sisters.)
sents

the young end

of

the spectrum of

If Awi 4 repre-

completely independent awis

(i.e., awis headed by a married herdowner without a living father), then
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this awi represents the advanced end of the spectrum (see Table 5.2).
Finally, in terms of adequacy of the work. force, the four study awis
represent more of a range than they do in terms of developmental cycle,
with Awi 1 quite well endowed and Awi 4 having to cope with significant
difficulties.

I will return to this subject after I examine morphologi-

cal changes in awis throughout the year.
Morphological Changes
The diagrams and summary of the awi compositions show that all
four awis changed both in co-resident and in total membership from one
season to another during the period of study.

Corresponding to co-resi-

dential and total membership changes, there were two reasons for the
variation, respectively:

one regular, predictable, and closely related

to production activities and seasonality--the departure of the herders to
form herding camps in the dry season--and the other irregular, less
predictable, and more related to distribution--individuals (and their
Children) leaving the awi to go elsewhere for subsistence support, or,
less commonly, joining the awi for, perhaps, similar reasons.

During the

period I was in the field there were almost no changes in terms of

de-

velopmental cycle, with one birth, 2 deaths (both of children), and no
marriages in the four awis.
I have discussed the role of herding camps as significant extraawi activity groups in the sphere of production.

The experiences of all

four study awis in the depart,lre of one or more herders to herding camps
during the dry season were representative of the awis in the area.

That

1s not to say that herdowners did not vary in their management decisions
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Table 5.2.

Resident Members of Awi of a Wealthy Herdowner with Three
Married Sons.

Ekol of

Resident Members

Wife 1

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9.
Wife 2

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

wife 1
fourth daughter of #1
fourth son of #1
daughter of first daughter of #1; about 12 years old;
waters goats
daughter of second daughter of #1; about 5 years old;
looks after baby goats with grandmother
wife of an absent son (looking for gold) of #1
nursing infant of #6
son of third daughter of H1; about 4 years old;
herds baby goats
wife 2
first son of #9; married, about 32 years old; herds
goats (he and his wife have their own sleeping hut)
wife of #10; waters animals
daughter of #10 and #11; about 1-1/2 years old; nursing
second son of #9; in his 20s; herds camels
daughter of a married daughter (who lives elsewhere)
of the awi head; about 3 years old
third son of #9; in his 20s; herds goats
fourth son of #9; in his early 20s; herds cattle
fifth son of #9; about 15 years old; herds goats
daughter of a half-brother of the awi head; about
7 years old; fetches water

Wife 3

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

wife 3
second daughter of #19; about 20 years old; waters
third daughter of #19; about 14 years old; waters
first son of #19; about 12 years old; herds goats
second son of #19; 8 years old; herds kids
fourth daughter of #19; 5 years old

Wife 4

25.
26.
27.

wife 4; 24 years old
sister of #25; about 12 years old; waters
herdowner/awi head (said to reside in this eko1)

Wife 5

28.
29.
30.

wife 5; inherited from deceased elder brother
son of #28; 5 years old
daughter of #28; 3 years old
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Table 5.2 (continued)
Ekol of

Resident Members

Daughter
of wife I

32.

31.

34.

first daughter of Ill; married
daughter of a half brother of awi head; 9 years old;
fetches water
son of a half-brother of awi head; about 14 years old;
herds camels
second husband of 1131 (first husband deceased)

Co-wife
of 1131

35.
36.

first wife of #34
male cousin of 1134; about 18 years old; herds camels

Daughter
of wife 2
(#9)

37.

daughter of 119; married, but husband elsewhere with
his animals, "which got all finished during the
dry season"
first daughter of 1137; 4 years old
second daughter of #37; still nursing

(Ill)

33.

38.
39.
Wife of

awi head's
eldest son
Wife of

40. wife of first son of III
41. . first son of #40; 7 years old; herds baby goats
42. second son of 1140; 2 years old; still nursing
43. first son of #l/husband of 1140; herds camels
44.
45.
46.

wife of second son of #1
son of #44; 8 years old; herds calves
oecond son of Ill/husband of #44; herds cattle

Mother
of 1144

47.
48.
49.
50.

mother of 1144
girl about 13 years old; waters
girl about 12 years old; herds goats
girl about 10 years old; fetches water

Wife of

51.

another wife of awi head's deceased elder brother
(i.e., in addition to #28 above)
daughter of #51; 12 years old; waters
daughter of #51; 10 years old; fetches water
son of #51; 18 years old; stays at awi
son of #51; 17 years old; herds camels

awi head's
second son

awi head's
deceased
brother

52.
53.
54.
55.
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in respect to separating components of the herds f rom the awi.

(It

would be more correct to say "herdowners and their herders", because the
latter, particularly the older ones such as individuals I and J in awi 1,
had an important say in the decisions.)

The same species of animal left

from and returned to different awis at different times, and not always
in the same production-specific units.

For example, the non-milking

camels left Awi 1 in early Nov. 1980 and did not return until May 1981,
with the milking camels remaining with the awi throughout this time;
whereas all the camels lef t Awi 2 in Feb. (late dry season) 1981, and
returned in March around the onset of the rainy season, with the nonmilking camels following the milking ones.

On the other hand, the goats

all left Awi 2 in August 1980, with the pregnant and milking ones
returning in October, while the non-milking ones remained separate for
the duration of the dry season; whereas not until November did the nonmilking goats leave Awi 1 (with the milking goats remaining with the
aWi).

None of Awi 4 's goats lef t the awi during the dry season, whereas

none of awi 3's goats were with their awi for a whole year.

Some of the

differences were due at least in part to labor considerations, especially
in the cases of awis 2 and 4, while other differences had to do with
unexpected events (e.g., bandit activity prevented Awi 3's goat herd from
rejoining the awi at one pOint, with the result that it got caught up in
a movement far to the north) or with different herdowners' perspectives
on the benefits and drawbacks of various courses of action.
In any case, the Turkana system of livestock production in the
harsh variable environment almost invariably results in some members of
the household living elsewhere than the awi, with some of the awi's ani-
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mals, during part of the year.

I have already discussed the differences

between how the Turkana of my study area and those observed by Gulliver
handled the divisions of the herds and people, and have suggested possible reason--one having to do with the physical environment and related
to herd compositions, and having to do with the social environment--for
the diff erence.
The second source of change in the awis I have suggested was a
change not merely in co-resident members but in absolute membership, and
had less to do with production than with distribution or questions of
material (subsistence) support, although other reasons for individual's
leaving

(or

speculative.

joining) the awis;

therefore my statements are somewhat

The information in Table 5.3, which lists the individuals

who left and joined the study awis during the period of fieldwork, and
indications of their circumstances, off ers general support for my conelusions.

As I

have emphasized in earlier chapters, the 1980-81 dry

season was very stressful for the livestock and for the people, who are
so intimately involved with the animals.

It is reasonable to assume

that many of the movements of people between awls (or out of the pastoral system) that were not directly related to herding were related
directly or indirectly to matters of subsistence support.

This is an

area for future research.
Structure and Function in the Awis
The task here is to consider the balance between structure and
function in the study awis, which will also involve comparing the awis in
respect to their variable structures and consequent capacity to function
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Table 5.3.

People Leaving and Joining the Study Awis During the Period
of Fieidwork.a,b

Awi

Individuals

When (between
periods ••• )

1

P

II-III

M

ekol 6
2

3

t and aa

after III

II-III
II

w

II-III

(u)

III

J
D

(e)

II-III
II

II-III

q,R,S,T

II

w

II

Circumstances

?? (note: was not a member of the
herdowner's close family)
went to Kainuk (town in S.W. Turkana) to
look for gold; was not on best terms with
his brother the herdowner, who thought he
was a careless herder; left cattle with
awi
went to join awi (took her camels and
small stock with her)
went to a shop area and brewed (illegal)
liquor to sell; after dry season went to
Turkwell area to tryout agriculture; had
no milking camels at Awi 2, and was trying
to milk a donkey

?? (note: had never been co-resident at
Awi 2--when mother had joined awi in mid1980, W had gone directly to herding camp)
was "visiting" her aunt (t) in agricultural area; mother had only 1 milking
camel and 6 milking goats at awi, and
3 children plus older daughter (v) to
support
went to Kitale highland area
went to live with his father's "second
mother" (second wife of father's father)
during late dry season; returned to awi
after serious bout with measles in late
wet season
seemed to be on an extended "visiting"
trip
went to husband's awi, returning subsequently to Awi 3, leaving R with his
father (note: q had joined Awi 3 in 1980
because it was said to be better able to
support her than her husband's was)
went to Kainuk (probably was looking
for gold)
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Table 5.3 (continued)

Awi

Individuals

3
X
(cant.)

F

When (between
periods ••• )
II
after III

Circumstances
went to join mother who lived in Kitale
highlands
went to Kainuk to look for gold; left
cattle with awi

joined:

4

z

II

?? (note: z's mother had been killed in a
Pokot raid some year previously; I do not
know where she had been living prior to
joining Awi 3)

aa'

III

new wife (note: marriage and bridewealth
not yet)

bb

III

??

F

I-II

went to live with mother in Kitale highlands (note: not a member of herdowneris
immediate family; had come a year before
to help with the goats)

1

I-II

went to spend most of her time in the
Kitale highlands, where a brother (second
son of d) had lived for many years on a
shamba

E

II-III

ekol 3

went to Kainuk; later became a bandit;
left the camels with another herder

III

left to go live elsewhere, taking her
camels and small stock with her; she had
complained to me that when we (the
researchers) gave the awi food none of it
was distributed to her; also, she did not
seem very happy with the herdowner's
fatalistic attitude when bandits took
some goats

III

was probably brought expressly to help
with the goats (note: her mother lived
with deceased husband's family)

joined:
q
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Table 5.3 (continued)
a.

The individuals listed under each ekol left the awi, unless otherwise
indicated.

b.

The identification of the individuals by letter and the numbering of
the time periods (l, II, III) are explained in connection with the
diagrams of awi composition, Figures 5.2-5.5.
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as independent entities according to the Turkana ideal.

The important

functions or activities to consider are production and distribution.

In

the sphere of production I am concerned mainly with the ability of the
awi to care for (herd and water) the herds.

Perhaps stretching the con-

cept of distribution somewhat, here I am concerned with the relationship
between production and the household as a

consumption group, in the

sense of "were the materials produced sufficient to support the consumption groups?"
Without constructing an index comprising many variables or relying on one, perhaps dubious, variable to assess labor adequacy, it is
nevertheless possible--based on more than a year of observation of the
activities at the awis--to rank the four study awis in terms of the adequacy of their work forces:

Awi 1 enjoyed the best labor situation, Awi

4 (structurally the youngest) the worst, with Awi 3 second, and Awi 2
(structurally the oldest) third.
Awi 1

had

the

most adequate work force

because of

all the

unmarried siblings and half-siblings of the married herdowner, who in
total provided numerous

mature minds and bodies to take care of the

herding and watering duties.

Because of its stage in the developmental

cycle, however, Awi 1 's situation might not be as satisfactory a few
years hence.

As can be seen in Figure 5.2 and Tables 5.1 and 5.3, Awi 1

experienced some loss of workers during 1980-81, but not enough to make
the labor situation problematic.

(It also suffered loss of livestOCk,

but only in the case of the formerly large goat herd, which probably
required more than one herder, would that have made a dtiference in the
minimum number of herders required by the awi.)

However, individual I
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was pursuing plans for marriage, and his sister "n" was being requested
for marriage.
also.

Some of the other individuals were near marriageable age

Thus the head of Awi 1 would be losing active members of his

labor force in the next few years.

He did have two young sons and a

young daughter who would be taking their place.

Still, depending on how

fast his siblings marry and/or whether any leave the awi for other reasons (e.g., M left at least temporarily in mid dry season 1981 to look
for gold [Table 5.3 J), Awi 1 '8 herdowner might find himself somewhat
short of labor to handle (what he hopes will be) rapidly growing herds
(especially of his goats).
In any case, during the period of fieldwork Awi 1 had essentially
no labor problems.

The production activities were carried out by the

culturally preferred categories of people--boys herded and girls watered
(occasionally the young wif e watered also).
divided into production-specific units

The camels and goats were

with the

non-milking units and

their herders leaving the awi at a normative time during the late mid
dry season.

Meanwhile the cattle were herded in their grazing places by

another herder from the aWi.

The production activities and management

policies of Awi 1 were probably the most "ideal" of the four study awis.
During the study period, Awi 1 sometimes was in association with
up to five other aWis, and sometimes moved alone.
larger than the herds of any of the other awis.

Awi 1 's herds were

Sometimes cooperative

herding, and more generally cooperative watering, was practiced.

These

cooperative activities seemed to be more a function of the other awis'
than of Awi 1 's needs.

One of the other awis consisted of a couple of

ekols comprising 2 Widows, several children, a "boy" (unmarried) about 30
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years old, and his brother about 20 years old.

This awi lost all but

three of its camels and about 25 of its goats during the dry season and
rains (it still had about 20 cattle).

One of the ekols left Awi 1, but

the 20-year-old boy in particular seemed very attached to Awi 1, and
rem ... ine~ with iL, helping to herd its camels and, with his mother at
least, living on the good graces of Awi 1.
be elsewhere with the cattle.

His older brother tended to

I do not believe these individuals were

considered actual members of Awi 1, but they were intimately involved in
its productive and consumptive activities.
Turning to Awi 4, its head, a relatively young herdowner with
one infant child and fewer brothers and sisters than Herdowner 1, had a
much less advantageous labor situation; and the lack of adequate labor
had significant effects on his herding and movement practices.

This can

be seen in respect to all three types of productive livestock.

First,

his cattle were run with another man's herd and tended by that man's
herders (relatives through Herdowner 4's father's brother), rather than
by a member of Herdowner 4's household.

When two lactating cattle were

brought to the awi following the rains,

they

grazed untended,

often

returning to the awi quite late at night.

Second, only 3 milKing camels

were left with the awi when the herdowner's brother (E) took the other
camels (including several milking ones) to herding camp.

The 3 camels

at the awi grazed untended during the day, not infrequently meeting with
their calves at dusk before the milKers got them, or else returning to
the awi quite late at night.

With respect to the animals taken to camp

by E, when the latter left the household during the dry season (he was
already non-eo-resident) the herding of his camels was taken over by the
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herder I of Awi 1.
bandits.

I

A number of Awi 4' s camels were subsequently lost to

believe this was partly because they were probably peri-

pheral to I's interests, for it was said (in other contexts) that leaving
the responsibility for one's animals

to another herder was not good

because the latter would not be as interested in them as in his own.
Third, Herdowner 4 did not divide his small stock herd into milking and non-milking components with the latter going to herding camps
during the dry season.

Labor was partly the reason for this strategy.

The two young girls who herded the goate, would not have been able to
take them away from the awi.

On the other hand, the herd was rela-

tively small and the awi was located in an area where there was little
competition for forage because, although there was

rel~tively

good qual-

ity of forage, there was not enough of it to support the larger herds of
most herdowners.

Thus the decision to remain in a relatively uninhabited

area with the entire goat herd was probably influenced both by negative
factors--Iack
small herd.

of

labor--and

positive

factors--good

foraging

for

the

The herd was, for a short time, divided into two for water-

ing purposes, with the milkers using a nearby but deep and nearly dry
well (requiring much watering labor) and the non-milkers using a more
distant spring (requiring more animal energy to get there but no one to
lift out the water for them).
In addition to limiting the options with respect to herd movements, the short labor supply in Awi 4 resulted in some less-than-ideal
work roles for its members.

The young girls of the awi, one of them

only 8 years old, were herders (af ter the boy FIef t to join his mother
in the highlands); the wife watered more frequently

than any of the
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women in Awi 1; several times even the "old mother" participated in the
watering of the animals, and she also sometimes gathered her own firewood--not very desirable tasks for an elderly woman; and the herdowner
himself not infrequently was actively involved in watering the animals.
With only one female inrant, Herdowner 4's labor picture did not look
bright for the near future.

There seems no doubt that Awi 4 was near

the threshold of awi viability.

As can be seen in the awi diagram and

Table 5.1, it suffered the greatest loss of members during the year.
Despite its labor constraints, Awi 4 did not associate with any
other awis throughout the 1980-81 dry season.
many Ngisonyoka awis

After the rains began and

moved to the traditional wet season settlement

area--on the periphery of which Awi 4 had remained throughout--Awi 4 was
found in association with 2-3 other awis, which continued throughout the
remaining months of fieldwork.
watering were practiced, which

Even though cooperative

som~what

herding and

relieved Awi 4's labor problems,

it was not clear that Awi 4 had actively sought the association.
fact,

the

other

awis

had

In

left an association with Awi 1 after the

latter's goats were struck by the contagious caprine pleuropneumonia,
because they did not want their goats exposed.

The subsequent associa-

tion with Awi 4 seemed to be one of convenience to all, not just of special importance to Awi 4.

And the fact that Awi 4 did not associate

with other awis during the previous dry season shows that even when
labor constraints would seem to indicate a strong motivation to join
with another awi to ease the situation, a Turkana herdowner may choose a
different course of action--one that emphasizes to the observer, if not
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to the conscious minds of the Turkana, a strong tendency toward independence of the awi as a social unit of production, consumption, etc.
I will not discuss Awi 3's labor situation in much detail.

It

was less ideal than Awi l's, but much less problematic than Awi 4's, as
can be seen by comparing the diagrams of the awis.

There was a labor

bottleneck during the late dry season around Jan.-Mar. 1981, when the
second herdowner of the awi was engaged in herding camels.

The first

herdowner ("HEAD") complained that the herd could not be divided into
milkers and non-milkers, for lack of a herder.

It was not clear why one

of the several girls (in their 20s) could not herd camels at the awi
while the second herdowner took the others away.

The compromise in-

stead was to take all the camels away for some weeks, leaving
with no co-resident livestock, an unusual situation.
Awi 3 was not associated with other awis.
herding was done, although there was

th~

awi

During this time

Later it was, and cooperative

less need of it at

this

time

because all the camels were with the awi (this was after the rains) and
futhermore the herdowner's brother G had returned and was the camel
herder.

Thus two boys in the 20s (one from Awi 3 and one

f~om

the asso-

ciated awi) consistently herded together the combined camel herds of the
two awis.

It seemed more like a social than a necessary economic, i.e.,

production activity, arrangement.
The labor situation at Awi 2 was interesting because of
awi's position in the developmental cycle of an awi.

the

Particularly during

the earlier period of fieldwork, Herdowner 2 had definite labor problems, mainly because he had only one effective male herder, his eldest
son B.

Although it might appear that his other sons and his nephew
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would constitute an adequate labor force, in fact all three of these
boys (D, E, and P) were sickly some of the time and also seemed quite
immature and irresponsible for their ages.

The camels did not fare

well, numbers of them frequently being lost and attacked by predators.
Because of this the herdowner himself frequently had to go looking for
lost camels, as well as sustain their permanent loss when they were
killed.

Sometimes when the boys were sick two of the girls ("c" and "u")

or the herdowner took over the herding duties.
finally

decided

When the

herdowner

to send the camels to herding camp in the late dry

seasen (1981) it was the two girls who went with them--not the preferred cultural role for them or herding ideal for a herdowner.

As far

as watering went, the youngest wife and not infrequently the second wife
took their turns at watering the animals.
By the mid dry season 1981 thete were indications of improvement
in the labor force,

mai,r\\y because the three young teenaged boys had

matured in their herding skills and sense of responsbility (and improved
in their health).

It can also be seen that some of the children were on

the verge of becoming productive members of the awi.

Awi 2 thus seemed

on the verge of growing into a more comfortable labor situation.

The

herdowner's 10 children (plus the additional children in the household at
this time) were well-spaced in terms of age and sex to constitute a
long-lived household activity group.

In connection with the maturation

of the labor force i t should also be noted that the eldest son was
quickly becoming a co-decision-maker with his father.

It was mainly he

who had decided what to do with the majority of the goat herd throughout
the year, and it was he who had urged that the cattle be brought to the

~
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awi in the 1981 wet season (from their former home in the herdowner's
brother's herd).

This arrival of the cattle signifies that for the first

time the awi had sufficient labor to maintain autonomously all three
categories of productive livestock.
Finally with respect to Awi 2, although at times it was associated with one or two other awis, usually the only herding arrangements
invol ved the other awi IS animals being herded by Awi 2' s herders.
usual, watering was more often cooperative.)

(As

This again seemes to min-

imize the alleviation of labor problems as a function of awi associations, and to emphasize the integrity of the awi as an individual socioeconomic unit.
It

seems

that Turkana herdowners maximize the flexibility of

cultural and management norms in respect to sex and age division of the
labor force and herd divisions and

movements~

selves to dependence on wider activity groups.

rather than resign themMainteo,<\Dce of

ma~:!~um

independence of the awi unit is an adaptation that allows it to react
flexibly and quickly to the variable conditions of the environment.
The

ultimate

question

concerning

the

success

of

the Turkana

household adaptation has to do with activities and morphologies of awis
in the relation to their viability.

What is the congruence between herd

sizes and compositions, with their consequent maintenance needs and productive capacities, and coincident awi sizes and compositions, with their
consequent labor capacities and subsistence demands?

Some observations

can be made on this subject, although I do not believe the nature of my
data warrants either definitive quantitative assessment or high-level
generalization.
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A first, and most obvious, observation is that the four study
awis were in existence and seemingly viable at the beginning, throughout,
and at the end of my 1-1/2 year period of fieldwork.

Having survived

the lowest points of a very bad year, they all seemed to be on the road
to successful recovery.

There was no indication that any of them had

slipped below a threshold of viability despite severe losses of livestock
to the drought and rains.

Observation of and experience with other awis

in the area indicate the four study awis to be representative in these
respects.
All four awis lost some household members, only two of which,
both young persons, were deaths--one from measles, the other in a Pokot
raid (the second young boy killed in the raid was a member of an associated awi.)

The other people left of their own accord undoubtedly for

various reasons, some of
subsistence support.

which, I

have hypothesized, were related to

There were no indications of acute lack of food,

but rather of a desire to try for better luck elsewhere.

We are not

dealing with a

situation in which people were gravitating to famine

relief

(The famine

camps.

relief

camps in Turkana

were

[in 1981]

located mainly in the west and north of the District [Dyson-Hudson and
McCabe 1982: 5, 7].)

I do not believe the small loss of members from

the awis indicates household inviability, but is part of a more or less
continual slough-off from the pastoral population.
Summarized in Tables 5.4 and 5.5 is some of the demographic inf ormation on the study awis in association with their herds~ to illus-

trate what the human:animal situations were in four seemingly viable independent awis.

I do not want to speculate, on the basis of these fig-

Table 5.4.

Summary of the Human and Herd Populations of the Four Study Awis in 1980 and 1981.

Men &
Women

Human Component
Boys &
Children
Girls
& Infants

Total

Total (Adult
Camels Females)

Livestock Component
Est. Total
Total Adult
Cattle a
Small Stock (Females)

Around Mid Dry Season 1980
Awi 1

6

9

8

23

69

(26)

Awi 2

7

8

13

28

80

(39)

data
inadequate

Awi 3

5

10

11

26

80

(31)

44

A'oli 4

6

6

4

16

30

(13)

42

Around Early Mid Dry Season 1981
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Total
(Adult
Cattle Females)
33
(13)
Total Large Stock 77

991

(727)

359

(no data)

(no data: small
stock far away)
90

(156)

234

(200)

Awi 1

6

8

8

22

44

(19)

Awi 2

6

6

11

23

43

(21)

(28)
42
Total Large Stock 85

107

(96)

Awi 3

6

8

10

24

59

(23)

(9)
16
Total Large Stock 75

43

(36)

Awi 4

3

3

3

9

9

(6)

75

(60)

b
19
Total Large Stock 28

a.

All far away from awis.

Tended by member of awi, or of a different IDoli.

b.

Of the lq total cattle, only 2 cows and their calves were with the awi; only 13 large stock total
were with the awi. Later in the dry season the remaining cattle joined the awi.

N

co

0\

Table 5.5.

Awi

Livestock:Human Ratios at the Four Study Awis in 1980 and 1981.

Total Large Stock:
Total People

Total Camels:
Total People

Total Adult Small Stock:
Total People

Total Camels & Adult Small Stock
Total Boys & Girls a
(Except Cattle Herders)

Mid DEY Season 1980
1

3.0 (:1.0)

43.1

132.5

2

2.9

12.8

54.9

3

3.1

no data

no data

4

1.9

11.9

36.7

Earll Mid DEl Season 1981
1

3.5

2.0

10.6

38.9

2

3.7

1.9'

4.7

32.0

3

3.1

2.5

1.8

14.8

4

1.2

3.0

8.3

28.7

a.

This ratio is shown because boys and girls constitute the normal labor force for herding and
watering.

N

OJ

-...J
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ures, about minimum or maximum viable human:animal ratios, but it can at
least be said that the ratios shown are compatible with household viabllity.
In the preceding chapter I discussed the levels of food production achieved by these herds.

~hether

the people were adequately nour-

ished at those levels of food production is a topic for nutritional studies,l but I would like to speculate about the apparent adequacy of food
production in the

conte~t

of household production and consumption.

All

the Turkana I knew complained constantly that they and their children,
and everyone in general, were suffering from hunger (akoro); and there
was constant begging for food from the researchers and also from each
other.

But what did this mean in terms of self-sufficiency of the awis?

Given the realities of Turkana begging, certainly none of the four study
awis produced all the food they consumed, or vice versa--and they certainly got more food from the research group than they gave to the
research group.

But it did not seem that any of the awis was being sub-

sidized by any other, wealthier awis.

Nor did it seem that any of the

study awis were subsidizing for long any other awis (with the exception
in the case of Awi 1, mentioned earlier).

All the nomadic pastoral Tur-

kana I saw, including the members of the study awis, looked generally
similar in terms of their nutritional state; there was no particularly
visible variation in individuals' physical states between one awl and
another.

Most of the people were "extremely lean", but apparently not

lWhich are being done by other participants in the South Turkana
Ecosystem Project.
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suffering from nutritional deficiencies (Little et al., 1984).

From these

observations it seemed to me that the households were self-sufficient in
the sense that their production balanced their consumption, and that
there was enough production to keep the people from frank undernutrition
but not enough to put them on a very high nutritional plane.

If the

losses of household members from the study awis are representative (and
various other observations indicate that they are), it seems that there
may be a small but widespread and therefore significant emigration from
the nomadic pastoral population to non-pastoral livelihoods in bad years
(which are not uncommon in Turkana).

Speculating further, I doubt that

nomadic pastoral production as a whole (on an area-wide basis) is generally adequate to support a continually growing pastoral population; and
judging from the numbers of children most of the women have, the pastoral populu tion certainly has the demographic capacity to continually
grow.

Therefore continual emigration from the pastoral popUlation may

be necessary to maintain the viability over time of the pastoral awis.
These are exciting topics that can properly be addressed only by longterm multidisciplinary studies.
Summary and Conclusions
A Turkana awi is a group of people associated with a herd complex usually owned by one man and ideally consisting of the five species
of Turkana livestock--camels,

cattle,

goats and sheep, and donkeys.

Membership in an awi is usually based on family relationships, but
rather than examining the awi as a family, a more satisfying approach in
terms of an adaptationist framework is to examine the awi as a house-
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hold, or "a group which shares certain activities" (Wllk and Netting, in
press).

Focusing on the awl as a household or activity group leads first

to description of what the awi does (i.e., its functions), followed by
examination of

its morphology (structure) and then

the

relationships

between activities and morphology (structure and function) (Wi1k and Netting, in press).

Since activities, particularly subsistence activities,

are what most directly link the people to the environment--activities
are the means by which people actively adapt to the environment--the
household concept would seem to be more productive in an ecological
study

than the family concept.

The use of

"household" rather

than

"f ami1y" as the unit of analysis emphasizes observation over cultural
definitions (Wilk and Netting, in press), which is most compatible with
ecological study.

Nevertheless, defining the awi as a household is also

compatible with Turkana cultural constructs, because to them an awi is
literally a physical homestead and by extension the people who occupy it
and care for and use the livestock associated with it.
Focusing on the awi as a household, I described its activities
using Wi1k and Netting's categories of production, distribution, trans mission~

reproduction, and co-residence.

The awi is the baSic group respon-

sible for production, distribution, reproduction, and co-residence activities; transmission seems to be more a function of the kinship system.
The distribution and reproduction activities,

and some of

the

production activities, are no!: undertaken by the awi as a homogeneous
unit, but by eKols, which are the wife/mother-headed sub-units that constitute the awi and are actually physically separate structures in the
homestead.

The most basic production activities of livestock herding and
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watering are not separated according to ekol, however, and the ekols
move and make a homestead together, under the directions of the head of
the awi, and are together dependent on the herd complex of the awi; so
individual ekols of an awi are not separate households.

Co-residence is

an important aspect of the awi as a household, but all awi members are
not co-resident all year; the exigencies of livestock production in the
marginal environment require that some of the herding members of the
awi talte certain components of the herds to distant grazing areas, that
is, herding camps.
Herding camps are important extra-awl activity groups.

Herders

from different awis, with their herds, may join and move together to
form a herding camp, but each herder remains distinctly a member of his
own awi and returns to it with the herd when the grazing becomes more
abundant.
Another highly visible extra- or super-awi
or more awis move and settle together.
between relatives or just friends.

gro!]~ O~cuT.~~when

two

These arrangements may be

They do not compromise the individu-

ality of the awi unit, because the awis can separate any time that the
herdowners differently perceive the benefits and drawbacks of a particular move or location.

Also, most of the activities, often including even

herding and (less often) watering, are still carried out separately on an
awl basis.

Sometimes the awi associations may be to ease labor diffi-

culties for an awi, in which case, of course, cooperative herding and
watering are practiced.
It does not seem, however, that an awi need often be forced to
rely on an awi association to solve its labor problems.

Rather it seems
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that awis are variable enough in composition, and flexible enough in work
assignments and management options, that such problems can usually be
solved on a within-awi basis.

Al'chough perhaps the most basic awi mor-

phology is synonymous with a man and his wives and their children, a
wide range of individuals, both kin and non-kin, may be resident in most
awis.

Although preferably boys herd the animals and girls water them,

one often observes girls herding, and wives and boys and even herdowners
lo1atering.

And finally, although normatively the species-specific herds

are divided into production-specific components that are herded separately tllroughout the dry season, other viable actions are frequently
taken.

In such ways even a small awi seemingly with poor labor pros-

pects can often manage to operate self-sufficiently (perhaps excluding
the cattle component ot the herd complex) throughout tile year.

Altllough

awis do often move together, these arrangements do not always or even
most of the time seem to be out of absolute c::onomic necessity; conversely, not infrequently an awi that could probably use some extra
labor does not take that option.

Tile autonomy and individuality of the

awi is maximized in the Turkana economic, social, and cultural system.
It is interesting to compare the Turkana
with tile similar one of tile Fulani.

housellold adaptation

The household of the Wodaabe Pas-

toral Fulani is, like tile Turltanas I , based on tile "compound" family consisting of a married man, his wife/wives, and their chlldren--"tlle optimum viable dOl!1esUc unit is the simple or compound tamily" (StenDing
1958: 99).

The primarily cattle-herding Fulani do not have as complex

multi-species herds as the Turkana; therefore they would seem to require
a smaller group to take care of the minimum herd--a man and his wife,
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and their son and daughter (Stenning 1958: 105; although cf. Gulliver's
above)~

statement about the Turkana household, page 237

Stenning de-

scrthed a "strict diVision of labour", in which the males herd and (unlik.e
the Turkana) water the animals, while the females milk. them and sell
the mill<. (Stenning 1958: 100) (and, "rather than men, encourage side ventures in small stock. such as sheep and goats,
[Stenning 1958: 108]).

Which can be sold •• "

Discussing threats to the viability of the house-

hold unitt Stenning said that in the dry season when
the tasks of herding and watering become too arduous or various tor the herdboys of a family household, the difficulty
is met in two ways.
Daughters and even wives may be
required to help with herding or more usually with watering.
But this is an extreme solution ••• Norma11y, ••• , two family
households merge for the purpose of herding cattle.
SUCh

temporarily

co-resident

households

are

headed

by

agnatic

members of the same agnatic descent group (Stenning 1958: 113).
gation of

households based on agnatic kinship of

kin,

Congre-

the household heads

also occurs during the wet season, but "these gatherings have little to
do with economic co-operation as such, since at this time of the year
the

constituent

households

are

experiencing

the

least

difficulty

in

either the amount or labour required for the herds, or the provision of
subsistence from

them" (Stenning 1958:

112).

Thus there are subtle

differences between the Turkana and Fulani household adaptations.
Turk~fia

The

seemingly tolerate wider variability in household composition and

diviSion of labor arrangements, which accentuates the viability of the
individual household; hc~sehold associations are not the "normal" solution to labor problems (although they are not abnormal), and, when they
are formed, are not necessarily formed for the purpose of solving labor
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problems.

Additionally, they are not necessarily based on agnatic (or

any) kin groups.

Nevertheless, both the Turkana and Fulani systems "may

be regarded as an adaptation to a set of particular natural conditions in
which seasonal variations and irregular natural hazards p as well as the
social env1ronment, encourage a high degree of autonomy in the smallest
social units" (Stenning 1958: 119).
This interpretation accords with the "general hypothesis that
there is a relationship between social organization and the demands of
livestock herding" (Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson 1980: 26).

As Dyson-

Hudsen and Dyson-Hudson pointed out, caution must be exercised with this
cultural ecological approach:
Some of the "ecolOgical interpretations" of nomad
social organization ••• appear to be based on an underlying
tautological assumption that behaviors we observe must be
adaptive because they occur. For example, Torry [1978] suggests that Gabra. residence rules, ••• , differ from tl-,ose of
their neighbors the Somali, Samburu, Maasa1, and Karimojong
because only the Gabra breed large herds ot three kinds of
livestock--cattle, camels, and small stod<._ 'l'hese multiple
herds lead to "stringent technico-economic requirements"
since each have "somewhat incompatible feeding reqUirements,
and these herds r.equire watering at widely separated points
over extended periods" [1978: 284]; Torry postulates that
the Gabra system of corporate clans and affinally constituted local groups enables herd owners to meet these
requirements.
In fact, the relationships which Torry postulates
between a feature of the material world (the management of
multiple herds) and a specific social institution (a uxorilocal residence requirement) is not supported by studies of
the Turkana, who also herd camel, cattle, and small stOck
but do not have uxorilocal residence rules (Dyson-Hudson and
Dyson-Hudson 1980: 26).
Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson noted that hypotheses about social
organization and the requirements of livestock herding are difficult to
test, because "it is often impossible to evaluate the extent to which in-
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formation about the social organization of pastoral nomads represents
statements about the de jure or ideal social order rather than the de
facto or real relationships (Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson 1980), and
they call for more specific data about de facto social organization and
actual herding pratices.
tion in this chapter.

I have attempted to take a step in that direc-

It seems to me that the concept of household as a

unit of social analysis, with the "attempt to replace a culturally-defined unit

[family]

which can be more

with one which is more based on observation and

~e~dily

compared across cultures" (Wilk and Netting, in

press), and the focus on description of housenold activities and morphology, is an important contribution to the kind of work called for by the
Dyson-Hudsons.
In the following chapter I will continue to explore produc tion
and distribution activities, as well as other aspects of Turk.ana society
and culture, but with a focus on a different issue in pastoral and wider
anthropological studies, that of the role of women.

CHAPTER 6
WOMEN'S ROLES IN LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION
The role of women in pastoral societies is an issue that emerged
in anthropology during the 1970s.

The earlier studies depicted pastoral

societies as dominated by activities that were themselves dominated by
males;

small

stock

management was

largely

ignored,

agriculture was

downplayed, and a female role in livestock husbandry was not identified
(Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson 1980).

An alternative model, resulting

partly from recent anthropological interest in women's roles but also
explicit or implicit in some earlier studies, depicts women as having
important roles in pastoral economy and society, and also

recognizes

significant female involvement in the management of small stOCI<. (see,
e.g., Bates and Conant 1981: 92; Conant 1984; Dupire 1960: 76, 80; Gulliver 1951: 93).
In

this

chapter

I

will

consider

certain

aspects

female/livestock associations represented in these models.

of

the

Specifically,

! will describe female versus male roles with respect to various rights,

actiVities, and values connected with livestock among the Turkana, specifi.c.a11y

the Ngisonyoka.

I will question the validity for the Turkana

pastoralists of both of the aboll'e models.

The evidence leads to the

conclusion that the small stOCk/large stock dichotomy is not important
in conceptual or behavioral terms among the Ngisonyoka.

Additionally,

although ultimate authority over livestock ideally rests entirely with
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males, females are almost exclusively in charge of certain aspects and
are involved to some degree in many other aspects of livestock management--with no distinction between small and large stock.
view is :f.n accordance with 'that of
(1981: 253):
men,

Broch-Due, Garfield,

The resulting
and Langton

"A misconception ••• is that cattle are solely controlled by

although

women may possibly

have

special

rights

to

sheep

and

goats •••• We believe that if so-called ownership or control were examined
in more precise terms, a somewhat more complex picture would emerge •••• "
I will conclude by suggesting some reasons for differences among pastoral groups'with respect to sex roles in livestock management. 1
I use terms such as "female involvement" and "role of women 1n
management" in a general sense.

Along lines suggested by Broch-Due et

al. (1981: 253-254), I define them operationally as comprising two components, namely rights in respect to livestock and livestock products, and
activities in connection with livestock husbandry.
ing rights:

I examine the follow-

ownerships (versus usufruct) and general supervisory rights

over livestock; rights to slaughter, sell, or otherwise dispose of animals; and rights to the milk, blood, and meat for subsistence, and the
money from animals sold.

The activities examined are herding, watering,

milkillg a bleeding, and slaughtering.

Additionally, I

look at certain

aspects of Ngisonyoka values and knowledge in respect to livestock.

IDespite the critical importance of donkeys to the Turkanas'
nomadic way of life, their role in the livestock system will not be included here.
As previously discussed, they are functionally different
from the other four species, being used primarily (although not exclusively) for transport rather than for food.
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As previously discussed, due to severe drought conditions pl'evailing during much of the fieldwork period, the cattle were totally
absent from the awls for even longer than in a normal year, and the
herds

that

eventually arrived

had

Thus,

my observations of people's involvement with cattle may not be

representative of normal conditions.

been sharply

depleted

by

deaths.

The Ngisonyoka environment is, how-

ever, less favorable to cattle than to camels and goats, and the latter
two species are probably more closely associated with the awi over the
long run. It should also be noted that annual

an~

seasonal variability

characterizes the Turkana pastoralists' environment and livelihood.

Rights and Authority over Livestock
and Livestock Products
Ownership and General Supervision of Livestock
Ultimate male authority and, therefore, ownership is the Turkana
cultural ideal in all aspects of rights in livestock.

At the same time,

animals of each species, primarily milking females, are allocated to a
woman for her use.

Within the awi, these animals and their offspring

are said to be "hers", while in other contexts they are usually referred
to as the animals of the male head of the awi.

Their final disposition

is decided by the male authority figure (the herdowner or his representative, e.g., a

son) without necessitating the woman's permission and

often without her knowledge.

Alternatively, she may request permission

of the herdowner, who mayor may not agree, to dispose of one of "her"
animals in a particular manner.
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Men are in charge of short- and long-term decisions concerning
grazing and watering locations and the movements of

all

the

herds.

Women are in charge of day-to-day activities in the procurement of milk
and blood, and they generally manage the allocation of all the livestock
products wittdn and between households.
not free from male authority,

Even here, however, they are

since the availability of

the animals

themselves depends on the herdowners' deCisions.

Allocation of Animals to Womer. and Girls
When a newly-married woman comes to live at the awi of her husband,

he usually allocates her from one to several

cattle, and small stock from the awi's herds.
large

stock,

which

are

less

numerous,

milking

camels,

Especially in the case of

the animal(s)

may

come from

another wife's allocation or may be shared with another wif e if there
are not enough animals for every wife to have her own.
also

receive animals

The wife may

(especially small stock) from her husband's kin

(especially sisters' sons) and friends.
The large and small stock (and their off spring) allocated to a
woman are for her and her daughters to milk and bleed.

They are herded

together during the day with the other animals of the awi

j

although the

woman may build a fence to corral her animals separately at night (often
done with camels, rarely with small stoCk).

From the woman's stand-

pOint, i t is the responsibility of the man on whom she is dependent to
provide her with animals to feed herself and her children.

It is cultur-

ally appropriate and frequent in actual practice for a woman to leave a
man who is not providing for her adequately, and go to beg (akilip) for
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f rOQ

tiUIHotlafll.:C

lILia;ht

Anottu~r

there

r(l\'ll.41n

for

awl, usually her father's or brother's.
several

1ol'l1l~ks

or

even

several

seasons,

She
but

fora41 divorce 1s add to be rare, and I heard of no cases (d. Gulliver

1951: 214-215).
if

-hcru"

she

When her husband dies, a woman's animals continue to be

remains

brOther or one 01'

son's 8wl).

with

the

family

(i.e.,

marries

her

husband's

her husband's sons by another wife, or lives at her

If, on the contrary, a widow returns to her natal family

(e.g., to her father, mother's brother, or brother), she cannot automatically

take

"her"

animals

with

her,

alUIIJugh

her

deceased

husband's

brothers are supposed to contribute some animals for her children's support.
An

adolescent

girl's

father

may allocate

her a

camel,

cow,

and/or small stock to milk, but just as commonly she milks her mother's
In addition to her father, a girl's brother or male friend l may

animals.

"give" her an animal, probably almost always one of the numerous f-mall
stock.

One boy said that a girl could ask him for a goat or a cow, but

that she would "be afraid" to ask for a camel because it is a bigger
animal.

He had once given a girl a goat, and she had given him a con-

tainer.

Whatever animals, large or small) that a girl has been "given"

remain

in

her

father's

herd

when

she

leaves

his

awi at

marriage.

Although her father may later give her one of them (or a different one)
to take to her husband's awi, usually they play no further part in her

IThere is (stkited to be) no connotation of sexual relationship
between female and male friends or "best friends" (see below). As with
two males or two females, the female/male friendship institution involves only the reciprocal exchange oe the various items noted and perhaps non-sexual favors as well.
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lile.

Furthermore, it is customary for the elder brother of her husband

to take any animals that she brings from her father.
Disposing of Animals
As stated above, in principle a woman has no authority in or
control over decisions to slaughter, sell, or give away the animals
allocated to her, or their offspring.
respect between large and small stock.

There is no difference in this
As also previously noted, a

herdowner may dispose of any animal with or Without telling his wife (or
daughter).

On the other hand, it is culturally appropriate for a woman

to request of her husband or the male relative to whom she has gone
seeking sustenance that he slaughter or sell an animal, large or small,
to provide food for her and her children.
Conflict of interest between men and women over disposal of animals was not readily apparent.

None of the observed confrontations over

disposition of an animal involved women directly.

Most, but not all,

women said they would not and had not killed even a goat without the
direct or tacit permission of a male authority figure.
to ascertain the truth of such statements.

It was difficult

The permission might be

quite indirect; for instance, the husband may indicate before a period of
absence from the awi that the women should slaughter this or that, or
any, goat if they or the children suffer from hunger.

Everyone agreed,

however, that this would never occur 1n the case of a camel or cow.
A spectiic example of the several co-wives and a niece from Awi
2 illustrates how age, personality, and no doubt other idiosyncratic factors can influence interpretation of the male authority principle.

To
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recapitulate from Chapter 5, the husband/herdowner was a middle-aged
man (probably in his 50s) with a senior wife (probably in her 40s) who
had

seven

children,

including

a

21-year-old

son and a

20-year-old

daughter (i.e., of marriageable age or nearly so); a second wife who had
two young children; and a third wife (probably in her 20s) who had a
nursing infant.
three

Also living at this man's awi was a fourth wife (who

childr.en) recently inherited from

a

h~d

dead elder brother, and a

widowed niece (sister's daughter), who had six children.

(See Figure

Compared to some other herdowners, this man seemed to have a
rather weak personality and could be described as

henpecked

by

wives; the firl:it wife was particularly domineering and persistent.!

his
The

following is an excerpt from my fieldnotes of a conversation with these
women:
The niece says she has to ask him if she wants to sell an
animal. "But if he tells me he's going to take one of my
animals [which he had given her] I can say no, and he will
leave it." The first wif e says: ''If I say no, he will leave
it and can't sell it." The women here say the two younger
wives cannot say no. The first wife is an older woman now;
her husband can't "play around" with the animals without
asking her. The second wife says she can't say "no" the way
the first wife can, but she can say ''1 like this one, so sell
that one," and he will. If the husband is here, the first
wife has to ask to kill a goat; if he's not here, she doesn't
have to ask (but she wouldn't kill if he's gone only overnight).
ThuS, these women expressed positions of some power over their husband
(or uncle).

Later, however, the herdowner said that his women could not

1Cf. Thomas's (1965) colorful descriptions of female and male
personality characteristics among the Dodoth; also, Dyson-Hudson's (1972)
description of personal differences among Karimojong herdowners.
Both
the Dodoth and the Karimojong are members of the ''Karamojong Cluster"
(see Chapter 2).
as> '.
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kill any animals at all to eat if he were gone far away, but that ther
would either have a boy (e.g., the eldest son, age 21) kill an animal, or
else the herdowner's elder brother "could come and see and given them
food."

No resolution of this apparent conflict of opinion was ascer-

tained.

Although the herdowner was absent from the awi for periods of a

week or more during my fieldwork, I

n~ither

observed nor heard of the

slaughter of animals by the women during those times.
At Awi 3, both the women and the herdowner, in a joint interview,

said

that

the

former

latter's recent absence.

had

slaughtered

some

goats

during

the

It· was difficult to determine whether any sort

of prior agreement existed between the women and the husbandiherdowner
about this; the women said they "did not ask" him, and the herdowner did
not disagree.

The next question was whether any large stock had been

slaughtered, and the joint answer was, ·'None.
while the husband is not here,"

ThUS, i t

The women cannot do that

may be that women do indeed

slaughter small stock at times without their husband's explicit permission but without his objection because he thinks the reason for slaughter
is legitimate.

Large stock would never be killed this way, however.

Women may have one or more "best friends" (sing. lopeikeng), as
do men.

Male friends engage in extensive exchange of animals.

Women,

however, seem to give each other only beads and containers or other
household items.!

According to one female informant, a woman gives a

lThe situation is similar among the Maasai:
'''fo be a friend in
Maasai is to give generously. Men give away livestock and marriageable
daughters but women have little to give ••• [A Maasai woman says:] All a
woman has to give are things lik.e gourds or the hide of a slaughtered
animal ••• But really you have nothing" (Llewellyn-Davis 1980: 9).
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male friend
animal.

these objects or else asks

hei' husband to give him an

She may receive animals from her male friend, but these assume

the status of her other animals, i.e., they -:;:ome under the authority of
her husband.

In this informant's case, her husband had given her friend

a cow and calf; she had received goats and sheep from the friend.
To summarize, there appears to be little occasion on a day-today basis for divergence of opinion between Turkana herdowners and their
wives in the disposal of animals.

The most important use of livestock

is to sustain the people, and men and women usually agree when i t is
necessary to slaughter or sell animals for this purpose.

The primary

interest of both is the welfare of the children, and it is unlikely that
a herdowner would deny a wife's request to slaughter or sell a goat to
feed her children when they were "suffering from hunger" (a common Turkana expression and reality).
extravagant in these requests.

On the other hand, women did not seem
There were a couple of instances re-

corded in which a herdowner sold a cow at the request of a woman (in
these cases, widowed relatives who had come to the herdowner).

As will

be discussed later, however, both men and women feel that small stock
are the best and easiest to kill or sell for food.

Therefore, if women

do have more influence upon men in.decisions to kill or sell small animals than large animals, this circumstance is more a reflection of the
more common occurrence of disposing of small stock than an indication
that women have generalized control over small stock.

In fact, women

do not have a special economic asset of small stock that they exploit on
their own authority, even though the rules granting males sole authority
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over the slaughter and sale of livestocK are less rigidly observed with
small than large stock.
On

a

long-term

basis,

there

might

appear

to

be

sufficient

grounds for conflict between men and women in the disposal of animals-e.g., in the herdowner's use of animals for bridewealth for another wife,
or his use of one wif e' s animals f or the bridewealth of the son of a
different wife.

There were no signs of such conflict, although I had no

opportunity

observe

to

bridewealth

negotiations

during

my

fieldwork

(when marriages were not held due to the serious drought conditions and
consequent animal

loss).

Based on my

other observations I

do

not

believe that such conflict would involve small versus large stock differently.

Rights to Meat and Money
Meat from an animal slaughtered at the awi is expected to be
shared among

all

residents--both

male

and female--and

usually

with

other persons as well, irrespective of who owns the animal or its species (except that small stock meat is distributed less widely on an
inter-awi basis).

Distributing the meat within the awi and to others who

come

shares

to

request

according

to

the Turkana

(akilip) is considered to be the "work of

custom

of

begging

the women," regardless of

Whether the meat is from large or small stock.

Small stock meat may be

less widely distributed, but it is more frequently involved in distributive activity because small stock slaughter is a more frequent event.
Animals

for

slaughter

at

the

awi tend

to

come from

each wife in

sequence, and the wife whose animal is killed is responsible for distri-
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buting the meat, while keeping some of it as well as the hide for her
own use.

I did not personally observe any arguments over distribution

of meat by the women, but I believe the herdowner would intervene in
serious disagreements.
Meat

distribution is regulated

to some extent by conventions

assigning certain pieces of a carcass to certain persons.

For example,

the right front leg of any animJ;\1 is supposed to go to the sister(s) of
the herdowner; a180,
specific portions.

the owper of

the animal is entitled to certain

The back, part of the chest, a number of ribs, and

part of some of the legs of a large animal constitute "the meat of the
men" (akiring a ngkiliok).

There is no such "meat of the men" from small

stock. slaughtered by the women for the awi.

On the other hand, the

women and children receive only a few pieces of an animal slaughtered by
the men for the latter's own consumption.

Such slaughter, most fre-

quently of a goat, may take place at a "tree of the men" (ekitoi a ngk1liok) where herdowners and occasional herdboys have come together during
the day to talk and doze.

Men also slaughter one or more animals when

they gather on more formal occaSions, and a herdowner often slaughters
a goat for visitors to the awi.

Except for the latter, most of these

events involve males exclusively.
The

herdo~'ner

usually shares with his dependent women most of

the money received from sold animals and/or maizemeal bought immediately with that money, again regardless of the species (small stock,
most frequently) or source of the animal.

He does not necessarily dis-

tribute all the money to his Wives, however, but may keep some for himself and to give to other persons later.

Women do not own any animals
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which they sell themselves and from which they keep the money.

Once a

woman receives money and/or maizemeal from her husband, however, it is
hers to dispose of as she wishes, although monel is
to buy maizemeal.
o~

It is customary for women

';0

aJ.mo~t

always used

go to women of the same

other awis to beg for maizemeal and sometimes money· when these are

known to be available.

Thus, there are flows of meat and maizemeal (as

well as non-food items, such as containers, beads, water, and money)
amongst the women within and between aWis, and no distinction 1s made
between small and large stock as the source of the rueat, maizemeal, or
money.

Rights to Milk and Blood
The distribution of milk, milk products, and blood is considered
to be "work of the women," although herdboys milk and bleed animals as
they wish, primarily for their own immediate consumption.

Herdowners,

on the other hand, usually profess to have little knowledge of what is
going on in these realms, especially regarding bleeding.

Whereas milking

is a daily activity, bleeding entails making a decision (to bleed or not
to bleed) based on several factors, such as what other food is available
and which animals are in bleeding condition (e.g., have not been bled too
recently).

The women are the decision-makers f or the awi in this 1n-

stance.
Each woman uses her own allocated stock, large and small, to
obtain the milk and blood which primarily she and her children consume.
It is not

the

custom automatically to share this milk or blood with

other wives and their children; there is no difference between large and
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small stock products in this respect.

Often, specific animals (espe-

ciaHy camels) are desigcated by the herdowner to provide the milk for
specific persons.

Thus, for example, the husband of one informant did

not give her any animals until the birth of her first child, when he gave
het" a camel, saying, "You can milk this for the child."
said, '"rhe camel was for my daughter, not for me.'·1
mals,

The informant

Likewise, some ani-

milked by the lolives, provide milk for the herdowneris personal

cont'>umption (or to mai<e into milky tea for his visitors).

In case of

shortage or Ulleven distribution of milk, however, the women of an awi
usually lend animals to each other freely; if they do not, the herdowner
may intervene.

Regardless of which milk "belongs" to which person or

who milks the various animals, all Turkana adults stress the importance
of giving almost all the milk to the children in times of scarcity.

As

Gulliver

is

observed,

"Children

nave

first

claim

to

milk

when

it

scarce ••• I. have never seen, nor can I visualize, the wife who would

lThe camel was, however, referred to as "Asekon's" (the wife's)
when I was introduced to the camels of the awi.
Also, it should be
noted that the husband's mother had given the new wife a camel, so she
was not without milking animals other than the one specified for her
daughter.
Gulliver stated that the milking animals allotted to children
"become more and more distinguished as theirs alone ••• As the child
reaches puberty, and achieves gradual independence, these animals are
recognized as his, and they will, if they live, eventually pass out of
the herd of that nuclear family as the daughter goes to live with her
husband, and the son sets up his own herds. There is also the general
recognition that young born to these animals are also the property of
the child" (Gulliver 1951: 91). This is contrary to my findings, particularly with respect to girls. As discussed previously, girls in my study
area did not automatically take animals with them to their husbandqs
awi. Neither girls nor boys had animals so exclusively defined as theirs
before marriage.
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refuse to share her milk supply with a milkless wife's children" (Gulliver 1951: 91-92).
In principle and in practice, there is no difference

between

large and small stock with respect to female management of milking and
milk distribution.

It is true, however, .that herdowners often seem to

have a better idea of how many and which large stock, in contrast to
small stock, their wives are milking, although they do sometimes confuse
the personal names of the camels and cattle.

These names, in fact, are

assigned to the large stock by the womell who milk them.

Because they

are named, and also because they are less numerous, camels and cattle
can be discussed individually in their physical absence.

Small stock, on

the other hand, are named strictly according to color, and there are
many duplicates among the numerous animals (although, if necessary, with
additional morphemes almost any animal can be specified precisely).

In

i:he abstract, a herdowoer may be unable to list the small stock his
wives are milking, although he could point them out in the herd.

Con-

nected with this monitoring or lack of if by the herdowner is a potential area of conflict between him and his wives in milking management; I
refer to the question of how much milk should be
animals.

f rom particular

The specific recorded instance involved camels; the herdowner

(of Awi 1) thought his women were milking the camels too much and not
leaving enough for the calves.

That such a conflict did not occur in the

case of small stoCk may have been because the herdowner was not paying
as much attention to the more numerous small stock--doubtful, however,
in this herdowner's case.

More to the point, individual small stock are

not as important milk producers as camels, and it might not be worth a
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woman's effort to try to squeeze the last drop of milk out of a goat, as
compared to a camel; rather, she would probably turn to another goat instead.

Additionally, an undernourished kid or two is less crucial in the

overall context of the herd than a camel calf is.
There does seem to be a difference between cattle and the other
species with respect to the management of bleeding; as discussed later,
there is a similar difference between the species with respect to the
actual task of bleeding.

The dichotomy in bleeding is not men/large

stOCK versus

stock,

women/small

howev~r,

but

herdboys/cattle versus

women/camels-and-small-stock--although all the stock are freely bled by
the herdboys.

In no instance is bleeding animals f or the awi a direct

concern of the herdowner.

As previously noted, however, the herdowner

is ultimately in control of the availability of all the animals--small
and large stock--for milking and bleeding.

This is not to say that Tur-

kana women have no influence over their husbands in these deciSions, but
that they do not possess separate herds of small stock (or of

large

stock) that represent a distinctly female-controlled source of milk or
blood.
The vast majority of Ngisonyoka as yet do not sell milk (an
important source of cash for many other African pastoralists, e.g., the
Bororo Fulani).

The Ngisonyoka do not themselves hold markets, and they

visit towns only infrequently, usually to sell a goat or two.

The towns

in Turkana District are essentially administrative and mission "service
centers" with very few permanent inhabitants; most of these centers also
have a few dukas (shops owned by ethnic Somalis) and hotelis (simple
eating places, often owned by settled Turkana).

Only rarely does a
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nomadic Turkana sell a small amount of milk, probably less than a quart,
to a hoteli, and the seller does whatever he or she wants with the
money.

Exceptions to Male Ownership of Livestock
Aside from the female "ownership" of animals that really comprises various usuf ruct rights, as described above, women are sometimes
the managers of their own animals in a sense approaching male ownership.
These women are really taking on a male role, rather than following
Turkana women's customs and practices.

In fact, the more extreme of the

two women described below was considered by other women to be somewhat
mentally deranged.
The two instances encountered in the field of these female managers involved older, widowed women.
6 1n Awi 1 and Ekol 3 in Awi 4.)

(They were the head women of Ekol
Each women had taken charge of the

livestock representing her allocation and had decided autonomously where
to move with her house unit and her animals.

Neither woman had set up a

separate awi, however, but moved with one or another awi headed by a
related male herdowner.

At night, both women penned their animals sep-

arately from those of the other women of the awi (a common practice
anyway in the case of camels, but rare for small stock); during the day,
these women's animals were either herded separately by one of
children or else were herded with the awl's other animals.

their

In both

cases, the livestock involved were camels and small stock; neither woman
had any cattle with her, although I cannot be certain that neither had
cattle that were away at distant camps during my research period.

One
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of the women had several children, including a 22-year-old son; both she
and her son said she would ask the son before she killed or sold any
animal.

The other woman had three daughters but no sons; she slaugh-

tered and sold her own small stock and utilized the money herself.
did not dispose of

She

any camels, of which she had only three or four,

during my research period.

I do not know what she would have done had

she wanted to sell or slaughter one, but she certainly would not have
actually killed a.camel herself.
The most important point about these two women is that they
moved when and where they pleased with both large stock (camels) and
small stock.

Although they, or at least the second woman, seemed to

utilize only small stock in the traditionally non-female management role
of selling and slaughtering, this was not because women in general have
greater authority over these animals, but rather, was largely because
small stock are much the commoner sales and slaughter animals, and are
much easier to sell and slaughter.

In fact, the first woman bowed to

her son in some aspects of the management of even these animals.

The Activities of LivestOCk Husbandry
Herding
There is no rigid rule in respect to age and sex distinctions in
herding labor, but the strong cultural preference is for boys to herd
all of the juvenile and mature animals and for anyone who is at the awi
during the day (usually women and children) to tend the young stock
(baby camels, calves, kids, and lambs) there.
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The Turkana are, however, very pragmatic in the execution of
most tasks, including herding.

A herdowner sometimes does not have a

suitable boy available, because he does not have any or enough sons or
young male relatives at the awi, or because the regular herder is away
or is sick.

In the absence of a suitable boy (i.e., one old enough--

around 10 years and upwards--and healthy enough to do the job), it is
not culturally inappropriate for men, girls, and women to herd.

The

following description of the four study awis recapitulates (trom Chapter
5) the extent to which girls herded and

Why~

and which species of ani-

mals they herded.
The herding labor at the awis is recorded in Table 6.1, which
shows two exceptions to the culturally preferred diVision of
labor.

herding

In Awi 2, girls as well as boys herded camels, while in Awi 4

girls herded goats.

In Awi 4, the herdowner lacked a male goatherd.

During the first month of fieldwork, he had with his awi an 11-year-old
male cousin who had been herding h:f.s goats for about a year, but this
boy then returned to his natal household.

He had been borrot-?ea, a;J it

were, primarily to help with the small stock.

After his departure, two

girls, 9 and 11 years old, who were regular members of the awi were
assigned to the task.

The camel herder in Awi 4 was the herdowner's

20-year-old brother, who was the only other male in the awi aside from
two infants.
In Awi 2, the two girls (both 20 years old) who herded camels
were assigned to this task for approximately a 2-1/2 month period during
the dry and early wet seasons, when their 14-year-old brother, the regular helder, was ill (as was the second boy, around 12 years old, indi-
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Table 6.1.

Sex and Annual Average Numbers of Herders at the Four Study
Awis.
Herders of
Small Stock

Herders of
Camels

Herders of
Cattle

Awi 1

3 boys

2 boys

1 boy

Awi 2

1-2 boys

Awi 3

2 boys

2-3 boys

1 boy

Awi 4

2 girls

1 boy

(no cattle)

2 boys/2 girls
(see text)

no cattle
for 9 mon.;
then 1 boy

cated in Table 6.1).
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During this time, the two girls went with the camel

herd to a dry-season grazing camp several days' walking distant.

Even

had their brother been well, it was probable that he was too young (and
too irresponsible) to undertake this task.
stock were in two separate herds:

During this time, the small

the milking goats were at the awi,

where they were tended by another younger (12-year-old) brother; the
non-milking goats were in a dry-season grazing area (near to the camel
herd) and were tended by a 21-year-old brother.

Following their return

to the awi with the camell', the two girls reverted to their former
duties (watering, milking, and domestic work), while the now-well young
boys took over the camel herding.
Two additional observations on the herding activities at these
awis may be made.

First, the camel herder in Awi 4 took. the entire herd

except for three animals to dry-season grazing, and for various reasons
did not, contrary to custom, bring the herd back to the awi following
the rains.

Therefore, only three camels were at the awi during most of

the year.

They grazed without a herder during the day and were expected

to return to the awi on their own at dusk..

Frequently, however, one of

the women or girls (or sometimes the herd owner) of the awi went out to
check. on them during the day or to bring them back in at dusk.

ThUS,

the camels were to a large extent the daily responsibility of these
Women and girls.

Second, at all four awis the women and children were

responsible for keeping track of the young stock.

This was usually a

rather casual task, but at Awi 1, the eldest wife in particular devoted
a good deal of time and effort to rounding up the baby camels (while the
children were more concerned with the small stock).
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Additional data on herding come from interviews with 36 herdowners.

These 36 awis had a total of 116 herders (mean

(20.7 %) were female.

= 3.2),

of whom 24

In fact 14 (38.9 %) of the 36 awis had female

herders, and five (13.9%) of the 36 had no male herders.

At 11 (30.6%)

aWis, a total of eleven females herded goats; at 4 (11.1%) awis a total
of five females herded cattle; at seven (19.4 %)

aWis,

eight females

herded camels; at eight (22.2 %) aWis, females herded more than one of
these livestock species.

Proportionately, these figures are similar to

tbe ones resulting from the intensive observation ot the four awis discussed earlier.
Without exception, the female herders at these 36 awis were performing these activities because of a lack or insufficiency of male herders.

At three of the four awis at which females herded cattle, there

were no male herders at all; at the fourth aw1 there was a younger,
although mature (about 20 years old) brother who herded camels, and
anotber younger brother wbo herded the small stock elsewhere.

At one

of ths seven awis with female camel herders, there was no male herder
at all; at the otber six, there were enough boys to herd the cattle
and/or small stock but not enough to herd camels as well.

In general,

the boys herding small stock were younger than the glrls herding camels.
At five of the 11 awis with females herding small stOCK, there were no
male herders; at the other six aw!sp there were boys herding large stock
and sometimes small stock, in which case the girls were co-herders of
the latter.
A final set of

data comes from unstructured interviews with

eight women and six glrls about their herding histories.

Eleven of these
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14 females said they had herded during their youth, although none was
herding at the time of the

inter\~ews.

It was difficult to ascertain how

regular or how long these herding periods had been, but five of the
women and three of the girls probably had herded regularly for several
years or more. Two women and one girl had served mainly as substitutes
for the regular male herders.

The animals herded were:

goats (four

cases), camels (four cases), cattle (five cases), cattle and camels (one
case), goats and camels (one case).

The animals herded regularly were:

goats (three cases), camels (three cases), cattle (three cases).

Typi-

cally, these females had herded because their b:-others 'were "too small"
or, in one or two cases, because there had been no brothers at all.

The

females who had not herded at all had spent their youth in awis with
"many brothers" or "many men."

Finally, it should be said that none of

the herding females--or any other females with whom the subject was
discussed---:i.)sdicated displeasure or unhappiness at having been assigned
herding tasks. 1
In summary, the preceding data substantiate the assertion that
female herding is culturallY acceptable and not uncommon in practice as
a first recourse when suitable boys are not available.

In general, girls

rather than herdowners seem to be the first recourse.

The data also in-

dicate little preference for females to herd small stock as opposed to
large stock, and the Ngisonyoka themselves state no such preference.

lIn this regard, the Ngisonyoka differ from the Karimojong
amongst whom R. Dyson-Hudson reports:
"Only once did we see a girl
herding near our camp, and she was obviously embarrassed and unhappy
about being required to do a boy's task" (Dyson-Hudson 1972: 41).
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Rather, it seems that when girls do herd, the younger ones are more
often assigned to small stock, which generally do not range as far from
the awi during the day, while the older ones are often assigned to large
stock.
Watering the Animals
Preference and practice with respect to watering the animals is
the reverse of herding:
extent, of women. 1

water',ng is the "work of girls" and, to a lesser

The watering tasks occur minimally every other day,

because the small stock and donkeys and cattle are watered every two
days, and the camels, every four or five days.

Sometimes waterers from

the awi are required dally--when different components of the herds do
not coincide in their watering days or during the wet season, when some
animals are watered daily.

Any particular waterer does not usually per-

form the task on successive days, however, because people from the awi
take turns.

Watering is a strenuous activity, involving up to several

hours' walking to and from the wells and up to several hours of dipping
water from the well into a trough.

Shallow wells require one person to

lift the water; deeper wells required two to five (or more) persons
handing the container from one to another up to the trough.

One or two

additional persons, generally herders, are required to keep order among
the animals as they converg€ upon the trough.

All livestock species are

watered in the same manner and require similar effort.

IGirls also perform of help their mothers with numerous domestic tasks, including firewood collection, fetching water for domestic
use, building shelters and fences when the awis move, working hides, etc.
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Observations made on numerous occasions at many water holes indicate that, while females predominate at the actual watering activity,
boys and men were also frequent participants.

There is no stated or

observed sexual differentiation of waterers according to livestock species.

Females are the preferred waterers for all species, but males

participate in the watering task in the case of insufficient female labor
power overall; they then water small as well as large stOCK.

On bal-

ance, the hours devoted to watering are probably more equally divided
between females and males than are the hours of herding.

Milking
Women are in charge of milKing activities, and women and girls
are the main milkers of both large and small stock.

According to a pri-

mary male informant, women or girls "must" milk the animals when they
(the women) are around.

Boys may milk even when women are around, but

men may milk only in the absence of women.

According to this informant,

men more often milk cattle than the other species because women are
less available tor this task because cattle are frequently in grazing
camps where usually there are no women.

''But women should milk.

Women

always milk if they are there and there are enough of them," he emphasized.
At the awis, where there were always women or girls present, no
man was ever observed to milk any animal.

Away from the awis, however,

men were seen milking camels on two occasions, and herdboys frequently
milked camels while herding.

The goat herdboys at three of the four

study awis regularly milked the goats during the awi milking periods,
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along witll tile women and girls of tile awi; camel and cattle herdboys
were not observed milking theiur stock during the awi milkirig periods.
Thus, at the awis females exclusively were associated with the milk.ing
of the large stock but not of the small stock.

The milking small stock

were more numerous than the milking large stock and therefore required
more labor than the women and girls alone could supply.

The Ilerdboys

who milked at the awi frequently consumed that milk themselves, wllereas
the women and girls milked for the awi in general, especially for their
children.

Bleeding the Animals
Obtaining blood for the awi is generally considered to be "work.
of the women," but field observations revealed the situation to be more
complex in actual practice.

Women were seen to bleed small stock and

camels by themselves, or, 1n the case of camels--which require more physical strength to control--sometimes with the assistance of a boy or
even a mano

In the case of cattle, women were observed only assisting

boys and then but rarely, because wen were the usual assistants to the
boys in the bleeding if this species.

Herdboys were frequently observed

bleeding animals of all types on their own, especially f or their own
consumption, but men were never observed bleeding any animal by themselves at the awis; men were observed only assisting women or boys.
There does not seem to be any injunction against women bleeding
cattle; rather, women in general are probably not considered to be physically able to bleed cattle.

Any animal to be bled must be constrained

while the vein is punctured and the blood drawn.

Unlike small stock and
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camels, cattle are very difficult to catch and control for bleeding; inexplicably, cattle are not hobbled during the process as are camels.
Two or more adult males are often required for cattle bleeding, and even
then the procedure is

~ometimes

aborted by the lunging animal.

One par-

ticularly spirited woman who usually assisted in the bleeding of cattle
at her awi seemd to take pride in her ability; she did not seem to be
regarded as odd or extraordinary by either the other women or the men.
An additional element of (human) sex difference in the bleeding
of livestock concerns the tool used.

Women use a small, screwdriver-

shaped tool to crudely pierce a hole in the vein of the animal.

Boys

also use this tool when they bleed small stock (which are bled from a
vein above the eye) or camels (which, like cattle, are bled from a vein
in the neck).

Alternatively ~ boys may use a small bow and arrow for

puncturing the vein in the case of camels; they invariably use this tool
in bleeding cattle.

It would probably be difficult and dangerous to use

the bow and arro,,"

for small stock, because of the small vein and the

proximity to the eye.
In summary,

there is nO association between women and small

stock versus men and large stock in bleeding activities.

The" absence of

female dominance in the bleeding of cattle is probably mostly a function
of the physical difficulties of this task.

(This is not to deny the role

of cultural norms in coloring the perceived dffficuities.)

It may also

be associated with the culturally defined use of an exclusively male
tool--the bow and arrow--to bleed cattle.
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Slaughtering Livestock
The management of slaughtering activity is the prerogative of
the male herdowner.

That women cannot and must not slaughter large

stock is an emphatically stated rule with few exceptions; men and boys
slaughter the large stock and also slaughter small stock for
feasts and most ritual activity.

men's

On the other hand, it is the woman's

task to slaughter small stock for the awi when given permission or ordered to by the herdowner.

Nevertheless, women are not supposed to

catch the animal they intend to slaughter; rather, a male should catch
it for them.

To the extent this rule is observed, it would preclude a

woman's slaughtering any animal in the absence of a man or boy.
The cultural proscription against women killing large stock has
to least two elements.

One is the physical strength required for kil-

ling a large versus a small animal; the other is the almost exclusive
use of the spear, a male implement, for killing large stock.
also usually use the spear to kill small stOCk.)

(Males

Unquestionably, it is

physically more difficult to kill a camel or cow than a goat or sheep,
and women are probably considered incapable of slaughtering the larger
animals.

I did not hear of any case in which women had killed, or had

participated in killing, a whole and healthy large animal.

An exception

to the rule against women killing large stock is the case of a dying or
downed (because of a broken limb) animal.

Women are, in fact, the pre-

ferred killers of such animals, for which purpose they use knives (as
they do to kill small stoCk).

The use of the knife versus the spear is

similar to the use of the screwdriver-like tool versus the bow and arrow
in the bleeding of animals, in that a different tool is associated with
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eacb sex in Cbe per:!: ormance of Cbe same or similar activicy.

Objec-

tively, spears are not necessary for killing camels or cattle; these animals are ld.lled wiCb knives by butchers in the towns and among ocber
ethnic groups in Turkana District.
In summarYi women are supposed to slaughter animals only under
male authorization.
large

stock,

botn

Tile animals women kill are small stock and weak
of

whiCb are

pnysically eaSier

to slaugllter than

healtby camels or cattle.

Cultural Values and Knowledge
Turkana of botb sexes give practical statements about tile value
of various species of livestock.

It does not seem tnat one sex identi-

fies more closely witll or values differencially or tor different reasons
one species ot livestOCk over anotber.

This was indicated in informal

conversations as well as by tbe responses of individuals (20 females and
/1,

8 males) wbO were specitically aSked:

"wnicb animal do you like best,

and Wily? and, Wbat are camels/cattle/goats/slleep/donkeys good for?"
The animal liked best depended partly on tne person's experiences.

There was a tendency for a herder of camels to like camels best,

a herder ot small stock to ll.ke small stOCk. best, etc.--because '1 only
k.now about this animal; I don't know about tile others."

More usually,

llowever, the animal liked best was associated with things the animal was
said to be good for,

and, presumably, how the person assessed tbese

things in bis or ller own mind.

Males and females listed the same gen-

eral qualities tor eacb species, and generally in Che same order from
one species to another.

Camels or small stOCK were most of ten listed
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as the preterred animal.

The qualities of the species most treqently

mentioned were:
Camels:
much milk, especially in the dry season for children; much fat and meat when slaughtered; good for bleeding;
do not stop milking easily in the dry season.
Small Stock: easy to slaughter whenever you are hungry (and
sheep are especially good for their fat tails); easy to sell;
supply Skins for females' clothing [males, who do not wear
skin clothing, listed this quality about as of ten as females
did]; supply milk; supply blood.
Cattle:
the milk and butterfat are very tasty; a bad thing
is that cattle take people where enemies are. 1
Donkeys (sometimes listed bet ore cattle in order of preference among the species):
to carry things (people's possessions, water, children, and siCk people); a bad thing is that
donkeys are difficult to tence ln, and they run away.
Both men and women listed the two qualities of cattle noted
above.

Additionally, one man (a cattle herder who, however, liKed goats

better) like cattle tor the "body and color" as well as for their tasty
milk.

Two women liked cattle best because of their milk and buttertat

and also because of their "nice voices" or because of the "ox

~lith

the

curved horns and bell." 2

1Cattle taKe p'eople where enemies are because they are herded
to grazing areas on the border of Ngisonyoka territory, near to groups
such as the POKot with whom the NgisonYOKa are in a livestocK-raiding
(Which includes people-killing) relationship.
2The latter would be a dance-ox (emong lodwarat; see Gulliver
1951: 17-19).
According to one of these female informants, women as
well as men can have dance-oxen--although I did not confirm this information. Despite the existence of !:nis primarily cattle institution, I did
not encounter many of the elements of the "cattle complex" ideal-type
delineated by Herskovits (1926). Gulliver Similarly observed:
"The Jie
and the Turkana have not developed strongly that certain 'cattle mentality' so commonly mentioned in accounts of the Masai or the Nilotes"
(Gulliver 1955: viii; cf. Gulliver 1951: 16ft.).
Goats are also frequently used as dance-animals, in Which case their horns are artificially
curved (as are cattle horns) and they are adorned with bells.
(continued next page)
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In summary, in this study of Ngisonyokas' values in respect to
livestock there was no evidence of a conscious preft!rential association
between women and small stoCk.

Some ind:!.viduals, male and female, said

they liked all the animals and then gave reasons similar to those listed
above.

One man said that, after goats and camels p cattle were also

"good because they are an animal;" this is a typical Turkana feeling.
Both men and women value all livestock and. in general for pragmatic
reasons that are not related to human sex differences.
One aspect of individuals' knowledge of livestock was investigated by asking the herdowners, herders, and women of the study awis
about the descendents and forebears of the aWis' animals, about past
movements of the herds, and about the animals' current conditions.

For

both male and female, general familiarity with the animals is task-specif ic; it is know ledge gained through daily contac t

particular animals and herds.

and experience with

For example, the goat herdboy was said to

be the ultimate authority on the relationships among and immediate forebears of the goats and sheep constituting the awi's herd, provided he had
been the herdboy for a sufficient period of time.

Indeed, i t was the

herdboys,

reliably about

not

the

lierdowners,

movements of the herds.

who answered most

the

At the same time, a girl who had followed the

cattle was as reliable an informant about the cattle herd's movement as
was a herdboy.

(continued) On the other hand, camels do not often seem to be featured
as dance-animals, perhaps be~ause the Turkana have acquired camels only
relatively recently from peoples such as the Rendille to the east (cf.
Gulliver 1951: 23).
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In this connection, women often. knew more than men about the
forebears and offspring of the animals allocated to them for milking and
bleeding; it is the women who name the milking stock and for whom these
animals assume true individuality.

In fact, men often gave quite garbled

accounts of the genealogical relationships among the animals they owned.
In explanation, once a man marries and has herders for his animals, he
spends much of his time at the "tree of the men" (ekitoi a ngkiliok),
discussing grazing and other news with his fellows and formulating camp
decisions.

Thus playing the role of manager of his awi, he is not as in-

timately associated with the animals as are the women who milk and
bleed them or the individuals of either sex who herd them.
Most important for present purposes is

the fact

that

these

female/animal associations are as strong in the case of large stock as
in the case of small stock.

Small stock do not hold a special place in

a Turkana woman's world view.

Small stock are very important to Tur-

kana women (and men), but no more so than the large stock with which
the women are equally familiar and involved.
Summary and Conclusions
There is almost no evidence for a de jure, and scanty evidence
for a de facto, special association between Ngisonyoka Turkana women and
small stoCk.

In general, the rights and activities of women in respect

to livestock are the same regardless of the species, and their values in
this respect are the same as men's values.

In other words, Ng1sonyoka

women do not enjoy the "mUCh greater economic independence with regard
to tile small livestock ••• " (Dupire 1960: 80) that has been noted for the
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Fulani, for instance, and there is no association between Turkana females
and small stock similar to that noted in Rendille society (Beaman 1983).
Ngisonyoka TurKana women ideally may not own or control the
disposal of any animals, but rather enjoy usufruct rights over large and
small stock allocated to them by their husbands or other male authority
figures.

In general, women have strong authority in the management of

milK and blood production of all the animals (with the possible exception of cattle, the bleeding of which is managed mostly by the cattle
herdboys).

On the other hand, women have very little authority in the

management of animal grazing and associated movements, or in animal sale
or slaughter.

If TurKana women do seem to participate in decisions to

sell or slaughter small stocK more frequently than in decisions to dispose of large stock, that is because the former decisions are more frequently made in daily lif e.
Similarly,

toe

work

of

livestocK

husbandry is

sex/age lines with little regard for livestock species.

divided

along

Males generally

herd and females generally water the animals, but the actual performance of these tasks is flexible in regard to sex.

At the awi, women

generally milK all the animals and bleed the small stock and camels,

.... herdboys often help milk small stock and usually bleed cattle, which

\..
.. u ...

are difficult to control.
The

activity of

slaughtering shows the strongest difterential

association between the sex of the slaughterer and the species slaughteredo

Women should not and probably almost never do slaughter large

stock, except for dying or disabled large stock, largely because of the
physical strength required.

Men slaughter the large stocK, as well as
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small stock for their own use.

On the other hand, women are expected

to and frequently do slaughter small stock for the awi; nevertheless, a
male should be present to catch the animal to be slaughtered as well as
to give prior permission.

It may be that women are able to exercise

some de facto control over small stock slaughter, however--"a wife kills
a goat whilst her husband sleeps" (Gulliver 1951: 93), i.e., in the husband's absence and without his permission.

Such action could represent a

source for female control over small stock in other spheres--e.g., in a
market sphere--in the event of changing economic situations that disrupt
the traditional control and/or activity relationships between men and
women.

SOCial and economic development planners should be aware that

small stock may be mQre easily incorporated than large stock into programs directed at pastoral wowen's

acti~~ties.

The data obtained on Ngisonyoka individuals' values in respect to
livestock suggest that both males and females value the various species
Similarly and for the same pragmatic reasons.

Small stock and camels

seem to be generally the most valued by both sexes.
livestock is task- rather than sex-related.

Familiarity with

Ngisonyoka women usually

have a more personal knowledge than do the male overall managers of the
animals, both large and small, that the women milk and bleed.

There is

not a differential knowledge of the sexes in respect to large and small
stock, however, as appears to be the case among the Tuareg, where "most
men have so little to do with goat-breeding that they do not know the
exact meaning of many color terms tor goats," and where the men "should
pref erentially take care of camels only," including milking them (Nicolai-
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sen 1963: 154).

It should be added that Turkana of both sexes know the

color terms of large as well as small stock, although there may be disagreement between individuals as to the most appropriate term for a particular beast.
Differences between the Turkana and pastoral groups with different sex-role patterns are no doubt related to several ecological, economic, and SOCiocultural variables.
some of the possible variables.

I will conclude with a discussion of

The first is the locations of the vari-

ous livestock species in relation to the human settlement pattern.

The

Turkana production and consumption unit, the awi, has no fixed location
at any time of the year but, rather, moves with :its animals.

Certain

components of the herds, especially the non-milking camels and small
stock and often all of the cattle, do usually separate from the awi in
the dry season, but the awi is left with milking and perhaps some bleeding camels as well as milking small stock.

This pattern contrasts with

that of some pastoral groups, in which the married male, female, and
young components of the human population remain in one area with only
the small stock during certain times of the year While the large stock
are taken away to other grazing areas.

Although many of the societies

with this latter type of locational pattern--e.g., the Jie (Gulliver and
Gulliver 1953, Gulliver 1955) and the Karimojong (Dyson-Hudson 1966) of
Uganda, both "Turkana-speaking peoples" (Gulliver 1951: 2)--practice agriculture as well as pastoralism, other--e.go,
Tuareg groups--are exclUSively pastoral.

the Somali and certain

In the

Somali and Tuareg

cases, the large stock is predominantly the camel, which 1s more exclusively associated with females than in Turkana (cf. Lewis 1961: 32, 58,
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84; and Nicolaisen 1963: 39, 51, 61, 154).

The camel/male and small

stoCk/female associations in these groups correspond with the general
locations of the a!'limals in respect to the different components of the
human population.

Unlike Somali and Tuareg women, Turkana women are in

year-round aSSociation with large as well as small stock, which fact may
mitigate against any special association of Turkana women with small
stock.
In pastoral

SOCieties

that

practice agriculture,

women ot ten

have exclusive rights over garden land and produce, as in the case of
the Jie (Gulliver 1955: 60); a cultural pattern of female ownership of a
productive resource--Iand--thus exists.

In such cases, and especially if

small StOCK are present all the time and are the only stock present for
part of the year, an association between women and the small stock as a
productive resource may be readily fostered. l

In contrast,

the Ng1son-

1Based on the scanty evidence in the literature, I can only suggest a linkage between these variables (female ownerhip of land and produce in agropastoral groups, predominance of small stOCk among the livestock present at the main human settlement, and a female/small stock
association). Female management of small stOCk among the POkot occurs
in a context of female management of farm plots (cf. Bates and Conant
1981: 92, 93).
Gulliver intimated some degree of female/small stOCk
association among the Jie:
"At times a wife may wish to barter (or
nowadays to sell) a goat or two in order to obtain grain, seed, iron,
foodstuff s, etc. Tbis is a legitimate desire and, with caution, a proper.
use of her animals. She can thereby improve the economy of---n-er household" (1955: 60). This statement is somewhat stronger than Gulliver's
remarKS about Turkana women and small stock (see, e.g., 1951: 53). On
the other hand, Jie women seem to be much less involved than the nonagricultural Turkana women with livestOCk matters in general (cf. Gulliver 1955: 62). In explanation, the large StOCK component of Jie herds
is more otten totally absent from the settlements; additionally, J1e
women are occupied with agricultural activities, which provide much of
the Jie diet.
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YOka Turkana practice no agriculture and there is no current cultural
pattern of female ownership of productive resources amongst them. 1
Finally, among some pastoral groups, notably the Fulani, there
is a strong tradition of female marketing activity.

Fulani women actu-

ally acquire small stock out of their "personal savings" (Dupire 1960)
derived from the sale of cow's milk and milk products.-

In contrast,

there are no markets or regular marketing activity in Tur.kana District.
Formerly, and to some extent today,

the Ngisonyoka Turkana exchanged

livestock, principally for sorghum and secondarily for gourds and other
goods,

with agricultural Turkana of the Ngikebotok section along the

Turkwell River, and probably also with neighboring peoples (cf. Gulliver
1951: 162-165).

Nowadays the Nglsonyoka more commonly sell livestock to

buy ma1zemeal, principally, and smaller quantities of sugar, tea leaves,
and tobacco and sometimes clothing, cooking pots, and other goods.

The

buyers of the livestock and sellers of the goods are generally Somali
merchants, who transport livestock and goods between Turkana District
and other parts of Kenya.

The transition from the former to the current

pattern of acquiring cereal foods and other exotic products is probably
an outgrowth of general economic development in Turkana (see Republic of

lAccording to Gulliver (1951), who worked in the more northern
and western parts of Turkanaland, agriculture is pursued on a very limited scale by nomadic pastoral Turkana there and contributes grain to
the diet for about two months of the year. Among those Turkana, women
own the gardens and their produce (Gulliver 1951: 30-32). In contrast,
the Ngisonyoka nomadic pastoralists whom I studied in southern Turkanaland have no tradition of agriculture.
Nevertheless, following the
severe drought of 1979-81, in which many livestock died, some Ngisonyoka
individuals (males as well as females) and households undertook agriculture for the first time in their lives.
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Kenya 1980).

In any case, at the household level, these transactions are

sporadic and not a major focus of economic actiVity, and Turkana women
play a subordinate role in any marketing or trading activity that does
occur.
roles

The difference between Fuleni and Turkana women in marketing
probably

contributes

to

their different

roles

with respect

to

small stock.
These differences--l1vestock locations and associated household
locations, presence or absence of an agricultural component of the pastoral economy, presence or absence of female marketing--among pastoral
groups may account for some of the differences in human sex and
stock species associations.

live-

Other factors are no doubt involved, too.

On the other hand, there are other East African pastQra1ists-e.g., the Rendille, the Samburu; and the Maasai--who are similar to the
Turkana in the sense that the household and some or all of the large
stock and the small stock are usually together, there is no agricultural
component,

and

there is

little

marketing activity.

These

societies

differ, however, in the physical environment, historical background, and
other economic and social or cultural characteristics, which could, as
well as
patterns.

the variables discussed above, cause differences in sex-role
For example, it seems that Rendille women are much less in-

volved with camel husbandry, and may be less involved in any livestOCk
activities, than are Turkana women (Spencer 1973: 106); at the same time,
small stock are very strongly associated with women in Rendille culture,
and Rendille girls in particular herd the small stock (Beaman 1983).

To

draw another contrast, Samburu women may have inferior status as compared to Rendille women, bu.t the former are more involved with livestOCk
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(probably including small stock) activities, according to Spencer (1973:
106).

On the other hand, Samburu women have strong rights, perhaps

stronger than Turkana

women~s

rights. in connection with their allotted

cattle, although they cannor. alienate any of them from the "total herd"
of the male household head (Spencer 1973: 76); Samburu women's rights
with respect to small stock are not clear from the ethnography.

The

Maasai, to whom the Samburu are culturally closely related, have rules
similar to the Samburu and the Turkana concerning female usufruct and
ownership

rights

in livestock.

Maasai ethnographer Llewellyn-Davies

(1980: 1, 8) stressed the absence of female ownership.l

Exactly how the

similarities and differences are related to other aspects of ecology,
economy, and culture is a topic for further study.

I"The bride is entitled to the milk of her animal as well as
their hides.
The animals are not hers to sell or slaughter--those
rights belong to her husband. She holds them in trust for her sons and
she is the one who decides which animals they will inherit ••• she has no
rights of ownership over any living animal •• she just tends the animals.
She can't dispose of one for any purpose. She's not an· owner" (Llewellyn-Davies 1980: 1, 8).

; CHAPTER 7
GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study my original intention was to examine the place of
small stock in the multi-species livestock production system of South
Turkana (Ngisonyoka) subsistence nomadic pastoral1sts in a variable and
unpredictable but generally arid environment (northwest Kenya).

In fact,

I have examined the livestock production system from a more inclusive
point of view than implied in the original statement.

Within an adapta-

tionist framet-10rk--assuming that the people's behaviors are, in general,
adaptive strategies for survival in their environment--I have presented
and analyzed data on the composition and population dynamics of small
stock herds in comparison to camel and cattle herds, food production
from

small

stock

in

comparison

to

the

other

livestock,

and

small

stock/large stock contrasts in respect to human sex roles 1n livestocK
husbandry.

The focus is on household herds; the Turkana household or

awi as the primary locus of livestock-related and other adaptive activities is examined along with tne explicit concern with the characteristics
of separate livestock species, to consider the social production-consumption unit as an integrated livestock enterprise.

Field research and data

collection took place during a year and a half of severe drought, (followed by) heavy rains, livestocK disease, and enemy-raiding activity-classic hazards of traditional pastoralism.

I show how the herds--"the

central feature of a pastoral ecology" (Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson
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1982: 214)--were affected by the events and utilized by the human population during this time of environmental crises and potential threats to
hUman survival.

This study offers

direct evidence (quantitative and

qualitative) of the adaptive value to herdowners of maintaining large,
diversified (multi-species) herds--often discussed in the literature as a
component of traditional pastoral strategies to cope with variable and
generally hazard-filled environments (e.g., Dahl and Hjort 1976, DysonHudson 1980, Swift 1973, Widstrand 1975),1 but rarely illustrated with
first-hand empirical data.

I have illustrated it here at the level of

individual households with their associated multi-species herds, households being the socioeconomic units of production and reproduction in the
Turkana as in most pastoral societies.
!.~mentation

of

heretof ore

plausible

Such detailed, on-the-ground docscenarios

of

pastoral

adaptation

furthers both pastoral ethnography and fact-based understanding of pastoral adaptive strategies and ecology.

Additionally, this study contri-

butes to anthropological knowledge about adaptive social units--in this
case the household, which has been

a

recent focus of social scientific

interest (see Netting, Wilk, and Arnould, in press)--and about the role
of women in economy, society, and culture, which is a current issue in
pastoral studies
other

spheres

of

(Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson 1980) as well as in
anthropology.

Not

least, although less general in

terms of general anthropologLcal interests,
step toward

redressing

the

r

nave in this study taken a

scarcity of knowledge

10 ther major components include movement
friendship or animal sharing systems, and raiding.

about

the role of

(nomadism),

stock-
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small stock in the food production, social and cultural systems of African pastoralists.

As I suggested in Chapter 1, the focus on small stock

led to a clearer understanding of the interaction of numerous factors in
the Turkana pastoral adaptation to an arid, variable environment.
Chapter 1
In Chapter 1, after consideration of the theoretical context of
this study, a general outline of the history of East African pastoral
anthropology, and mention of advantages and disadvantages of conducting
my study with Turkana pastoralists in particular, I discussed some issues
concerning small stock in African pastoral systems.

(I noted that little

in the literature, whether in the ideological, structural-functional, or
ecological tradition, is concerned with small stock.)

Brief ly p the lit-

erature indicated that small stock are a component of pastoral herds
especially important in arid environments because they can subsist and
produce food under conditions of scrub vegetation where cattle and even
camels cannot thrive.

Small stock are 2specially important for meat and

as sales animals because they are smaller and more rapidly reproducing,
and of lower emotional value and lower market worth, than cattle or
camels.

They are also important for milk because they produce into the

dry season when cattle (although not camels) do not and because they are
easily milked by children.

In contrast to large stock, small stock may

be managed mainly by women, because of Which women gain some economic
independence they would otherwise not have and furthermore may be environmental managers of significant importance in these ecosystems.
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Chapter 2
Chapter

2

comprises

ecological

and

ethnographic

information

about the study area and the study group--the Ngisonyokd section of the
South Turkana.

I discuss an important aspect of fieldwork with nomadic

pastoralists, that is the difficulty of observing in depth more than a
few of the independent, dispersed, nomadic households in a rugged and
nearly roadless terrain.

Difficulties of systematic and regular data

collection in these conditions (and in the initial year of what is to be
a multi-year study) account for the speculative nature of some of the
conclusions draw in subsequent chapters and for the lack: of

sophisti-

cated statistical results and summaries in the present study.

This does

not, howaver, undermine the methodological premise of gathering quantitative data by scientifically verifiable means.

Chapter 3
I begin Chapter 3 with a look at the movements of the four study
households and their herds.

Contrary to the pattern among some African

pastoral groups--in particular the Jie and Karimojong, closely related
historically to the Turkana--among the Ngisonyok:a small stock are almost
never the sole food-producing livestock found with the main homestead of
the household (aw:!.) with its contingent of
women, girls, and children.

old people,

married men,

Rather, the main awi is generally accompan-

ied at all times of the year by "milking" camels as well as "milking"
small stock (some of these animals may in fact be producing little or no
milk during the latter part of the dry season).

These are frequently

the only animals moving with the main awi during the dry season, when
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the rest of the camels and small stock, and the cattle, are detached in
independently mOving herding camps.

During the wet season and subse-

quent period of adequate forage all of the awi's species-specific and
production-specific herds generally merge with the dry-season core homestead.

This general summary obscures marked variation iOl movement pat-

terns among awis within a year and within a particular aWl! from one year
to another.

The details and intricacies of Ngisonyoka herd and household

movements are analyzed by McCabe (in prep.), who says that "a flexible
system allows high degree of individual chOice and is therefore well
suited to a highly variable and unpredictable environment."
The two-f ace ted reason for the contrast between the Ngisonyoka
and other members of the Karamojong Cluster such as the Jie and Karimojong in the pattern of small stock-large stock-homestead spatial associations is that the Ngisonyoka have camels as an integral component of
their large livestock, whereas the other groups have no camels at all;
and the Ngisonyoka main homestead is fully nomadic whereas the main
homesteads 1n the other groups are mainly sedentary, remaining in one
place where the vegetation becomes reduced to scrub which cannot support cattle in the dry season.

The possession of camels and the extreme

nomadism of the Ng:lE=onyoka are related to the more marginal environment
of Turkana than of the highlands in Uganda where the other groups mentioned live.

Contrasts between the Ngisonyoka and non-related pastoral

groups (the Tuareg, Somali, Kababish, etc.) in small stOCk-large stockhomestead associations are no doubt also related to ecological factors,
but with a lack of controlled comparison (i.e., cultural historical relationships) i t is

difficult

to

say

what

additional

factors--econornic,
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social, and cultural--affect the situation.

In any case, the possession

of camels Which almost always accompany the main homestead may to a
degree reduce the "criticalness" of small stock to Ngisonyoka subsistence
inasmuch as they are rarely the sole source of animal products for the
awi.

Instead, it is the combination of small stock and camels, both

adapted to arid conditions but with very different biological characteristics in other respects (e.g., Size, reproduction), that is important
in the NgiAonyoka adaptation to arid conditions.

On the other hand, the

addition of cattle (and the sheep component of the small stoCk) allows
more complete adaptation to the total environment, Since they are able
to maximally exploit the variably occurring bountiful conditions.

And

finally the donkeys, utilized to some extent in characteristically opportunistic Turkana fashion for food, are essential for the nomadism that is
a major component of the total pastoral adaptive strategy.
The second part of Chapter 3 considers herd sizes and compositions and changes in these variables throughout a year of notable environmental events--drought, rain, livestOCk disease, and enemy raids.

An

outstanding phenomenon was the high mortality of the herds--i.e., severe
herd losses--sustained by pastoral households

that were nevertheless

still "in business" when the disastrous year had passed and a
promising one had begun.

more

The data are detailed evidence of the differen-

tial contribution of the different livestock species to the mixed herds
of Ngisonyoka households.

Small stock losses amounted to 60-70 % of

adult and over 90% of young animals at two of the three awis with small
stock--in contrast to only about 15 % lost at the third awi, which had a
smaller herd and different movement patterns.

This illustrates signifi-
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cant inter-awi variability, which goes unnoticed in studies that lOOk
only at regional data.

In terms of adaptive advantages of large herds,

however, it should be noted that all of the fourth herdowner's small
herd was lost in an enemy raid late in 1981 (after I left the field),
which probably would have been less Hkely to occur with a large herd.
The awis' camel losses were significantly less, with adult mortality
around 20-40 % but calf mortality 70-100 %.

Cattle mortality was not

assessed directly because the cattle were inaccessible until af ter the
drought and rains, but was probably comparable to small stock mortality,
except fo!.' calf mortality which was 100 % without exception.
Contrasting in their immediate responses to the stresses of the
drought were

the

different

reco'c,=abilities of

atter the forage began to grow with the rains.

the

livestock

species

Small stOCk came into

milk without even giving birth, bred at the same time during the wet
season and began producing young five months later.

Although their re-

generation was upset by an epidemic of contagious caprine pleuropneumonia among the goats, still they demonstrated rapid recovery.

Further-

more, it may be said here that the overall effects of disease on combined morbidity and mortality during the course of the year seemed no
more severe among the small stOCK than among the camels (which suffered
particularly from a disease infecting the neck glands) and the cattle
(which suffered from what we believe was contagious bovine pleuropneumonia).

This particular observation 1s contrary to the statements of

Dahl and Hjort (1976: 221, 231, 267) that small stOCK especially are subject to rapid decline due to disease, as well as to drought.

Within the

small stock category, sheep were much more severely affected by the
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drought and rains than the goats were.

The sheep remaining after these
Sheep may be

disasters, however, recovered as quickly as the goats.

most significant in the Ngisonyoka adaptation for their abi.lity to

re-

spond well to the above. average conditions that occur in this variable
environment, when they fatten up quickly., (Although I did not document
it quantitatively, it

seemed, and

faster than kids in good years.

the Turkana said,

that lambs grow

Additionally, sheep store more fat than

goats do [ef. Dahl and Hjort 1976: 204, 209], particularly, in the case
of the sheep typical of the Turkana and East African pastoralists generally, in the rump or tail, which is relished by the Ngisonyoka.)
In contrast to small stock, the camels demonstrated very slow
recoverability, breeding later after the rains than the small stock and,
With a gestation period about 2-1/2 times longer, not producing young
until the subsequent year.

A few camel calves were born directly fol-

lowing the drought, but the small number suggests that, and informants
said

that,

some pregnant

and/or the gland disease.

camels aborted from

the stress of

drought

The slow regeneration of camels after hard

times agrees with remarks in the literature (e.g., Spencer 1973, Dahl and
Hjort 1976).

The response of the cattle to the drought and the con-

trasting abundant forage subsequently demonstrated a poorer adaptation
to the marginal aspects of the Turkana environment

th~n

the camels, but

an excellent adaptability to environmental flush conditions.

Although no

cattle calves survived the drought and few were born immediately subsequently,

the

next

year

(for which

my information

comes from J. T.

McCabe) the cattle showed much more improvement, both in reproduction
and in production, than the camels.

ThUS, whereas observation of cattle
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only during a very dry year would suggest a relatively small importance
in the livestock production system, observation during an abundant year
points to importance of cattle in the variable conditions characterist1c
of tllis kind ot environment, as well as to the complementary nature of
camels and cattle as the large stock component of the Ngisonyoka adaptation; the same is true of goats and sheep in the small stock component.
and

On a shorter time scale than year-to-year variation, the sheep
cattle will

within each

respond

more

dramatically

(non-drought) year. 1

Thus

to

the

each species

wet-season

flush

complements

the

other within size category, and the large stock and small stock complement each other between size categories.
Most of the data summarized above support observations made in
the literature, which are themselves summarized by Dahl and Hjort (1976:

231):
sheep and goats are characterized by the posSibility of rapid
growth.
The flocks, however, can decline rapidly due to
disease [qualified above] and droughts, and changes and variations 1n the composition and size of small stock flocks
occur generally rather rapidly. Cattle herds fluctuate with
a lower frequency and camel herds are relatively static.
The present study differs from and goes beyond previous studies in the
level of detailed description and elucidation of a multiplicity of large
and small events, affected by and aftecting different households in var-

1Ecological relationships between the natural environment and
livestock biology (such as the fact that cattle, and, to a lesser extent,
sheep, are preferentially grazers of herbaceous vegetations, while
camels and goats are browsers of u'ees and shrubs) are the subject of
investigation by biological ecologists 1n the South Turkana Ecosystem
Project.
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iOU8 ways, that interact in the dynamics of small stock and large stock
herds of household pastoral enterprises.

Chapter 4
While Chapter 3 is mainly about inte:.:act!ons between the environment

and

the

people's

subsistence base,

the livestock, Chapter 4

looks at how the people exploit their subsistence base to feed themselves ,:md carry out other activities.

I focus on the contributions of

the different livestock species to the milk, blood, meat, and sales-animals supplies of the households; and also conSider the use of live-stock
for other necessary purposes--to provide hospitality, acquire Wives, etc.
As in Chaptel: 3; the integration of the different livestock species into
a total system of livestock production is demonstrated.

No species can

be singled out as the most critical; rather they all contribute in essent1~1

ways.
The most important and steady milk producers overall were the

camels, which were the only reliable milk producers in the
struck dry season of 1980-81.

drought-

Despite their of t-quoted abllHy to pro-

vide milk in the dry season, however, the camels produced quite poorly
in the severe dry season (i.e., drought).

This indicates less a problem

with the camels than the severity of the environmental conditions that
year.

The cattle produced no milk at all stl'l,rting from the early dry

(1980), and the small stock were milked sporadiciilily and contributed
little to household milk supplies during the late dry.

As they quickly

regained condition af ter the onset of the rains, the small stock became
important milk producers during the mid-late wet season (as noted ear-
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lier, without producing young)--relative to large stock. the wet season
was their most important time of year for milk. production, with the possible exception of the mid dry season at which time the main kid/lamb
crop occurs.

The wet season milk production of the small stock is

important particularly because this may be the low point for the human
population in terms of food availability.

It is a characteristic of

small stock, in contrast to large stock, to respond very rapidly to the
new forage; this was verbally noted by informants, as well as measured
in the milk. pail.

The importance of small stock milk lessened in com-

parison to large stock following the wet season, as the former decreased
in milk production while the latter increased.

As noted, following the

kidding/lambing period in the mid dry season the small stock again increased their contribution to the milk supplies.

At this time they were

contributing 18 %, 39 %J and 38 % of the total milk supplies at three of
the awis where production was measured.

t-1ilk production from the small

stock herds fluctuated more throughout the year than milk production
from the camel herds, similar to the differences in demographic characteristics and reflecting their pattern of adaptation to the environmental
conditions.

The cattle

system as in the

hold a

similar place in the milk production

herd reproduction system;

tnat is,

they

contribute

almost nothing in severe dry periods, but respond well to lush forage.
DOnkeys were very sporadically milked, and are not considered important
sources of milk.

Their primary and essential job is as pack. animals.

Milk production is inadeq1uate to fult111 the people's food needs,
particularly during very dry years when the animals produce very little
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or no milk.

During 1980-81, at least, the Ngisonyoka relied on blood

taken from living animals to a greater extent than has been indicated
for other East African pastoralists.

Blood was not just an important

food for herdboys in dry season herding camps, but for the people at the
main awis as well.

(The people at the main awis were men, women, girls,

children, and some herdboys.

Although blood consumption was not meas-

ured, observation and the people's statements indicated that blood was
consumed by everyone.)

Camels were overCill the most important source

ot blood at the awls, being bled throughout the year.

Small stock were

not bled much or at all at the awis during the dry season, but were
important sources of blood in the wet and subsequent dry season following the drought, when they were physically able to withstand the bloodletting (according to informants' statements).

Cattle were bled at the

awis following the drought, although not as much as camels.

All the

livestOCk were bled at the herding camps (except for dOnkeys, which are
not bled).
available~

Sometimes during the dry season blood was the only food
and it remained an important food even af ter the animals

started producing more millt after
scarce).

the dry season (when meat

became

The people said that if there were enough milk they would not

bleed the animals so much, indicating that milk comes first as a food
while blood is more of a reserve food supply most important in times of
scarcity (within the limits of animals weak from hunger to be bled).

It

is probable that scarcity is frequent enough in Turkana on a yearly basis
and from year to year that blood is almost always a more important component of

the people's diet than 1n most other East African pastoral
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groups.

(It should be noted that many pastoralists in the driest parts

of Africa, e.g., the Somali, do not bleed their animals, due to religiQus
considerations.)
Another striking aspect of
1980-81 dry season was

t~,;tl

the NgisonyoKa food supply in the

relatively large amount of meat.

The impor-

tance of meat as food was a function of several factors:

more meat

than usual was available from animals dying from the effects of the
severe dry season, and more an1mals than usual may have been slaught.ered to compensate for lacK of milK, but also the NgLsonyoKa consider
meat to be a normal food of the dry season, and (according to verbal information)

regularly and normally slaughter large as well as

stOCK during that time.
institution.

small

Dry-season large-stocK slaughter is a cultural

Full grown male

(usually)

camels and cattle are

thus

important slaughter animals, not primarily objects of emotional attachment and (economically) irrational uselessness.

The herd structures

(low proport1on of adult males, high proportion of breeding females) of
Ngisonyoka large stock, and observed slaughtering practices, "certainly
(do] not document the irrational use of livestock suggested in Herskovits's description of the East African 'catt.le complex'" (R. Dyson-Hudson
1983a).

The perhaps larger-than-normal relative contribution of meat t.o

the 1980-81 dry season food supply was probably a quantitative rather
than a qualitative contrast to less severe years.

As with blood, per-

haps the Turkana, in their more marginal environment than most East
African populations; rely more heavily on meat than those populations.
The TurKana (as well as their cultural relatives, the Jie) seem to contrast with some pastoral groups in the degree of development of the
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"cattle mentality" that would inhibit slaughtering large animals for food
(see Gulliver 1951: viti), although it is difficult to know

ho~

much this

is due to reporters' perceptions as opposed to reell differences between
pastoral groups.

Unlike large stock, small stocK are slaughtered by the

Turkana throughout

the year and are in that sense the most regular

source of meat through the seasons.

I did not observe, however, a dif-

ferential (lower) emotional value of small stock than of large St.ock for
the people (cf. Dahl and Hjort 1976: 161, 200, ecologic/economically oriented ant.hropologists who do contrast large and small stock 1n this respect).

I believe the differences in slaughtering can be explained by

economic factors--i.e., the more convenient-sized paCkage of meat from
small stock and the flock's
slaughtered animal.

more rapid reproduction to

replace

the

On the other hand, the food-Value stored in the

large stOCK does become important when meat bec'omes "the food of the
season" (i.e., of the dry season).

As with milk and blood production,

meat production reflects different biological attributes of the different
species.

Furthermore, just as the different species are all important

components of the livestock production system, the

me~t

of all the spe-

cies is an important co:mponent of the food supply (although donkey meat
may be singled out as less important than that of the four primary productive species).
Non-pastoral products obtained by selling livestock are a fourth
crucial component of the food supply.
most
Small

important;
stock

and

sugar,
cattle

tea

leaves,

were

the

Maizemeal 1s quantitatively the
and

most

lobacco

are also purchased.

important

sales

animals

in

1980-81; mere small stock were sold, but cattle brought almost as much
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money into the households.

Ci~mels

were not important sales animals; it

may be that the camel herds are more valued for direct subsistence than
the less dependable cattle herds are.

Calculations in Chapter 4 suggest

that maize meal may have contributed about half as many calories to the
human food supply in the late dry season 1981 as meat (with these two
foods contributing the bulk of the calories compared to milk and blood).
The protein/calorie balance of the Ngisonyoka food supply is such that
they could benefit from more exchange of livestock (protein) for maizemeal (calories).

The people themselves seem to think this is true--i.e.,

they like maizemeal, say it lasts a household longer than an animal
slaughtered, and say they would buy more it it were available.
1981, the problem was lack of availability of

As of

maizemeal rather

than

reluctance to sell animals, large or small.
Observations on other uSles of livestock will not be summarized
here; although those uses are an important aspect of the pastoral system
they are more peripheral to the subsistence system in particular,
is the primary focus of Chapter 4.

wh~h

As in the case of herd dynamics, the

discussions of food production in Chapter 4 are most significant in their
contribution to detailed quantitative ethnography and eluCidation of the
interaction of many variables in the total system.

Both the contribu-

tions of the different roles from the livestock to the tood supply are
presented in this light.

Evans-Pritchard'e (1940)

examination of

the

Nuer food supply in relation to Nuer ecology was interesting insofar as
it went, but was qualitative and general; similar was Gulliver's (1951)
discussion of Turkana food and diet.
~~re

Their treatments of these subjects

peripheral to their interests in and understanding of the function-
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ing of social structure.

Evans-Pritchard's and Gulliver's and similar

studies were, as I have said in Chapter 1, not rejected in the ecologLcal
approach but helped form a basis for later studies.

The goal of the

ecological approach is to understand how humans adapt to environmental
conditions and problems, a.nd to identify ecosystemic interrelationships
in the adaptation.

A central part of understanding adaptation is to

understand how food is obtained and how food acquisition is related to
environmental variables.

There are,' as yet, few studies of pastor,alists

demonstrating these factors in quantitative detail and in systemic terms
(e.g., accounting for interactions among all the livestock
pastoral production system).

specil~s

in a

The present study is a step in that direc-

tion, and, combined with ecological, human biological, and other human
sociocultural behavioral studies of the South Turkana Ecosystem Project,
considerably advances our understanding of

the patterns of adaptation

enabling a pastoral population to survive and perSist in its ecosystem.

Chapter 5
Having demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 4 that a central aspect of
the livestock component of the Ngisonyoka adaptation is the combination
of the different species in an integrated herd complex, in Chapter 5 I
discuss the household production units that are associated with discrete
herd complexes--the combination of humans that care for and depend on
the goats, sheep, camels, .cattle, and dOnkeys owned by a man.

The pur-

pose is to show how the activities (functions) and morphology (structure)
of the awi, which I identify as the household, are integrated into a primary social unit of Ngisonyoka nomadic pastoral adaptation.

Drawing
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from social scientific literature on the household, I focus on the activco~res

ities of production, distribution, transmission, reproduction, and
idence (see Wilk and Netting, in press).
tion

activities

that

sustain

and

The awi is the locus of produc-

increase

owner/household head's livestock complex.

the

value

of

the

herd-

The two mos t

crucial and

demanding activities are herding and watering the livestock.

Because the

diferent species have different nutritional and water requirements, travelling capabilities, etc., they are herded in species-specific (with goats
and sheep

combined,

however) and often, particularly during

season, production-specific herds.

the dry

With three categories of herded ani-

mals (donkeys generally graze untended), an awi might have to provide
herding labor for five or six separate herds in the dry season (the
cattle may not be broken into production-specific units).

A herdowner's

ideal is to have sufficient sons and/or unmarried brothers to provide
herding labor, and daughters (plus a wife or two) to water the animals.
(Not as many waterers would be required as herders because one waterer
can water different herds; on the other hand, as wells deepen in the dry
season more than one waterer is needed to handle a herd.)
labor supply is not always or often possible.
natives:

The ideal

There are several alter-

girls or women can herd, boys or men can water, all the spe-

cies-specific herds may not be divided into PK'o'lluctioll-specific units,
new members (especially adolescent relatives) may join rhe awi, and two
or more awis may cooperate in herding and/or watering activities.

(It

should also be noted that ecological imperatives for splitting herds into
production-specific units and removing some or all of these from the
main awi during the dry season vary from year to year.

During good
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years all tne livestock may remain with the main awi.)

In the marginal

and variable Turkana environment it is adaptive for each awi to be an independent unit capable of responding quiCkly to changing conditions, particularly by mOving the homestead and herds to new locations; and, correspondingly, the Turkana have a cultural norm of strong individualism.
In light of these factors,

the Ngisonyoka display great flexibility in

assignment of labor tasks and splitting up of herds, and a hel'downer
seems more inclined to exercise these options than to solve his labor
problems on an inter-awi basis.

Thus the self-contained awi 1s the most

usual production unit.
The awi is also the social unit of distribution, reproduction,
and

co-residence,

with

certain

qualifications.

The

awi

comprises

wife/mother-centered subunits (conveniently referred to as ekols,

~

being the word for day':'hut), within which distribution, reproduction, and
co-residence is focused.

A good deal ot redistribution of food (primar-

ily meat and maizemeal), tobacco, and other items also takes place on an
individual-to-individual basis within and between awis through a begging
process

(Which can be considered a

cultural and social institution).

With respect to co-residence an integral aspect of tne Ngisonyoka adaptation--a direct response to variable livestock nutritional requirements
in a variable environment--is that one or more components of the herd
complex, accompanied by a herder from the awi, usually leave the main
awi during the dry season, when forage deteriorates, to set up independently moving, non-co-resident herding camps.

These camps may be called

awi if girls and women are present and build huts, but otherwise are
called

abor;

in

my

experience

with

the Ngisonyoka

the

latter

were
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overwhelmingly the pattern (in contrast to Gulliver's experience in North
Finally, two or more awis frequently move together for a

Turkana).

short or more lengthy time (from one move to several years of moves).
However, each awi remains a separate identifiable unit of distribution,
reproduction,

and

residence.

Neither

the

eXiste~2el' of

ekol-subunits

within an awi nor the temporary association of se'veral awis negates the
separate household status of each awi in terms of the activities discussed.
I have not identified the awi, as household (1n distinction to a
"family" as the ref errent of the polysemic word "awi"), as a locus of
resource allocation or transmission.

Grazing resources are held by the

section (e.g., Ngisonyoka) of the Turkana "tribe"; water resources are
either open to anyone using the grazing area or are owned by the indj.viduals wbo dug them or their direct male descendents (springs and dug
wells, respectively); and livestock are transmitted within extended families and emerging nuclear families.

Inasmuch as household membership is

not nece!:lsarily synonymous with family membership (although the latter
may be the normative core of the

forUi~L),

the household is not synony-

mous with the group that holds and transfers wells and livestock.
In the second half of Chapter 5 I describe normative awi morphology--the core of which is a married male herdowner, nis wives and
children:

a "polygynous nuclear family"--and then illustrate a range of

actual morphologies by reference to the four study awis.

Emphasis is on

relationships between awi structure and function--especially, bow individual awis carried out the necessary activities of herding and watering
given their particular morpholOgies, which are quite variable (a function
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in part of tile developmental cycle of the awi).

For example, one awi

consisted of the married herdowner and an ample labor force comprising
primarily his unmarried brothers and sisters.

This awi followed fairly

"ideal" patterns of species- and production-specific herd divisions during
the dry season, as 'VJell as the preferred pattern of unmarried males
doing the herding and unmarried females doing the watering.

In contrast

was the smallest, youngest awi, which had a deficient labor force and
which followed very different patterns of movement, herd divisions, and
sex and age ot

herders and waterers.

The aw1 was quite sedentary

throughout the dry st!ason (unlike the other aw1),
because of its small stock herd and few camels.

which was possible

The small small-stock

herd was not subdivided, and remained with the awi.

Most of the camels

were taken to a herding camp, and were later lost to bandit thieves due
to irresponsible actions on the herder's part.

The awi's cattle were run

1n the herd of the herdowner's father's half-brother.

The awi's small

stock herders consisted for the most part of two young girls, the camels
remaining with tne awl were not herded at all (grazing untended), and
the herdowner's wife and on occasion the herdowner himself were active
waterers.

Despite these labor constraints, the awi did not join with

other awis; rather the herdowner chose the option of the f lexibil1ty in
cultural norms in movement, herding, and labor practices.

This illus-

trates statements about strong cultural norms of independence and indi'I,,'!dualism, which I
environment.
morphology

Th~

and

have related to adaptation to a marginal, variable
other two study awis exhibited further variations of

activity.

Following

these

discussions

I

considered

changes in co-resident and total awi membership throughout the seasons
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due to the formation and dissolution of herding camps and individuals
leaving and joining for other reasons.

Membership turnover appears to

be '·prim~rily related directly or indirectly to matters of subsistence
support.
The chapter ends with a consideration of awi adaptive success,
i.e., viability.

In a pastoral subsistence system, household viability

depends on a balance between the productive capacity of the livestocK
and the labor capacity and food needs of the group of humans who care
for and depend on the livestocK (as well as on necessary balance between
the livestock and the capacity of the environment to provide forage and
water and its destructive tendencies in terms of disease, predators,
etc.).

SpeCifically, a particular herd of livestock must be in balance

with a particular group of humans, i.e., the household.

Nowhere in the

literature are there empirical studies of actually existing herds and the
households linKed to them, describing both livestOCK variables (numbers
and Kinds of the livestock, herd sex and age compositions, food production from the herds) and human variables (numbers and sex and age composition of the members of the household and of labor patterns).

I cannot

generalize from the present study about the survivability of a household
unit in terms of minimal or maximal livestOCk parameters, e.g., livestocK:numan ratios or finer distinctions.

I cannot measure the adaptive

fitness, relative ,or absolute, of the household I examined, beyond saying
(to borrow conceptually from the Dyson-Hudsons, 1982: 228-229) that with
the herds of camels, cattle, goats, and sheep, and the food production
from them, that I described, the households that I described were successful during the year I observed and measured them, because if. they
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had not been they would have died off or taken up alternative subsistence activities.

This is not a trivial statement, however, backed up as

it is by data and discussion of various interrelationships among the different livestock species and their ability to survive and produce, and
the characteristics of the human groups associated with them, and especially in the context of a year of severe environmental onslaughts to
the herds.

Small as the sample of households is, the data show a range

of variation in herd size, human group size, and animal:human ratios.
They also indicate commonalities among households--e. g., all households
had all kinds of livestock, although a household could exist without all
kinds

necessarily

co-resident;

and

household

sizes

reflected

a

core

structure of a married man, one to several wives or other adult females,
and their children.

The adaptive characteristics of these diversified

herds and small independent social units of production and nomadic movement have been the subject of much of the discussion of Chapters 3, 4,
and 5.

"Sticky with facts and clogged with ••• detail" as i t is

Chapter 1), it is difficult to make a final conclusive summary

(see

state~ent

beyond saying that these data end discussions about the adaptation of integrated pastoral herds and households are an empir:!.cal contribution to
further the understanding and model building of pastoral ecosystems.

Chapter 6
Chapt er 6, the analy sis of women's roles in the Ii vee tock production

system,

and

particularly

of

relationships

between human sex

roles (in management and labor) and livestock species differences, adds
to the understanding of the household as an integrated pastoral enter-
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prise.

I build on material in Chapter 5, describing in more detail live-

stock. ownership and management and activity and labor patterns.

The

main thrust of the discussion is to show that amongst the Ngisonyok.a
(and, judging from Gulliver's Work, the Turkana in general) the relevant
divisions in male and temale spheres of household resource control and
labor have little to do with livestock. species ditferences.

Rather,

males have particular rights and duties with respect to tne livestOCK
species in general, and females have particti+ar rigl1ts and duties witl1
respect to livestock in general.

Thus, males have ultimate control over

dispOSition of all the livestock., and decide where tl1ey will graze and
when they will move, and preferentially are their herders; and females
have

rights

over

the

produce

of

their

allocated

livestock.

(camels,

cattle, small stock, and dOnkeys), and generally make deCisions about
milk.1ng and bleeding them, and are their milkers and bleeders.

Males

slaughter large and small stock.; women slaughter only small stock and
disabled large stock.

As

discussed in Chapter 6,

there are certain

exceptions to this general summary, and also overlap (both de jure and
de facto) between male and female roles in some of the categories of
control

and

labor.

The exceptions indicate

that Turkana women may

indeed exercise more control over the slaughtering of small than of
large stock, in action though not in terms ot the cultural rules of deci.sion-making.

The exceptions and the

role overlap do not,

however,

negate an emphatic conclusion that the Turk.ana are an important exception to hypotheses of women as environmental managers in East (or other)
African herding societies based on their management of small stock. (cf.
Chapter 1, p. 22).

I say "important" exception because the Turkana are
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not a small, minor, and insign1fical1t pastor.al group in the African (or
world) range of pastoral societies; because the Turkana are immediate·
neighbors of

the Pokot, f rom which such an hypothesis was tormulated

(Conant 1984), and, despite general enmity, there has been a good deal of
cultural exchange between these two

gr~~ps;

and because the Turkana are

the first pastoral group for which I am aware that this hypothesis or at
least its prem.1se has been tested with specific observations and data.
Apart from

coming to an opposite

conclusion about

women and

small

stock, however, it is most important to emphasize and acknowledge the
importance of ideas such as Conant's, which were among those that stimulated me to investigate small stOck and women and thus come to a more
adequate understanding of the pastoral production system than if I had
followed traditional foci on men and cattle albeit with an ecological,
ecosystemic perspective.

Conclusion
I undertook fieldwork for this study with an ecological perspective, 1n which functionalism extends beyond the social sphere, structural
arrangements have adaptive value in organization for defense and production, and cultural attitudes and behavior show selective advantages in
promoting subsistence success (to paraphrase Netting 1977: 6).

I also

was specifically interested in the subsistence and more general sociocultural roles ot
course,

small stock, especially in relation to women.

relationships

Of

between small stock and the other livestock in

these spheres were to be a central consideration of the study.

I did

not t however, anticipate the degree to which I would be led to focus on
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the more inclusive system--on the integration of the species into a livestock enterprise comprising a household and its herd cor!plex (the aggregation of which constitute the total population of the group in question)--as opposed to small stock as a center from which and to which the
relationships flowed.

What this has accomplished has been to contribute

to ethnography and understanding not only of small stock and of women's
roles, itself a contrast to previous ideological, social structural, and
ecological studies of pastoralists (with some exceptions, of

course,

e.g., Dyson-Hudson 1972), but also of pastoral household systems in a
holistic ecological perspective with an emphasis on adaptation to variable and hazard-filled environmental conditions.

This approach contrasts

with that of earlier studies of African pastoralists.

To consider sev-

eral of the most noteworthy of these studies, Evans-Pritchard (1940,
1951) analyzed Nuer ecology, subsistence, political, and kinship systems.
He did not, however, study Nuer subsistence in any quantitative way or
demonstrate how the Nuer people survived (in terms of food) by utilizing
the products of their herds (Which include small stock) and gardens and
rivers, or, conversely, sometimes went hungry because of variable ecological processes.

And despite his impressive consideration of the Nuer

ecosystem and the relationships between subsistence and the physical
environment, Evans-Pritchard went on to analyze the social systems (politics, kinship) in terms of inherent tendencies without explicit relationship to subsistence and environment.

Thus we do not get a holistic or

adaptive understanding of Nuer eCQlogy, subsistence, or social structure.
Gulliver's comparative analysis of Turkana and Jie livestock property and
kinship systems (1955), in combination with his detailed (1951) ethnogra-
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phy of the Turkana, brings us closer, I think, to appreciating ecological
links among environmental conditions, settlement and subsistence (patterns of nomadism, characteristics and contributions of the various livestock, etc.), and the various patterns of social structure and organization.

Still, Gulliver's focus was in the British structural-functional

tradition, wbich was concerned with tendencies inherent within the social
system.

(This focus comes out more strongly in Gulliver's later worKs,

e.g., Gulliver 1975.)

As with Evans-Pritchard, he did not do quantitative

ethnography of subsistence nor demonstrate the adaptive value of mul tispecies herds, household production units, or other features of the Turkana social system.

Turning to Stenning's (1958, 1959) contributions to

concepts and ethnography of the Viability of pastoral domestic groups,
we still find a deficit of deta to understand in quantitative terms relationships between herd viability and household viability, and a lack of
illustrative cases of real herds and real households depending on and
surviving in connection with each other.
Finally, Dahl and Hjort (1976) gleaned and summarized extensive
data from the literature (itself a major contribution to the literature
and a help to students of nomadic pastoralism), to analyze and model
characteristics of herd growth and food production from household herds
of cattle, camels, goats, and sheep; they also discussed and integrated
concepts and data concerning herd diversification and differences and
complementarity of types of stock.

Their work was theoretical in the

sense that they were not dealing with a set of empirical data on
toral ecosystem, but rather compiled data from
model theoretical household systems.

~pas

different sources

to

Therefore their focus on the pas-
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..

toral household and its herds was not an analysis of actual occurrences
and processes.

None of tille origLna1 ethnographic sources,

which did

focus on actual occurrences or at least specific societies, were primari1y ecological studies of pastoral households and their diversified yet
integrated herds.

Dahl and Hjort. hoped their work would help lead to "a

deeper understanding of aspects that are central in the daily life of a
pastoral household" (Dahl and Hjort 1976: 272), which I believe it certainly has.
lives of

The present study, approaching aspectecentral in the daily

pastoral

households from a

different

graphic and empir1cal--may also. especially in
studies of the South

Tur~ana

point of

view--ethno-

combinatj~on

with other

Ecosystem Project, help in that etfort.
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